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CONVEGE\CE
The No40 Media Console is atwo component system,
each dedicated to state of the art processing and switching
of video and audio.
The Mark Levinson No40 media console is aremarkably
powerful and flexible control centre for even the most
advanced home entertainment system.
Both the audio processor and the video processor are built
on "card cage" designs that maximize hardware flexibility
now and in the future.
As befits the first multi-channel, audio/video product to
carry the Mark Levinson name, the No40 Media Console
offers no-compromise audio performance that is worthy of
its heritage.
Extraordinary measures have been taken in both design and
manufacturing to ensure that the sounds you enjoy from
your No40 based system will be emotionally invoking and
rewarding, whether you are enjoying conventional stereo
recordings, multi-channel music or the latest film.

16 Bit Linear PCM upsampled to 24/bits at 352.8 kHz,
HDCD, Dolby Digital, Dolby Digital + THX, Dolby Digital +
THX-EX, DIS, DIS + THX, DISES, BTSES + THX,
Pro-Logic 2, Pro-Logic + THX, MPEG, MPEG + THX.
Various music and film surround sound mode processing to
provide umulti-channel experience from two-channel material.
Matrix processing, speaker crossovers and bass
redirection/management.

The No40 offers performance comparable to the finest
professional video switches that you might find in postproduction houses in Hollywood.
The video crosspoint switch has avideo frequency-response
in excess of 60 MHz ± 0.1dB, with asignal to noise ratio
better than 70dB. At the more traditional —3dB point the
numbers get even better with well over 200MHz of
bandwidth. This is significant as it exceeds even the highest
frequencies for any HDTV system that has even been
proposed much less implemented.

The No40 Video Processor contains many innovations that
have never before been ayalable to consumers at any orke.
The front panel of the No40 Video Processor features a
small LCD screen. This screen can be used in several ways,
including access to all the setup menus and control options
via Madrigal's graphic user interface or GUI.
This GUI is implemented in the digital video domain for the
greet clarity and legibility and incorpoiates several
proprietary Madrigal Technologies.

Today we have atruly remarkable assortment of source
components that may be brought into asophisticated home
entertainment system. Hence the need for equally remarkable
input and output capabilities, aclear, powerful and flexible
user interface, innovative approaches to simplifying the
control of complex systems, and avariety of tools to facilitate
custom installation applications that may require the No40 to
control or to be controlled by other products.
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Welcome
It's all over bar the shouting, and fortunately most of the shouting

Editorial staff
Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • René Andrew
Production Editor • Michael Cavenett

this year has been of apositive nature. The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo
went off to general acclaim and saw the launch of new products
from literally hundreds of brands. Going to press so soon after the
event, its impossible to do the event justice with afull report this

Editorial contacts
tel • 020 8774 0846
fax • 020 8774 0940
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.coin
HiFi News, IPC Media, Focus House,
Dingwall Ave, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA

month, but we have squeezed in Ken Kessler's ' Top 10' highlights.
In next month's magazine— which is our end- of- the- year Awards
special — we'll bring you an extended, in-depth report.
We also think that our ' new look' has gone down pretty well ( your
comments, please) but during the hectic

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

production of the November issue one or two
small errors crept in. Well, let's be honest:
among the inevitable but inconsequential minor

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

glitches, there were acouple of large cock- ups.
On page 33, we managed to invent anew Creek

Consulting Editor
John Crabbe

model number, as our headline incorrectly
described the A50iR amplifier as ' A501iR'.

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler

In our turntable review, Roksan and Michell
pictures got switched, on page 53 and again on

Advertising
Group Sales Manager • Nick Lee
Senior Sales Executive • Natasha Bailey
Classified Sales Executive • Clare Haynes
The Market
(Reader sales & wants) • Carol Molloy
Production Manager • Clare Lordan

020 8774 0841
020 8774 0718
020 8774 0790
020 8774 0631
020 8774 0928

page 55. Saving the worst until last, in AVTech
we managed to lose the end of the Rote)
RSP-1098 review. The conclusion should read:

We think that
our ' new look'
has gone down
pretty well:
your comments,
please...

'Rotel's designers have not sought to tease the
very best technical performance from the RSP-1098's silicon,

Publisher
Angela O'Farrell

possibly because they appreciate that many products that measure

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

RSP-1098 has been carefully crafted to deliver apowerful mix of

like atextbook are no more enthralling on audition. Instead, the
essential features, convenience and alevel of musicality that's

Contributors
Classical Music: Christopher Breunig
Jazz: Ben Watson Rock: Johnny Black
David Allcock, David Berman, Tony Bolton,
Ben Duncan, Barry Fox, Alvin Gold. Jonathan Gorse.
Ian Harris, Jimmy Hughes, Ivor Humphreys, Paul Miller
New subscriptions

wholly consistent with the brand's image. Make no mistake, the
RSP-1098 is astatement product but at aprice that spells
"trouble" for far costlier, high- end AV gear.'
The next AVTech will appear with HFN '
sFebruary ' 04 issue —
with, we promise, a definite conclusion to every review...

01622 778778
fax 01444 445599
e-mail: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

Subscriptions queries
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Adecade ago, there was afurore over copyright and new
formats — only then, the argument was over whether the
record companies could reduce composer royalties for their
prerecorded Digital Compact Cassette and MiniDisc
releases, 'to help them establish the new formats'. A20%
reduction was agreed, but this couldn't save the doomed
DCC format. Amore successful innovation of 1993 was

COUNTRY
&LEISURE
MEDIA

Sonus Faber's Guarneri speaker, beautifully photographed
here by Tony Petch. Ten years on, we're expecting news soon
of the ultimate model in this Homage series, Stradivarius.
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Clockwise from left: Dido's
second album ( p77); Cyrus
AV 8surround pre-amp
and DVD 8player (p34);
Avid Volvere Sequel ( p24)

hardware

43 Stax 4070

18

B&O Beolab 5loudspeaker

Ken Kessler fnds that Stax's latest sealed
headphones are as accurate and inviting as
any before them

B&O has gore for oioke with this flagship
loudspeaker system. And what asystem - afully
digital, room-correcting speaker. By Martin Colloms

45

headphones &
SRM-717 energiser

Definitive Test:

24 Avid Volvere Sequel
'Outstanding sound quality and precision
engineering', and that was just the basic model.
This Sequel offers more - Jimmy Hughes tests

30 Focal-JMIab Micro

Utopia Be

Is the Micro Utopia Be the ultimate compact
two-way loudspeaker? David Allcock finds out

32

EAR 324 phono stage

Ken Kessler looks at aversatile solid-state phono
amp designed for inveterate tweakers

34 Cyrus AV 8surround pre-amp
At last, cut-price surround-sound for those want
to try surround-sound in isolation from ahome
cinema system. Reviewed by Andrew Harrison

36 PS

Audio PCA-2/FICA-2

Asurprising m,x of flexible pre-amp plus compact
and powerful digital power amp. By David Allcock

41

Castle Conway 3loudspeaker

Tony Bolton gets ataste of the ' smooth, civilised
and very detailed' sound of Castle's latest offering

Musical Fidelity TriVista 21 DAC

David Allcock reviews the latest component - after
the SACD, integrated amplifier and pre-/power
amp combination - to carry the Tri-Vsta name

49

TAG McLaren 100x5R:10

Alvin Gold finds you can bridge, bi-amp, or add
channels to this versatile multichannel amp

51

Monitor Audio Gold Reference 5.1

Xhifi Xducer 2.1 speaker system

100

Our regular guide to the wise buys in hi-fi

66 Sweetspot: The

Right

Connections
This month's system is ahigh-class stereo setup,
with aheavy investment in accessories to get the
required sound - and along labour of love for its
owner Bi

80 The

Jonathan Gorse discovers asystem that delivers a
gutsy home theatre experience

53

94 Hot

Feature: Polar Exploration

Polar plot; were the standard tool for analysing
off-axis loudspeaker performance... shouidn't we
still be taking notice of them? By Keith Howard

86 IFA Madness

Asystem that proves the case for compact
sub/satellite systems - and it only costs around
£500. By Ken Kessler

Alvin Gold explores Berlin's IFA consumer show
-one of the biggest, badoest collections of
electronic goodies in the world

56

software

Pioneer SACD/DVD-A player

This third-generation player is on sale for
areally universal price of just £250. Paul Moler
finds out if it's abudget bargain, or fit for the
bargain bin

60

Conrad-Johnson Premier 140

70 Classical
Fidelio from Berlin; Halle's ' English Rhapsody';
Henze documentary; Manier Third on SACD;
West Side Story in surround sound

In the speciafised fielo of higherratea valve power

75 Jazz

amplifiers, the Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 is in
aclass of its own. Test by Martin Colloms

Eddie ' Lockjaw' Davis; Rosi Hertlein; Mahan
McPartland and Dizzy Gillespie in conversation

Get the latest info online www.hifinews.co.uk
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Clockwise from left: Castle
Conway 3speaker ( p41);
Pioneer budget SACD/DVDAudio player ( p56); Stax 4070
headphones ( p43)

77

17

Rock

Dido's acclaimed second album; Neil Young &
Crazy Horse; Ricky Lee Jones' best yet'

the worldwide music industry?

79 Audiophile
The Funk Brothers Standing In The Shadows Of
Motown — the def nitive music documentary. Plus
more excdlent Beach Boys releases

89

103

Barry Fox

In the US, music downloaders are facing massive
fines.., could it happen here, and where next for

65

130

Win £2000-worth of Tannoy Eyris DC loudspeakers

regulars

Ken Kessler

Ken completes aduo of Top lOs this month with
his favourite audio events of the year

Views

Your chance to have your say

98

Next Month/Ad index

What to expect in the January 2004 issue of HFN

Surround sound for the hard of hearing

91

Competition

129

John Crabbe

Accessories Club

Browse for more audio bargains from HFN's
mail-order sery ce

At a glance

Back issues

Keep voiir HFN collection complete

Avid Volvere Sequel

7Sconces

101

All the latest goduct and event news

Save afew bob with asubscription to HFN

Focal-JMIah Micro Utopia Be

Subscription archer form

32 EAR 32 phono stage
34 Cyrus AV 8 & DVD 8
ieseere

exploration

36 PS Audio PCA-2/HCA-2
41 Castle Conway 3

Polar plots used to be the standard tool for analyse%
ott asp louriste drer perf Drowse
still be taking ndice ot them'
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eire

43 Stax 4070 & SRM-717
45 Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC
49 TAG McLaren 100x5R:10
51 Monitor Audio Gold Reference
54 Xhifi Xducer 2.1
56 Pioneer DV565

Why speaker
enthusiasts should
be taking more
notice of polar
plots ( p80)

'.)0 Conrad- Johnson Premier 140
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ScreenPlay 5700

Any way you look at it

Sit back, relax, flip off those shoes and play your favourite DVD in your surround sound home cinema. An enthralling visual experience awaits - thanks
to the ScreenPlay 5700, designed exclusively for the European market with native wide PAL resolution. Any way you look at it, you will love the
ScreenPlay 5700's image quality, delivered by leading class technology like the new high-performance DLP

Matterhorn 16:9 chip from Texas

Instruments for wide PAL resolution. Additional colour and sharpness enhancers and progressive scanning provide the smooth, artefact- free images
you'd expect from Faroudja's DCDi

video processing technology. Any way you look at it, this exceptional home theatre projector fits right into the

most advanced home entertainment systems. So now, what's on for the weekend? Certainly, the ScreenPlay 5700, voted Europe's best projector!

<*e.-

MIXASINStRIMIS ITT

UK enquiries: 01423 359054
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ScreenPlay
bInFocus
www.infocushome.com
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Music industry supports flawed CD protection
The record industry's world trade

'handful of complaints' argued,

body, the IFPI ( International

'the sins of the minority are

Federation of the Phonographic

sefered by the majority.'

Industry), says it will continue to

After quoting an anecdote about

support the use of copy protection

someone taking 12 CDs back to

on CDs, even though it knows the

HMV because they didn't like

systems currently in use do nothing

them, he added, ' Copy protection

to prevent commercial piracy, can

is not the solution, it really isn't the

easily be defeated by determined

answer. It's part of an armoury; it's

copiers, prevent or upset legitimate

sti

listening on PCs, cars players and

tecnnology in America. All our CDs

CD players with ROM drives and

are protected and we have had only

involve responsible hardware
manufacturers in wasteful, time
consuming research.
The comments came during a

ahandful of complaints.'

SunComm's MediaMax used by BMG — see `Suncomm', Shorts, p8
He said Russia, Poland and the

Berman says, ' We have tried over

inadequate. But there is new

[lay Berman also fell back on the
music industry's stance, that

Ukraine were among the top 10

20 years to engage in dialogue with

perfect technology is just around

high profile briefing on commercial

countries of origin for pirate-

Philips and Sony. We go -.
SCMS

the ,corner, ' Iknow it is true that a

piracy, organised by the IFPI in

produced material.

[serial copy management system]

number of models will not play

London recently, with the direct

The I
FPI has identified 28

which ensures you can only copy

some CDs, but that will be

question on copy protection put by

optical disc plants in Russia,

from an original CD, but if we had

overcome with second and third

HFNafter the IFPI had repoited on

producing pirate copies founc in

ever envisaged CD- Rwe would

generation systems.'

commercial piracy.

25.countries. Pakistan has eight

have pressed for greater protection.

plants with six million pirate discs

It's very difficult engaging the

chairman of the BPI ( British

Berman said, CD piracy is

leaving the country each month. In

consumer electronics industry in

Phonographic Industry) explained,

proliferating. We need government

Madrid, aChinese gang was

constructive dialogue. We tried to

'UK piracy is relatively low, at eight

co-operation and the threat of jail.

rur ning the pirate operation. Araid

talk to the computer industry

mi ion CDs ayear. But there is an

Last year we seized 50 million CDs,

Dn

about SCMS " No way!" they said.

80% increase year-on-year and we

90 million blanks, and7000

market netted 10 million CD- R

We were desperate but there was

know the Russian mafia is now

burners. But the pirates just start

copies; in the Philippines 500

no co-operation.'

again the next day. Their profits are

armed police and the presidential

so huge getting caught is just a

guard had been needed to support

confirmed that all BMG's titles are

only one in three discs is an

business expense.'

3 market

now protected, and claiming only a

authorised sale.'

IFPI chairman and CEO Jay

commercial pirates in aMexico

blitz.

Deter Jamieson executive

involved. If you add in home

BMG UK chairman Tim Bowden

copying and downloading,
Barry Fox

Tannoy adds to prestige
Tannoy has added three new models
to its range of Prestige loudspeakers.

111:111

Constructed from hardwood
veneered 18mm-thick birch ply
panels and solid hardwood

700 Series

mouldings, the Sandringham,
Kensington and Yorkminster models
are fitted with the compa -iy's latest
Dual Concentric drive units. Tannoy

Bowers & Wilkins has introduced a

drivers with one 160mm Kevlar mid

has refined the material used in the

new speaker range to replace the

driver, this time using the FST

paper pulp cone's twin ro I
fabric

long-standing CDM Series. The 700

'surround less' design from the

surround to improve midrange

Series starts with the 705 [ reviewed

Nautilus 800 Series. For AV

purity and tighten bass frequencies.

Oct'On atwo-way stand- mounted

enthusiasts, B&W has included a

At 21kg, the 48- litre lacquered

speaker at £ 900, and extends to the

choice of two matching subwoofers,

hree-way 703 at £ 2000. The 704

the ASW 700 and ASW 750, which

walnut finished Sandringham
speakers (£ 2850/pair) are the most

(£1400) is a2.5-way vented box

at£1000 and £ 1200, are specified

compact of the Prestige range. The

floorstander stanaing 957mm high,

at 250mm cone/500W and

units are fitted with a200mm

using one 165mm paper/Kevlar

300mm/1000W respectively. A

version of the speaker system while

cone bass unit, one 156mm woven

centre speaker, the two-way HTM 7,

the 105- litre, 37kg mahogany

Kevlar bass/mid driver, and a25mm

is priced at £ 500 and aDS 7rear

veneer Kensington (£ 6500) and

alloy dome tweeter. The tweeter

effects dipole/monopole costs £900.

200- litre, teak veneer Yorkminster

The two larger models are also

fitted across the range is said to

Cabinet production is now

(£9000) units use 200 and

fitted with five- way, high-currert

have an upper extension to 50kHz

effectively in-house since B&W

380mm versions, respect ively.

gold plated switch blocks for treble

(-6dB), negating the need for a

bought its Danish cabinet partner

and bass control, while the

separate super-tweeter to increase

this year. The 700 Series speakers

The larger speakers are fitted
with an Alcomax 3rare earth

Sanc ringham has athree-way

magnet which is said to give it

control block.

response digital formats. The 703 is

piece baffle/top section assembly.

greater transient response and

Tannoy UK, 01236 420199,

afull three-way design using two of

B&W Loudspeakers, 01903

increased sensitivity.

www.tannoy.com

the 165mm paper/Kevlar bass

221800, www.bwspeakers.com

www.hifinews co uk

eplay bandwidth on extended-

all use alaminated and curved one-
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Shorts

DVD-Audio still looking
for hybrid salvation

division of the AV technology

DTS Entertainment, the content'

Sales of DVD-Audio discs are

which bonds aCD back-to-back

company, has announced three

woefully low compared to SACD

with ahalf-thickness DVD. In

new DVD-A titles: Megadeath

sales, largely because hybrid SACDs

theory, one side of the disc plays on

Peace Sells... But Who's Buying,

can be racked with ordinary CDs.

aCD player and the other side plays

Everclear So Much For The

The Dark Side Of The Moon SACD is

in aDVD-V or DVD-A player.

Afterglow, and Medeski Martin
and Wood Uninvisible.

The problem is that the hybrid

averaging 5546 sales/week in the
USA, with The Police at nearly

may fall outside both the CD and

3000 and the Stones' Let it Bleed at

DVD specifications, and either not

www.dtsentertainment.corn

Jungwan Ko, the Samsung
engineer who chairs WG2, has

over 1500. Latest market figures

play- because the discs' plastics

insisted that the group cannot

EAR has alimited edition version

from Soundscan show that even the

are an essential part of the optical

approve ahybrid design until it has

of its classic EAR509W

best-selling DVD-As are selling

focus system, or may jam in aplayer.

tested samples that have data on

monoblock amp. The Silver

both the DVD and CD sides.

Jubilee version of the 100W

Standards for CD and DVDs

under 200 aweek in America.

specify adisc be 1.2mm thick, with

Attempts at making amulti-

It's believed that Warner is trying

power amp is priced at £4985.
EAR-Yoshino, 01223 208877

format dual- layer DVD/CD hybrid

manufacturing tolerances of -0.1

new pressing equipment from

have failed because players behave

mm/+0.3 mm, making the disc

German company Singulus that

unpredictably. Philips and Sony

between 1.1mm and 1.5mm. The

produces 1.48mm discs. WG2

hold key patents, too, including

Forum wants adual-sided hybrid

members are asking for legal advice

monitors at the 115th AES

standards set for disc thickness.

with 0.9mm CD layer and 0.6mm

on what they can and cannot do or

Conference in October. The

DVD layer, with atotal thickness of

say without falling foul of the law.

318A and 328A are compact

The DVD Forum now sees adual-

Linn showed its new pro studio

With over abillion CD players in

high-powered active monitors

sided DVD/CD hybrid as do-or-die

1.5 mm - but that leaves no margin

for DVD-Audio. The Forum's

for manufacturing error. Sources

the world, and the potential for

with Komri-like compound

Working Group 2 (WG2), Technical

say sample discs made by Warner

legal action should the new discs

upper-mid/HF drivers.

Coordination Group ( TCG), and

were around 1.56 or 1.58mm - but

not play or get stuck in players, it's

Linn Products, 0141 307 7777

Steering Committee are now

WG2 members couldn't test them

an issue the Working Group must

considering asystem called DVD+,

because the CD side was blank.

get right.

Barry Fox

NAD has anew AM/FM radio
tuner, the C422, with MOSFET
RF front-end. It offers RDS

Acoustic Energy AE3

station name and Radio Text
capability, and sells for £ 179.
Lenbrook UK, 01908 319360

Taking its cue from the

with 5mm steel plates. In

relaunched AEI, Acoustic

the lower section of the

SunComm, purveyor of CD

Energy has anew AE3

cabinet lie two 165mm

protection technology, has

floorstanding loudspeaker.

alloy-coned LF drivers,

licensed MediaMax CD- 3system

mounted on each side of the

to several record companies

The AE3 Mk Il is the
company's new flagship

cabinet, in phase with each

including BMG. The system is

speaker, athree-way design

other. The speaker sits on a

designed to prevent users from

with deliberate Art Deco

solid metal plinth which

copying music to MP3 or CD- Ron

retro aesthetics. At the top is

helps brace the bass drivers

aWindows PC. However, a

aseparate section to house

with its L-shaped steel

student at Princeton University

the 130mm midrange driver

plates. The AE3 is finished

has found that simply holding the

and 32mm HF unit, with the

in piano lacquer black and

shift key while inserting the disc

mid driver using acone 33%

costs £4000.

disables the secure' system.

thinner than the comparable

Acoustic Energy, 01285

Read his findings at:

main driver in the AE I. The

654432 www.acoustic-

www.cs.princeton.

upper cabinet is damped

energy.co.uk

edu/-jhalderm/cd3/

Wadia 302 CD player
Wadia's latest entry-level CD player is the

increase legibility and ' eliminate high-

key areas. Inside is the latest Digi Master 3.1

frequency ( jitter- inducing) noise inherent in

resampling circuit, Wadia SwiftCurrent and

florescent [ sic] displays'. Aswitching power

DirectConnect technologies, all flagged with

supply operating at 500kHz is employed

ostentatious trademark symbols. The

with large reservoir capacitors to provide

patented and trademarked Digi Master filter

steady DC to the converter circuits. Optional

of which the company is so proud is said to

digital inputs allow external digital sources

'preserve the subtle time and phase

to benefit from the advanced converter

information vital to musical realism'. More

electronics. Digital volume control is

optimistically, the Digi Master ' attains 24- bit

provided over a50dB range in 0.5dB steps.

resolution', while Wadia'sClockLink system
'eliminates jitter- inducing clock transmission'

8
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The W302 now uses aLED display to

W302, said to outperform the W301 in all

The W302 costs £3995 and is available
in either anatural alloy finish or black.

by locating the master clock at the DAC stage

Musical Design Company, 01992 573030

instead of the transport.

vAvw.wadia.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

B&W Bowers&Wilkins

It it I Higgs,
gt
i
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With every beautiful note
I'm where Iwant to be

vvww.bw700.corn
For your virtual tour of the B&VV 705 and 700 Series please visi: our site, or call + 44 ( 0)1903 221500

A UDICIPAX
MODEL EIS MONOBLOCKS

he nn, is
SPECIAL
introductory
price £.8599
Does your amp offer...

(£9999)*

TimbrelockTm the worlds only optimally
adjustable amp/speaker interface?
ASTATTm 2discreet asymmetrical amplifier halves
-ensuring actual distortion cancellation of
amp/speaker interface?
Single ended pentode operating in...
IMI•Ialme•

PTSTm perfect triode simulation, and using...
MPSTM matched power supply with...
Best Valve Amplifier Innovation

LMS low mu triode with higher raw efficiency emulator
Majorly extended frequency response
14Hz-90kHz - 3dB; 0.0dB down @ 20kHz
Zero global feedback
Fuseless circuit breaker power switch
There's more, much more...
but really...

"What the Audiopax designer
has done is produced an
amp that can never be
criiicised..the Audiopax
Model 88 is an amazirig
(delicious) sounding amp."
Hi -Fi News 2003

STEREOPHILE CLASS A
RECOMMENDED AMP 2003
"1 lie Model 88 succeeds

...listen and believe
REVIEWS, AWARDS & INFORMATION
info@audiopax.co.uk

0141 332 5205

*ex carriage UK, offer ends 21/12;03

brilliantly.

kept hearing

details Ihadn't noticed !refire"
Stereophile 2003

Sources

Russ
Andrews
Signature
Russ Andrews Accessories, better
known as supplier of Kimber
cables and various system upgrade
components, has launched anew
audio system based on Samuel
Johnson eletronics, and anew
speaker design. There are currently
three parts to the system: the Russ
Andrews Signature Series SJA1
pre- amp, SJA2 power amp, and
Quave LS1 loudspeakers.
The remote- controlled preamp
is based on the original six- input SJ
Audio unit designed by Norman
Johnson, with switch- mode power
supplies, short signal paths, and
driver a10in paper-coned unit,

Signature Series electronics are

to raise sound quality. The SJA2

930mm tall, 405mm wide and

giving the speaker an overall

expected to be available at time of

Kimber Kap capacitors employed

The Quave loudspeaker stands

power amplifier is a50W design,

275mm deep. It is atwo-way

sensitivity of around 97dB/W/m.

press, with the speakers following

sporting one pair of input sockets

design using just asingle Kimber

Finishes available include

shortly after.

and two pairs of multi- way speaker

Kap in the crossover and wired with

black/graphite and cherry/chrome

Ru ss Andrews Accessories, 0800

binding posts.Both units are fitted

Kimber 8TC cable. The tweeter is a

for the SJ units, and cherry, maple

373467, and online at

with oak cone feet.

Focal inverted dome and bass

or black oak for the loudspeakers.

www.russandrews.com

ESLab
builds on
success

Myryad gives Cameo
appearance
Aiming to deliver ' true audiophile

tuner is an RDS design with 20

Events
8-9 November 2003,
Audio Show, Warsaw, Poland,
Hotel Bristol and Sobieski, Tel:
+48 602 26 86 20

sound and stunning picture' from a

presets ayalable, while the

single box is Myryad's new

amplifiers are specified as 60W pet

ESLab has three new amplifiers —

CameoTheatre system. Housed in

channel, albeit into a4onm load.

International CES, Las Vegas,

two digital power amps, the DX S40

one compact box, the

Overall sizeof the CameoTheatre is

Nevada, + 1703 907 7600

and DX S80; and apre- amp, the DX

CameoTheatre, at £ 1500, is a

just 436 x63 368mm ( whd). To

www.cesweb.org

P10. The power amps, at £3000 and

combined DVD video player. AMYFM

expand the power amp section of

£4000 respectively, are based on the

radio tuner and six-channel

the unit, Myryad has also made a

15 February 2004,

latest Tripath ' Class T' technology

amplifier. The DVD player is based

CameoTheatre Power Amplifier

Audiojumble, 1030-1630, The

[see DX- S4 review, Nov'01], and use

on the company's existing 7122

which also retails for £ 1500,

Angel Leisure Centre, Tonbridge,

aform of PDM, or delta- sigma

player, and gives component video

providing what it calls a ' limitless

Kent, 01892 540022

processing, to provide either 180W

out with progressive scan PAL

power' of 200W per channel,

www.audiojumble.co.uk

or 300W/channel. The five input DX

capability. DTS and Dolby Digital

again into 4ohm.

P10 pre- amp offers true balanced

decoding are built-in, and the D/A

Myryad Systems, 023 9226 5508

20-22 February 2004

inputs and aQuad-esque 'tilt' control,

conversion is via 24/192 chips.

www.myryad.co.uk

Sound & Vision, Marriot Hotel,

he

for £ 2500.

8-11 January 2004,

Bristol, www.bristolshow.co.uk

ESLab, 01903 814618
www.eslab.co.uk

26-29 February 2004
Hi Fi and Home Theatre Show,
Hs Congress Hotel, Moscow,
Russia, + 7095 737 7479
ww.midexpo.ru
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20-23 May 2004
High End 2004, MOC Munich
(previously held in Frankfurt),
call +49 202 702022
24-26 September 2004

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778 778
www.hifinews.co.uk

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo, Le
Meridien and Renaissance
Hotels, Heathrow, London,
call 020 8774 0847
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Hi Fi Show highlights
As ataster for next month's full-blown Hi Fi Show

2003 was rich in variety: turntables alongside AV

combination up front, set up to perfection by

&AV Expo 2003 show report, here's an off-the-

processors, new cartridges and new valve amps,

Wilson's Peter McGrath. There's areason, after

cuff KK Top 10— now something of an HFN

even afresh product from Nagra — acompany

all, that the WATT Puppy earned our award for

tradition. Although Ihad my skates on at the

with the gestation regime of apanda. And if some

High End Product of the Year.

show, Iprobably missed abunch of stunners, so

of you notice adearth of speakers, it's just that the

I'll be just as eager to see the comprehensive

ones Ireally wanted to include on the list didn't

but alimit of 10 precludes my fave new

coverage as you. But there were some stand-outs

appear at the show as anything other than

accessory, the ClearCover turntable covers,

that Ithought deserved highlighting, and — by

rumours. And far be it from me to wind you up

Pioneer's luscious new digital plasma displays,

sheer accident — it looks like this is also a

about the new ***** ****** or the ************,

Tannoy's return to the golden era with the Prestige

There are just so many things Iwant to include,

preview of my reviewing schedule for the next few

let alone the *****. But I
will say this: hands

line, EAR's 509 Anniversary monoblock valve

months: no less than half the list corresponds

down, the finest sounds Iheard at the show came

amps, the Kochel KSP-2 speaker from Korea, the

with my pre- assigned product review roster. If I

through the Wilson WATT Puppy System 7, driven

baby MartinLogans and more. Guess you'll have

had my way, I'd cover'em all.

by Theta's new Enterprise amplifiers, with Krell

to buy next month's issue, eh?

As the list indicates, the Hi Fi Show & AV Expo

SACD and Theta's Pro Gen VIII/Carmenll

Ken Kessler

1. Chord Choral CD Transport
Ano-brainer, this, as the existing Choral range won an
award, too, and this beauty completes the package.
Long before Chord added apre-amp, power amp and
phono stage, the DAC64 was screaming for a
matching transport. The top- loading Choral CD
Transport covers all the bases with optical and coaxial
outputs, balanced XLR outputs and dual digital
outputs, selectable sampling rates, word clock sync.
dedicated CD-only laser ' for uncompromised music
replay', upgrades via EPROM and more. Best of all, it
comes in that super-cool Choral chassis.

2. Marantz 7and 9
In the tradition of the older valve classics are two flagship
beauties from Marantz, the nostalgically named SC- 7S1 pre-amp
and MA- 9S1 monoblocks. Effectively the latter-day answer to the
original Model 7and Model 9, the new pairing consists of azerocompromise pre-amp with balanced and single-ended inputs and
outputs, channel separation of over 100dB, compatibility with
multi-channel systems, fully balanced operation and more. The
matching power amps? Good for ameaty 300W into 8ohms....

3. Gless Audio Mudlark A2-1
From Down Under came the cutest thing at the show, the Mudlark
A2-1 being an integrated single-ended triode
amplifier with two switched inputs, volume control
and built-in subwoofer amp (!), in achassis
measuring only 5x5x5.5in (wdh) and weighing
around 61b. Adorable? Gotta have one...

4. Mel Audio QOH integrated amp
OK, so it's Italian, and that may have influenced me.
Suffice to say, though, that the QOH struck me as
one of the more interesting contenders in the
Integrated Amp Wars, abattle that Ihave been
observing for some time. Solid-state, remote
controlled, dishing out 2x70W, housed in aircraft-grade, milled aluminium,
available with or without phono— and looks Ijust can't resist. Mamma mia!

5. Audiovalve Baby Baldur
AudioValve's big mutha Baldur is ahigh-end amp that has eluded me for assorted
reasons, but try keeping me away from the bargain- priced baby sister. The ' baby'
Baldur monoblock delivers 80W instead of the big Baldur's 150w, from aquartet of
6AS7G output tubes. Price is an absurdly attainable £ 2990 per pair, and they're
built to the usual Teutonic standards. Add 5% more for the superior new silver
finish seen at the show instead of the sombre black. Heard with the Eklipse preamp ( still only £ 2090), also in the cool silver colour.
continued on page 15
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OPC CROSSOVER

The OPC (Optimum Phase Crossover) filter is based on asimple idea:
better to optimise components through accurate manufacturing than try
to correct their mechanical values electronically. Focal-JMIab's cone W
and Beryllium drivers are carefully balanced to leave the filter with lust
its original task: directing frequency. The result is the optimisation of
amplitude response without compromising phase response, providing
an exceptional sound stage.
For further information visit the Focal-JMIab website at www.focal-fr.com

7Focal_ JA/I lab
the

Spirit

of

Sound

Focal-JMIab UK - Jesson Flouse - Tower Street - Coventry CV1 1JN - Tel. 0845 660 26 80 - info@focal-jmlab.co.uk
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PREMIUM
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THEY LEAVE YOU
SPEECHLESS...
RIM AV RECEIVER

...because they surround your ears with vibrant, dynamic sound
and treat your eyes to unbelievable clarity and brilliance
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o
1!!1111111millimumnimmum.

www.marantz.com IMarantz 01753 680868

Sources
continued from page 12

6. London ( Decca) Reference cartridge
Hope my photo of the naked works does it justice. This latest in the
line of cartridges Ilove the best awaits its body. What you see here
are the innards which feature an exclusive fine- line stylus and
internal changes; the body is atwo-piece affair said to make this a
'Decca for the 21st Century'. Price will be £ 1995.

7. Tube Technology Genetix
Every once in awhile, Zia at Tube Technology comes up with
something so arresting that Ijust have to forgive him for some
earlier atrocities. The new Genetix monoblocks are, despite aname
that suggests an iffy NASDAQ gamble, the best- looking tube amps
I've seen in ages, and they've taken hints from Chord and VAC
regarding housing: you can stack ' em. How neat is that? Each is
good for 100W from EL34s or 140W from KT88s, and the finish is
drool- worthy. Price is £ 15,000 per pair.

8. Edge Home Theatre AV6
Like most people, Ithink of Edge in two- channel mode, acompany known for cuttingedge pre-amps and power amps housed in the heaviest of metals. Coyly displayed at
the show was this diminutive three- channel add-on' amplifier, the AV6, which
endows astereo system with another 3x120W, for £ 3450. Painless transition, eh?

9. Nagra V
OK, so it's not domestic hi-fi per se, but try not coveting the replacement for the
legendary Nagra IV open- reel tape recorder. The Nagra Vis all- digital, with removable
2.2GB cartridges, using Windows FAT32 . wav files, for over two hours of ,18kHz
recording. As Peter Roberts, atrue Nagra-phi le whose heart belongs to analogue,
noted: it may be digital, but it couldn't be anything buta Nagra.

10. JEM turntable
£45,000 is not the kind of price Ilike to hear associated with anything less than acar,
but that's what it will take to acquire the wildest new turntable at the show ( Max
Townshend's has been seen before!). Blue Pearl Audio's JEM is made from granite,
surgical-grade stainless steel and gold-plated brass, provides three speeds accurate
to 0.001% with variable pitch control, and boasts digital speed regulation equal to
15,000 times per record revolution. But that's all neither here nor there. Just look at
this beauty....

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Avalon Acoustics
Unique association of technical excellence
and brilliant musical performance. Art, emotion
and technology combined in products of exemplary
quality and visual distinction.

II

Opus

Symbol

Acustica Applicata (DAAD)
Avalon Acoustics
Avalon Music Systems
Benz-Micro
Cardas
conrad-johnson
Esopower
finite elemente
Harmonix
Karan Acoustics
Kuzma
Magnum Dynalab
McCormack
Muse Electronics
Phonomena
Reimyo by Harmonix
Sonographe
Synthesis
Tri Planar
Distributed
Exclusively by

Ascendant

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

for the love of music

te/ 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

Opinion

Barry
Fox
I

nthe USA the Recording Industry Association of America is
threatening to hit music downloaders with $ 150,000 fines

for each and every breached copyright. The US District Court
in Washington DC has amassive backlog of cases which the
RIAA is bringing under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act
(DMCA).The RIAA is getting its information by serving
subpoenas on the Internet Service Providers which people use
to connect to the internet and from there go to afree music
download site. Agrandfather in Fresno, California reckons he is
facing $ 45 million in penalties for downloading some of his
'oldie' favourites. Could it happen here? Is the British

material is original and everyone is pushing for more money:

Phonographic Industry ( BPI) briefing lawyers?
The BPI has achequered history. It funded dead-end
research into a ' spoiler' to stop

the artists want more royalties, the shops want bigger margins
and promotion costs more all the time. The return for
investment in making anew recording is being whittled away.'

The BPI has also
argued, against all
moral logic, that it
is acrime to copy
one's own music
for one's own use —
say, on the beach
or in the car

people copying LPs to cassette.
Along with the RIAA ( and world

'What we can't do is nothing. But we can't put up the cost
of aCD. So far only around 20% of the population buy CDs.

trade body the International

We have to get more people paying for music. We have to start
charging the broadcasters for video promos and get more profit

Federation of the Phonographic
Industry) it backed the infamous
CBS system called CopyCode,

from more people paying less online.'

which sucked anasty notch out of

yet been asuccess: ' Lack of technical savvy. Not everyone can

music to let aDAT recorder refuse
to record it. The BPI lobbied for a

availability of repertoire. All the deals have to be renegotiated

levy or tax on blank tape, and

before music can be put online. Thrid, there's price: it has to

then dropped the idea when
someone at the BPI recognised

be somewhere between free, from afree download site, and the

that taxing tapes ( and blank discs)
would legitimise home copying.
The BPI has also argued, against
all moral logic, that it is acrime
to copy one's own music for one's

Jamieson gives three reasons why pay downloading has not
use acomputer; but that's changing. Second, there's

price of aCD in the shops.'
'If we charge less, say £ 5or £6for an album, we need to
get 10 times more people buying. Or maybe there will have to
be alicence to download, like the TV licence.'
But this raises the old issue of how to distribute the revenue
—like distribution of the blank tape and disc levy, which has

own use, say, on the beach or in the car.

never been resolved. And surely the lack of astandard for pay

Ten years ago, when the UK record companies were under
attack for high pricing, the BPI published apie chart that

downloading is crippling? Apple's success with iTunes is largely
thanks to the simplicity of the single standard system.

showed how much went to the artists and how much went on

Jamieson, who reckons the industry's cash crisis and the

promotion. The chart was then withdrawn and requests for

RIAA's legal moves mean that he is now doing acouple of radio

updated information refused.

and TV interviews every day, has two well-rehearsed analogies:

The BPI now has anew full-time chairman, Peter Jamieson.

'I'll give you the free sweets one first, and then the bottled

Iasked him whether the BPI still has problems with home

water.' he says. *If asweet slop is giving away free sweets, the

copying for personal use, what he thinks about copy protection,

shop nearby that is charging will go out of business, even if it

and whether British downloaders are up for fines.

lowers prices. So we have to stop the shop giving them away

'I've no problem with someone copying their own CDs for
their own use. Although Ican see why some companies are
using copy protection, Iworry that it can stop some of the best

free. That's what the RIAA is doing with the subpoenas.'
go out and buy bottled water. The flaw in that argument is that

CD players playing the disc,' he says. 'On downloading we
don't yet have the laws they have in America. What happens

the bottled water companies don't have to provide free water.
They are in afashion industry. The music industry has to pay

next all depends on the EU Copyright Directive. We expect the
final version in weeks rather than months.'

to provide the music that the free download sites are giving

'The lack of margin on CDs is crippling. People point to the

'People then say, homes have free water, but consumers still

away for nothing.'
'We have to monetise the internet and prosecute the free

price of DVDs and say CDs are too expensive. But the studios

sites. That depends on the EU Directive. If we can't do that I

have already made their money on the movie before the DVD is

honestly don't know where we are going. The record industry is

released. So it's secondary income. In the music industry new

in what every other industry would call terminal decline.'

www.hifinews.co.uk
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&O has clearly set out to go for broke with this,
its new flagship loudspeaker system. And it truly
is asystem, fully digital, active, with 2500W of
built-in power per channel. B&O's design team could not
avoid spinning some degree of style and luxury finish on to
this avowedly reference product, but for once the electroacoustic engineers clearly took pole position, not the stylists.
Here form most definitely follows function.
The result is a very high specification loudspeaker,
potentially with aworld-class performance, priced in
audiophile territory at, typically, £10,000 per pair. At a
stroke, B&O is seeking to renew its credentials as a
quality 'hi-fi' maker — in the classical sense of the
term; not today's generally debased usage, where it
is even applied to the larger transportable CD/
radios and 'ghettoblasters'.
Obviously, the Beolab 5 is designed for
compatibility with other B&O equipment in
terms of signal connection and remote
control. But we wanted to know how it
could perform as astandalone product,
used in non-B&O systems. Could it
really compete with specialist audiophile designs in its chosen price
bracket?
Its appearance most certainly is
distinctive. The conical form, in amatt
close-weave cloth finish, is surmounted
by two circular reflector sections,
tending to fit modern arrangements better
than traditional furnishing schemes. Conversely it completely avoids the boring, slab
sided veneered-coffin look of most speakers.
Standing waist high (970mm) and about 0.5m in diameter, it
weighs 61kg and really needs two people to move it.
Installation requires mains power for each unit, a
synchronisation link between the two and asingle cable
from the source/control system. The speakers can take
instruction direct via their infra-red receivers, and with a
high-quality on-board remote volume control they don't
actually need anything more than adigital source, such as a

B&B BeoLab 5loudspeaker
PRICE

£10,000/pair

SUPPLIER

Bang & Olufsen UK

CONTACT

0118 969 2288

WEBSITE

www.bang-olufsen.dk

CD player with wired S/PDIF output, to complete an audio
system. This is how the speakers were mainly used.
Despite their sophistication and complexity, the Beolabs
are easy to set up and this is where the high-tech part of the
design story begins: agood proportion of that technology has
been directed to creating a speaker that sounds more
consistent in the face of room quality and placement
variations, with an automated calibration feature.
B&O has taken no chances with bass quality, power or
bandwidth, but has fitted each enclosure with adown-firing
380mm bass driver to each enclosure, and provided a
genuine 1000W of power for it. This is equivalent to atopquality separate subwoofer. Next in the four-way line-up
comes a170mm lower-mid unit, covering the range 120Hz
to 550Hz and powered by 600W of amplification. This is
mounted in the upper section of the 'cone' enclosure,
concealed under the continuous shape. A 75mna verticallyorientated (upward-firing) soft-dome driver covers the
upper-mid, from 550Hz to 2kHz, with 250W of
amplification. Finally, also vertically disposed and powered
by a250W amplifier, comes the 25mm soft-dome tweeter.
Apatented acoustic lens technology, separately executed
for the upper-mid and tweeter units, is used to focus the
sound radiation pattern. The pattern is chosen to maximise
stereo performance over abroad listening area and to reduce
room interaction, promising consistently better sound
quality in actual use.
With the upper frequency range thus taken care of, the
remaining important variable is the recognised issue at low
frequencies, where standing wave modes and differences in
room construction may greatly affect bass output and
evenness. This is why enthusiasts struggle hard and long
with speaker placement.

The Beolab 5has
combined optimally
controlled acoustic
directionality with
an automated room
equalisation facility

B&O chose to tackle the problem head on. In the Beolab
5's fully automated calibration system, the room is
measured at the speaker locations by each speaker, and
appropriate bass correction is then computed and applied
to the sound output. A touch of the relevant button on the
speaker and away it goes, emitting test tones and at the same
time projecting amotorised microphone wand from the
base of the speaker to two successive positions a few
centimetres apart, to measure the low-frequency room
acoustic local to that speaker. A suitably long pressure on
the button will reset the speaker to the factory calibration.
TECHNOLOGY
With four power amps per system and apowerful DSP
engine (32-bit floating point, 180 Mflop) the speaker drivers
are time-aligned and are optimally integrated by highperformance digital fdters. The 30 litre subwoofer section is
pre-equalised to flatness, extending to around 18Hz at
normal powers, but with further compensation applied if
you wish by the automated calibration routine described
above. In production, the drivers are calibrated to ±0.25dB
tolerances to maintain ahigh standard of tonal balance
consistency for the completed systems.
SOUND QUALITY
Without doubt, assessing this remarkable loudspeaker was
going to present achallenge. To start with, Iused them as
instructed, including the use of automatic calibration
feature. Fresh from the factory, my pair sounded abit overcontrolled and dry. The image was neither particularly clear
or deep, and the bass, though powerful, was rather wooden.
These criticisms are, you understand, made in the context
of well-seasoned audiophile speakers. But after afew days,
the Beolab 5began to blossom, showing an unmistakable
improvement, particularly if partnered by good digital
source components. The running in process clearly involved both electrical and mechanical components.
In my room acoustic, near the ideal position for best tonal
balance, both stereo and the uniformity and extension in the
bass were well-proportioned. In fact, the Beolab 5sounded
happy enough, without need for further intervention.
Once settled in my first impressions were of awell20
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balanced speaker, with nicely blended constituents. The
promise of those powerful on-board power amplifiers was
fulfilled, as it was immediately obvious this speaker offered
an excellent dynamic range, of the kind that well-crafted
active designs such as the big Meridians can achieve.
As to the bass, Beolab 5 matches the low frequency
performance of aprime subwoofer. Such great headroom is
most refreshing; the speaker will go louder and louder
without muddle or compression, while the bass stayed well
in touch, right up to the overall power limit. This loudspeaker can drive very large rooms, while its acoustic
adaptability meant it could provide surprisingly good
results in really difficult situations.
Moderate colorations were present, an echo of their
mechanical origins, such as are present with most speakers.
For example, some mild boxiness was apparent in the lower
register of acoustic guitar and female voice. Occasionally,
sibilants were slightly too 'present', but overall the speaker
played well enough in this respect. In this case the
colorations were so minor that my memory of my
first recognition of them largely faded to nothing as
the listening progressed.
The B&O Beolab 5 performed akind of sleight-of-hand
upon its audiences. 'rune and time again it played music at a
level of quality that is customarily encountered at the
£10,000 to £15,000 price level, and from avowed
international specialists of the art of speaker building. So
what's the trick? Those other speakers also need you to
spend as much again in terms of supporting amplification,
cables, whatever — but that all comes freeon-board with this B&O creation.
Image focus was not over-sharp, yet was more stable
than with conventional slab-fronted speakers. Specific
images are slightly less crisp and «compact' than those
offered by very low-diffraction models such as the
Wilson 7, B&W Nautilus 801 or an Avalon. However, the
size of the soundstage was commendable, wide and
deep, and the image illusion maintained for awider
audience area than usual; the 'one listener' sweet spot
has been largely avoided. Taken overall the stereo
quality was very good.
The Beolab 5 was sufficiently transparent and

Beolab 5creates a
wide and deep
soundstage; the
'one listener' sweet
spot has been
largely avoided

Definitive Test
that on digital input mode the standard B&O coaxial cable
was just fine, and no significant gain was obtainable with
audiophile digital cable. The Beolab 5worked very well on
its analogue input for general-purpose use, but the full
performance was only attained through the digital connect.

highly resolved to genuinely rate as an audiophile design. If
the Quad ESL-63 is taken to represent an ideal tonal balance,
then the Beolab 5sounds abit leaner and amite clinical, yet
such was the available extension and sheer might of its low
frequency output that it never sounded small or thin.
Some aspects were striking. From the upper-mid to the
treble, the sound was very open, crisp and explicit Percussion transients were properly portrayed in the threedimensional scemdfield. The sound in the room was most
natural, thanks to the wider energy dispersion in the upper
range which gave alively, airy effect.
In addition, the overall gain in performance delivered by
the use of direct-coupled 'active' speaker technology lifts
the Beolab 5well beyond the norm. On digital drive this
speaker delivered lively dynamics and with above-average
rhythm and timing, while the overall effect of the scale and
bandwidth was undoubtedly very impressive.
Comparing analogue and digital signal
inputs, the use of the analogue inputs
connection involved afurther ccmversion to digital within the Beolab 5, and you can hear it. The
sound quality was now heard
to be not as clearly etched, the
soundstage not as deep, not
so highly resolved nor so
dynamically involving. Of

CONCLUSION
The Beolab 5is atour de force, for both the design team at
B&O and the industry as awhole. It has combined challenging innovations in the fields of optimally controlled
acoustic directionality, with an intriguing and effective,
wholly
automated
MOM
EQ facility; either feature would
have been adequate to distinguish a
new design, but in addition to this,
B&O has also included ICE power
high-efficiency amplification with a
generous total of 2.5kW per channel
for four-way active loudspeaker
drive, organised by apowerful DSP
engine, generating fully-corrected
crossover algorithms.
The Beolab 5 had a very wide
dynamic range, a very wide and
even frequency response, low distortion and precise and stable stereo
imaging. Its adaptability means that
surprisingly good sound will be possible even with difficult
room arrangements.
Nothing has been left to chance, from the generous

Its adaptability
will mean
surprisingly good
sound will be
possible even with
difficult room
arrangements

380nun woofers to the control interfaces, usable with any
system including those from B&O. The result is ahighly
capable, relatively compact and thoroughly
modem loudspeaker. In fact, Ifound this a
musical, neutral and informative
product, quite well-timed and
thoroughly credible, if a touch
restrained in its overall dynamic expression. This BeoLab 5
really is whole lot of loudspeaker for the money, and
should be put on your wish
list, taking note for the value

course, the price and quality
of those necessarily long
analogue cables matters as
well. Careful tests showed
B&O'S ACOUSTIC LENS

remote volume facility come
free of charge! a

B&O's acoustic
lenses provide
almost 180° of
horizontal
radiation

worked on by B&W. However, the Beolab 5

Conventionally, drivers are placed on the

uses an ' acoustic lens' principle developed

front plane of aloudspeaker enclosure.

and patented by Manny LaCarrubba

The enclosure generally shadows sound

of SAW ( Sausalito Acoustic Works,

from radiating to the back, while the

California) and licensed to B&O. In

spread of sound to the front is reduced w•th

essence, the technology places adriver at

increasing frequency as the wavelength of

one focus of athree dimensional elliptical

sound in air becomes comparable with the

reflector, whereby the energy is reflected to

size of the source. Designers seek to

the second focus, where it is redirected

address the non- uniformity of sound

to the smooth curved directive expansion

distribution over the frequency range by

surfaces. These provide almost 180°

using drivers of reducing size with

of horizontal radiation, with afocused

frequency and the results can be very

35° control in the vertical direction.

good, especially when allied to low-

After further refinement based on

diffraction tapered cabinet geometry,

psychoacoustic and computer-generated

as exemplified by the Wilson WATT, the

models which benefited from advanced

Avalon pistonic dome speakers and the

BM) research in image perception,

low diffraction pod technology extensively

the production lenses were designed.
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for money stakes that in this
design the amplifiers and
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RILOGY .
RA\GE
AUTOMATIC MULTI SCART SWITCHING
FULL RGB COMPATIBILITY

Do you suffer from the growing problem of plugging and unplugging
the scart cables in order to connec: your satellite, cable, Digibox, VCR,
DVD players and recorders, games consoles etc to the limited
compatible scart sockets fitted on most TVs?
Nearly all of the latest AV equipment offers you the option to output
their signals in high quality RGB ( Red, Green, Blue) mode. RGB is
ideally the best quality signal, giving you stunning sharp pictures on
any scart equipped European TV. Unfortunately most TV sets only
have one, or sometimes two, RGB compatible scart sockets.
The EASY solution is to use any of the new " Trilogy" Range of
scart switches which offer you the ability to connect up to
ten devices without complicated cabling.
All of the -Trilogy" Range have hidden extras - they
will support automatic widescreen switching and
can be utilised for use with both S video
and Composite video signals.

AVAILABLE FROM

The TRILOGY RANGE is cesigned to suit all.
individual home entertainment systems.

MAPLIN
ELECTRONICS

Lehh-opacks
08700 711911

111•111 bilkt

C dirP

(
UK Ltd)

www.cypltd.co.uk

UNIT 6 • METRO INDUSTRIAL CENTRE
ST JOHN'S ROAD U ISLEWORTH II MIDDLESEX TW7 6NJ
T: + 44 ( 0)20 8232 8842 Ill F. + 44 ( 0)20 8560 8050
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HIGH STREET STORES
awsons : ourne ou
01202 764465
uture Hones ( Reading)
9798282
Video ( Folkestone)
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Definitive Test

Looking at those strange slot- like

compensation generated was quite

radiating reflectors, I
was frankly

effective. For reference purposes,

Figure 1: Impulse response

sceptical about their potential to

the measurement of room spatial

1.6

give good frequency responses. But
Ineedn't have worried, this speaker

average was done for the laboratory

1.4

'flat' speaker setting and here, while

1.2

measured really well.

mild bass gain was evident, the

1.0
0.8

is well worth reproducing. Its fidelity

overall trend was very smooth and
carried avery extended bass

to afiltered digital impulse form is so

response, in fact flat to 17Hz [ Fig 41.

0.4

well time- and transient-aligned that

After auto equalisation, astill

0.2

it compares with the industry
reference in this respect, the Quad

shown in green.

The Beolab 5's impulse response

better balanced curve resulted,

ESL-63 electrostatic [ Figure11.
Figure 2shows the primary,

This is apowerful yet compact

which the last few kilohertz is

speaker andlwanted to confirm its
credentials with respect to dynamic

vertical azimuth. The response
extended from avery low 20Hz right
up to 20kHz for ±2.5dB limits,
despite the use of those acoustic
lenses. They must be very good, and
in fact just how good can be gauged
from Figure 3. Here the uniformity of
horizontal directivity was seen to be
extraordinary, like the reference

0.0

-o.2
-0.4

DYNAMIC RANGE

forward frequency response for
somewhat dependent on the precise

0.6

range and distortion. Avery powerful
108dB was available for astereo pair
in amedium sized room, while the

7.5

and for this calibre of active speaker,

-9

distortion should be low — and it was.
At 5kHz in the treble we had second

-14
-19

performances of the Quad ' 63 and

—60dB ( 0.1%). For 50Hz bass tone

the big Tannoy Dual Concentric. The

at this level, I
got much the same
figure. At amoderately higher level

-34
-39

of 90d BA, now testing the uppermid dome, atypical —50dB ( 0.33%)
was still good, while 90d BA at
250Hz for the lower- mid cone driver

afull 180° arc, just as claimed. In

gave much the same result. Gradual

the vertical plane ( not shown on the

increases in distortion were seen at

graph) asimilar uniformity was seen

increasing power and sound level.

for a45° solid angle, falling away

96dBA is arather loud continuous

outside these limits, and so
delivering the designed

level, yet here the tweeter still gave
better than —50dB of distortion and

directivity performance.

the upper-mid was still tolerably
good at 0.5% of distortion, this

Figure 3: Frequency response

-6
-8
-10
-12
-14
-16
-18

Nearfield measurement showed that
the effective crossover points were at

thus acceptable.

-20

about 120Hz, 550Hz, and 2kHz,

CRANKING IT UP

-24

Even at 25Hz the speaker would
deliver 96dB before the onset of

and time-aligned using fully-

audible limiting. It could pull
100d BA before the automatic
cutback set in. 35Hz at 100d BA

about 2kHz whereupon the final

was available pre-clip, if at a10%

driver, the 25mm dome tweeter

distortion level ( acceptable for such

takes over. On its ideal axis, it held

alow frequency). Amassive

within 2dB to 20kHz, and with a

100dBA was possible at 50Hz and,

finite ± 2dB limit pass band from

unlike aseparate subwoofer, these

4-kHz upwards. The directivity and
uniformity of response shown overall

speakers worked as astereo pair
delivering still more room power.

was simply excellent. Fine energyversus-time behaviour was revealed

90d BA for 50Hz gave alow
distortion of 0.2% so the magnet

by aMLSSA waterfall display.
Comparison tests showed that the

and mechanical system of the

automatic low frequency

design. Taken overall, these were a

equalisation was effective up to

very good set of lab results for a

about 200Hz and that the local

subjectively very good speaker.
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NF Correction for lo frequency
30 degrees off axis
60°

-22

operating in their pure piston range,

380mm woofer are of low distortion

10000

Log Frequency - Hz

dominant second harmonic and

with the bass and lower-mid drivers

1000

100

20

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The upper- mid dome continues to

10.0

distortion results were interesting. At
86dBA, afairly loud ' cruising' level,

-24

corrected digital crossovers.

9.5

11

-29

away from the other two speakers,
maintaining aflat response even for

8.5
9.0
lime - msec

Figure 2: Primary, forward frequency response

harmonic dominant at acreditable

off-axis response closely mirrors the
axial result right to 45°. Beyond this,
the Beolab 5's performance pulls

8.0

90°

100

20

1000
Log Frequency - Hz

10000

Figure 4: Frequency response
7
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Avid Volvere Sequel

wrong. There's further to go. And the difference
isn't subtle. The good news for Volvere owners is

tighter and cleaner. By comparison, the Volvere

PRICE

£3500

the possibility of upgrading existing decks to

SUPPLIER

Avid

CONTACT

01480 457300

Sequel standard at acost of £ 1500. So you could
buy aVolvere, use it for awhde, then turn it into
aSequel without paying apremium.

admirably solid and controlled.
When Ifinally heard the Sequel at home
(having got thoroughly used to the Volvere over 18

WEBSI TE

www.avidhifi.co.uk

The two turntables are essentially identical,

was ashade looser and more relaxed — though still

months) there seemed much more difference.

sharing many common parts including base sup-

Immediately apparent were the gains in speed,
stability and solidity, as previously noted. On

Avid's Volvere Sequel turntable falls mid-

port, platter, and sub-chassis. The difference lies

difficult and demanding material — such as piano,

way between its £ 2000 ' entry-level' Vol-

in asuperior high-torque motor and beefier out-

harpsichord, classical guitar — the Sequel offered

vere and the £ 5000 flagship Acutus. At

board power supply for the Sequel. For me,
having lived very happily with aVolvere since the

the sort of rock- like consistency one lakes for

£3500, the Sequel would seem to offer
an effective compromise
performance.

between cost and

But the basic Volvere already

reaches an extrem*y high standard. It boasts
excellent sonic performance, outstanding build

granted when listening to CD. There's asense of

end of 2001, it was interesting to move up. The
security that's very reassuring; it feels as if
Volvere has no obvious fau ts or limitations, and I nothing could upset the flow of the music.
felt entirely happy with its performance. So, what
sort of things might improve?

Dynamic range was enhanced, and there was
increased contrast between loud and soit; climax-

quality, and solid engineering. So, how much

Avid designer Conrad Mas gave me a quick

es expanded more. Compared to the Volvere, the

difference, subjectively, should one expect? Isn't
the ' cooking' Volvere plenty good enough?

taste of the Sequel shortly before its launch at the

Sequel's soundstaging was noticeably more

Bristol 2002 Show. And very good it sounded.

holographic. Images projected out of the speaker

It probably is. Nevertheless, the Sequel offers

But, if I'm honest, at the time the difference over

boxes in a manner suggesting height as well as

more — quite abit more. Listening to the Volvere
in isolation, you might think vinyl couldn't get

the Volvere didn't strike me as huge. There was
greater speed stability and ageneral firming-up of

depth and width. It's almost as though the spea-

much better — it's that good. Know what? You're

the overall presentation. The Seq,Je was slightly
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kers had grown acouple of metres talfer! Everything sounded bigger and more alive — as if it were
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Auditions
and tonally under-nourished. All in all the sort of
recording that got early digital (and DG/Archiv)
something of abad name. Eventually, the set was
issued on CD. But, even in pristine DDD digital
form, the same sort of problems were apparent —
indicating that the LPs were probably reflecting
the quality of the original master tapes.
A lost cause? Ithought so. Yet playing these
same LPs on the Sequel one could suddenly
discern believable spatial depth and dimensionality. The balance remained close, immediate,
and sharp; only now, both players were focused
and distinct in atangible acoustic. Their instruments sounded vivid and holographic, rather than
like flat two-dimensional cardboard cut-outs. And
what about the pitch stability! The Volvere is
excellent by any standards; the Sequel is better
still — absolutely rock-solid.
The slow introduction to the first sonata is very
testing. Goebel plays without vibrato, and his
lean, at times almost vinegary tone, is very
exposed. And there's the harpsichord; an instrument where even the slightest pitch waver or
tremor stands out.

Being an original digital

recording, pitch stability ( in terms of wow and
flutter) is theoretically perfect. Going back
through past analogue recordings of Bach's violin
and harpsichord sonatas, on LP and CD, one
realises how few were totally free of pitch waver.
The question is, how demanding should one be
with LP? If adisc is pressed even fractionally offcentre, pitch stability suffers, no matter how good
the turntable and

how perfect the original

recording. Having Goebel's Bach violin sonatas
recording on CD, Iknow how secure they can
sound. Theoretically, LP can never be as good as
CD in this respect. But, on Avid's Sequel, pitch
stability was subjectively comparable to that
found from silver disc reproduction — but with a
much truer, more holographic sonic presentation.
Put simply, the music sounded better. And by

Pitch stability was subjectively comparable to that from silver
disc reproduction — but with a much truer sonic presentation
equal. The overall result is somehow greater than

'better' I mean truer, more believable, more

At any given volume level, the Sequel seemed

the sum of the parts, and difficult to describe in

to sound a shade louder. As a consequence, it
proved possible to reduce volume levels slightly

just afew words. It's one of the reasons vinyl is

natural, and more real. Suppose Goebel's Bach
sonatas set was a brand-new recording I'd not

while retaining subjectively comparable loudness.

One particular recording that showcased the

Avid's Sequel, I'd never guess how thin and dis-

One immediate benefit of this was the reduction
in background noise — often to vanishingly low
levels. The sound had avery impressive presence,

Sequel's magic was Reinhard Goebel playing
Bach's sonatas for violin and harpsichord on DG's

embodied the sound could be when played on

making it seem as though voices and instruments

Archiv label — an early digital recording from
1982/3. I've had the LPs for 20 years, but always

the Volvere Sequel turntable magically created a
vivid three-dimensional soundstage that had

were really projecting out — almost coming to

found them difficult to reproduce. Tonally,

greet you — rather than remaining localised in and

Goebel's violin usually sounds thin and reedy;

width, depth, and height.
Actually, that's wrong: Ishould say ' revealed',

around the loudspeaker areas.
Alas, the Volvere (once my pride and joy) now

likewise, the harpsichord will lack weight and

rather than ' created'. The Sequel's ' holographic'

richness.

separation

presentation is definitely not afalse effect super-

seemed slightly 'flat' and monochromatic! Dare I between the two instruments is extreme — so
say it, more CD- like. That's not meant as a creating acurious disembodied effect.

simply seems to reveal more of what's there. By

compliment. It's easy to forget that LP can (when

The balance between violin and harpsichord is

comparison, the Volvere gave a more predictable

everything's right) create impressive, vivid three-

not wholly believable. The sound is close and dry

and uniform presentation. The Sequel was more

dimensional effects that CD still finds hard to

but, paradoxically, at the same time ill-focused

varied; better able to reveal individuality in terms

somewhat more three-dimensional and viv ,d.
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heard before; were Ihearing it for the first time on

still worth bothering with.

Also,

left- right

stereo

lesser equipment. It was quite amazing the way

imposed on each recording. Rather, the Sequel
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Yes, it does

sound as
good as
it looks.

The Chord Blu
CD Transport

p

roof indeed that beauty is more

than skin deep — cast your eyes

and ears on the new Blu CD Transport
from Chord Electronics.
Blu is our first source component and
when teamed with the award-winning
DAC64 it provides CD reproduction like
you've never experienced before.
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile Choral series, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

itiTLUORDe)
Chord Electronics Limited

Auditions

The Avid VolvereSequel boasts a
superior high- torque motor and
beefier outboard power supply
over its predecessor

of ambience portrayal, soundstaging, stereo placement, and, best of all for me, the tiniest subtleties
in the manner of the playing itself.
The Sequel offers a highly cohesive musical

sound like a team effort with everyone playing
together. My US pressing is not the quietest, but
the Sequel minimised background ticks and pops,
projecting the music over the noise cieanly and

presentation. Timing is outstanding, flaking
rhythmic detail more telling. As a result, each

powerfully into the room.
Idon't know how Rainbow Seeker was recorded

musical performance gains in terms of purposefulness — f it's a fast driving piece, there's a
greater sense of the music moving forwards. If it's

— whether it was single tikes with everyone

slower, there's an increased feeling of ebb and

replaced, and the various drive surfaces cleaned.
The result was a noticeably faster take-up, and
more importantly, the sound improved. Definition
increased, and everything seemed much more
crisp and better focused.
Which just goes to demonstrate the importance

of a clean, solid drive. Even with a heavy 5kg
playing together ' live' in the studio, or track- by- platter, a high torque motor, and massive power
supply, afl can come to naught if belt and driving
track with lots of over-dubs. Subjectively, depsurfaces aren't clean and in perfect condition.
ending on the ecuipment being used, it can seem

caressed. The music sounds so much more

like either. Usualy, it just sounds like acollection
of individual parts that fit together very well;

Actually, some turntables benefit from a little
belt-slippage ( remember putting Mr Sheen on

characterful; more true to itself.
In some respects, tempi seem slightly faster

occasionally you play it and experience real
performances where people strike sparks off one-

Linn belts?); it helps iron-out the 'cogging' effects
of poorly regulated synchronous motors. That the

flow — more sense of phrases being shaped and

The Volvere Sequel presents ahighly cohesive musical picture,
and timing is outstanding, making rhythmic detail far more telling
with the Sequel. The pace is crisper; phrasing
more articulate. Yet this is at best only half the
story. Because basslines are stronger and more

another. The Sequel gave the latter. It really
doesn't get any better than that...
Conrad Mas himself converted my Volvere to a

solidly anchored, the music doesn't airily ri,sh by.

Sequel in under an hour. It worked immediately

Perhaps because the sound is actually clearer,
you've slight'y more time to digest the totality of

and seemed fine, but Conrad wasn't happy. The

what's happening. It's easier to assimilate what's

speed from astanding start was too long, he said,
indicating transmission problems. So the belt was

going on. Almost as though things were occurring
at a ess frenetic pace.
The Sequel gives the lower frequencies greater
power and weigh:. Basslines seem enhanced —
less buried in the mix — while at the same time
going deeper. I've noticed this time and again

time taken for the platter to reach operat ng

opposite is true with the Sequel indicates the
quality of Avid's outboard power supply [see the
Technology box on page 29].
Iused the Sequel with Avid's version of Rega's
RB300 tonearm, fitting it with the latest Temper
W moving-coil cartridge from Transfiguration.
Although there's something of a mismatch here
on paper — expensive turntable and cartridge/
relatively cheap tonearm — the combination
worked extremely well. Tracking proved excellent,
and surface noise ( background hiss and ticks, and
louder clicks and pops) was very low and well
controlled. Rumble is virtually non-existent.

to cut-through more cleanly, letting you follow

No turntable, even one as good as Avid's
Sequel, can totally eliminate LP surface noise.

(say) bass guitar parts more easily. Orchestral
double basses come through more audibly too,

But on agood, clean, quiet pressing there should
be little or no noise to speak of. Even when

with superior audio components; basslines seem

allowing you to hear distinct pitch values, rather

playing worn or damaged records, the Sequel

than anondescript, gruff rasp.

succeeds in focusing the music so that it projects

Playing various tracks from Joe Sample's LP
Rainbow Seeker demonstrated tne extra presence
and fluidity of the bass parts. This album is avery
good test of cohesion; there's bags of individual
detail to seduce the ear, but ultimately it must

www.hifinews.co.uk

over any noise that might be present. It's as
though the noise itself is in adifferent acoustic
plane — behind the music, if that makes sense.
Having agood phono stage helps too.
The Sequel's platter is permanently fitted with
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A5kg platter has afixed corx mat, with
solid clamp to flatten warped records,
all held secure on the suspended subchassis, held on rubber '
0' runs

acork mat, and araised brass housing near the
centre spindle pushes the centre part of the LP up
slightly, allowing the camp to tighten down on
the edge of the label, thereby Uattening warped or
dished records. This makes using the supplied
clamp or an external record weight more or less
essential — otherwise the LP edges float free of

Technology

the mat. Unlike some clamps, the Sequel's does
riot mark the LP centre label.
Being an open skeletal design, there's no

The Sequel's power supply is the same as the one
used in Avid's flagship Acutus model, and drives a

supplied hinged lid. However, Avid offers two lid
options. The first is asimple cover to protect the
platter from dust and the tonearm/cartridge from

powerful

synchronous motor producing around

140Nm torque — compared to about 55Nm for the
Volvere. The Sequel's motor is similar to that in the

prying fingers; the second (which Ihaven't seen)
is a larger cover, designed to keep the whole

Acutus, except that Avid does acomplete rebuild for

assembly dust-free and protected when not in
use. Being open in construction, the Sequel's a
bit of adust trap. But it's easily dismant.ed for

the latter to reduce vibration and noise to an

cleaning when the time comes.

excellent pitch stability of Avid turntables is the use of

With CD having been around for over 20 years,
and some form of super disc like SACD hyped to
replace it, it's remarkable to find LP still part of

three special rubber ' 0' rings to centre the suspension.

breathtaking. To think that something so techno-

undesirable tendencies towards lateral movement, but

the serious audiophile's agenda. And not just

logically crude and unpromising — alump of black

without compromising vertical isolation. It's a very

holding on by its finger-tips,

absolute minimum.
Another design detail that helps explain the

These stabilise the suspended sub- chassis, reducing

but gathering

plastic being scraped by a diamond tip — can

simple

strength. Turntables like Avid's Sequel enable

produce music that captivates and moves is

straightforward in application. But àhas an important

vinyl to compete at the very highest level, offering

nothing less than aminor miracle.

effect on sound quality. It means you get the benefits

Turntables like Avid's Sequel enable vinyl
to compete with CDs at the highest level
avivid holographic presentation that's impressive
and exciting. But that 'm itself does not explain
why LP has such ahold over audiophiles.
Perhaps it's the wealth of material on LP for
second-hand collectors — so many unusual things

vinyl that's unobtainable on CD. Especially when
the sound is fabulously clear and flawless.
When such an LP is played on aturntable of
Avid Sequel standards, the results can

www.hifinews.co.uk

be

inexpensive

to

implement

and

of asuspended sub- chassis — increased isolation from
acoustic feedback and footfall; reduced transfer of
noise and vibration from the motor— while maintaining
a firm, solid drive between motor and platter. As a
consequence, bass sounds tighter and firmer, while

Inevitably, the Avid Volvere Sequel costs a lot
of money. But how could something so lavishly

things like pitch stability and stereo focus are

and extravagantly be built on the cheap? Buyirg
the best has always been an expensive

the design, reducing the importance of tonearm cable

proposition. Importantly, I'd say aVolvere Sequel
represents good value for money. Imean, how do

still turn up, and there's still so much of the LP
back catalogue that hasn't been issued on CD. I you put a price on transforming your entire LP
don't know about you, but nearly always feel a collection? Or your life? You can't!
bit smug and virtuous listening to material on

idea;

On the other side of the Atlantic in Hollywood,
sequels aren't always an unqualified success (to
say the

least);

but this

blockbuster

improved. It also takes much of the tweakiness out of
dressing/clamping as aprovider of lateral control.

Features
Ill Brings out the three- dimensionality of music
• Increased bass weight, and reduced noise

from

Cambridgeshire most certainly is. •
Jimmy Hughes

• Upgrade path from regular Volvere turntable
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Focal-JMIab

Is the Micro Utopia Be the ultimate
compact two-way loudspeaker?
Focal-JMIab Micro Utopia Be

Yamaha have joined
beryllium materials.

JMIab

in

using

PRICE

£3600/pair

SUPPLIER

Focal-JMIab UK

The 165mm mid/bass driver uses
Focal's proprietary W' cone design and

CONTACT

0845 660 2680

WEBSITE

www.focal-fr.com

'Power Flower' magnet structure [see
Technology' box]. The crossover handling
these two cutting- edge drivers is a
24dB/octave unit crossing over at 2.5kHz

You realise this loudspeaker is different
when you come to lift the Micro Utopia
Be out of its box — it feels far too heavy

and is designed for single wiring only —
ostensibly to ensure that the performance of
the speaker is not compromised by using different

wall with 10° of toe- in.

for aspeaker of this size. You simply don't expect

cables or different lengths of cable on each leg in

a loudspeaker measuring only 425 x 250 x
380mm ( hwd) to tip the scales at 18kg. The main

a bi-wiring situation. This speaker's spec states
that it's an 8ohm load with 89dB/W/m efficiency.

Iwas fortunate to have on hand both aSugden
Masterclass integrated amplifier with matching

enclosure is a bass reflex design with a front-

Accompanying the speaker pair was a set of
dedicated stands. These 650mm high stylish

firing laminar port above the mid/bass driver.
The speaker comprises an MDF cabinet with
the tweeter sealed in its own inner enclosure. This

supports have awooden base and top- plate, with
a steel extrusion forming the ' leg' of the stand

is beautifully finished in alacquered, dark metal-

which is pre-filled with adamping compound.

CD player [ review coming soon] and a Musical
Fidelity A308 integrated/CD player combination,
alongside my normal reference system. I had
great problems achieving an acceptable sonic
balance using this Krell KRC-3/Bryston 3B- SST
combination, as the speaker lacked powerful bass

lic grey front, with the sides of each speaker

These speakers need to be very carefully

and the treble seemed somewhat grainy. This is

veneered and lacquered to astandard worthy of
the finest furniture. The beryllium- domed tweeter
is the most obvious piece of high tech in this

positioned to have any hope of showing what they

definitely not a characteristic of the Bryston

can do. Fortunately JMIab has helpfully given
some calculations in the accompanying manual to

amplifier, and the Micro Utopia Be failed to

design, the material being incredibly difficult to
work with, exceptionally strong, not to mention

give suggested placement for these speakers in

swapped my Chord Odyssey 4 speaker cable for

the room. For me, this turned out to be 880mm

Nordost SPM Reference, at which point the little

highly toxic. To date, only JBL, Pioneer and

from the side walls and 950mm from the front

Utopia came to life and sang. It is critical that you
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display this with the Sugden, so to resolve this, I

www.hifinews.co.uk

doubt the incredible care and attention lavished

had to get used to basslines lacking that last bit

midrange and crossover have much influence on

of weight and energy.
In summary, viewed in isolation as abookshelf-

the end result.
Rim shots carried astonishing power and

the finest of their kind I've ever heard. They are in

territory. Even with the needle on my SPL meter
pushing 95dB these little speakers simply refused

many ways a pocket electrostatic, easy to drive,
exquisitely detailed and capable of the kind of

to compress or distort, and Igot the feeling they
could go far louder than my ears would allow.

speed and dynamics most of its ilk can only
dream of. It is the speaker all standmounted

Stereo imaging was simply superb, though Idid

designs want to be when they grow up. As the

note that the image was not as large as that

ultimate compact two-way speaker, even at £4000
Ihave to recommend these, as there is no similar

formed by either the MartinLogan Clarity or
Vienna Acoustics Strauss. Despite this, imaging

design I've heard that can achieve this level of

still stretched to the side walls and to the wall

performance.

behind the speakers. The musicians portrayed
within this space were precisely focused to Zeiss

On the other hand, £3000—£4000 today buys
you alot of speaker. The JMIab Micro Utopia Be is

optics levels, with aclear description of space not

highly demanding of amplification, set-up and
cabling, and could well require potential purchasers
to consider changing their amps and speaker cables

When I switched over to the Krell/Bryston
combination with
the
Musical Fidelity A308 CD
player fronting the system,
this combination of space
and precision remained.
On Jakatta's album Visions
[Foundation 33440583]
the vocals of Beth Hirsch
just hung between the

I would simply never have
guessed this was a movingcoil driver Iwas listening to,
rather than an electrostatic

loudspeakers with the
musicians around her — really tempting the
listener to get up and walk among the musicians
on the virtual soundstage.
The lack of acrossover operating below 2.5kHz
really made itself known in the transparency of
her voice on this track, though Idid feel that
there was atouch of weight missing at the bottom
of her vocal range. However, the Micro Utopia Be
seemed simply to remove the electronics between
audition these speakers with your own ampli-

me and the recording, and conveyed the music
right into the room. Acoustic guitars were

fication and speaker cable, in your own home, as

astonishing in their realism, showing the attack of

they are astonishingly sensitive to amplification

the finger on the string, and the notes decayed

and ancilliaries.
I started off with the Sugden Masterclass

without truncation.

combination, now with Nordost SPM speaker
cable, and it was abundantly clear Iwas dealing

as it is of some equipment. It doesn't try to make

with no ordinary standmounted design. Brenda
Russell's Paris Rain [
Hidden Beach Recordings

jumps around highlighting every misdemeanour

This speaker is as intolerant of poor recordings
the best of a recording — instead, it gleefully

would want these speakers in your system, with

made in the recording process. One of the biggest
changes for me with this design was the lack of
low bass weight. Iuse floorstanding speakers as

the lead vocals being delivered with stunning

my reference, and also tend toward reviewing

dexterity and articulation. Iwould simply never
have guessed this was a moving-coil driver —

floorstanders — hence, I'm used to bass delivery

rather than electrostatic — . was listening to, let

speakers they start to roll off at 80Hz with

down to 40Hz as aminimum. In the case of these

alone one in acompact box.
Every

minute

inflection

and dynamic shift of

translated

in

astonishingly

mid/bass
driver has

an

a Power

hon-

est, uncoloured way.
While the Be tweeter may have
been playing its part in this seethrough

clarity,

there's

www.hifinews.co.uk

to give these speakers asignal they are happy with.
Then there is the requirement for positioning;
given the space the speakers and stands occupy,
you could easily accommodate a Totem Hawk,
MartinLogan Clarity, Ascent i, or the Vienna
Acoustics Strauss. With any of these speakers you
will get more bass weight, more of your collection
will be playable and a larger soundstage will be
presented. None of them, however, can deliver
the sort of uncoloured HF and the midrange
transparency of the Micro Utopia Be. Weigh up
the pros and cons and then the choice is all
yours. •
David Allcock

Technology
Along with the beryllium tweeter, the midrange driver
is anything but conventional, using the ' W' cone
design first featured in the original Utopia series.
This cone uses afibrous glass material to sandwich
an aerospace- originated foam. The motor unit for
this driver is also unusual, utilising the ' Power
Flower' design

of six small

ferrite

magnets

assembled around acentre, with pole- pieces top and
bottom to concentrate the magnetic field, ensuring
high power handling and excellent linearity. This
design was selected instead of asingle magnet of

1MLab's
165mm

Ms Russell's voice
was picked up and

type loudspeaker with dedicated stands, these are

dynamic range, with a speed firmly in 'stat

just to the sides but all around the musicians.

EK621381 made astrong argument as to why you

precious little output under 40Hz. As aresult, I

on the enclosure and the engineering of the

Flower'
magnet
structure

equal mass, which results in magnetic losses.

Features
• Exceptional transparency
▪ Highly demanding of amps and ancilliaries
• Outstanding resolution and speed

no
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Tim de Paraticini, Ilunlingdon, England. ie).2002

Aversatile solid-state phono
amp for inveterate tweakers

phono stage

So full is the 324's 323 x100mm front panel

£2070

that you're forgiven for mistaking the unit for a
full-function pre-amp; and given that it's also

SUPPLIER

EAR-Yoshino

CONTACT

01223 208877

300mm deep counting the knobs and rear pane!
fittings, and it weighs 5kg, the mistake is

WEBSITE

www.ear-yoshino.com

Tpr
tICE
-

EL

PHASE

• 15K

MM only

EAR 324 phono stage

NORM

• 221(

understandable. There's a lot of metal here,
including a brushed front-plate 10mn thick, all-

player, tuner or tape recorder.'
As Tim de Paravicini, who also has expertise in
such diverse fields as hot-rodding mixing desks,
restoring valve tape recorders and piloting small
a;rcraft, notes unashamedly, 'The unique
requirements of phono amplification - very small
signal levels, plus the RIAA equalisation required,

metal knobs and no-compromise fittings at the

plus the desirability of loading the cartridge

back. The weight is also attributable to the high

Partial though Iam to Tim de Paravicini's
down'n'dirty 834P phono stage, the

component count, overkill power supply and

correctly - make designing an amplifier for the
task one of the most demanding jobs in

paucity of features limits its usefulness

superior-quality switches. While there are certain

electronics.' But he loves vinyl as much as he

as areviewer's reference. Despite the simplicity,
this budget valve phono stage - Ireviewed it some

crude details that prevent this being mistaken for
aNagra (' impeadance' isn't the way I'd spell it),

adores open-reel tape, so he rose to the challenge.
In conceiving the 324, he identified 'three

years ago at £400 - has never left my system, and

those who like the ,rhardware 'substantial' will love

particular

it's been adependable fall- back for all of those
line-level-only pre-amps and integrateds that have
taken over since the dawn of CD. But the 834P is
aworkhorse with only achoice of moving-magnet

it even before they switch it on.
Tim de Paravicin derived the EAR 324 from

performance of this amplifier'. The first is the use
of very high quality input transformers for moving-

the phono section of the Paravicini 312 Control

coil cartridges, as found in the 312 and the EAR

Centre pre-amplifer, launched in 2000. That

MC3 step-up. These allow for optimum loading

or moving-coil cartridge, with no adjustment save

product was notable for being the first all-

for gain. And so it was high time Isought out a

transistor EARNoshino model. It mace much use

and the best noise performance with high-quality
m-c cartridges. The second is a ' unique' RIAA

more flexible device.

of transformer coupling and de Paravicini's

Eschewing the new generation of megabucks

personal take on solid-state circuitry, and was also

not

phono pre-amps ( though Iam soon to review the

noteworthy for

Manley Steelhead), Iwas quite taken with the
notion of an all-singing, all-dancing EAR-Yoshino,

design - hence the inspiration for the 324.

even if it meant going solid-state. Then again, I've
never had as much of aproblem with solid-state

tensively from the circuits used within the 312,

phono stages as with solid-state pre-amps. EARYoshino's EAR 324 looked like just the ticket,
especially as it was bursting with adjustments - a
must if you're a chronic cartridge changer or
habitual tweaker, whether areviewer or not.
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being a hair- shirt, minimalist

As de Paravicini states, ' The 324 borrows ex-

factors [that]

contribute

to

the

equalisation circuit to provide better stability and
freedom from transient overload, in addition to the
obvious: accurate frequency response. He claims
±0.3dB for the 324. Lastly - and it's here that the
324 yanked my leash - is awide range of user
adjustable settings on the front panel that allows

but is a more specialised product intended to
offer the ultimate in quality and versatility, and

matching to be optimised with ease.

exclusively for the vinyl enthusiast. Its sole task is

employs iow noise, wide bandwidth and low

to amplify the millivolt- level signal from aphono
cartridge to line level, so that " tcan be processed
in the same way would be the signal from aCD

As expected of EAR-Yoshino designs, the 324
distortion discrete circuitry. High-quality output
transformers are specified for superior cabledriving ability and to ensure that no quality is lost

www.hifinews.co.uk
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button to choose m-m or m-cwhen you use Phono

classics. The bass on 'Theme From Shaft' was
taut and ' massive', and this in turn made the

1, but loading is only adjustable for mctypes.
Phono 2 is m- m only and has adjustable

were the textures of Hayes' voice and the

resistance and capacitance loading. And you also

distinctive whucka-whucka guitar work.

get a choice of XLR balanced or RCA socket
single-ended outputs, selectable with a toggle

Normally, Istay away from the discs Icall
'easy' - LPs so glorious that it's hard to make
them sound bad. Bob & Ray's Stereo Spectacular

mono or stereo ( hooray!). The back also has a

switch. All that remains on the back is the IEC

performance seem more majestic. Also benefiting

three- pin mains input and a large earthing post.

is one such LP, the recent German reissue being

Oh, and the phono sockets are beefy and gilded.
In fact, the 324 reeks of pro usage instead of

exceptionally impressive. But Iwanted to hear
what the 324 did with sublimely recorded, wall-

fragile, fiddly high-end twee-ness. The balanced

to-wall stereo. No question: imaging fanatics will

output, for example, easily surpasses the
unbalanced for dynamic qualities and quietness,

want to run naked through the soundscape, which
is so three-dimensional, airy and seamless that I
heartily recommend listening to this in the dark.

and every selector has asolid feel.
In addition to the uservariable specifications,
the remainder of the numbers include an output

Simply put, your speakers will disappear.
While Idid miss abit of the 824P's warmth,

impedance of 60 ohm, m- m phono sensitivity of

the big Macs took care of that. Moreover, this 324

While it lacks the warmth and cuddliness
of the 834P, the 324 oozes refinement
and it inspires confidence in its precision
2.5mV for 1V output at OdB gain, channel

phono stage possesses a very slightly grainy

balance of ±0.2dB and an S/N ratio of 68dB ( ref

background, not quite up to tube noise level, so I
suspect this unit won't tempt those who can
afford the really high-end phono stages from

2.5mV). The distortion is stated as 0.2% at 2V
output, while the overload margin is 12V output.

through the entire amplifier's circuit path; Ionly

Audio Research, Boulder and other manuIran the 324 into a selection of line inputs facturers. But the 324 retails for only £2070,
Marantz PM-4 integrated, McIntosh C2200 and
Quad QC24 pre- amps and Musical Fidelity Tri - which means that any sane retailer will let you
walk out with one for £ 1999. If you're past the
Vista - with no mismatches, just as expected.
NAD PP1 or PP2, and you need a bit more
And, depending on your cartridge and ability to
tweak, you can get this baby so close to your
tuner's or CD's playback level that you'll never

flexibility, yet you can't stretch to the bank-

balanced - so Ican't comment on whether or not
these allow the sort of runs needed by those who

again fear flipping from vinyl to aline source for

my phono stage of choice. •

have their turntables near their main listening
positions... and yards away from the pre-amp.
Before Ireceived the review sample, Ihad been

fear of popping atweeter.

engaged in hypothetical discussions with de

Puppy System 7and Rogers LS3/5A speakers, IF

Paravicini about choosing settings for phono
stages. The reason was that Iwas one of the ' beta'

stands and Transparent's new ' mm' cables. The

ran less than two-metre pairs - single-ended and

testers for the forthcoming, de Paravicinidesigned Quad valve phono stage (which, alas,
precludes me from reviewing it). When Iand other

For the rest of the system, Ialso used the
McIntosh 2102 power amplifier, Wilson WATT

front ends included the London ( Decca) Gold in
the Decca Universal arm on a Garrard 401
turntable and the Koetsu Urushi mounted in the

beta testers were asked by Quad what was the

SME Varm on an SME 10 turntable. Ifigured that
if the EAR could optimise those two, then it would

best adjustment selection, the 324 came to mind
immediately. Although it wasn't entirely feasible

have no problems elsewhere.
It didn't take long to fall in love with the 324.

to load up the Quad - price, valve topology and

While it lacks the warmth and cuddliness of the

other considerations pay apart - it did, however,
indicate that the 324 phono stage is about as

834P, one of the reasons Iso adore that prosaic

accommodating as it gets.

dence- inspiring precision.

little lump, it does ooze refinement and confi-

For m-m input impedance, he opted for 15k,

It was time Imessed with the VTA on the

22k, 33k, 47k and 100k ohm, while input
capacitance settings are 20pF, 100pF, 220pF,

Sure enough, the 324 let me hear the gains by

330pF and 470e. Although we've seen mcstepups with six or more impedance settings, three
were chosen for the 324 phono stage: 4, 15 and

Koetsu, as it was well past its runningin period.
altering the arm height amere half- mil. Cables?
EAR doesn't rate audiophile wire very much, and
yet the 324 - especially the single-ended outputs

40 ohm. All these adjustments are accessible via
three rotaries on the front panel, along with three
gain settings via another knob ( 0, 6, or 12dB).

-proved to be one of my most revealing test beds
for assessing old-versus-new transparency.
But forget all that: Iwhipped out the new

Additionally, the front features an On/Off rotary

45rpm soul vinyls from Acoustic Sounds -

control with a blue LED indicator, and press

Staples Singers and Isaac Hayes - and was

buttons choose Phono 1or 2, phase inversion and

treated to sublime handling of these Stax

www.hifinews.co.uk

breaking phono amps such as the Boulder, here's
Ken Kessler

Technology
It was pointed out by de Paravicini, ' Unusually for a
solid-state pre- amplifier, the 324 does not use a
regulated power supply. Conventional regulators are
not without their own problems, and the design of the
324's circuits is such that they are unaffected by
small variations in the precise voltage of the supply.
High frequency variations are efficiently smoothed
out by the multi-stage passive filtering.' Moreover,
the input to the power supply from the rectifier bridge
is via an inductor, another of de Paravicini's specialities, preferred because of the benefits it brings in
terms of low ripple, low peak current through the
diodes. This improves reliability while reducing the
likelihood of mechanical transformer noise: low
electrical noise coupled back on to the mains supply
is afurther benefit, and the circuit also enjoys a
degree of regulation.

Features
IF Sound ' oozes refinement and precision'
IF User-variable settings, including m-cor m-m
Choice of XLR or RCA outputs

1
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Cyrus
AV

8

surround pre-amp
3..
The first steps to quality surround-sound have just become easier, and cheaper.

Cyrus AV 8and DVD 8

respective corners of the room, and provide

squeeze in a 25- pin computer socket to the

easy overall control of volume. Unfortunately,

space- limited rear panel to allow the disc

most surround-sound processors are designed for AV systems, that is, audio-visual

player's front LJR, surround LJR, centre
speaker and subwoofer outputs to be fed in

PRICE

E1100/£1200

SUPPLIER

Cyrus Electronics

systems, which mandate having aTV screen

directly, via a supplied 25-pin to six phono

CONTACT

01480 435577

or other display device in the room, if only to

WEBSITE

WWW.CyrUS.CO.UK

set up the processor via an
graphical user interface (GUI).

adaptor. In this configuration, the AV 8 is
acting simply as a six-channel analogue pre-

on- screen

For people who love music and hi-fi,

So what happens when you decide you

two- channel stereo is the ideal way to
experience recorded music. Using any

want to try surround- sound in isolation from

more than two speakers in the room will
usually increase the chances of upsetting the

a home cinema and its screen? Suddenly,
there are very few products that are of any
use. One is the Naim Audio AV2, HFN Award

amplifier, with no trim or additional delay
available ( this would have to be done in the
player, if it allows it).
In addition to this extra input for DVD-A/
SACD players, the Cyrus AV 8 is a regular
home cinema surround processor, featuring

fine balance required to create a believable
stage of sound, one comprising musicians

Winner 2002, and another is the Rotel RSP-

six digital audio inputs ( two TosLink, four

1098 [
AVTech, Nov ' 03], which bears its

coaxial on RCA) and three analogue audio

giving a performance. But surround-sound

own mini-widescreen LCD for either pro-

inputs. A tape output is included, although

has its place,

principally when watching

cessor or disc player set-up. Now, and at half

only for the stereo analogue inputs in regular

television and films, or to play music that
has deliberately disconcerting effects pan-

the price of either of these control centres,

stereo mode.

ning around the room.

we have the Cyrus Electronics AV 8.
The Cyrus AV 8 crossed our radar earlier

On the front of the unit is agreen backlit
LCD, which gives useful feedback on the

Introducing surround-sound capability to

this year when it was announced that it would

present

an existing high- quality audio system, how-

setting on a dB scale during adjustment,

ever, is not that easy. Perhaps you want to

have analogue bypass inputs added. At
present, audiophiles wishing to hear multi-

add a multichannel DVD-A player to a high-

channel audio from DVD-A and SACD are left

end vinyl playing system. Or try matrix surround modes like Dolby Pro Logic II with

with the entirely unsatisfactory solution of

top. Using only the remote handset and this
display, the entire surround system can be

using six separate analogue leads to patch

configured. This just requires the supplied

your favourite music. Aside from extra power
amps and speakers, you need a surround-

the player into a suitable multichannel preamp, so Cyrus' upgrade is essential for those

to be plugged into the back panel, the mic

sound processor to divide music into its

early adopters. Cyrus has now managed to

placed in the listening position in the room,
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configuration,

including volume

plus a continuous graphical bar across the

microphone, a clip-on lapel condenser type,

www.hifinews.co.uk

Auditions
those terms, the Cyrus AV 8 is certainly

Cyrus engineers have obviously spent some

made of the right stuff to slot into aserious

time ensuring the same fate would not befall

high-end music system without disgrace.

the DVD 8. With reference to an Arcam DV89

The Cyrus DVD 8 is the company's flagship
DVD video player, an obvious partner to the
processor. At £ 1200, it stands well forward
of the basic Cyrus DVD 6 at £ 750, and
benefits primarily in its use of a newer,

at about the same price, the DVD 8 showed
a narrower stereo

spread,

slightly

more

forward and not as deep overall, and image
placement was perhaps not quite so tight.
But what the DVD 8 lacked in landscape

better transport mechanism. The DVD 8 is,

painting, it made up for in general music-

features-wise, actually avery straightforward
disc player, concentrating on playing DVD
video and CD ( plus VCD), with no concession

ality, giving a hearty, musical performance
that showed the swagger and swing of a
healthy CD player. It had the pace and

to the warring technologies of DVD-A, SACD,
nor PAL progressive video. It has the control

dynamism that keeps you in your seat following music rather than immediately reaching

buttons set along the front fascia, disc eject

for the television remote control!

These products warrant close attention
from anyone interested in home cinema
—in particular that Cyrus AV 8 processor
button to the right of the drawer, and a
standard set of signal interfaces on the rear:
stereo analogue audio output, digital output
on TosLink and RCA coaxial, component
video on three RCAs, S-video, and SCART
(providing RGB and composite).
In use, the AV 8 and DVD 8 worked well
integrated into a 4.1 AV system, comprising
ECS EA-2 and Linn Klout stereo power

tweaked from the handset).

list of source labels ( including such titles as

And for DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD
users, it's the cheapest separate processor

and anewly selected source writ large on the
LCD before returning to default display. The
display itself could be improved though, as it
was hard to read at anything more than a
metre away, and illegible off-axis and in
bright daylight conditions. It's also worth
noting that, while unused inputs can be disabled, there's no direct selection of a given
source, forcing you to thumb through every

each speaker in turn, to set relative levels;
then impulse clicks are used to calculate
relative

distances,

and

thereby set the

input to get to the required one.
Sound quality was excellent from the AV 8,
giving the required enveloping soundfield on
the cinema formats, and proving relatively
transparent on multichannel bypass mode. It
lacked the seamless richness of the Naim
AV2, sounding a tad thinner overall and not
as ' big', but the breadth of bandwidth was

required time delay.

superb, and it certainly did not stand out as

This is a 5.1 channel processor, so
specification-chasers may feel shortchanged

contrived in its surround steering as budget
AV receivers often do.

that it won't process greater-than-five chan-

When not playing films, the DVD 8 is also

nel surround. But as anyone coming to this

avery talented CD player, in marked contrast

processor from a hi-fi music perspective will

to those early generation DVD players that

realise, quality counts over quantity. And in

sounded simply terrible on music replay. The

www.hifinews.co.uk

the expansion of aregular stereo hi-fi system
into a multichannel one a relatively painless
task. It is a dream to set up, decodes highquality DIS very well, low-resolution Dolby

SACD, DTV, DAB, Apple Mac and CD. Inputs

the typical ' DVD', ' VCR', and so on).
Ergonomic issues were well attended, with
the volume buttons being well labelled and
falling to hand easily on the remote control,

increasing- level noise tone is played from

very few units available today that will make

on the AV 8 can be renamed from asizeable
'Games', ' Keyboard' and 'Jukebox', as well as

handset. The entire process took only one
minute in my listening room. First an

interested in home cinema — and in particular the AV 8 processor. This is one of the

Digital as best as anyone can, and provides
user- adjustable steering for Pro Logic II
(Panorama and Width parameters easily

amplifiers, REL Q400E sub, Linn Kairn preamp, and ahost of sources, including DVD-A,

and one button to be pressed twice on the

In conclusion, these Cyrus products
warrant close attention from anyone

we know to actually provide a proper volume
control for 5.1 channels of high resolution
audio. •
Andrew Harrison

Technology
The AV8 uses one of the recent generation Cirrus
Logic multifunction converter chips, which it calls a
'codec', as it handles both the coding and decoding of
signal between analogue and digital domains. The
CS4226 is a20-bit/48kHz delta-sigma converter, able
to convert two-channel audio to digital (
le, to digitize
audio connected to any of the three regular analogue
inputs); and to convert six-channels of audio back into
analogue (
le, demultiplexed audio from VS and AC- 3,
or from the PL II algorithm). Digital clocks are
referenced from ahigh- quality Golledge crystal. The
volume control is achip- controlled resistor ladder,
using the same National Semiconductor device seen
in the Cyrus 8integrated amp.

Features
Audio-only surround-sound pre-amp
II Auto- calibration of speakers using mic
• DVD 8upgradeable with Q24 and PSX-R
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PS Audio

I

PCA- 2/H CA- 2

pre-/ power amplifiers
PS Audio PCA-2/HCA-2

for use with the proprietary PS Bus.

A/B amp, rather than an off-the-shelf solution, and
designed to drive any headphone available.
another power amp, but inside the compact
chassis are some surprises. To start with this amp

PRICE

£3000 for both

You also notice a large blanking plate to
accommodate future expansion modules. Current-

SUPPLIER

Ultimate Sonics

ly . n the works are an m-m/m-c phono stage, a

CONTACT

020 7435 1222

WEBSITE

www.ultimate-sonics.com

DAC. and a USB input for PC audio, though

On the surface, the HCA-2 may look like just

unfortunately none of these was available at the

looks too small, weighing in at 21.8kg with a

tine of this review. On the front, from left to right.
are power on/off, input selection, a loop button,

Known for its innovative power supply
solutions as much as for its amplification proper, Colorado- based PS Audio

chassis only 114 x432 x355 ( Ftwd), to genuinely
deliver its rated 150W/ch into 8 ohms and

phase and the volume control. The power switch

225W/ch into 4 ohms, and if we were looking at

has come up with an intriguing pre-/power combination with much of that mains know-how built-in.
The PCA-2 and HCA-2 are available separately for
£1700 and £ 1550, or together for £3000.
Starting with the PCA-2, this is a remote
control line-only pre-amp with a rear panel
containing one balanced input and six singleended inputs, with two pairs of single-ended and
balanced outputs on RCA ( phono) and XLR
connectors respectively. Speaker connectors are
provided for aforthcoming outboard high-current
power supply, as well as apair of RJ45 connectors
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is really a standby switch, with the amplifier

a conventional class A or AB amplifier then I

becoming active as soon as it's plugged into the

would have serious concerns about the validity of

mains. The input up and down buttons cycle
through the seven available inputs whilst the loop

the claim, but what we have here is a hybrid

button activates home cinema pass-through, an
increasingly vital addition to today's pre-amps.
Individual input naming and gain matching are
also available in an easy-to- use set up menu. The
Phase button allows instant reversal of trie
system's absolute phase.
This pre-amp provides feedback to the user via a

amplifier, with apure class A input stage which
runs an SDAT output stage. SDAT is a class D
switching output stage which generates virtually
no heat in operation, but in this implementation
is buffered in such a way that it is claimed to
drive any load. At the rear of this amplifier are a
pair of balanced and single-ended inputs, apair
of high-quality five way binding posts and a PS

highly legible red LED alphanumeric display. The

Bus port to allow remote turn-on together with an

PCA-2 is also fitted with a 6.3mm headphone

IEC power inlet. This amplifier is switchable from
110V to 240V mains.

output, said to use a discrete, high-quality class

www.hifinews.co.uk

SOUND QUALITY

Ultimate Outlet works extremely well.

For this review, the PS audio duo was slotted into
my reference system comprising Basis Gold Debut

presentation which is perceived on its far left and

The lateral soundstage is huge, awall-to-wall

turntable with Graham 2.0 arm and Benz Glider

right edges as existing beyond the room limits.

LO cartridge feeding a Klyne System 7 PX 3.5

The stage depth is slightly truncated, with

phono stage via XLO Signature cable. CD was

Anastacia's voice bouncing off the rear of the

provided by the Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-

stage, but that point sonically was acouple of feet

3A Signature upsampler/DAC with Monolithic

forward of the spot the KRC-3 describes. Within

power supply and aMusical Fidelity A308CR CD
player, used both as a standalone CD and as a
a Pioneer CLD-925

the depth of stage presented, the illumination
was very even from edge to edge.
The bass reproduction was astonishing, not

Laserdisc player used to supplement this. Ampli-

only capable of delivering exceptional speed but

fication was provided by Krell KRC-3 pre- with

also seemingly capable of superior dynamic

Bryston 3B-SST and 14B- SST power amps, along

reproduction to the KRC-3, an area where the

digital

transport,

with

with Musical Fidelity A308 integrated.

Krell excels. The PCA-2 was about more than just

Speakers used included MartinLogan SL3,

muscle, however, as the texturing of the lower

Aerius I, Trinity Trident, Totem Hawk and Vienna

registers was excellent giving bass guitar amore

Acoustics Strauss. All equipment was supported

believable harmonic structure to each note.

on RDC Aspekt racks with power supply filtration

Moving on to The Corrs'

from an Isotek SubStation and 2K Cube together
with Isotek Elite mains cable, with interconnect
and speaker cable from Chord Company, XLO,

7567833522] the opposite end of the sonic
spectrum caught my attention with cymbals
possessing excellent leading edge definition along

Townshend Audio and Synergistic Research.

with

Idecided to try to pin down the characteristics
of each component separately before using them

heightening the believability of the musical

together. After trying the PCA-2's single-ended

didn't seem quite as tight and as focused as the
Krell, but still had a huge wall to wall

outputs, I'd come to the conclusion that the
balanced connection offered a little more speed

the

shimmer

In Blue [
Atlantic

of the cymbal,

further

performance. The imaging, whilst still excellent,

presentation. With the harmonies of the three

and transparency, so Ihooked up the PCA 2to my
Bryston 14B-SST via Synergistic Research Resolution Reference balanced cable.

Astriking combination of
well- planned, flexible preamp plus compact and
powerful digital power amp

PCA-2 PRE-AMPLIFIER
This preamp reached its optimal sound quickly,
as seemingly within five minutes the sound
ceased improving and stabilised, suggesting that
the standby mode works exceptionally well.
Starting with Anastacia's Not That Kind [
EPC
4974122], ' I'm Outta Love' emerged from the
SL- 3s, against an incredibly quiet background. In
fact, using just the mains supply instead of the
outlets from the Isotek SubStation the PCA-2
performed better than the KRC-3; however,

Ared LED alphanumeric display on the PCA-2
pre-amp provides feedback for simple operation

through the SubStation this difference was lost,
but it would suggest that the PCA-2's internal

Technology
The PCA-2 pre-amp uses aPS Audio Ultimate Outlet
in the power input stage ( effectively a Balun
comprising aferrite core and thick copper windings
to act as afilter to reduce power supply noise) then
feeding amassively oversized toroidal transformer.
The volume is regulated using aBurr- Brown MOSFET
ladder attenuator, which in turn feeds a Class A,
zero-feedback gain stage which is afully- balanced
circuit, meaning both single- ended and balanced
inputs are treated as a balanced signal. This is
claimed by the designers to be one of the key components to the PCA-2's low- noise characteristics.
The HCA-2 power amp is based around two
stages, avoltage gain and acurrent gain stage. The
voltage gain stage is a zero-feedback JET input
stage with fully differential balanced inputs. The
current gain stage is an SDAT switching stage,
effectively adigital stage like the Tripath modules,
switching MOSFET devices at 500kHz between full
on and full off with PWM ( pulse width modulation).
The longer the output is one, the more power flows
to your speaker, and by switching this very quickly
you don't notice the switching, hence it sounds like
analogue. Like the pre- amp, the power amp has an
Ultimate Outlet on the power inlet effectively making
the HCA-2 less reactive to poor mains than many
power amplifiers.

Features
II Very versatile pre- amplifier
111 Power amp drives almost any load
• Exceptional sound quality for price

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Auditions
sisters Idid feel that the delineation of the three
individual singers was slightly superior to the
KRC-3, though the midrange was a little richer
adding alittle warmth to the lead guitar.
Ispent some time listening to the headphone
output on my Sennheiser HD-600. Whilst it was
good, it still sounded somewhat closed- in and
lacking in dynamic range, not in the same class
as that of the headphone output from the
Shanling CDT- 100 for example. Whilst it is anice
inclusion, you will still need astandalone headphone amplifier if you are to realise the full
potential of designs such as the HD-600.
HCA-2 POWER AMPLIFIER
Given the bold claims about driving any speaker,
Igrinned and hooked the unsuspecting HCA-2 up
One balanced and six
phono inputs on the

to my SL-3 speakers, abrutal load for any amp.
Surprisingly enough not only did the HCA-2 drive
the SL-3 well but it did so with almost no heat

PCA-2 pre-amplifier,

whatsoever, in fact the pre-amp ran warmer than
the power amp. Ifired up the Basis to see if the

with plenty of mains
filtering inside

digital nature of the output stage would be
noticeable with my analogue front end.
Starting with Helen Watson's Blue Slipper [
EM I Bryston design, yet this amp refused to ever turn
SCX67101 on vinyl, what hit me immediately was
aggressive or hard and cymbals were still located

on. Even with the volume pushed beyond my usual
listening levels the amp didn't falter ( and still ran

the difference in stage perspective, as Ihad now

on the stage with sufficient precision that you

totally cool with no heat dissipation; the pre-amp

moved four rows closer to the stage and Helen

could never level the accusation of splashiness on

Watson was rooted ametre in front of the plane of

the high-frequency content.

was much warmer). Even with this densely mixed
track the instrument delineation and intelligibility
of this combo was an absolute joy with each line

the SL-3 speakers. Compared with the 3B-SST,
the rear of the stage depth was truncated, with

PCA-2 AND HCA-2

proving easy to follow whilst providing excellent

the rear wall forming abarrier to the rear of the

With the two components working together, once
again from vinyl with Classic Records reissue of

integration in the overall track.

stage. But once again, lateral stage width was
excellent, fully matching the PCA-2 in this
respect, with performers fully fleshed out in 3D

the Dave Brubeck Quartet lime Out [
CBS 8192]

Having never had adigital amp in my listening
room, Iapproached this combination with great
interest, blending as it does a fully- balanced

Low frequencies were again very extended and
powerful, whilst not quite matching the lightning

there was still some forwardness detected and the
pairing did seem to slightly emphasise the initial
transient over the harmonic structure and decay
of the note, the bass seemed to have more string

The end result is excellent, with the power
amplifier now becoming the lowest priced unit I

speed of the Bryston. Idid note that the Bryston

and less body in its sound than the KRC-3/

would recommend to anyone looking to drive a

sounded more controlled with a touch more

3B-SST pairing, thought it should be said that

difficult load like the MartinLogan SL-3, but also

damping than the HCA-2, as though the PS Audio

this combination was excellent.

proving its worth with amuch more benign load

amp wasn't holding such tight control over the
bass driver, with bass notes seemingly breathing a

What was surprising was their ability to resolve
ambient information, as I could clearly see'

such as the Totem Hawk. Whilst the stage depth
was alittle more forward and not quite as deep as

and solidly portrayed with excellent focus.

Class Apre-amp with adigital power output stage.

The midrange was outstanding, with excellent transparency and
totally free of any glassiness or haze — something that Ihad
worried could well be aby-product of the digital switching stage
little more but the space between notes was not
as well resolved.

where the studio boundaries were as the sound of
the snare drum hit the wall on the right-hand side

controlled, Istill feel this is an excellent amplifier

my Bryston, and the bass not being so tightly

When Iplayed the same track on the Totem

of the stage and likewise Icould hear the piano

and its lack of heat makes this an outstanding

Hawk speakers, this was not as obvious, although

sound hit room boundaries and describe the

the smaller mid/bass driver is possibly easier to

choice for demanding multichannel systems,
either music or home cinema.

control or better damped by its cabinet than the

musical space to me in a more transparent
manner than I've heard before.

bass unit of the SL-3, so this aspect will very

Moving to Genesis Calling All Stations liVirgin

narrow margin. Outstanding functionality, easy to

much depend on your speakers.
The midrange was outstanding, with excellent

7243844607 16] and ' Congo', the chant at the
beginning of the track starts at a low level and

well thought out design, Iwould recommend this

transparency and totally free of any glassiness or
haze — something which I'd worried could be abyproduct of the digital switching stage. The purity
and clarity was truly as good as anything I've
heard in this room to date. The high frequencies

builds up to acrescendo when the lead guitars

unhesitatingly to anyone looking for a high
quality, dependable pre- amp. This combination,
bought together discounted to £ 3000, is

the dynamic impact was all the more startling.

astonishing value for money and has earned avery
strong recommendation. Either individually or as

were slightly inferior to the 3B-SST, with the
absolute focus and resolution not matching the

ploded into the room shaking the sofa Iwas sitting

DECEMBER 2003 HI-FINews

configure and use, and utterly dependable with a

and main bassline enter the track. This was
thrown against ablack background, and as such
The focus of the instruments on the stage was
excellent and didn't waver, as the opening ex-
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The PCA-2, for me, was the star here by a

a pair these must be a mandatory inclusion on
your shortlist at this price. NI

David Allcock
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Compass X series
Handcraft solid wood side panels
Solid aluminum phase correct cone
The lowest distortion drivers available today
Designed and tested by Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

The Compass 777
Form Follows Function
Three dris ers or the sanie plane for correct time/phEse alignment.

Form Follows Form
Solid ssood construction and inclusive hand-rubbed finish.

,
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CLASSA
•Super cascade design structure
•Super low odd harnonic distortion
•Precise instrument grade component
•High-power transistors output stage
•Gold-plated large speaker connectors
•Bridge mono output function

The Fia
Dancer

R-6

125W x6 / 8Ohm

e

Behind the Scene

Dr. Joseph D'Appolito aworld renown authority in audio and acoustics,
Designs the crossover and performs prototype testing/final fine tuning for
Usher Audio. Consulting to acouple of famous audio companies, Joe
always finds the tremendous value Usher Audio products represent a
• . . .

figiligp_ j4

!;12 67 Kai-Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan
Tel: 886-2-23816299 Fax: 886-2-23711053
USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY Web site: www.usheraudio.com
fall fig IWO() 111111111 — e6781 E-mail: usher@ms11.1iinet.net
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NEW NAME. NEW SUPE. NEW SOUND.

The new concept from
ECLIPSE TD

HIGH SPEED SUBWOOFER SYSTEM

Asystem that totally reforms surround sound
Now available in the UK from one of Japan's most innovative audio speaker companies
For more information and stockists visit www.eclipse-td.co.uk or call 020 7328 4499

High speed subwoofer

316SW subwoofer

Lulét 307 speaker

Delivers powerful high-speed bass from on
elegant casing with rigid construction and
'floating' drive unit. Time Domain principles
applied to power supply unit and its associated
core technologies. Compact yet provides
exceptionally tight bass with high-definition
reproduction. Ergonomically shaped aluminium
die-cast enclosure makes it extremely robust
and resistant to unwanted vibrations.

Designed with Time Domain principles to achieve
accurate signal waveforms, precise sound
reproduction and exceptional imaging. Removes all
unwanted vibrations and resonances common to
conventional speakers.
Small enough to hold nthe hand but with the
power to deliver all the performance of amuch
larger high-end speaker.
Stylish integrated stand and 360° horizontal
manoeuvrability with o30' for vertical adjustment.
Can also be wall or ceiling mounted.

Rotates 360° with ±30° vertical adjustment

TIME DOMAIN AUDIO SYSTEM

Auditions
Castle Conway 3
PRICE

£930—£1100/pair

SUPPLIER

Castle Acoustics

CONTACT

01756 795333

WEBSITE

www.castle.uk.com

Although it bears the name Conway 3,
this new speaker from Castle Acoustics

is in fact a replacement for the £800
Castle Avon, and is not related to either of the
now long-discontinued previous Conways. The
newcomer is taller than its predecessor and contains an extra driver, which helps to explain the
price increase. As is usual with the Castle range
of speakers, seven different real wood veneers are
offered at the standard price of £930 per pair,
while the rosewood or yew finishes cost £ 1100.
Underneath the veneer is a25mm-thick MDF
cabinet, braced inside to create arigid structure
weighing 21kg per cabinet. Despite a height of
940mm, the cabinets seem smaller than they
actually are — perhaps due to the moderate width
and depth of 220mm and 270mm respectively,
and also to the graceful curve of the grille.
Behind the grille, the cones are in aD'Appolito
arrangement, requiring the cabinets to be placed
so that the offset tweeters are on the inside edges
of the speakers. Imaging in particular, and sound
quality in general, suffers if the cabinets are the
wrong way round. The cabinets are also ported
through the base; output being regulated by the
use of up to three spacers between the bottom of
the cabinet and the plinth. Ifound that three were
only needed in abig room, since the bass output
of these speakers is generous. In aroom smaller
than, say, 5m by 4m then only one, possibly two,
spacers would be required before the bass
became too prominent. This fine-tuning will only
be possible after running in the units — along job
due to the stiffness of the carbon-fibre cones. A
good two to three weeks of fairly constant running
was required before Iwas satisfied that the performance had evened out and Icould begin to
assess their capabilities.

this with pinpoint imaging resulted in awell-def-

Technology

If you are afan of neutral' or lean sounding

ined and spacious soundstage that, with vinyl as

speakers then read no further, because the

the source, extended well beyond the confines of

Each cabinet contains two 150mm woven carbon

Conway 3 tends towards the warm in its overall

the speaker cabinets and filling the room.

fibre bass/mid cones, mounted on cast aluminium

presentation. It gave vocals that extra layer of
shape and depth, and sharp sounds, such as

The Conway 3 showed itself to be tolerant of
most types of amplification, ranging from apair of
14-watt Aurevox valve monoblocks, via the 80-

chassis. The soft dome tweeter is made of silk and
doped with amaterial that has its antecedents in the

cymbals, a solidity that stopped them sounding
like rattling saucepan lids. This texturing of the

odd watts of the Roksan integrated, to the 260-

bitumastic covering that used to be used for lagging
and waterproofing transoceanic telephone lines.

sound extended right across the frequency range
and, listening to recordings made by some of my

watt Creek A52SE running in dual-mono mode.
The Aurevox sounded quite sweet at low levels,

Frequency response is claimed to be 45Hz to 20kHz
(±3dB), nomina impedance is 8ohm and efficiency

more musical friends, it added to the feeling of

but Iwould agree with Castle's recommendation
of 25 watts or more for realistic use.

are 25 to 175 watts.

reality in the sound. Bi wiring through the generously sized binding posts at the back resulted in
aconvincing enough sound that came pretty close
to transporting me back to the studio, watching
the musicians in action.

is recorded as 88dB. Power handling requirements

There is a 'Castle sound' that Iwould describe
as detailed, relaxed and courteous. The manners
match the exquisiteness of the cabinetwork and
music can be played for hours with no fatigue or

Features
IN Smooth, civilised and very detailed sound

The other pleasant surprise was how this slight

strain. They aren't perfect, but they appeal to the

richening of the sound did not result in aloss of

senses so pleasantly that it doesn't matter. Unless
you favour overly warm amplification, then the

• Excellent bu Id quality and finish

detail. Ambient information from recordings came
through quite well, giving proportion to the sound

Castle Conway 3 should be a ' must' on the

• Thoroughly Enjoyable and musical

and further increasing its tangibility. Combining

audition list. •
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CONCENTRICT

41,

The Tannoy Eyris DC series is apowerful blend of sound
quality, cutting edge technology and contemporary aesthetics.
Superior engineering knowledge, acquired through delivery of class
leading studio monitors to the audio and film industries, has produced
this highly refined Tannoy Dual Concentricrm drive unit in Eyris DC.
The benefits of wide bandwidth formats are clearly recognised by
audio enthusiasts and recording professionals worldwide. At the
forefront of this audio revolution is Tannoy's

WIDEBANDTM

technology

delivering breathtaking dynamics, detail and sound staging.

(CenearomaA,KID3)

ICNEIMILIAJL
CONCENTRIC

T: 01236 420199 F: 01236 428230 E: enquiries@tannoy.com

tannowcom
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Stax 4070
headphones & sRm-71 4
,energiser
Stax 4070
PRICE

£ 1700/£1300

SUPPLIER

Path Premier

CONTACT

01844 219000

WEBSITE

www.stax.co.jp

Stax

has

made,

exclusively,

open- back

electrostatic headphones for 40 years. But
if there's ademand for sealed models - eg,
my son gets cheesed off when Iuse open- back
headphones in the same room where he's
watching TV, or arecording engineer is working in
anoisy environment — then why not meet it? Even
if the arrival of such abeastie would shock traditionalists as would aFerrari SUV. Stax's dilemma
is to do it without compromising the very airy,
open sound that makes its phones so coveted.
Stax's 4070, costing £ 1700, uses a special
enclosure to

house the

high- purity copper

electrodes and ultra-thin electrostatic diaphragm,
a cup assembly using an original ' bass reflex
ventilation air structure' and sporting large

valve unit was more 'open' — aboon with aclosedback headphone design that cannot help but
lessen the sense of compromise.

cushions that completely cover the ears.
Reminiscent of rectangular open- back Staxes,

Curiously (or blessedly), the 4070 didn't seem
that much of a departure from other Staxes,

such as the SR-404, the cushion forms a seal
against outside noise and the sealing effect

including the Omega ( round) and the Lambda
(rectangular). There is no doubt whatsoever that

endows the 4070 with exceptional bass response.
Stax phones need energising (just like Martin-

you're using apair of Staxes, but with two notable

Logan and Quad electrostatic speakers need a

changes: the bass extension is far greater, with

mains supply), and don't work via aconventional

more mass, while the intrusion of noise from the
outside is minimised, but not eradicated to the

Technology
In the SRM-717, an all- stage semiconductor ' pure
balance' DC amplifier boosts the balanced input and
delivers this through ahigh-grade, dual- shaft, quadunit volume control. Alow- noise dual-FET is used at
the first stage, and alarge current emitter follower at
the output stage to deliver the necessary low
impedance. Non-magnetic material is used for the
chassis, which measures 103 x195 x420mm ( hwd).
Gain is 60dB, the frequency response is stated as DC
to 100kHz and high frequency distortion is a
maximum of 0.01%. As operation is said to be true
Class A, the SRM-717 does run very hot.

Features
• Smooth, civilised and very detailed sound
• Excellent build quality and finish
MI Thoroughly enjoyable and musical

wwvv.hifinews.co.uk

level of, say, conventional studio-type cans from
headphone socket. Because the energisers —
which also act as the headphone's amplifier — are

AKG or Beyer. ( I'm assuming that my son didn't

dedicated to Stax headphones ( ditto for other

used the 4070s for days in the same room as he
was in, with nary acomplaint.)

makes of electrostatic headphones), one cannot
compare the sound of the energisers to anything
other than the various Stax models. At present,
there are four available — two each of valve and
solid-state — offering avariety of features.

find the outward leakage objectionable, because I

If you already know Stax headphones, then
you're aware that they are unquestionably the
best money can buy: neutral, transparent, fast,

Supplied with the 4070 was the SR M-717, the

clean. I've used over a dozen types, and can't
fault them, even the in-ear SR-001, and the

better of the two solid-state models, retaiting for

4070 is no difterent. It's as accurate and inviting

£1300. It only works with the PRO- bias phones,
not the earliest models, and connects to a pre-

as any Stax headphone should be.

amp as if it were an ordinary power amp.

led, extended bass and a greater degree of

A long-time Stax user, Ihave acouple of pairs
of the older open-back models — obviously called

and less comfort because they weigh twice as

in for comparison purposes — and an early valve

much as the other models and seem to clamp your

It gets down to this: the gains are more controlisolation. The downside is slightly less openness,

energiser, the SRM-T1S, long out of production

head with greater force. At £ 1695, they're exactly

but still my fave. What Iswiftly learned was that,

what you wowd expect from Stax. So there's only

as with electrostatic loudspeakers, valves are

one question to ask: do you need a sealed
headphone? If the answer is 'yes', grab ' ern. If it's

definitely to be preferred. While the much newer
SRM-717 was a quieter and more detailed, the

'no', buy the Omegas. II

Ken Kessler
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Performance: get it out of your system.
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Introducing an electrifying 'first' — a breakthrough for home

Film soundtracks truly come alive, music is maximized — suddenly your

entertainment. Now A/V sounds as good as NAD. For 30 years the critics

entire cinematic experience is heightened with sensational sound.

have raved about NAD audio innovations. Winning awards has become

To fully appreciate how NAD takes music and home entertainment

something ola habit for us. Now you have the advantage of NAD sound

further, contact Lenbrook UK for your nearest specialist NAD A/V dealer.

quality in a more stirring, more emotion-packed A/V experience.

Shown here: T562 DVD/CD Player and T752 Surround Sound Receiver.

Our engineers call it PowerDriver'' and it's an NAD exclusive.

-ww.nadelectronics.coi

NOW A/V SOUNDS AS GOOD AS

NAD
o

Lenbrook UK Ltd, Unit 2Old Wolverton Road, Old Wolverton, Milton Keynes MK12 5NP
tel: 01908 319360 e-mail: info@lenbrook.co.uk
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Musical Fidelity

Tri Vista

21 DAC

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC
PRICE

£1200

SUPPLIER

Musical Fidelity

CONTACT

020 8900 2866

WEBSITE

www.musicalfidelity.com

system using my Pioneer CLD-925 Laserdisc

were acouple of feet in front of the SL-3s. Within

provided by the Krell KRC-3 and Trilogy 902

convincing without the diminishing solidity of

control units with power from the Bryston 14BSST and 3B- SST, supplemented by a Musical

images at the edges of the stage. There is a
generosity in the weight and richness of the sound
which is uncommon even now in digital compo-

Fidelity A308 and Sugden Masterclass integrated

Following in the footsteps of the Tri Vista
SACO player, integrated amplifier and

amps. Speakers included MartinLogan SL-3,
Aerius Iand PMC OB-1. Cabling was by XLO,

pre-/power amp combination, the latest,

Chord and Townshend Audio, all mains cabling
was Isotek Elite and the equipment was supported

and we understand the final product to
carry the Tri Vista name, is the new 21 DAC.
Cosmetically, the Tri Vista 21 is styled in a
similar manner to the other products in the series,
taking 105 x440 x375mm ( hwd) of space and

In the depth perspective the percussion was a
few feet through the front wall whilst lead vocals

player and Sony DVP-S7700 DVD player as
transports, along with the Musical Fidelity
A308CR CD player. Pre-amplification was

this space the illumination of the stage is utterly

on ROC Aspekt racks. The front end was plugged
into an Isotek SubStation whilst amplification was
powered by an Isotek 2K Qube, with mains
distributed via aMusicWorks block.

weighing in at 13kg. Casework is manufactured

I first spent some time switching between

from an extremely solid, black anodised steel case
with a ' moonstone finish' front panel giving asatin

96kHz and 192kHz, naturally thinking that the

effect. On the front, from left to right, are the
power switch and five blue LEDs, indicating

that the 192kHz delivered a slightly smoother
sound, yet eliminated some of the fine detailing

upsampling rate ( 96 kHz or 192 kHz), the active

such as the trailing edges of acoustic guitars,

input ( S/PDIF coaxial or TosLink optical), and a

cymbals and triangles. Ieventually settled on the

light to indicate whether the DAC has locked onto
the incoming bitstream.

the review, but given the delicacy of the changes

192kHz setting would be superior. In use, Ifelt

96kHz option and used this for the remainder of

Supporting this DAC are the illuminated Tri - this is something I'd encourage a prospective
purchaser to optimise in any system.
switching to amber to indicate operational, and
The first thing that strikes you about this DAC is
Vista feet, indicating red on initial power- up,

finally to blue to show the internals are operating
at their optimum temperature. Around the back
there are a pair of RCA outputs, an optical and
RCA coaxial digital input; aswitch to change from
96kHz upsampling to 192kHz; an S/PDIF electrical digital output and an IEC mains inlet. All of
these are chassis- mounted and extremely solid,
allowing me to use connectors with an almost
death grip with no fear of damage.
The Tri Vista 21 was slotted into my reference

www.hifinews.co.uk

the scale of the sound. As adirect replacement for
my trusty Perpetual Technologies combination the
soundstage just seemed bigger, with the SL-3s
delivering aroom-encompassing sound which was
populated with tactile images of musicians. With
this DAC in the system my wall boundaries just
vanished. The far left and right instruments on the
title track of Celine Dion's One Heart [
Columbia
5108772] were in the middle of my garden to the
left and the neighbour's garden to the right.

Straightforward and sturdy connectors at the rear
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Three 5703 sub-miniature yens [ above], ami iteyspecification triode typically used as aVHF oscillator,
now dubbed a'Tri Vista' by Musical Fidelity

nents, being found only in the very best. You realty
can hear the weight of a kick drum, the almost
menacing power of abass guitar and the frame of
the piano separately from the initial impact of
hammer on string. The Tri Vista 21 had a little
more perceived dynamic range than the A308CR
CD player, seemingly with alower noise floor.
Even on older recordings taken from analogue

ing afar superior level of soundstage rendering.
Through the critical midrange, Celine Dion's vocals
on ' Naked' carry slightly more warmth and power
than with the P3 Signature, as though more of the
chest cavity can be heard, whilst there is asense

the Tri Vista has not.
Even when the music gets busy, there's no
grain and harshness to the sound, which suggests
the high-frequency replay of the finest turntables,

of greater transparency as though the DAC has

not what Iusually hear from Red Book CD. This
still doesn't prevent the Tri Vista giving a full

removed alayer of electronics between the listener

measure of power and aggression when called for,

and the original musical event.

as can be heard through David Gilmour's guitar

tape, where tape hiss is present, on the Tri Vista
21 this hiss is less noticeable and obtrusive than
with the Perpetual combination or the A308CR.

From Enya's A Day Without Rain [
Warner
8573859862], ' Only Time' sounds more like a

solo towards the end of the Propaganda track.

On arecoreng like One Heart', the low-level noise

room. The scale of Nicky Ryan's production is
always large and grandiose, but this surpassed

is perceptibly lower, though this is only noticeable
when you replace the Tri Vista 21 with another
DAC, like the P3 Signature, where a subtle but
pervasive low-level noise can be heard. What this
means is that very subtle imaging cues - which

vinyl recording, such is the energy conveyed in the

When the volume is just right it really does sound
like there's an electric guitar playing through a
valve amp stack right in front of you.

anything I've heard from this recording before. On

Ultimately what matters is the music, and for
me the Tri Vista DAC serviced the music more

crescendos, Enya's vocals can be overwhelmed by
the accompaniment, which I've heard on many

convincingly than any other DAC I've heard, and
that includes the astonishing P-1AJP-3A Signature

other CD players and always out it down to the

combination I've relied on for almost two years.

would otherwise be lost - are now present, allow

Technology
The heart of the Tri Vista 21 is the Burr- Brown DSO
1792 DAC. In this single DAC is an upsampler, DAC

Quite outstanding dynamics explode from
one of the quietest soundstages I've heard

and resolution- enhancement system. As the DSO
indicates, this DAC can be used for not only PCM

recording. This DAC finally unravelled this and

audio, but also to process an SACO bitstream.

proved this was not the case, with her vocals

which explode from one of the quietest sound-

However, due to the lack of astandard for SACO
digital presentation this facility is not used here. The

existing in their own space on the stage.
This DAC is not just about muscle, however, as
subtle details such as atriangle in the far right

stages I've heard to date, the imaging is hug; it's

This DAC is capable of outstanding dynamics,

proportions matching those Ihear from my Basis

OSO 1792 has a 127dB dynamic range win- stop
band attenuation of - 130 dB. The power supply uses

corner of the soundstage could now be heard to be

two toroidal transformers, the larger for the electronic circuitry, and asecond for the HT supplies of

thought. What's extraordinary is that even at alow

the music, showing asensitivity to what is played
through it which eludes most digital components

bank of capacitors and chokes for power s.upply

level you could clearly hear the triangle being
struck and the resonance of the note as two

— CD, SACD or otherwise.
Musical Fidelity has made life for anyone manu-

filtering, offering abarrier to AC borne noise.

separate events yet still perfectly integrated.

facturing standalone DACs extremely uncomfortable. At only £ 1200 this is a bargain, and

the 5703 valves. These two toroids each feed its own

playing for far more of the track than Iinitially

Another telling part of this DAC's performance

Features

was revealed on Propaganda's

1234 [
Virgin

CDV26251 via the vocals of lead singer Betsi

tentable on occasion. In my presence it proved
capable of portraying the most delicate nuances of

would surely sell for double that price from almost
any other manufacturer. If you have any sub-

• Smooth, civilised and very detailed sound

Miller. The vocals on ' Only One Word' have always

£1000 CD player and are consider ng an upgrade,
or have aDAC over three years old and are looking

• Excellent build quality and finish

had atouch of harshness on high notes, yet here
this was removed, leaving a far purer vocal

II Thoroughly enjoyable and musical

www.hifinews cu.uk

performance. The resolving power and clarity of

to upgrade, my advice is simple, get an audition of
this DAC as soon as possible. The Tri Vista 21 DAC

this DAC suggest that this is not editorialising instead, other DACs have added something that

is astaggering achievement for which Ioffer an
unconditional recommendation. • David Allcock
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London W1

Digital has truly come of age

amazon
amphion
apollo furniture
Our old first generation friend, CD, is already looking decidedly like Old Hat. Super Audio CD and
argento
DVD Audio are with us, assuming you can find the titles you want ( rather than the titles they want
audible illusions
audio physic
you to have) at a record shop near you, or indeed in a record shop anywhere.
breuer dynamic
Music ( and gadget) lovers can revel in the multitude of ways to store and play their ( compressed)
brinkmann
cart rae
music, from home or portable hard disk players, hand-held memory card players, or the humble
cartridge man
home computer itself.
cawsey
So why do we fill our adverts (and our shop) with obsolete mechanical machines from abygone
chord electronics
clearaudio
age to spin huge discs at 33.3 and 45rpm with asharp diamond on the end of a moving arm to
decca london
read tiny squiggles in the vinyl? How quaint!
dnm
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
Brinkmann La Grange inc 10.5
ecs
Tonearm ( cart extra) - £6995.00
es lab
final lab
gamut
graham slee
hadcock
incognito
Origin Live Aurora ( arm &
infinity
cart extra) - £997.00
jbl k2
Amazon Model 3 inc
klimo
RB250 arm - £995.00
korato

We have the largest selection of vinyl
players anywhere in the UK ( and
possibly further afield too) - just a
small selection on this page

Michell Orbe SE (arm & cart extra) - £ 1916.00

Michell Gyro SE ( arm & cart extra) - £870.00

More importantly, nobody
assembles and tunes
turntables like we do - to
perfection!

Nottingham Analogue Horizon inc
RB250 arm - £528.75

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
(arm & cart extra) - £889.75
Latest!
*The amazing state of the art JBL K2 speakers on demo now
*Shanling CDT- 100 CD player on demo
Naim Aro tonearm and Armageddon PSU on demo
Rose and Korato preamps on demo
At last - the new Michell Engineering Tecnodec - on demo

lavardin
loricraft
lyra
michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
ortofon
papworth
Origin Live Resolution (arm & cart
pink triangle
extra) - £ 1979.00
pluto
rega turntables
ringmat
rose
shun mook
shanling
shelter
Warning!
sme
sonneteer
We have a huge selection of
spendor
accessories for the vinyl enthusiast
stax
which can be purchased either by
sugden
sumiko
personal callers to our shop, or by
tci cables
mail order world-wide.
tivoli audio
Please consult our web site for
tom evans
product details, and how to order.
townshend audio
transfiguration
trichord
van den hul

For info on these, and much more, including our numerous second-hand items,
please visit our popular website: www.walrus.co.uk
interest free credit available on most items. subject to status

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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TAG McLaren

100x5R:10
Bridge, bi-amp, or add channels to this multichannel amp

TAG McLaren 100x5R:10
PRICE

£4720

SUPPLIER

TAG McLaren Audio

CONTACT

01480 415600

WEBSITE

www.tagmclaren.com

The 10- channel 100x5R:10 power amp
hasn't come out of the blue. It's physically almost identical to the long- running
100x5R — only weight, rear panel socketry and
pricing distinguish them. Two factors led to its
development. Firstly, there was demand from
existing users of the five-channel 100x5R — some
wanted extra amplification for 7.1 channel EX/ES

surround back speakers; but the range of possibilities is as long as your arm.

systems, others were interested in the idea of biamping part or all of their systems.

The amplifier was tested with an Orelle CA100

The other impetus was technology originally
developed for other models in the range ( and some

pre-amp with Revel and Mission stereo speakers,
and with a TAG McLaren Audio AV32R Dual

to come) which, in this application, has produced

Processor as part of afive-channel system using

acompact, self-contained, stereo bipolar amplifier
module, which includes its own toroidal

Tannoy and Mission speakers. The demeanour of
the 100x5R:10 is one of real muscle and
authority. Basslines are powerful and delivered

transformer and heat sink. This module can be

with conviction, and with the volume turned well
up, noisy battlefield films like Black Hawk Down

Technology
The only shared component in the 100x5R:10 is the
control circuit, powered by its own transformer, which
provides standby switching and, in co-operation with
the TAG bus connection, ensures that only the
modules required for the sound algorithm in use are
powered up. It also interfaces with the output
protection muting circuit. Other system- linked
functions are LED status and brightness. Apalm-size
remote control is included, allowing individual
modules to be switched. The DC- coupled amplifier
circuits are claimed to be conservatively rated, widebandwidth and stable with virtually any load.
Structurally, the amplifier is solid, well- damped, but
heavy. And it usually runs cool — akey requirement in
custom- installed systems where the power amp may
be in alocation without easy access.

Features

operated in one of three modes. In its standard
mode, it is astereo amplifier capable of 80 watts
per channel into 8ohm, rising to 120 watt/4 ohm

come into their own. This applies in all modes,
and although single-amping should sound slightly
inferior to bi-amp mode, it is the consistency of

and 200 watt IHF tone burst into 2 ohm. In a

the various modes that is most impressive.

second bi-amping mode, the input to one stereo
amp is fed to both channels, to provide twin, 80watt monaural outputs for bi-amping aloudspeaker

Although this is not principally an amplifier
designed for music, music remains the acid test,
and here, too, the 100x5R:10 did an excellent

with bi-wire inputs. The final mode couples the two

job in stereo ( bi-amp and single amp) using the

channels in abridged mode, to give asingle output

Revel Performa M20 speakers [
HFN Sept '03]. In

rated at 150 watt/8 ohm, 200 watt/4 ohm and 200
watt IHF toneburst into 2ohm.

multichannel form, with Bach and Mahler on

The 100x5R:10 can be supplied with any

DVD-Audio and SACD respectively, the 10x5R:10
sounded pleasingly inconspicuous.

It's best

number of channels from two to 10 (the latter

characterised as a clean, agile amplifier; the

being the test configuration) and in typical TAG

sound it produces is more transparent than even
the early TAG McLaren multichannel amps.

fashion, amp modules can be added later to the
chassis, up to the maximum of 10 channels,

The sound ' breathes' cleanly, and even in

although not by the user. The modules can be
mixed and matched with the 120-watt modules

standard mode form it sounds powerful and well
controlled. In bi-amp form the music has greater

from the 100x5R, which can be progressively

stature and transparency, presumably because of
the reduced interaction between drive units.

• Versatile configuration between 2and 10 channels

switched over to 100x5R:10 specifications if
required. Gain is matched in all modes and the

Finally, the amplifier is capable of the kind of

• System control via TAG system bus

47k ohm input impedance will work with any preamp you can name. In atypical application, biamp modules could be used for the three front
speakers, and single ones for the surround and

routine excess that is part of the deal with home
cinema, and music is only marginally less well-

• Single-channel, bi-wire and hi- amp module

www.hifinews.co.uk

behaved. Altogether an excellent amplifier, with
amazing versatility. •

Alvin Gold
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FINE

TWO

CHANNEL

AUDIO

SYSTEMS

EAR/Yoshino 890 stereo amplifier

Kuzma Stabi Reference with

Ideal match with the 834L

Tri Planar VII tonearm

Pathos Logos integrated hybrid

pre-amplifier.

One of the very best vinyl

amplifier Apopular amplifier

replay systems.

with great looks.

conrad-johnson MV6oSE stereo
amplifier We now have the superb
Premier 140 on demonstration.

Avalon Symbol loudspeakers
The soundstage and imaging you

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck

would expect from this manufacturer

With the new, thicker platter and

but in acompact design.

upgrade kit it produces an even
more neutral and stable image

Shafting CD Taoo valve CD player
Superb sound and appearance.

Amphion Xenon loudspeakers

Finite Elemente Pagode furniture
For extracting the very best from

Fast and articulate with neutral

Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD player

your equipment.

tonal balance. Slim floorstander

The improved sound with the new

which does not mind walls.

drive is astonishing.

AMPHION •

A.R.T.

LOUDSPEAKERS • AVALON

GAMUT • ISOTEK • KUZMA •
ROGUE AUDIO •

SME •

LAVARDIN

ACOUSTICS •

• LEHMANN »

LYRA •

SHANLING • SHUN MOOK • SUGDEN

BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO • CLEARLIGHTIRDC • CONRAD-JOHNSON • ICARNOSHINO

MOON •

NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE

TRANSFIGURATION • TRIANGLE •• TRINITY

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG781A

from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

AUDIO

OPERA • PAGODE • PATHOS
• TRI-

D

RESO_UTION AUDIO

LANAR • UNISON RESEARCH

VPI •

WADIA

Demonstrations by appointment.
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

T 0118 981 9891
Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

AC/HM/12

Monitor

Audio

Gold Reference 5.1
Home cinema speakers that
can pack an awesome punch
Monitor Audio Gold Reference
PRICE

£3300

SUPPLIER

Monitor Audio

CONTACT

01268 740580

WEBSITE

www.monitoraudio.com

Since 1972, Monitor Audio has created
innovative, high- quality loudspeaker
systems, showing particular expertise in
the development of metallic drive units.
Metal is ideal for building loudspeakers because
it's lightweight and stiff, reducing distortion and
enabling arapid response to the input signal. On
the other hand, metal speakers have to be carefully
designed to prevent ' ringing'. Monitor Audio is
better able than most to address this issue, as it is
recommends significant running in, and this

—the sounc is detailed at low levels but opens up

proved good advice, the sound becoming smoother
with time. The front speakers comprise an alloy

with volume with no constraint. On two-channel
Even with the Naim NAP 250 power amp hurling

the context of two-channel audio, we assembled

dome tweeter, 160mm metal cone midrange and a
similarly sized woofer, and the cabinets are

the full 5.1 system and tested its performance.

finished in real wood veneer. The centre channel

avoided edginess, and enabled a 'close-to- live'

The Gold Reference home cinema speaker
system has two GR20 floorstanding monitors at the

uses the same drive units as the front left and right

experience. Timing was wel -conveyed, and drums

loudspeakers, which explains the superb integration between the three speakers at the front.

in particular had pace and impact.
The MA Gold Reference system delivers agutsy
home theatre experience, and as aspeaker system

one of the few manufacturers to build its own
drivers rather than assemble off-the- shelf
components.

Having

already

reviewed

the

£1500/pair GR20 floorstanders [
HFN Aug ' 03] in

front, a £ 500 GR centre channel speaker and two
specialist £900/pair GRfx rear speakers designed to
create an enveloping soundstage at the rear. The

Testing began with Star Trek: The Motion
Picture (Director's Edition). From the opening

system came with Monitor Audio's top subwoofer,

attack on the Klingon battlecruisers it was clear

the £ 1400 FB212. Weighing in at 45kg and equip-

that Monitor Audio has delivered an immensely

ped with two massive 300mm drivers, just un-

capable speaker package. The subwoofer in

packing it is atwo-man job. It looks scary before it's

particular is outstanding. The deep rumble of the

even switched on.

larger starships in space was conveyed with

The system was used with the Naim Audio

seismic intensity without flab or boom, and the

system for music and with an off- board Yamaha

main front speakers showed aweighty sound with

surround processor for DVD and video. Ialso used

good bass, and were well- matched tonally to the

the Pioneer VSX-D2011 receiver. Monitor Audio

other elements. Dialogue was articulate through
the centre channel, and the rear loudspeakers
provided areasonable degree of ambient fill.
Testing continued with Jurassic Park III. The
effect of creatures rustling in the undergrowth was
so crisp it was tempfing to look around to make
sure something with scales wasn't approaching

music, the speaKers showed tremendous vitality.
huge amounts o power into them, the speakers

for music and movies this combination demands
audition.
Jonathan Gorse

Technology
The GR20 is areflex-loaded three-way floorstander
with 25mm gold dome tweeter, 165mm alloy
midrange and 165mm alloy woofer. The GR centre
channel uses on

25mm gold dome tweeter and a

single 165mm bass/midrange. The GRfx rear channel
speakers feature one 165mm alloy midrange and two
25mm gold done tweeters. The FB212 powered
sunwooier uses two 300mm bass units and delivers
360W from its on- board amplifier. Alloy drivers are
C- Cam (ceramic- coated aluminium magnesium) type.

Features

with dinner on its mind. This is precisely what
home cinema is all about — the ability to put the

▪ All-round qua ity, particularly at high volumes

GR centre speaker

viewer into the movie makes all the expenditure
worthwhile. The Monitor Audio set conjures up a

• Earth-shaking subwoofer

and GRfx surround

realistic soundstage, even if they can't quite match

speaker, with a

the all-enveloping nature of the KEF XQ series.

choice of finishes

www.hif inews.co.L, k

• High-quality, leal wood veneer cabinets

The Monitor Audio system adores high volumes
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Arro
It's

our lowest- priced floor standing speaker, with

a 4.5" sandwich cone woofer with dual magnet,
and a soft dome tweeter tuned for low resonant
frequency. The Arro can perform comfortably
even near walls. As with other Totem models, the
Arro's small lateral dimensions are avirtue, not a
compromise. Its very smallness allows it to project
o completely believable stereo image most large
speakers are unable to replicate. The Arro brings
Totem quality to smaller rooms and smaller
budgets. Yet it performs like a champion, as its
narrow cabinet has the rigidity of an expensive
stand. It has the firm monocoque chassis you
expect from Totem, with interlocked mitred joints,
and unique borosilicate damping. It also has a
hard-wired crossover network with bypassed oil
capacitors, and it can be bi-wired. Truly an
imaging and involvement champion. The name is
evocative of

the arrow, which echoes the tribal

theme suggested by our name, Totem.

The

shape of this stand also mirrors an arrow, long
and slim. Like afine quality arrow, it is, at once,
noticeably light and extremely rigid. And it
reaches its target.. the heart of the music. Listen
to it, and you'll conclude that Totem has hit
another bullseye with the Arro.

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585

London Area

Cornflake.co.uk, LONDON,Tel: 0207 6310472
Thomas Heinitz, BAYSWATER, London,Tel: 0207 2292077
Audio-T, READING, Berkshire Tel: 01189 585463

South
South East

Audio-T, EASTBOURNE, Tel:01323 731336
Rayleigh Hi Fi, RAYLEIGH, Essex, Tel: 01268 779762
Rayleigh Hi Fi, CHELMSFORD, Essex,Tel: 01245 265245
Audio-T, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Kent,Tel: 01892 525666
Rayleigh Hi Fi, SOUTHEND, Essex,Tel: 01702 435255
Visions, WESTERHAM, Kent,Tel: 01959 569977

South West
Midlands

Audio Destination,TIVERTON, Devon,Tel 01884 243584
The Soundstage, DERBY,Tel: 01332 364000

North

Audio Republic, Headingley, LEEDS,Te1:0113 217 7294
Romers Hi Fi Great Harwood, Lancs Tel:01254 887799

Scotland

Loud & Clear, EDINBURGH,Tel: 0131 5553963
Loud & Clear, GLASGOW,Tel: 0141 2210221

Wales

Audio Excellence, SWANSEA,Tel 01792 474608

• •
oent
J

TotemAcoustic.com

United Kingdom Distributor
wim.verellen@joenit.corn
Belgium Tel 0032 15 285 585
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Asystem that proves
the case for compact
sub/satellite systems,
and it costs just £ 500

Xhifi

ducer

2.1 speaker system
But maybe there is a need for something in-

Xhifi Xducer 2.1

between full-scale TVs (say, 29in and above) and

PRICE

US$800 (-1500)

SUPPLIER

Xhifi

CONTACT

+1 267 288 0199

consoles, personal hi-fis, etc. In which case,
there's much justification for compact sub/

WEBSITE

www.xh if i
. corn

satellite systems. And this one is nothing less
than fascinating.

portable DVD players with screens smaller than
most notebook PCs, as well as for gaming

You'd think that Xhifi's Xducer 2.1 multimedia loudspeaker system would be

Start with the 380mm tall, genuine cherry
hardwood XDSW1 subwoofer, with technology

everything Ihate. First of all, there's the

courtesy of JVC: it looks like a Sonus Faber

dreaded term

multimedia', which is a euphe-

Guarneri turned front to back, so that the pointy

mism for total compromise'. Then there's the fact

area is what you see. Abli,e LED in the logo lights

that it bears a suspiciously low price tag. And

up to tell you it's activated. Firing from below is

finally you wonder if it's ji..st begging to flank
some sub-20in LCD screen with ts satellites.

165mm long-throw, paper-coned woofer with an

Clearly, this system is conceived for numerous
roles, the most obvious being the sound repro-

eght-layer edge-wound voice coil. The cabinet,
which features elaborate bracing and damping
design to minimise resonance', rests on four

inversion button, apair of line level ( RCA phono)

duction hardware for small, two-channel home

conical feet to raise it above its 250 x330mm

inputs for the feed from a pre-amp or any line

cinemas or for

base- plate by afew centimetres. The 'tiptoes' are
said to improve coupling and isolation - bit of an

terminals for the satellites. There's also asecond

playing

pack

sounds from

computers. Naturally, its constituent parts are
magnetically shielded.
Computer addenda have never rocked my
world, so I'm the last person who'd watch aDVD

oxymoron if you ask me, but what the hey.
Xhifi specifies the XDSW1 as covering
30-230Hz, the crossover fixed for the XD1
satellites. Its built-in amplification includes apair

level source, and press-fit, bare-wire speaker
set of speaker terminals, possibly for some
surround- sound role. The system comes with four
3m lengths of speaker wire and acouple of pairs

through his PC or listen :omusic via CD-ROM or
DVD-ROM drives. ( Ikeep aMusical Fidelity X-RAY

of 50W Model 50 Class- D digital amplifiers ( said

of 2m phonotophono interconnects.
Then you come to the cherry wood sticks' that

CD player, acirca 1972 Marantz 1060 integrated

to operate at 90% efficiency) for the 6 ohm

serve as the satellites. Similar speakers feature in

amplifier and a pair of LS315A speakers on my
desk for music-while- 1-work.) Second, Idon't

satellites and a Class B 50-watter for the
subwoofer itself.

anumber of JVC mini-systems, only in high-tech
metals rather than gorgeous woods. What xHiFi

understand why the industry is touting 14-21in
LCDs for use as anything other than computer

At the back of the subwoofer is a panel

appears to have done is re-house all the units in

containing the On/Off swi:ch and acaptive mains

monitors. All those ads with brainless lifestyle
settings and sleek- but- stupid clothes horses

lead, a master volume control for the sub and
satellites, as well as a separate volume control

these handsome wooden cylinders, including the
subwoofer. Make no mistake: the XD1s are eye-

watching movies on 20in LCDs? Utter nonsense.

ji,st for the subwoofer. Also fitted are a polarity

www.hifinews.co.uk

catching. Iwalked into the Xhifi room at the
Stereophile show, took one look at the Xducer and
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mass to the sound of the ribbons. So Itried the
satellites on their own, A/B'd with LS3/5As.
The satellites wouldn't satisfy an audiophile as
atrue full-range speaker, but Iwas still able to
listen to CDs through them in background-music
mode without feeling short-changed. What am I
saying? Ismiled from ear to ear! They're simply
terrific, almost like baby Apogees, with quite
exceptional dispersion, sweet, extended highs
and 3D imaging. Ilistened to them for three hours
on the trot without suffering the absence of bass.
Then again, I'm not adrum'n'bass kind of guy.
But back to the usage as a system. What
compounds the problem is that the subwoofer is
only adjustable in terms of playback level and
polarity. A variable crossover of some sort would
help to fine-tune them in varying conditions. I
know, Iknow.., they're designed to work with each
other and the designers have every right to
assume that their settings would suit all
occasions. But that's not the case: all you have to
do is move the satellites relative to the subwoofer,
Xhifi says its XD I's eye-catching hardwood

small travellers' 240-to- 110V adaptor before

or reposition the woofer relative to the walls, or

cylindrical cabinet and compact size

borrowing a proper one from Nic Poulsen at

minimises room boundary effects, and
features 'elaborate bracing and damp ng
design to minimise resonance'

Isotek. Alas, by that time, I'd had a minor
'incident' involving the crossover (
Ithink), but not
before I'd listened to the system as Xhifi
intended. Because of the ' incident', Ispent time

change sources — Iwas praying for variable
crossover and slope.

running the satellites directly from an amplifier,

That said, this is the coolest, best- looking,
(potentially) best-sounding budget sub-sat minisystem around. Hook it up to Denon's magical
D- M31 CD-receiver, run the sub off the subwoofer

At the Stereophile show, Itook one look at
the Xducer and knew Ihad to have ago...
with the subwoofer fed from pre-/sub outputs.
What happened was asmall pop, after which
the subwoofer continued to work as it should, but
the satellites were not working from the on-board
amplifiers. So Iconnected the subwoofer to the
Marantz's tape outputs and drove the satellites
from the Marantz's speaker terminals. Instantly
there was a gain in sound quality over the onboard ' digital' amps.
Don't get me wrong: they're ideal for the
sub/sat task, and their hyper-clean if slightly
brittle sound is crisp and detailed. What music I
did feed to it from my PC was certainly tolerable,
but the XD1s deserved better, so I mainly
knew Ihad to have ago. Especially when Iwas

auditioned music from CDs. As expected, the

told they were ' ribbons' [see Technology box].

clearer and less complex the music, the better
they sounded. Heavy metal showed the limitation

Finished in cherry hardwood and chosen for its
acoustic properties, the XD1's cylindrical cabinet
and small size are said to minimise diffraction
and room boundary effects. The metal base- plate
is fitted with top-quality gold-plated multi-way
binding posts, and the company supplies two sets
of dual-tiered feet for tilting the XD1s. All you do
is unscrew the Philips screws under the bases and
fe place them with the rubber feet. Iused the
XD1s on 600mm stands, and on my desk, without

of the sub if driven too hard. This provided a
sensible caveat that will please some and drive
away others: the system's limitations emerge
when you play it too loudly. And loud it will go.
My accident provided asolution by highlighting
something that a colleague had pointed out.
Agreeing that the system is ahoney for use with
PCs and so on, he noted that there's a ' serious
hole' in-between the subwoofer and the satellites.

feeling the need to tilt them.

Either the subwoofer doesn't really go up to

Now the bad news: the system is so far only
available in 110V form, but Xhifi will have to

to 230Hz — there's an audible discontinuity. And

consider a 220-240V model if word gets out
about just how clever asystem this is. Iused a
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230Hz, or the satellites don't go all the way down
on its own, if driven too robustly, the subwoofer is
coarse-sounding, so it's really only there to add

output and the ribbons off the Denon, and you
have akiller system for under £750. Yes, that's
right: the Xducer 2.1 Multimedia Loudspeaker
System costs only US$800 (about £ 500).
One day, Imight tell you what happened when
Iplayed the XD1s with the MartinLogan Descen
subwoofer...
Ken Kessler

Technology
Inside each 330mm tall cylindrical satellite speaker
—its cross-section is roughly that of amedium-sized
egg, and the plinth is but a125mm circle — is JVC's
'Aosis' Direct Drive Stick driver technology. It
consists of a 'cutting- edge 360" track-type dome
driver' with 'advanced' rare-earth neodymium magnet
structure to provide continuous ' Direct Drive' current
along the entire area of the diaphragm. The latter is
only 10mm wide and 95mm long, an ultra- low mass,
high- molecular polyamide diaphragm with voice
coils impregnated along both sides. Dispersion is
said to be 360', and the ultra- high frequency limit is
stated as 'over 50kHz'.

Features
II Eye-catching, cherry hardwood finish
rg Good dispersion and imaging
• Low price, but US-only distribution

www.hifinews.co ilk
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even in far costlier players. The key to this lightweight mar-

Pioneer DV-565 universal player
IPRICE

vel is extreme integration, largely accommodated by the

£250

SUPPLIER

Pioneer GB Ltd

CONTACT

01753 789789

WEBSITE

www.ploneenco.uk

new Omega Sti5588 LSI that incorporates the CPU and all
MPEG video, DVD-Audio, Dolby and DTS decoding. Only
the multichannel SACD decoding is done separately, in an
SAA7893 engineered by Philips. Add to this a dual-laser
pickup and centre-mounted mechanism, plus Pioneer's little grey remote control and you have the bare bones of this

ith the launch of its DV- 565,

Pioneer is

seeking to assuage the misapprehension
that genuinely universal

SACD/DVD-Audio

55mm high, third-generation universal player.
There's just enough room around the back for both stereo
and separate six-channel audio outputs, optical and coaxial

players are targeted at the most well-heeled of audiophiles
In acase of trickle-down technology becoming aflash flood,
this ultra-slim player incorporates all the decoding required
for 5.1 channel Dolby Digital and DTS, two and multichannel DVD-Audio (up to 192kHz and 96kHz, respectively) and
two and multichannel SACD. Support is also provided for

Audio Settings

DVDR/RW and standard CD, CDR/RW formats with MP3
audio and JPEG photo files. The DV-565 even includes a

Play Mode

JPEG photo browser as part of its extended GUI (graphical

-

Settlings

user interface).
And the price of this technological whizz? Just £250. So
where's the catch? Well, there are certain omissions, including progressive video output with PAL software and support
for DTS 96/24, although the latter is rarely encountered
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Options
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Pioneering

Spirit

This third-generation
player is on sale for
a really universal
price, by Paul Miller

digital connections plus two SCART sockets (software
selectable for composite, RGB and S-Video). Individual connections for component video, composite and S-Video
cables are also provided. While video outputs are anecessary component of all DVD players, it does permit far
greater flexibility in the setup of ostensibly 'audio only' formats like DVD-A and SACD. If standalone SACD players are
seen to suffer from this lack of versatility, then DVD-A and
universal players benefit from a fancy on-screen setup
menu that comes ' for free'.
In this case, Pioneer is using aslightly reworked version

r

e Initial Settings

Digital Auer, Out
Video 0-itput

Large

Language

Large

Dispiay

Large

Options

Large
Large

Speakers
,SW

MoveJ

Select

hifinews

On

Return

of its established OSD which includes adisc title/chapter
navigator. If you are aDVD virgin, then Pioneer's 'setup navigator' will guide you through standard language, audio,
video and speaker settings on a step-by-step basis.
Otherwise, the 'Initial Settings' menu provides agateway to
the speaker configuration page [see screenshots below-left]
and includes the speaker distance and channel level
options that are duplicated under the ' Audio Settings' page.
The preferred SACD and DVD play back modes are also
defined via the 'Initial Settings' menu, along with digital
output, video output and display options. Picture memory
functions include adjustment of contrast, brightness and
chroma (colour) level, but the Pioneer DV-565 lacks the
more detailed video controls included on costlier models
like the DV-757Ai [see AVTech, Nov '03].
PERFORMANCE
My preferred combination of Arcam AV8/P7 amplifiers and
B&W Nautilus 802/804 loudspeakers might seem a trifle
excessive with amere £250 player dangling at the far end,
but then this budget machine can give an excessively good
account of itself. Multichannel, rather than two-channel
audio is its forte, possibly because the former is typically
less affected by the subtleties of stereo imaging. An elegant
multichannel SACD recording like James Taylor's Hourglass
shows off the DV-565's finer qualities, for while the surround channels seem little vague at times, there's plenty of
bass weight and rich-sounding vocal detail pouring from
the front of the room to make up the difference.
Acoustic bass has an impressively deep resonance and
soprano sax asweet but realistically soaring quality. But
above all there's apleasing tonal uniformity about its presentation that makes for great surround sound. Even an overproduced DVD-A like Steely Dan's Everything Must Go has
the same eloquent snap and polish pouring from all five
main channels, making far aroomful of bubbly and entertaining music.
But compromises will out, so while the DV-565 sparkles
with undemanding software, it does start to lose its musical
grip with the kind of sweeping orchestral works that many
costlier universal players, Denon's DVD-2900 included, will
relish. Instead of building aFogressively bigger and bolder
soundfield, the DV-565 simply and very politely runs out of
breath, its bass becoming slightly vague and treble lacking
both pizzaz and definition. The centre and surrounds are
the first to crack, followed by the main stereo channels.
Whether such scale would be achieved with abudget system is questionable anyway, but at least when the DV-565
begins to struggle it does so with arare grace. Not once
could Itempt the player to sound fierce. aggressive or otherwise fatiguing, aquality that reaffirms Pioneer's cautious
HI-FINews DECEMBER 2003
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Kandy
• DVD
• Integrated amplifier
• Stereo amplifier

Henley Designs Ltd
Unit II, Moorbrook, Southmead Industrial Park
Didcot, Oxfordshire OX I17HP
Tel: 01235 511166 IEmail: sales@henleydesigns.co.uk
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

Lab Test
Multichannel
SACD decoder

Switch mode PSU
balancing of the play-

Audio GAO board

er. Not that caution
should imply asound
that's too sober or
restrained, for the
DV- 565

has

mark. This player
can be areal pleasure to listen to

Video driver board
(underneath)

under the right
circumstances.

the

capacity to rock and
roll with the very best

CONCLUSION
If Pioneer's profit
margin has been

of

budget

shaved very close

including

to the bone, then

the

upstarts,

that is the price of

favourites such as the
DVD-57
from

buying yourself a

Cambridge

dominant market

Audio

share. And with

(FUN October ' 03).
A

flight

Floyd's

The

highly accessible

across
Dark

Side Of The Moon

products like the

,

Dual-layer multiformat transport

DV- 565,

System conteler
Dolby, DTS and DVD-A decoder

shows the DV- 565
knows how to have
fun. Sure enough,
there's no disguising its trouble with the most heavily compressed parts, which are reproduced as broad ' thumbsketches'. But the more atmospheric numbers are filled with
a warmth and transparency that lights the listening room
with the ruddy glow of music that hits the multichannel

Pioneer

looks very likely
to succeed in its

endeavour, leaving producers of plain vanilla £250 DVD players with little
left but chewed fingernails for company. Quite what impact
this will have an the budget market as awhole only time
will tell, but for now the crop is very ripe, and the Pioneer
DV- 565 certainly represents its pick.
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LAB REPORT

Under its lightweight bonnet, the DV- 565

[black spectrum] are buried under he noise of

-1.8dB at 60kHz and -3.3dB at 80kHz.

is equipped with Burr- Brown's high

an ' equivalent' SACD signal [ blue spectrum].

The Dolby Digital responses are shown on

performance DSD1791 24-bit/192kHz

Figure 3, reflecting the adequate 0.3dB

The ' real' jitter spectrum, Figure: 2also

'Advanced Segment' DAC for its front LJR

reflects SACD's additional noise ! blue

channels and standard DSD1702 chips for

spectrum], although DVD-A's me

its remaining four channels. This makes

of data- induced distortion [ marked in red]

roll-off for channels set to ' small' [ shown

sense, both from an economic standpoint and

rema,ns vanishingly low. The A-wbd S/N

here via the centre channel in green].

as surety that 24-bit/192kHz DVD-A stereo

of centre, surround and sub channels,

Pioneer's bass management is not without

has the best possible chance of success.

meanwhile, falls to 99.5dB withlr HD

its oddities, although no mode produces bass

On the other hand, any differences in
the technical ' fingerprint' of these DACs

increasing to 0.0013% regardless of source.
I
nterchannel separation soptim sed through

distortion > 0.9% ( typically 0.025%).

might well impact on the uniformity of its

the midrange at - 120dB but falls:o 93dB at

multichannel sound. For example, the

20khz, DACs notwithstanding.

signal-to-noise ratio of the front LJR channels

channel balance but accurate sub level
[purple trace] and usefully steep bass

80psec

Whether the sub is ' on' or not, setting the
centre channel to ' small' also knocks the
surrounds to a ' small' configuration despite
the menu suggesting they are still ' large'.

The difference in maximum output with

amounts to 108.5dB with all CD, SACD

CD/ND-A/Dolby DVD versus SACD software

Otherwise, the most difficult modes ( all

and DVD-A sources, while distortion at

(2.08V and 1.75V, respectively)

small, sub on and sub off, centre/surround

lkHz/OdBFs is just 0.0009% (CD/DVD-A)

worth ncting as it will put the latter at a

and 0.00065% ( SACD).

disadvantage in any non-matched listening

At higher frequencies, this increases to

also

small) are handled without difficulty.
To view afull QC Suite report of Pioneer's

tests. Otherwise, CD and SAOD siare

0.005% ( CD/DVD-A) but is overwhelmed
by the ultrasonic requantisation noise

asimilar response characterist c both

DV- 565 universal player, including additional

some-0.3dB down at ( 20kHz) wi:h SACD

embedded graphics, HFNreaders are invited

that accompanies SACD encoding, This is

contimiiing avery gentle decline eat

to visit www.milleraudioresearch.com

even more obvious from the 40kHz signal

amounts to some - 1.9c13 ( 53k-1z), -5.5dB

used to create Figure 1. The 2nd harmonic
(0.014%), jitter, digital images and other

(80kHz) and just - 10.5cB ( 103k -iz).
24-bi J96kHz DVD-,A rolls out at -0.7dB

spuriae from the 24-bit/96kHz DVD-A source

(44kHz)'. while 24-bit/192 kHz D\'/DA is some

www.hifinews.co.uk
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conrad-johnson
Premier 140

Take two C-JPremier 12 monoblock amplifiers an
unite them in one box, reviewed by Martin Collo

- • htsfflIMI elilefne.

Conrad-Johnson Premier 140
PRICE

£7000

SUPPLIER

Audiofreaks

CONTACT

020 8948 4153

WEBS ITE

www.conrad-johnson.com

S

orne rationalisation is occurring with the tube
Premier power amplifiers from Conrad-Johnson.
The much loved C-.1 Premier 11awas effectively
replaced by the MV60, and more completely so when the
MV6OSE appeared fitted with the more musically consonant
6550 output tetrode. The process has continued with this
model, which sees two established Premier 12 monoblock
power amps shoehorned into aheavyweight stereo chassis.
In part this new model combines the technology and
performance of the outgoing ' 12 with the MV6OSE's
physical style, while at the same time providing the higher
140W per channel power at amore competitive price than
the outgoing monoblocks. Priced at £7000, this singleended input design is easy to drive and also offers internal
transformer tap options for matching 4 or 8ohm speaker
loads. The review sample was factory-wired for 8 ohm
loads, though it can be supplied on request with a4ohm
setting for more difficult loads. When matched to 8 ohm
60
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loads, the 4 ohm set amplifier will produce slightly less
power. Such differences are not readily audible thanks to
the gentle overload sound of these low feedback designs.
Characteristic of the line, the maintenance of optimum
bias levels and the reset of bias when tubes are replaced is a
breeze to perform. Each of the output tubes has its own
measuring circuit monitored by ared LED, and anearby
screwdriver adjustment allows you to set the correct
working point for the tube.
A perforated cage is supplied for absolute safety, but I
removed it to give aslightly better sound quality and to help
adjustment. Iwas surprised to find the output tubes running
with comparatively cool envelopes, only just over the edge
of tolerance to the light touch of afinger. This indicated
modest standing bias levels, and bodes well for along and
reliable operational life.
Built primarily from aluminium stock, the Premier 140 is
no lightweight, weighing in at ahefty 39kg, The weight is
balanced heavily to the left where three massive iron
transformers are located beneath acover. The only control
on the front panel is ahigh-current rocker power switch,
whereas round the back you'll find asingle pair of goldplated binding posts, the RCA input and a13A WC power
socket. The unit measures 203 x482 x482mm (hwd) and
you will notice the benefit to be had from using agoodquality heavy-duty equipment stand.
www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab Test
SOUND QUALITY
Wired for 4 ohm loads and thus well matched to my largest
speakers, the Premier 140 showed all the hallmarks of a
powerful, high-quality amplifier. Its pedigree was unmistakable and the desirable inheritance of the long-lived Premier
11 and 12 models was well expressed in this new incarnation
Familiar, reassuring, musically friendly, these amplifiers
steer aconfident line between the dangers of over-control,
tending to hardness and under-stress or, alternatively, taking amore casual approach which can lead to weak bass
and significant tonal balance errors reflected by the speaker
load. In this context, the degree of control is partly
associated with the degree of negative
feedback and the consequent output
impedance of the amplifier. ConradJohnson strikes anear-perfect balance.
Very well mannered, an even tonal
balance was the key feature of the
Premier amps particularly for this class of
valve tube designs, even if the largest
Karan designs are now teaching a still
higher standard in this area. The more
benign the load impedance, the better the Premier 140

Conrad-Johnson
can be relied on
to strike a nearperfect balance

sounds, and while it offers avery accomplished result into
the Avalon Eidolon speakers, you can hear an additional
sense of ease and fluidity when driving nominal 8 ohm
loads such as the Quad ESL-63 electrostatic loudspeakers.
Open-sounding and substantially transparent, this
Premier 140 provided classic values in musical performance, generating impressive image perspectives and depth,
nicely focused soloists, all without significant grain, edge,
lazy sibilance or anything that would significantly intrude
on the experience. It's amaster of the music.
Dynamic expression was good, as was detail resolution.
Basslines were also clear and harmonically true, even if the
degree of taut grip that agood solid-state amplifier might

TECHNOLOGY
A particular feature is Conrad-Johnson's continuing use of
high-voltage polypropylene reservoir capacitors, instead of
the usual electrolytic type. The latter are well known to
suffer sound quality variation between brands and are subject to ageing over several years.
Designed with ultra-linear circuitry and very capable
output transformers, C-Jhas kept negative feedback to the
low level of 12dB (depending on output tapping), or just
four times, and it maintains good overall performance for
distortion and power bandwidth. Many solid-state amps
have between 1500 and 10,000 times this level of feedback.
In some cases this high level can be associated with a
hardened, compressed sound while, conversely, lower
feedback amps often sound more dynamically expressive.
Run at quite moderate bias levels, each channel provides
that substantial output power via four 6330 tubes. The input
signal shares adouble triode, a6922, in asingle-ended amp
stage. Each channel then has its own higher power 6N30
double triode stage, which also provides the phase-splitting
function to feed the grids of the output tubes, the latter
operated in ultra-linear mode for maximum power versus
distortion. Selected components include foil resistors, custom internal wiring and both polystyrene and polypropylene
capacitors. The whole array is carefully adjusted to provide
the most balanced 'Premier' sound possible.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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THE NEW UNICO SERIES FROM UNISON RESEARCH
Featuring both valve and solid state technology,
elegant Italian styling and impeccable build quality.

Unico 80w stereo integrated amplifier £ 900

Unico CD valve compact disc player with 24/192
upsampling and digital input/output £ 1195

UKD Ltd.
23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks SLO 9DA
Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531

www.ukd.co.uk

Lab Test
provide was mildly muted here. Fine bass weight and

TEST SYSTEM

extension were present, however, providing an altogether

Avalon Eidolon,

generous and large-scale sound. Rhythm was also good.
particularly through smaller loudspeakers where the result

Quad ESL-63,

could be strikingly present and intimate.
The Premier 140 was genuinely capable with more

BBC LS3/5A;

complex and demanding material at higher sound levels.
That inherent valve quality remained but the clarity and

Naim NAP 250,

timing suffered a little more at higher levels than, for

OreIle PA 100 III;

example, with amore costly crowbar solid-state design such

C-JART 11, XTC

Spendor SP2-2,
C-JMV60 SE,
Krell FPB 400cx,

as those in the Krell FPB series.

Pre 11, Naim NAC

Balancing all the sound quality issues including the
overall dynamic range the score is 36 points, noting that for

552;
Naim CDS3,

all tube designs there will be some significant variation of

Marantz CD7, Linn
LP 1VAro/

quality according to the speaker that's been chosen.
Russian 6550 tubes, and it should be easy to maintain.
Build quality and finish are first-rate. The sound is to a

CONCLUSION
This is as good an example of aclassic, linear, push-pull
tube power amplifier as you could hope to find. The
Premier 140 handsomely exceeds its specifications — on

Lingo/AN lo II,
AN S4 step-up

genuine audiophile standard, bearing in mind some possible
mild variations in tonal balance with different speakers.

Cables: Cardas

In the specialised field of higher rated tube power

Transparent XL,

Golden Reference

kinder 8 ohm loads it will deliver around 200 watts per

amplifiers, the Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 is in aclass of

Gold Cross, Kimber

channel. It also did so reliably from aset of moderate cost

its own, and wins adeserved recommendation.

power cables
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LAB REPORT
Figure 1: Distortion, lkHz, 12dB below full power
o
10

Conrad-Johnson has aconservative view

compatibility. Peak current was fine for

of performance claims and this amp
sailed through the power tests, tubes or

asoft-clipping tube design measuring
±4.3A. For more current ( by afactor of

20

no tubes. It delivered 140W rated in

1.41), specify the 4ohm setting for the

30

the matched load, here 8ohms, at a
level of 21.5dBW. Load rematched into

output transformer.
Tested for HF intermodulation at

-40
-SO

4ohms, the level was then 18.5dBW

full power, Imeasured arespectable

-70

for the same power. Singly or doubly

—52.3dB [ Figure 2] less than 0.3%,

-80

driven, this amp cared little ard

while at 1W this amp's inherent high

-90

levelled out at 22.4dBW to visual

linearity was borne out by a —64.6dB

clipping. ' Soft' low order distortion of

-60

1k

2k

3k

dk

6k

5k

7k

Bk

91,

106

kHz

Figure 2: Intermodulation distortion, 19+20kHz, 'ful power'

around 3% was established for this

result, down to 0.05%, [ Figure 3].
Channel separation was good with

threshold, at 172W/ch, confirming fine

84dB recorded mid band. Signal-to-

dynamic range.

noise ratios were fine, weighted and
unweighted, while channel balance was
fine at 0.36dB. Ultra-fine tuning of

Those amazing proprietary output
:ransformers are good for aclean
200W+ and are cruising at rated

10

power at the 20Hz and 20kHz ' power

-20

speaker placement could correct this
but minor imbaiance would pass

bandwidth' extremes. ' Full power' was

unnoticed. Input impedance was
sensibly high at almost 100k ohm,

-50

available, eg, 165W at 20Hz and
178W at 20kHz. Who said valve power

-60

amps had compromised bandwidths?

an easy load for asource and since just
under avolt helps attain full power,

Distortion decreased smoothly with

this amplifier is also acandidate for a

30
40

70
-SO
-90
-107

o

2k

41,

6k

Bk

10k

121,

14k

16k

181,

20k

226

kHz

Figure 3: lntermodulation distortion, 19+20kHz, 1W

reducing power falling to 0.5% by

passive control used with good-quality

30W and better than 0.1% by 1W,

short cable runs. Supply modulation

averaging 0.05% mid band. The

was good while the excellent bandwidth

distortion spectrum [ Figure 1] showed
just second and third harmonics, with

resulted in top-class square wave
performance. At 1W, the 0.5dB points

no higher orders sticking out above the

for frequency response were below 3Hz

—100dB noise floor residual, this 12dB

-10

below the full power level.

and at 103kHz. For —3dB the
bandwidth was well extended to

-20

Output impedance was rated
moderate, satisfactory with regard to

and transformer design.

...

-30
-40

power delivery, but likely to

-50

show some mild tonal
balance effects. ±0.5dB of

-60

frequency response variation

70
-80

will occur with typical speaker

.

i

90
,on

0

2k

, ... d
414

61,

13/,

•.

I.

10k

12k
kHz
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load variations. An audition
with your chosen speaker is

1

. 1 ..
14k

16k

181,

201,

226

worthwhile to confirm

127kHz, atribute to the fine circuit
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product and installation teams to match.
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
nthe course of assessing various satellite speakers as
discussed in the August and September issues, Icame
across acurious UR balance problem.
As aprecaution against being misled by differences in
speaker sensitivity or tonal bias, Iresorted to switching whitenoise between left and right to establish equal loudness, this
being rather more efficacious than using speech or music,
which can be difficult because of shifting frequencies and
intensities. But although wide-band noise has no frequency
bias, Inoticed aslight change in character between left and
right regardless of which speaker pair was involved, with the
right-hand one always giving the signal alower pitch quality.
This must arise, Ithought, from an asymmetry in the

My ears are
subject to typical
over-seventies
downward shelving
above 5kHz, and
that erosion is
more evident in
the right ear

localising faculty employs amplitude differences rattler than the

speakers' surroundings due to

time/phase information that dominates in the bass, where from
about 200Hz downwards, round-the-head diffraction ensures

differing reflection/absorption

equal intensities at both ears.

regimes, anotion apparently
confirmed when the change in
sound quality vanished as each
pair was placed close together
centre-stage. But no amount of
juggling with speaker positions or

However, apart from directional considerations, if one of
alistener's ears is appreciably less sensitive than the other in
aparticular frequency region, the version of any information

nearby surfaces had any effect,

in that band which arrives at the more acute ear may help to
redress the tonal balance. But in my one-channel-at-a-time test
this cannot happen when using headphones, hence the above
LS/headphones difference. Also, free-field listening can only

and as that small tonal shift

provide fractional compensation, so the slightly dulled right-

didn't seem to upset stereo

hand quality in my case is the best that can be expected

stability when judged from the

despite the brighter impact offered by the other ear.
Now having touched upon diffraction- related sensitivity

prime listening position, Idecided
to have just one more go at the
switching game before giving up.
But Ithen chanced to look
towards each speaker in turn

rather than straight ahead, moving
in synchronism with the channel-switching and thus always

differences, it's worth noting that these become very much
more marked as one goes beyond the ±30° I've assumed for
LS stereo. At one point during the investigation Imoved
forward to mid- point between the speakers, facing them
inwards to provide a180' soundstage. The units retained their

facing the activated speaker, when the change in quality

full spacing, but because each was now exactly in line with its
respective ear, the latter suffered no diffraction loss from

completely disappeared. So the effect had to be due to my

its own speaker but maximum attenuation from the other.

ears, not the sounds themselves or the acoustic setting, apoint

This arrangement confirmed my right-eared pitch- lowering
syndrome rather in the manner of the headphone test, while

verified by facing diametrically away from the soundstage,
when the dulling occurred as the signal moved from right to
left, instead of left to right.
As for my ears, Ionce mentioned here that they are subject

on music it simulated headphone listening to aremarkable
degree. Not only was UR separation notably enhanced

to typical over-seventies downward shelving above 5kHz, and it

(although one needs to keep one's head steady within about
acentimetre), but the line-up of ear/speaker axes provides

happens that the erosion is more evident in the right ear. This

asignificant HF boost in comparison with the response from

had been established by sinewave testing on headphones, but

speakers each heard conventionally at 30° or so out from

the above scenario prompted awhite-noise check, which

stage-centre. Dramatic' would be the word.

revealed agreater interaural difference than that perceived via

This is all rather detached from musical considerations, as
we don't listen to white- noise for pleasure and Idoubt whether

loudspeakers, probably because headphones prevent the partial
compensation that can arise from an attenuated version of the
signal arriving at the other ear by diffraction.

the tiny dimming, say, of cymbal or triangle as aresult of their

carries asignal in aclassic equilateral setup where the speakers

being over to one side will be world-shaking for folk who, like
me, have anyway lost afair degree of HF acuity in both ears.
Kit this situation struck me as worthy of discussion as it might

subtend an angle of 60° to acentral forward-facing listener, the
average amount by which levels at the nearer ear exceed those

throw alittle light on frequency-dependent balance problems
in general, and even perhaps come as arevelation to readers

of sounds arriving by diffraction at its partner is IldB across a
band spanning 2-10kHz. This is why at high frequencies the

who've noticed similar [JR oddities and happen to share my

Diffraction is the essence here. Thus, if just one channel
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Sweetspot

The right

conne
T

his month's system is ahigh-class stereo setup, with a
large investment made in cables and accessories to get

the required sound. It has been put together steadily by
its owner BJ since he moved into his present home,
building up from aTechnics DJ system to the present
Electrocompaniet and Wilson combination. An early
inspiration came from hearing his friend Robert's vinyl
system, based on Pink Triangle, EAR and ProAc, and
just as influential has been Brs friendship with Gerald
Azzorpardi, who runs a specialist cable service, fuelling Brs passion for music.
'My first hi-fi system was from acatalogue. You have
to start somewhere! It was a Marantz system — amp,
turntable and speakers. Istuck with that for three or
four years, then moved to aTechnics pre- and power
amp, and Technics SL-1200 turntable. At that time, my
brother and Ieach had acollection of 30,000 records! I
used to spend silly money on 7-inch records, like £700
just to get collectors' items — mostly soul, jazz and
disco. At that time we had ashared sound system — my
brother, two of our friends, and me — so we used to buy
records that other people couldn't get hold of, and
they'd all go, "Wow!" Iused to spend alot of money on
records! My brother was heavily into jazz, and used to
buy alot of Japanese jazz and jazz-fusion. We lived at
home, and everywhere you could think of, open a
cupboard... and there'd be records in there. In the
garage, records; in the wardrobes, records. My dad got
to a stage where he said, " Enough is enough!" My
parents said Ihad to get rid of the collection. It was a
sad day when Ihad to put everything on DAT, but I've
kept some of the rarest ones.
'I had that Technics system until
the late 1980s. My brother and Iwere
arguing all the time even though
we'd put all our funds together to
buy one system. Idecided it was time
to get my own. We had a single
bedroom, and he had his system in
one corner and Ihad mine in the
other! Ihad Bose 601 Mk 2speakers,
with six tweeters pointing at the wall
for reflections. Ibought my first CD
player then, a Sony 777ES; my
brother bought a Meridian 206B,
along with Technics pre-/power, and
Meridian speakers.
'I moved into this place in the
early '90s, and that's when I first
started buying serious hi-fi —
Celestion SL600Si speakers with a
subwoofer, and apair of Denon POA
6600A monoblocks, aMarantz CD10,
and Sony. Ihad that system for about
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We discover asystem wher
been invested in the
cables and accessories, supporting
an electronics and US
speakers. Interview by Andrew Harriso9 a pictures by Roger Phillips
five years, then changed the CD10 to a two -box
Technics SL-Z1000 and SH-X1000, which Ilater had
upgraded by Tom Evans. It was very good; more
detailed, more open, and everything was much tighter.
Istuck with that for about three or four years, and
then Iwas reading reviews about CD players — the

that just blows away my machine!" It was so much
more involving and detailed, so Idecided to upgrade to
anew player. That's when Igot in touch with Gerald
and Itold him, " It's time for achange, what can you
suggest?" Itold him my budget, and he suggested the

latest £ 700 players, which were giving the two-box
players arun for their money. A friend had aMarantz

Electrocompaniet because Ialready had the amps.
'I was using the EIectrocompaniet pre-amp with the
Denon monoblocks initially. The Denon DAP 5500 pre-

CD72 Mk II. and when Iheard that Isaid, "My God,

Ihad was very old, and not very good. But Icould only
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do it by stages, so the first thing Ichanged was the preamp to the Electrocompaniet, the EC 4R, and then the
AW 250R power amp ayear-and-a-half later.
'Back then, I was using a normal rack but after
getting that power amp Igot my first proper rack, from
Frameworks; a similar design to Mana, but it accepts
wider units. That made ahuge difference. People take
these for granted — / used to take these for granted. And
it's like.., there's no comparison.'
How did it change the sound?
'More effortless, you know, everything is freer; it's
like the rack is absorbing all the vibration.
'The Electrocompaniet CD player is the original Mk I
version, upgraded to 192kHz. I'm also the first one to
have the upgraded power supply, with new diodes.
When Gerald brought me one that had the diode
upgrade, Itried the A—B comparison, and it was like
night and day: better soundstage and more openness.
'I couldn't get the SL600 speakers and sub to work
with the monoblocks. Iwas told to get another pair to
drive them individually, so Iborrowed a pair from a
friend. But it just didn't work at all. After a while I
changed those for the KEF 105/3. Ihad them for about
three years; then Iwanted to get abit more openness to
the sound, so Iasked Gerald what Icould do. He said,
"OK, silver wire, all the way through."
So we hard-wired into the crossover, with Siltech
cabling inside, and also single-wired them: we
bypassed the bi-wire connection. The crossover was
put at the top, to save money on cabling. And that all
made a huge difference as well, like moving from a
£2000 speaker to a£6000 speaker, just by changing the
internal cables. When Ichanged to silver wiring it just
opened up the sound and everything was very, very
good. Then I had a couple of buddies over for a
listening session Ihave once in awhile, and they were
saying, " BJ, your system is just too boxy, the speakers
have got that boxy sound." Iwas very upset. What

'When Imoved to silver wiring it opened
up the sound and everything was very,
very good — it made ahuge difference'

could Ido? Gerald said, "How much do you want to
spend?" I liked the Sonus Faber Extremas, but he
suggested Wilson. Isaid, "You must be joking, Ican't
afford Wilson!" He says, " Look, someone's done adeal,
would you be interested in trying them?" So then he
brought them down and Iheard them — and the Cubs
have been here ever since.
'Gerald makes his own speakers, and he charges
£10,000-15,000 — absolutely awesome speakers. This
guy, to me, is an authority on cables, and he knows
what he's talking about. All of the cables Igot through
him, including the Siltech.'
Was it a long process to find hardware that you'd
shortlisted?
'I tried the Rotel Michi power amp. Irang acouple of
68
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dealers and said Iwanted ahome audition, and didn't
mind paying an auditioning fee. That's the only way I
could judge how it would work in my room. So Ialso
tried a Krell KAV 300, and a pair of Michell monoblocks. But with value for money in mind, Istuck with
Electrocompaniet, because Ilike the sound that's in
between valve and solid-state.'
Any thoughts about returning to vinyl?
'I'm thinking about it, because I still have some
records that Ican't play, so maybe in the future I'll get
aMichell Gyro SE, or aClearaudio Evolution.'
Other sources are catered for with some interesting
components too...
'The tuner has always been important to me, because
Ilisten to alot of Jazz FM; when Ibuy new records it's
always after listening to the radio. To me it's perhaps
more important than aCD player, because it's where I
find new music. Ihad the Sony before, so Igot aguy to
put an aerial outside — aRon Smith, which Ibought exdemo. I found the Rotel Michi second-hand in a
magazine. Iwill never get rid of that tuner — Iknow it's
one of best that I'll ever have.
`The DAT recorder is a24-bit Pioneer D-07; they only
made about 800 for the whale world. That was bought
about four months ago second-hand, but it's in mint
condition. My twin brother has one too. Ihaven't done
any recordings on it yet but my brother has, and he
says it's very good. Use it on "wide" mode and it's as
good as avery expensive CD player. When Ihad to sell
my records, Iwent to a friend's house and used a
Technics turntable. In a way, the recordings are net
very good — if you hear it now it sounds slightly flat,
but if Ihad the same collection now Icould record it
much better with that DAT recorder.
'I use an Aiwa cassette deck, about three or four
www.hifinews.co.uk

Sweetspot
years old. I had a lot of tapes,
because Iused to just tape right off
the tuner. I've also made audio
recordings on the Mitsubishi
[S-VHS VCR] for parties, and the
sound quality can be very good. I'm
not into AV at all; all my friends are,
although I might change my TV
later on to a widescreen one. I'm
strictly a music man! Strictly and
100% music! I'm not interested in
surround-sound music at all, either.
What's the point of listening to
music with four speakers around
you? It doesn't sound real. When
you go to aconcert, the performance
is in front of you, and you just want
to listen to that. Some of my friends
have got four speakers for quadraphonic sound, but it's not for me.'
BJ explained more about his
belief in the importance of cables, platforms and
accessories. Recent additions include a 'bass trap'
placed in the corners behind each speaker.
'It traps some of the loose bass in the room, and
makes the bass tighter and punchier, and just cleans up
everything in the midrange and top end. A home-made
version, but it works! Iasked Gerald what we could do
to make the system more clear, and this is what he
suggested, so Isaid, ' Go ahead and do it.'
'I've learnt a lot during the different stages: racks
controlling vibration, using Goldmund cones under the
components (except the tuner, which has GM Audio
cones), but my friends keep telling me I'm mad! And
Totem Beaks — Ihad them originally on the KEFs, and
they just trap the loose resonances and project the
voices out more, and bass gains alittle bit of depth as
well. The Cubs are very good without them, but Ihave
afriend who said to me, "BJ, what's happened to those
little cones?" Itold him you don't need them for these
speakers. Gerald doesn't like them — he prefers them
without the cones — but with some tracks they do
work... they give anice presence to the voices.
'The speaker cable is Siltech FT12 Mk 1, doubled on

both sides, and just by doing
that it makes it all the more

Tru

effortless, and more open. All
my mains cables and interconnects are Siltech, all balanced: the whole system is
balanced. The interconnect is
LS4 120. I'm also using NBS
[Nothing But Signal] and
Yamamura mains cables. NBS
make awesome cables! I
would put them in the "Top

strictly
e
amusic
man! Strictly and
100% music! I'm
not interested in
surround-sound
music at all either'
4

Four" of cables. They are
very, very expensive; very
stiff cables of pure copper.
Just superb! Iprefer the NBS

on the power amp, and Yamamura on the CD player. The
Yamamura is very good on the midrange, and the top
end is very silky; for the power amplifier, the NBS has
better control, all the way through. All the mains in
this room has been wired up with Transparent cable as
well, installed right in the walls.
'Previously, Iwas spending alot of money on interconnects, just to get that openness. I've found power
cables and the power supply upgrade have made a
huge difference. If I'd known about these before, I
wouldn't have spent alot on the interconnects. On the
equipment side, the diodes [in the Electrocompaniet
PSUs] have made abig difference.
'Music is avery important part of my life. It's the air
Ibreathe. All Italk is hi-fi, and alot of my friends say
I'm mad. But when they come here, they're here for
eight or nine hours and they don't want to leave — so
that tells you something!
'They keep on about all the tweaks Ido, like with the
cones. For example, they say that if you have to put the
Totem Beaks in, then your system is no good. But I
went to one friend's house, and he came back from the
kitchen after making acup of tea, and said, "What have
you done to my speakers?" And Isaid, "You say my
speakers are no good because I'm using those cones,
but they've made even more of a difference to your
system than they did to mine!" '

•

The sstem
System
Electrocompaniet EMC 1
24/192 upsampling CD player
Electrocompaniet EC 4R
pre-amplifier
Electrocompaniet AW 250R
power amplifier
Pioneer D-07 DAT player
Rotel Michi RHT 10 FM tuner
Wilson Audio Cub Mk I

Cables
Siltech MC4 120 interconnect,
lm balanced ( two pairs)
Siltech HF8SI digital cable
Leider Waal/Song pure silver
interconnect lm
Mandrake pure silver
interconnect lm
Siltech FT 12 Mk Ispeaker
cable, 3m ( two pairs)
Siltech CTW cable tuning
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Be Yamamura Quantum mains
lead, two x 1.5m
NBS Signature II méins lead,
two x2m
LAT AC2 eight- way mains block

Accessories
Target R- Series stands
GM Audio Resonance Tuning
equipment rack
Goldmund cones, three sets
GM Audio cones, one se .
Totem Acoustic Beaks one set

ELECT POCOM PAN IET
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Fidelio from Berlin Hallé ' English Rhapsody' Henze
documentary • Mahler Third on SACD West Side Story
in Surround • Jazz: Eddie ' Lockjaw' Davis Rock: Dido's
second album Neil Young & Crazy Horse 11 Audiophilia

Classical
Pizarro. As I
say, provocative.)
To my mind, Alan Held is something of aweak

JS BACH
Works For Organ
Ton Koopman
Teldec 8573 82041 9
72m 23s (£specia17 DVD-A
This is arecital of Bach's more
popular pieces — the 0-minor
Toccata and Fugue ( its authenticity
questioned); the Little' Gminor
Fugue; the Passacaglia BWV582;
'Wachetauf'; ' Nun komm, der
Heiden Heiland', etc— played on
the early 18th century organ built
by Christian Müller at the Grote
Kerk, Leeuwarden. It was recorded
two years ago with surround
playback in mind ( Koopman
already has avast Bach CD series
featuring other instruments on
Teldec). The church acoustic is
long in reverberation time,
consequently some counterpoint is

SIR SIMON RATTLE

BEETHOVEN
Fidelio

i

Angela Denoke, Jon Villars etc,
Arnold Schoenberg Ch/BPO/Sir
Simon Rattle
EMI 5 57555 2
2CDs, 110m 15s (£££)
What ashame we have no Fidelio marking Claudio
Abbado's time with the Berlin Philharmonic. (Allow
me to stick with the English: ' Berliner Philharmoniker'
now seems de rigueur elsewhere.) Like Ka raja n's
1971 set, this new one derives from aSalzburg
Festival production, although recorded in later
concert performances. Spoken dialogue is ruthlessly
cut in relation to that EMI alternative; Klemperer's
included still more. If hopelessly unfocused in sound,
Karajan's was rather better cast and reflected a
lifetime's experience in the theatre; Rattle predictably
offers something more provocative, with more than a
nod to current practice in Beethoven performance —
his tempo for the Act 1March [track 12] would have
oldsters like Balm spinning in their graves! ( It sounds
festive, joyous — yet heralds the murderous Don

link as Pizarro, especially in his big vengeance
aria, where perhaps he needed more space; his
spoken dialogue is good though. Rattle's cast
has an excellent, humane Rocco in László
Polgàr, who takes the part in Harnoncourt's
Teldec set too; he's as good as Robert Lloyd in
the ROH/Dohnànyi Fidelio available on DVD
only. However, the scene between Pizarro and
Rocco is so much stronger under Klemperer.
Curiously, Leonore and
EMI
Marzelline (Angela Denoke/
Juliane Banse) sound so alike
—eg, tracks 10, 11 — that they
might be sisters!
(Furtwângler's 1953 Vienna
cast for EMI was blessed with
Sena Jurinac as Marzelline.)
The biggest difference
between the two Berlin
performances is that whereas
the orchestra merely served
the singers under Ka rajan, with Rattle the players

F4elio

(wind voices, etc) bring personality, pace and colour
to the opera. And the choruses are magnificent. It's a
difficult work to bring off, though, and I
was alittle
disappointed with Thomas Quasthoff in the role of
Don Fernando (to which I
had been particularly
looking forward); he doesn't suggest the stature of this
figure, or indeed bring off the telling moment in the
text where he suddenly recognises the pathetic figure
brought before him as Florestan.
This is not aset to judge by its overture — the
prolonged rests still disconcert me after several
hearings, and some will find the phrasing altogether
too fussy. CB
PERFORMANCE INTERESTING IF NOT WHOLLY CONVINCING
RECORDING RESPECTABLE LIVE PRODUCTION

TON KOOPMAN
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hard to follow: it's ironic that, given
the potential for high resolution
with DVD-A, avenue was chosen
which rather defeats that clarity. I
suspect 'atmosphere' was more
the objective; but even in twochan nel, the sound is very
seductive, set well back in aspace

disarm criticism. The quieter
pieces come off best here. CB

which is apart of the experience.
Koopman adds one or two
'twiddles' that were dispensable,
even annoying, but his
accomplished playing does tend to

BPO/Abbado
TDK DV-BPAB 39 & 47
122m/107m (£££) DVD
These two documentaries
complete the Beethoven cycle
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PERFORMANCE MOSTLY VERY FINE
RECORDING ECHO OBSCURES COUNTERPOINT

BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 3and 9 •
Symphonies 4and 7

given in Rome shortly after Claudio
Abbado's DG recordings with the
Berlin Philharmonic were made;
the Ninth, however, is filmed at the
Philharmonie with singers Ka rita
Mattila, Violeta Urmana, Thomas
Moser and Eike Wilm Schulte, and
the Swedish Radio and Eric Ericson
Choirs (as on DG, although the
baritone there was Thomas
Quasthoff).
As abonus we have a26m
interview with Abbado with

CLAUDIO ABBADO
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Symphonies 4/7, where he talks
about the corrected editions used,

humorous start to his Variations or;
aNursery Theme. CB
PERFORMANCE MAINLY SATISFYING

MAHLER

RECORDING VERY GOOD

Symphony 3
Anne Sophie Von Otter,

BERNSTEIN

Vienna Singverein and Boys'
ChoirNPO/Pierre Boulez

series, the viewer can opt for multiangle conductor-only sequences in
the Eroica and Seventh Symphony.

West Side Story

DG47 12982

Kin i
Te Kanawa, José Carreras
etallOrchestra & Chorus/

2SACDs, 95m 28s
(Especial) SACD hybrid

Lithe and uncluttered by
egotistical gestures, or any sense of

Leonard Bernstein
DG 471 631 2
76m 38s ( Especial) SACD

Michelle DeYoung, San
Francisco Orch and Ch/

string forces, repeats and style; and
expresses his hopes, post- Berlin,
for regenerating an orchestra at
Lucerne. As with other DVDs in this

subjugating his players, Abbado's
Beethoven performances will
withstand the test of time, and
these films record the many
personnel changes since Karajan's
death. The multichannel options

Bernstein's infamous 1984 studio
recording of West Side Story with
opera singers is reissued asa nonhybrid SACD remixed for 5.0

Michael Tilson Thomas
San Francisco Symphony
821936 0003 2
2SACDs, 133m 26s

The soundstage is recessed but

(Especial) SACD hybrid
Having waited for the availability

multi-miking— eg, bass-drum
thwacks in the opening bars.
The finale seemed
unaccountably slower than with

Picture quality is excellent— the
Denon DVD-2900 really comes into

of asuitable player, Ihave to
express some disappointment
with both of these SACD sets —

its own with video. CB
PERFORMANCES SUM UP THE ABBADO ERA

including Kindertotenlieder;

are 5.1 DTS or Dolby Digital.

the San Francisco live, and
Boulez's not issued in CD format
in the UK ( had it been nonhybrid, the work would have

RECORDING SUPERB FILM QUALITY

BEETHOVEN

fitted asingle disc; the break

'Archduke' Piano Trio •
Variations ' Ich bin der

comes after the third

Schneider Kakadu' •
Allegretto H48
The Florestan Trio
Hyperion CDA67369
60m 32s (££E)
This is now perhaps the best,
singly-available modern

surround. From the principal cast,
only Tatiana Troyanos and Marilyn
Home (' Somewhere') emerge with
credit; with Bernstein's daughter
and son taking the spoken parts,
Te Kanawa and Carreras would

'Archduke' recording available—
although it prompts one or two
reservations. Why, at the start does

surely make anyone cringe as they
take over in the Balcony Scene!
(Bernstein's humiliating treatment

the pianist hold the very first note,

of Carreras during the making
of the recording, famously

when asimple, equal-crotchet
phrase works better? Susan Tomes

now be enjoyed as aDVD.) The
choruses and pick-up orchestra

pizzicati in the development
section are particularly enjoyable

are terrific!
Listening in high- resolution

but the string playing is generally
'furrowed brow' (to borrow aphrase
from former contributor Julian

stereo the sound strikes me as
more brash than in the last CD

Fournier, Janigro and BaduraSkoda ( Westminster) — although
on Hyperion we get the full scherzo
repeat, cut by the Beaux Arts. Nor,
in the slow movement, do the
Florestan Trio reach sublime
heights.
The blunt little Allegretto from the
Bonn period makes an enjoyable

my own CD player!
Tilson Thomas's strings sound
less full- toned than those of the
Vienna Philharmonic but his is a
warmer account of (vi), although
4m lOs longer in duration than
Boulez's. His earlier Third,
recorded for Sony, had Dame
Janet Baker in ( iv)(v); and Ihave
tosay I
found DeYoung's

to Boulez's rather impassive

calculated vibrato aserious bar
to enjoyment. I
also feel that, if

account of this great work; the
superiority of the high- resolution

Boulez's rather pointed way with
score- markings, yet objective

stereo option increases the
focus slightly, has greater
dynamic impact ( cleaner

distancing are hard to take,

cymbals in the introduction).

on making the music more
accessible to his audience.

SAN PIANC2SCO SYMPHONY
MICH SEl Yll ON TIIOSIAS

11'son-Thomas seems to have
gone the other way, as if intent

Going back to his LSO
recording Ibecame much
more involved, and Dame

documented for television, can

does it, too, at the repeat but not in
bar 121 at the recapitulation. The

Haylock) and one misses the
elegance of the 1980 Beaux Arts
recording, or, going back further,

movement).
The empty Musikverein lends
aformidably chilly atmosphere

one is nevertheless aware of

Janet brings extraordinary
depth to the Nietzsche
setting. CB
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
RECORDING WEIGHTY
PERFORMANCE MTT'S EARLIER

version coupled with Candide
[4479582, 3CDs1; but that may

VERSION PREFERRED
RECORDING GOOD

well have been the intention. CB
PERFORMANCE MORE ACOMEDY OF ERRORS
THAN ROMEO AND JULIET
RECORDING OR SURROUND ENTHUSIASTS

Dances were orchestrated from
piano— four hands: interestingly,
Grieg hoped Lalo would do this,

SACD stereo. The orchestral
balance is well-judged, with atight,

Norwegian Dances •

and he did not approve the

Symphonic Dances •
Lyric Suite
Bergen PO/Ole Kristian Ruud

publisher's choice, Hans Sitt.
This is all light music, some of it

instrumental positioning. CB
PERFORMANCES COSSETTED

GRIEG

rich sound yet cleanly focused

RECORDING DEMONSTRATION WORTHY

to my mind unendurably tepid! But
if you enjoy Grieg's orchestral

HENZE

71m 05s (£££) SACD hybrid
BIS has announced that its SACDs
will be marketed at the same price

pieces, then they could hardly have
been prepared more attentively

• Requiem ( 1990-92)

than by Ruud and his Bergen

Arthaus Musik 100 360

originated then too, and that
Beethoven's G minor introduction
and coda were later additions to
interest his 1816 publisher— the

as its CDs: good news for those
hedging their bets by buying discs

orchestra.
Ivor Humphreys elsewhere

160m WEE) DVD
Herze's autobiography Bohemian

in anticipation of getting aplayer
later. This disc continues Ruud's

comments favourably on the 5.0

Fifths (
Faber, 1998) is essential
reading — although extracts

former idea not unlike Dohnányi's

Grieg series. The Norwegian

filler; the notes suggest that the
Kakadu Variations (
on aSingspiel
number by Wenzel Müller)
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BIS SACD1292

option; I
found little to choose
between conventional CD and

Memoirs of an Outsider

narrated by Oliver Tobias serve as
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SOFTWARE
links in this 89m documentary

première. Slightly compressed in

-if you want aclear idea of the
composer's development. Filmed

the documentary, the sound opens

at 75, largely in the company of
Oliver Knussen, Henze delivers a
few comments on the way in which
ideas flow when he writes, and tells
some amusing stories: especially
enjoyable is how he met Walton,
mistakenly thinking Vaughan
Williams was the fellow- musician
at the house of WH Auden, and too
deferential to introduce himself.
They became good friends but
when Walton told him ' you will have
world success', Henze says he
would have done anything possible
to avoid this, or 'end up writing
music like Lenny Bernstein'.
Living in wonderful surroundings
in avilla in Marino with his partner
Fausto Moroni, Henze is defined
by Sir Simon Rattle as 'aman of
the theatre', his music lit with

up and gains transparency here.
Minimal documentation is
provided by Arthaus Musik. CB
PERFORMANCE DEFINITIVE REQUIEM
RECORDING FILM DUALITY EXCELLENT

MAHLER
Symphony 3
ZEMLINSKY
Lyric Symphony
Suisse Romande Orchestra/
Armin Jordan

Symphony or the Mahler).
Alexander Zemlinsky ( one-time

same remark could be applied to
all of this month's hybrid SACD

teacher of Schoenberg) did not
embrace the twelve-tone
technique yet his Lyric Symphony,

PERFORMANCE HARD DRIVEN
RECORDING JAllED UP FOR SURROUND

asong-symphony after Das Lied
von der Erde, breaks the Mahlerian

MESSIAEN

mould most particularly in the sixth

Vingt Regards sur

section for soprano, which is
almost in speech-singing; Edith

l'Enfant-Jésus
Pierre- Laurent Aimard

Wiens is spot-on here. CB
PERFORMANCES NEITHER TO BE MISSED

Teldec 3984 26868-9
116m 05s ( especial) DVD-A

RECORDING ANALOGUE- LIKE WARMTH

I
first heard this at Warner's London

Virgin Classics 5 62215 2

MESSIAEN

office suite, over amodest multichannel demonstration system

2CDs, 141m 54s (££)
Armin Jordan is one of the unsung
heroes of today's conductors, and
this 1994 live recording of Mahler

Turangalila-symphonie
RCO/R iccardo Cha illy

3, with Jadwiga Rappé and
Lausanne and Geneva Choirs in

Decca 470 627-2
76m 56s (£special) SACD
hybrid

(v), knocks spots off the prestigious

This 1992 Concertgebow
production has been remixed from

Boulez and Tilson-Thomas

the stereo mastertapes for multi-

and for this review as Advanced
Resolution stereo via the Denon
DVD-2900 player. Although there is
avery slight additional weight and
•fullness, this seems to represent
only slight tonal gain compared
with the Teldec 2CD set [ same
number -2] via aMeridian 508-24;
the Warner sampling suggesting

Mediterranean sparkle, his heart

that, for proper effect, the
engineers will have to give greater

resolutely German. Henze
confirms his delight in the theatre

thought to microphone positioning

'where you can go alittle crazy' and
admits his leanings to the dance

within the hall or studio. The piano
sound in the more percussive
tracks (
eg, the presque vif, No.10)

('more Le Sacre than Gurrelieder')
have brought criticisms, as much
as his left-wing politics and the

suggests too-close miking, the
ambience more ' in the body of the
instrument' than ' in the hall'

seeming contradiction of wealthy
status.

(Theatre de la Chaux-de-Fonds).
There is some image shifting of the

With brief extracts from the
music, including wonderful film of
Fonteyn in Ondine, this is worth

piano's upper register too.
On-screen, there are abstract
designs over movement-titles and

seeing, but don't expect an A-Zof
the life of Hans Werner Henze.
Complementary is acomplete

supplementary comments upon
pianist and composer as sub-titles
to b/w stills. Incidentally, the DVD-A

concert performance of the
1990-92 Requiem, dedicated to
the late Michael Vyner and played
by the Ensemble Modern under
Ingo Metzmacher, with Hâkan

versions. Indeed, I
don't know a
more satisfying account ( 17

channel, rather sensationalising
the piano part ( Jean-Yves

Hardenberg, trumpet, and pianist

you had with the CDs; the

alternatives sit in my collection,

Thibaudet), ondes martenon and

Ueli Wiget, who gave the world

from Adler to Rattle) except the

'gamelan orchestra', even played
just as high- resolution stereo,

composer was godfather to his son,
Antoine. CB

PIERRE LAURENT AIMARD AND BABY ANTOINE WITH GODFATHER OLIVIER MESSIAEN

BPO/Abbado concert performance
issued last year by DG. Is there a
snag? Yes, Mahler's request for no
pause before the finale is vitiated by
adisc- break to accommodate the
coupling- although for 70p anyone
with adisc- burner could cut
(iv)-( vi) on asupplementary CD- R!
Jordan really understands the
demands of this symphony; and

the same as the original 16- bit
transfer. There, reproduced over a
high-end system, those sections
struck me as wholly out of scale.
The rocket whistles produced by
the electronic ondes martenon in
'Chant d'amour l' might make you
smile, but Chailly's is ahard-driven

appears to be a1995 studio
recording, location unspecified
(the booklet gives ' XXXX', just as
the tray liner misspells Scherzando
-the notes just run to three

DECEMBER 2003 Hi-FiNews

understand it from arecent
Universal press demonstration not

known, she sings the Nietzsche
With Edith Wiens and Andreas
Schmidt, the Lyric Symphony

HANS WERNER HENZE

where there is only anominal gain
over the optional CD layer- as I

although his contralto is not well
setting extremely well.

72

reviews. CB

paragraphs and, more importantly,
there are no texts for the Lyric

account; both Chung ( DG) and
Nagano ( Warner) bring out the
depth in Messiaen's score to better
effect.
Ipreferred to listen to this reissue

booklet is robbed of the charming
centre-spread photograph from
Aimard's personal collection which

PERFORMANCE AUTHORITATIVE
RECORDING TOO MANY MICROPHONES?

MOZART
Eine kleine Nachtmusik
• Adagio and fugue •
Serenata notturna •
A musical joke
The English Concert/Andrew
Ma nze
Harmonia Mundi HMU
907280
67m 14s (£££)
Full of ideas, Manze's readings
would work effectively in aconcert
but are they appropriate for the
recording medium? There is a
big difference between great
conducting and enthusiastic

on my own system with Meridian
508.24, rather than with the
advanced options offered by aloan

direction from the lead desk,
and several aspects of these

Denon DVD-2900- indeed, the

interpretations disappointed me,

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice

especially in the light of alternatives

from Brigg Fair', the authentic folk-song which Percy
Grainger had set for tenor, choir and orchestra in

under musicians like Kempe (
Eine
kleine Nachtmusik) or Klemperer
of the English Concert, Manze
tends to galumphing ritardandos at

1906 and which inspired Delius's ' English Rhapsody'
for large orchestra (when Hans Richter glanced at the
score of Brigg Fair he threw it aside, '... no music!').

the ends of movements, opts for an
intrusive timpani cadenza in the

Wherever you dip into these studio recordings —
New Broadcasting House Manchester, except

Serenata, provides adamp squib of
an Adagio relative to last month's

Grainger's Brigg Fair, where the acoustic change to
Bridgewater Hall is quite pronounced — it's the
sensitivity of the Halle's playing that is striking:

(Adagio & Fugue). Now in charge

Hagen version, and his Romanza

whether in the stillness of the opening of AShropshire
Lad or the exuberance of Butterworth's first Idyll, or

in Eine kleine Nachtmusik struck

the finely shaped Delius pieces.
Again, Barbirolli fans will wonder at Elder treading
hallowed ground, but compare his earlier EMI and
Pye versions and you find an approach as different as

MOZART .
VightAkaie_
cgliciri:• •
.•

in, say, Beethoven symphonies with the Berlin
Philharmonic conducted by Abbado and conducted
by Karajan. With Barbirolli the phrasing was more

MARK ELDER

ENGLISH RHAPSODY

me as rather turgid; we don't get
the sense of relaxed, entertainment
music, or in the Fugue the
structure holding over its long
span. The timpani, though, are
commendably in rhythm with

BUTTER WORTH
A Shropshire Lad • The Banks of
Green Willow • Two English Idylls
DELIUS Irmelin Prelude •
The Walk to the Paradise Garden e
Brigg Fair
GRAINGER Brigg Fair

indulgent, perhaps more loving; with Elder it's slightly
more
distantly
held, but
no less
satisfying.

HALLE
ENGLISH RHAPSODY
DELIUS &
BUTTER WORTH
MARK ELDER

CB
PERFORMANCES
SENSITIVELY

_lames Gilchrist, Halle Choir and Orchestra/

strings in the Serenata Notturna

Mark Elder
Hallé CD HLL 7503

—one of those Mozart pieces
conceived in terms of texture/

62m 47s (££)
Ingenious programme planning, as with the two

RECORDINGS
NATURAL

space contrast, with two violins,
viola and ( here) athree-stringed

earlier Elgar CDs on this orchestra's own middriced
label. this disc includes a1908 recording of averse

BALANCE,
SPACIOUS

bass set against the strings, with
timpani to the rear. CB

111111111•1111111111111

SHAPED

Mozart's writing. And if he might
have brought alittle more passion

Prelude Op.28 — was produced by

PERFORMANCES TOO MANY GESTURES
RECORDING F
INE

but was too difficult for adults came
to mind here, since Haefliger (son
of the tenor Ernst Haefliger) plays

tothem, Haefliger's readings are

MOZART

the Cmajor sonata which all young

weout the angst and nerviness of

piano students are expected to
master. It's mucbto his credit that

Brendel, which is no bad thing!
Gyen the excellent sound, this is

he makes one listen afresh: that
goes for all of the programme —

one:ot the most attractive of current

recorded by Santiago Rodriguez in

Mozart solo recitals. CB
PERFORMANCES EXEMPLARY, IF MODEST

1993 [CD822481, both pianists
regrettably opting for the 1931
revised version of the Sonata

Piano Sonatas — in F,
K533/494 • in C, K545
• in B flat, K570 •
in D, K576
Andreas Haefliger
Avíe AV 0025
68m 55s (£££)
Artur Schnabel's remark that
Mozart could be played by children

lhave always thought the sonatas
made rather less than engaging
listening, whatever their attractions
to keyboard players. but here one is
constantly aware-of the delights in

RECORDING GOOD CLEAN SOUND

adifferent team at aZurich venue a
year earlier, yet it exhibits similar
characteristics.
As it happens, there's an
identical programme on Elan

(where the original is to be

RACHMANINOV

Piano Sonata 2 •
Morçeaux de fantaisie •
Variations on atheme by
Frédéric Chopin
Konstantin Scherbakov
Naxos 8.554669

preferred), which sounds very
different indeed. Rodriguez is by
far the more romantic interpreter,
where Scherbakov is tonally more
austere. Playing on aBaldwin
instrument Rodriguez dedicated
his CD (which he also annotated) to

70m 02s (£)
Scherbakov is athoughtful pianist

the American critic Harold

with arobust technique, but as

recently.
The second movement of

noted in last month's Beethoven—
Liszt CD review, his playing under
stress can become clattery. This
Rachmaninov disc — valuable
because it includes the 22
var'ations on Chopin's Cminor

Schoenberg, who died only

Morçeaux is the dramatic C-sharp
minor Prelude which the compose ,
so loathed having to encore. CB
PERFORMANCES WORTH HEARING
RECORDING QUITE GOOD

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
BEN WATSON
JOHNNY BLACK
KEN KESSLER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE HI-FI NEWS CD SERVICE
Tel (i1235 7
,
4152

•

£££ full price, E£ mid price: £ budget, £ special POA

ANDREAS HAEFLIGER
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audio T
AUDIO EXCELLENCE and AUDIO T work together to bring you
the benefits of buying from alarge dealer: highly trained staff,
long guarantees, competitive prices and the security of 57 joint
years in business. But please don't think we're achan of clones each of our stores is run as an individual specialist shop with it's
own opinions and stock profile. You'll find us enthusiastic and
friendly because we think that buying hifi should be as much fun
as listening to it!
CUSTOM INSTALLATION If you want your Hi-Fi/Home Cinema
integrated seamlessly and/or invisibly into your home we have a
dedicated team who do this to the highest standards. Call us for
advice on how you can enjoy music and films all round your home.

• 57 vEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE
• 3 YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl
SEPARATES
• FULL DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES
• PRICE PROMISE
• 10 DAY EXCHANGES
• 30 DAY NO COST PENALTY
UPGRADES
• PART EXCHANGES

For your FREE copy of
MUSIC AT HOME,
The Ultimate Guide 2003
FREEPHONE 0500 101501
(quote ref HFNO3a)

or vist our web site at
www.music-at-home.co.uk

For the very latest information
please check our web sites:

• INTEREST FREE OPTION ON
SALES OVER f250*
• HOME LOANS AND HOME
DEMONSTRATIONS
• EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS
BY APPOINTMENT
*Subject to status. Written details
on request

BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
2Feathers Lane
basingstoke@audiot.co.uk
BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
brentwood@audiot.co.uk
BRIGHTON 01273 609431
69 London Road
brighton@audio t.co.uk
BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
bristol@audioexcellence.co.uk
CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road
camberley@audiot.co.uk
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134-136 Crwys Road
cardiff@audioexcellence.co.uk
CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
38 Winchcombe Street
cheltenhameaudiot.co.uk
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton
chester@audioexcellence.co.uk
EASTBOURNE 01323 731336
4Albert Parade, Green Street
eastbourne@audiot.co.uk
ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
enfield@audiot.co uk
EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street
epsom@audiot.co.uk
EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street
exeter@audioexcellence.co.uk
GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road
gloucester@audioexcellence.co.uk
HIGH WYCOMBE 01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street
wycombe@audiot.co.uk
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane
hampstead@audio t.co.uk
OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street, Headington

oxfordeaudio t.co.uk

PORTSMOUTH 023 9266 3604
29 London Road, North End
portsmouth@audiot.co.uk
READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall
reading@audiot.co.uk
SOUTHAMPTON 023 8025 2827
10-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
southamptoneaudiot.co.uk
SWANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street
swansea@audioexcellence.co.uk
SWINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street
swindon@audio-t.co.uk

MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED.
ACO JP4C ENERGY
ALPI-ASON
ALRL'ORDAN
APOLLO.
ARCAM
ASH DESIGN
ATACAMA
AUDIO lECHNICA
AUDIONET
AUDkOPAILE
FURNITLRE
AVI
BMW'
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IBLUEROOM
BOW TECHNOLOGIES
BRYSTON
CABLE TALK
CASTLE
CELESTION
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CHORD ELECTRONIC
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CREEK
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CYRUS
DAVIS
D ENON
CNM
DYNAUDIO
CYNA'VECTOR
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IXOS
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LEXICON
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LOEWE
M.1 ACOUSTICS
MANA ACOLFSTICS
MARANTZ
MERIDIAN
METZ
MICHELL
ENGINEERING
MALES & KREISELL
MISSION
MUSICAL FIDELIT`.
NAD
NAIM
NAKAMICRI
NORDOST
ONKYO
OPTIMUM
ORTOPON
PANASONIC
PARASOUND
PARTINGTON
PIONEER
PMC
PRIMARE
PRO AC
PROJECT
CHID
()WAD
QUADRASPIRE
REGA
Ra
RCTEL
RLARK
SEL ECO
SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN
SCXRANCE
SCXNUS SYSTEMS
SONy
SOUND STYLE
SPENDOR
STANDESIGN
STANDS UNIQUE
STRAIG-ITWIRE
SYSTEMLINE
TAG McLAREN AUDIO
TALK ELECTRONICS
TANNO.'
TEAC
THORENS
TIVOLI RACK)
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TRICHORD
VAN DEN HUL
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WhARFEDALE
WILSON BENESCH
YAMAHA
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Please check before
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TUNBRIDGE WELLS
01892 525666
6High Street
tunbridge@audiot.co.uk
WORCESTER 01905 619059
Independence House
The Trinity
worcestereaudio-excellence.co.uk
All shops are closed on Mondays
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Music Choice

Jazz
EDDIE ' LOCKJAW' DAVIS
& SHIRLEY SCOTT
Bacalao

On ' Hold Your Breath', the
Stravinskyesque march sounds
like it's being played by half-asleep
musicians: the ' crossover' brief
has become an opportunity for

Prestige/Original Jazz Classic

everyone to avoid making a
statement. Fiddling over ostinatos

OJC1090
43m 29s (£££)

makes for akind of acoustic
progressive rock. What awaste of

When they joined forces with
drummer Arthur Edgehill and

all that jazz talent! BW
PERFORMANCES PRETTY BUT PEDESTRIAN

bassist George Duvivier, NYC- born

RECORDING DOESN'T HELP

tenor Eddie Lockjaw' Davis and
Philadelphia- born Hammond
organist Shirley Scott created one
of the great combos of all time.
Here, in asession recorded by Van
Gelder on 20 December 1959, they
brought in Ray Barrett° on conga
and Luis Perez on bongos. The
Latin contingent's fetching finger
percussion helps Scott's garish
stop-choices provide the very
definition of low-down drive, while
Lockjaw's swaggering, big-toned
version of Coleman Hawkins shows
what aswinging tenor can be.
Momentous! BW
PERFORMANCES SWAGGERING AND LARGE
RECORDING VERY GOOD

ROSI HERTLEIN'S
IMPROVISING
CHAMBER ENSEMBLE

MARIAN MCPARTLAND
& DIZZY GILLESPIE
Piano Jazz
The Jazz Allians TJA 120422
57m lis (£££)
Windsor- born pianist Manan
Turner loved jazz as ateenager. In
1945 she met and married Jimmy
McPartland, the Chicago- born
trumpeter. She emigrated to the
States and by the mid-'80s she was
arevered figure, broadcasting a
series of hour-long programmes on
National Public Radio. She invited
guests to sit at the piano and chat
and play duets and swap ideas.

easily as the playing, and it's great
when Dizzy whips out his horn and
plays some numbers. His vocal
evocations of how beboppers
refered to their unnamed originals
— 'oo-bop-sh'bam' — are hilarious,
and the duo's nuanced four- hand
analyses of " Round Midnight' and
'Night In Tunisia' are priceless. Jazz
improvisation is musical thinking
as conversation, and McPartland
hit upon awonderfully apposite
format in these radio shows. With
Dizzy on board, it's agas. BW
PERFORMANCES MOST ENTERTAINING

(cello), Dominic Duval ( bass) and
Jackson Krall (drums) — he created
apitch of urgency and crisis which
made every note count. Rhythmic
agitations trickle through the
ensemble like electrons jumping
between charged particles.
Introduced by Taylor's crazy
vocalese, the first 50m is hairraising, crackling with
contradiction, while the last 20m
edits everything into abig musical
question. Supreme! BW
PERFORMANCES CHARGED
RECORDING EXCELLENT

RECORDING EXCELLENT

CECIL TAYLOR:
THE ENSEMBLE

The Light of Corona

Rock
A PERFECT CIRCLE

Free Music Production EMP120

Thirteenth Step

75m 26s (£££)
On 3November 1996 Cecil Taylor

Virgin 724358091823

olayed for FMP at the Podewil in
Berlin. Capable of creating musical

50m 36s (£££)
Those who wrote off APerfect
Circle as nothing more than aside-

earthquakes in solos, duos and
trios, he showed that his dramatic
and decisive musicianship can

project for vocalist Maynard James
Keenan and guitar-tech Billy
Howerdel of experimental/avant

also drive an octet. Using seven

garde US band Tool must have

Founding bebop trumpeter
Dizzy Gillespie might seem a

very fine players — Chris Matthay

been somewhat phased in the

(trumpet), Chris Jones ( soprano

spring of 2000 when debut album,

weird choice, but he plays sturdy

and alto), Harri Sjiistróm ( soprano),
Elliott Levin (tenor, flute), Jeff Hoyer

arranger's piano. The conversation
flows backwards and forwards as

(trombone), Tristan Honsinger

Mer De Noms, set an all-time
record as the highest-ever debut
entry for anew band, entering the

Two Letters I'll Keep
CIMP 244
65m 51s (£££)
Although German violinist Rosi
Hertlein is arelatively new name in
New York jazz, she's recruited
musicians with impressive
pedigrees: tubaist Howard
Johnson ( here on bass clarinet)
has played with Mingus and
Shepp; Vincent Chancey ( French
horn) with David Murray; Jay
Rosen ( drums) on countless CIMP
releases, and David Taylor
(trombone) on Bruce Eisenbeil's
last CI MP release.
Hertlein's aim is to fuse the
worlds of improvisation, straightahead jazz and classical. However.
asa composer Hertlein isn't
supplying anything determinate
enough for these considerable
forces. We end up with the kind of
static, ever-changing drone that

SUN RA
Piano Recital, Teatro la Fenice.
Venezia

really loved piano blues, ragtime and swing. He
plays with an expansive, tongue-in-cheek humour,
utterly unconvinced that being avantgarde means
jettisoning anything from tradition. The 'weirdness'

Butch Morris creates with his
'conductions'. CIMP's naturalistic

LEO GOLDEN YEARS GY21

recording style makes the
ensemble's thin instrumentation
distinctly threadbare and weedy.

Aconcert recorded by an unknown sound
engineer, this has come into Leo's hands via
Hartmut Geerken, author of Omniverse Sun Ra.

Everyone plays prettily enough,

tracks sums it all up: ' Friendly Galaxy/Spontaneous

but the suppression of jazz
vocalisation, rhythm and

We're told Ra played the gig on 24 November 1977,
but otherwise there's no information. Sound is
distant and boomy, but the music is terrific. Despite

repartee makes it mournful
and directionless, like astraight

his reputation for science-fiction loopiness, Ra

RECORDING GOOD

59m 15s (£££)

of Sun Ra is the way he basks in the most basic
musical pleasures whilst simultaneously
embracing instability, chaos and invention. In his
version of ' Take the " A" Train' Duke, Monk and
Cecil Taylor are all present. The name of the final
Simplicity'. BW
PERFORMANCES THE BEST MUSIC DOC' EVER

orchestra perpetually tuning up.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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[System Number

LittleB oiler
think the Mark Levinson No. 39 is a hell of a machine. It is
fabulously built. operates like adream, is extraordinarily versatile
and best of all ;sin total simpatico' with the music.
Chris Thomas, HiFi+ - April 1999

Mark Levinson's gamble of going against their traditional product image
is likely to pay off. Be sure to get in on this sea-change: Audition
the No. 383.
Larry Greenhill, Stereophile - July 2000

The Performa 1120 offers virtually Class A performance at an
affordable price.
John Atkinson, Stereophile - January 2002

Heatherdale Audio has put together asystem for everyone who wants
true high-end audio from a compact package at a realistic price.
Heatherdale Audio's System Number I:
•Huge Power • Superb build • Stunning looks • Compact size.
Speaks for itself really.

Heatherdale
audio limited
Tel: 01903 872288 Fax: 01903 872234
Heatherdale Audio, 202 Findon Road,VVorthing BNI4 OEJ
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com www.hifi-stereo.com

Music Choice

Billboard chart at number 4.1t was
asignificant improvement, in terms
of sales, on any of Tool's previous
efforts, and it was also one hell
of arecord, intelligent, powerful,
emotional rock with ahighly
commercial edge.
This second album is even
better, mining the often startling
combination of Howerdel's musical
innovations and Keenan's
perceptively bizarre and tortured

covers album and the live album,
almost invariably asign of an artist
in the throes of writer's block. So,
yes, you'd be forgiven, but you'd
also be wrong.
This is far and away the best
album of her career so far, not just
because the parlous state of the
American nation has provided her
with something to bitch about in
'Tell Somebody', but because she's
found abunch of musicians who

58m 56s (£££)
Montgomery is ahigh- pedigree,
slightly left of centre country rocker,
whose songwriting is of astandard
where he can slip in aSpringsteen
cover, as he does here with ' No
Surrender', and not suffer by
comparison. When his songs are

and Jody Stephens, but its main
songwriter was afellow name of
Thomas Dean Eubanks who has
largely vanished into the mists of
time. On the evidence of his songs
here, especially the execrable ' The
Wind Will Cry For Me', that's exactly
as it should have been. What
makes this album interesting is that
it includes early versions of the
songs ' My Life Is Right', 'Try Again'

unlike Mark Cohn of ' Walkin' In

and ' Feel' — Big Star classics.
For Big Star obsessives, this is

Memphis' fame, and when he

an essential purchase. For the rest

project has benefited from the

whacks out aguitar-fuelled rocker
he sounds like The Eagles before

attentions of Los Lobos' multi-

they went stadium. Timeless

of you, give it amiss and go buy a
Big Star album instead. JB
PERFORMANCES BIG STAR DEVOTEES ONLY
RECORDING PATCHY PRODUCTION

lyrics for all they're worth. With

perfectly complement her singing

Linkin Park currently under fire for

style. As well as her longtime
collaborator David Kalish, the

re- hashing former glories, APerfect
Circle must be ideally poised to
move into that multi- platinum gap.
Although he's not on this album,
the recent addition of former
Smashing Pumpkins guitarist

KEVIN MONTGOMERY
2:30am
Syren 659021023026

piano- based, he can sound not

NEIL YOUNG AND
CRAZY HORSE

James lha should make their live
shows even more powerful, and his
effect on their next album will be

GREENDALE

fascinating to hear. JB
PERFORMANCES GREAT MUSIC AND LYRICS

78m 26s
Neil Young, sly old fox that he is,

RECORDING FRY GOOD

has made what sounds initially like
his worst, sloppiest ever album but,

DIDO

when you start listening properly,

Reprise 936248532

it's easily one of his best.
To tell the tale of the imaginary
town of Greendale, he and Crazy

Life For Rent
Arista/BMG 82876545982
54m 04s (£££)
Having sold 12m copies of her

Horse have banged together a
bunch of songs that all share pretty
much the same mood of raggedy

debut album, No Angel, alot of
attention will be focused on Dido's
second. On the basis of acouple of

resignation, achieved partly by
keeping the feel live and raw, with
arrangements that seem to consist

close listens, I
can confidently give
her arousing ' maybe'.
Her voice remains as charmingly

of nothing more than abunch of
chords, abunch of words and, uh,

innocent and yet slyly seductive as

let's go guys.
Tragically, ageneration raised on

before, the arrangements she cooks
up with her multi-talented brother
Rollo are seamless and sumptuous,

the studio perfection of Whitney
Houston and/or the outlaw stance

and while the songs can be enjoyed
on an intellectual level they also

of multi- millionaire rappers will find
Young's simplistic tale — including
anti-drug statements, praise for

deliver slinky slow grooves for
sna key dancing.
The title track, ' Life For Rent',

apolice officer, an obvious love

nicely twists all the usually hamfisted ' lifestyles of the rich and

DID& HMM, DON'T MIND IF I
DO DO

famous' clichés; ' Mary's In India' is
one of the cleverest lyrics I've heard
in years; and the scratchy loop that

talented Steve Berlin, aplayer of

percolates through ' Who Makes
You Feel' is ingenious. If there's any
justice in the world, this will sell

for the notions of family and
community, and aheavy-handed

significant accomplishment on
several instruments, and also a
gifted producer. Best of all though,
is the presence of Bill Frisell, easily
one of the most astonishing

quality craftsmanship is his thing,
rather than innovation, so don't
expect any surprises, but you will
find yourself singing his songs after
acouple of plays, and regarding
them as old friends after aweek. JB
PERFORMANCES AFINE SINGER/SONGWRITER

ecological message — laughable
and probably even pathetic.
On the bright side, anyone who
cares about what's happening to
this little rock in space that we live
on, will listen to tracks like ' Bandit'
and ' Be The Rain' and realise that

20m, but who says there's any
is,tice in the world? JB
PERFORMANCES SEDUCTIVE AND STIMULATING

guitarists on the planet.

RECORDING FOP QUALITY

vocals from the wonderful Victoria

ROCK CITY

Williams, is the kind of elegantly

Rock City

jazzy rock that Steely Dan now only
imagine they make; ' Ugly Man' is
enriched with some gorgeously off-

Lucky Seven CD9209

pre-meditatedly unfashionable

The Evening Of My Best Day
V2 VVR 1024732

45m 52s (£££)
Having long been adevotee of

album can act as succour to those

55m 20s (£££)
You'd be forgiven for assuming that

kilter vocalharmonies; and ' Lap
Dog' takes Southern blues and

jangly'70s Memphis band Big Star

industry is one of the most ev'l

Rickie Lee Jones had lost it. Her
last album of new songs dates back
to 1997, since when she's marked
time with those old standbys the

pushes it into an almost surreal
region. One exquisite album. JB
PERFORMANCES RLJ'S BEST ALBUM

—that's one of their songs at the
start of That ' 70s Show — I
was hotly

institutions on the face of the earth.
Buy this album because— and this

anticipating this album. Rock City
was apre- Big Star outfit featuring

is the truth - you're worth it. JB
PERFORMANCES SOME OF THEIR FINEST
RECORDING '+ OT SLICK BUT STILL GREAT

RICKIE LEE JONES

www.hifinews.co.uk

And the songs? ' Bitchenostrophy', with its cartoon wacky

RECORDING SOME EXCELLENT MUSICIANS

RECORDING

[ ENT

that illustrious combo's Chris Bell

Neil Young is one of the few singersongwriters who can still lay claim
to being genuine artists.
Even the fact that this is such a

of us who feel that the fashion
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Music Choice

Audiophile

RLASTS OF! THE SCREE

LIKE

HEAT WAVE

Good Timin': Live At
Knebworth, 1980
Eagle Vision EV300219
70m (£££); 4:3; Dolby Digital
5.1 and DTS
Superb document of amomentous
occasion: the very last time the
group played the UK with all three
Wilsons. Surprisingly, Brian
seemed OK at the gig, but the day
belongs to Carl Wilson and Mike
Love. All the hits magically
performed, with pretty good sound
considering its age. KK

yed oa moor. # 1records
Ike beach boys. Fite Roll!
emd (
Iris Preslt, cpebi•gre

PERFORMANCES EXCELLENT DOCUMENTARY
RECORDING

Tnn BAD FOR THE ERA

THE BEACH
BOYS/BRIAN WILSON
An American Band/
IJust Wasn't Made
For These Times
Artisan 12584
172m (£££); 4:3/16:9; Dolby
2.0 stereo
Marvellous ' double feature' pairs
a1985 documentary with the
fascinating 1995 study of Brian
Wilson, adding up to over three
hours' worth of captivating viewing.
The first documentary is mildly
sanitised as it's self- produced, but
it contains sublime archive
material, including the band
covering ' Okie From Muskogee'
and aBuffalo Springfield classic.
The study of Brian and his oftfragile state provides surprisingly
candid insight into the mind of a
true genius, courtesy of his ex-wife
and his daughters. But the music
swiftly dispels any gloom. KK
PERFORMANCES ENTERTAIN AND INFORM
RECORDING TOT FAULTLESS BUT GOOD
JETHRO TULL'S IAN ANDERSON

PERFORMANCES THE BEST MUSIC DOCUMENTARY EVER
RIME( BROTHERS BEHIND SOME OF THE GREATEST MOTOWM TRACKS

DURAN DURAN
Greatest
Virgin/EMI Advance promo
96m 12s (£££); 4:3; PCM
stereo; 2DVDs
Depending on your age, this is
either acharming wander down
Memory Lane, or apile of
pretentious drivel foisted on a
tallow public by abunch of
bizarre fashion victims. Who told Le
Bon he could sing? Irritating, vapid
1980s pop of the most forgettable
sort, it does have one claim to
fame: it forever upped the ante for
MTV-generation videos. Post-' Rio',
you could forget mere in-the-studio
or concert footage: Duran Duran
forced everyone to go cinematic.
BUT ifs still crap_ KK

RECORDING VERY GOOD

ALISON KRAUSS
& UNION STATION
Live
Rounder 116615159
116m (£££); 16:9; Dolby
Digita! 5.1, DTS and PCM
stereo; 2 DVDs
There are few perfect things in life,
but here's one. Krauss sings better
than an angel and her backing
group is ore of the finest bluegrass
outfits ever. Nearly two hours' of
bliss'ul music, beautifully filmed in
front of an appreciative audience at
the stunning Louisville Palace.
Nearly all of her hits, with ahigh
point in ' I
Am AMan Of Constant
Sorrow'. Sound is reference quality,
withal three political parties
rep-et;ented. Magnificent! KK

PERFORMANCES AMATTER OF TASTE

PERFORMANCES SUPERLATIVE LIVE SHOW

RECORDING GROUNR-BREAKING VISUALS

RECORDING EQUALLY GOOD

JETHRO TULL

LED ZEPPELIN

A New Day Yesterday

Led Zeppelin
Atlantic 0349701982
520m (£££); 4:3; Dolby Digital
5.1 and 2.0 stereo, DTS and
PCRII stereo; 2 DVDs
Over five hours' worth of live
material from the Royal Albert Hall,
Knebworth and other major gigs,
spanning their career and blithely
reaffi•ming their greatness. The
majesty ot this band has never
been in doubt, but for those not
alive/aware of them at the time,
thisvisual document (with
bo ,.us material including press
conferences and an Old Grey
Whistle TeSt interview) shows the

1969-94
EMI/Chrysalis 490 7129
90m (£££); 4:3; PCM stereo
DVD edition of tne 199425th
Anniversary cebration, afire mix
of five material frornthe anniversary
party and other gigs, TV'ootage,
interviews, some clever promo
videos (surprising fora prog-rock
band not known forsingles) arid a
bonus track from French TV.
Mainly for the hard-core, but also a
reminder of what an amazingly
original band this was. KK
PERFORMANCES VERY GOOD
RECORDING EXCELLENT

www.hifinews.co.uk

FUNK BROTHERS
Standing In The Shadows Of Motown
Artisan 13780
110m (£££) 16:9, Dolby Digital 5.1 and 2.0
stereo, 6.1 DTS ES
Film critics ain't stupid: this won ' Best Film Of The
Year' in the non-fiction category. It's simply the finest
musical documentary I've ever seen, even bettering
John Hammond's search for Robert Johnson and the
Beatles' Anthology. Mixing vintage photos, interviews,
dramatic reconstructions and newly- recorded live
performances from areunion gig, it tells the story of
Motown's Funk Brothers, the very session players who
made all those hits.
It's all done with abreathtaking mix of wit and
remorse, insight and awe, and you must watch every
bit of the bonus material, most of which is painfully
poignant. Worth viewing just to hear Ben Harper
singing ' Ain't To Proud To Beg' and ' I
Heard It Through
The Grapevine' and Joan Osborne's '( Love Is Like A)
Heat Wave', but they're not the stars: this film will
make you want to reach out and hug each and every
Funk Brother. Lump- in-the-throat stuff. KK

THE BEACH BOYS

ALISON KRAUSS: APERFECT LIVE SHOW

ultimate hard rock band when it
strode the earth like Colossus.
Quality of every flavour, with visual
style ' of the era'. KK
PERFORMANCES STAGGERING SOUNDS
RECORDING GOOD

VARIOUS
Heartworn Highway
Snapper Music SMADVD024
150m (£££); 14:9; Dolby
Digital 2.0 stereo
Moving documentary from the
mid- 1970s, aRosetta Stone for tne
current alt-country brigade as it
features rare footage of Townes Van
Zandt, John Hiatt, Charlie Daniels
and other post-Opry legends.
Unseen footage, expands or the
original feature. Alas, too many of
the principals have passed on. KK
PERFORMANCES FINE NOSTALGIC FAIR
RECORDING GOOD
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Polar

exp orati o
A

severyone who designs and listens critically to
loudspeakers knows, the sound a speaker radiates away from the listening axis has asignificant
effect on its performance in-room. But this aspect of
speaker behaviour is barely touched upon in many
reviews, even where the loudspeaker's performance is
measured. So why is this?
Ican't recall the last time Isaw apolar plot published as
part of aloudspeaker's full-house technical specification.
In fact, to find an example to reproduce here Ihad -to delve
into textbooks to unearth one. If you haven't the faintest
idea what a polar plot' is — other than maybe being atwoword précis of Ice Station Zebra —then that just reinforces
my point. Polar plots may never have rated as commonplace but today they are rare to the point of extinction. You
are likely taencounter one if you find yourself purchasing
aprofessional quality microphone, but almost never if
you go out to buy amodem loudspeaker.

Figure 1: A
rare sight: a
loudspeaker
polar diagram
(source: B&O)

The polar plot used to be the standard method of
depicting how aloudspeaker radiates sound around itself.
Were you and Ito listen to reproduced music in anechoic
(reflection-free) rooms, then this would be of no
relevance. But we don't, and agood thing too since an
anechoic environment is a very unnatural, almost
oppressive place in which to listen. The domestic rooms
in which loudspeakers are normally used are far from
anechoic: they have reflective surfaces which serve to
return the speakers' off-axis sound to us via one or more
reflections. This is what makes this aspect of aloud-
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speaker's behaviour important.
The sound reflected from the walls, floor and ceiling of
aroom reaches our ears somewhat later than the sound
that we hear directly from the loudspeakers. This helps
quell the influence of the reflected sound through awellknown psychoacoustic phenomenon called the
precedence (or Haas) effect. To make sense of what would
otherwise be aconfusing jumble of sound, the human
auditory system is able to identify the first arrival sound
and ' fuse' it to the later-arriving reflections so that they are
perceived as asingle entity. With complex sounds like
music, this fusion period can last for 40 milliseconds (
0.04
secs) or longer.
This dominance of the first-arrival sound takes alot of
shaking — asound arriving later has to be significantly
louder or have asignificantly different character for the
precedence effect not to operate — and it extends to our
evaluation of the sound source's position (localisation)
and spectral content, both of which are determined in
large measure by the sound reaching us directly.
Although there were always mavericks in the audio
world who argued that off-axis sound was asignificant
factor nevertheless (which it must be otherwise the early
reflection behaviour of aroom within the fusion period
would be irrelevant, which manifestly isn't the case), the
dominance of the first-arrival sound meant that for many
years within the audio industry at large, aspeaker's offaxis behaviour — if not exactly ignored — was at least
accorded relatively little significance. Speaker directivity
was considered important principally in that high
frequency -beaming' had to be controlled so that the
acceptable listening area wasn't too tightly confined. A
progressive focusing of output with rising frequency was
considered agood thing in that it reduced the level of the
reflected and (later) reverberant sound in the room, but it
shouldn't be so marked as to define the stereo 'hot seat' to
within afew inches. A deliberately broad spread of output
at all frequencies — the so-called omnidirectional
approach — was generally frowned upon.
There's more than alittle irony in the fact that although
many of today's speaker designers pay much closer
attention to off-axis behaviour than their predecessors
(whether or not they agree with distributing the output
more widely), the established method of depicting this —
the polar plot — has fallen into disuse. There are some good
reasons for this, and some pragmatic ones.
Take alook at Figure 1, which shows apolar plot of the
horizontal off-axis behaviour of an unspecified sound
source. Each trace represents aspecified frequency, the
output at this frequency and the depicted angle off the
speaker's forward axis being represented by how far the
trace is from the plot's centre. Whatever this source is,
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Polar plots used to be the standard tool for analysing
off- axis loudspeaker performance... so shouldn't we
still be taking notice of them? writes Keith Howard
clearly it is not afull-range loudspeaker — in fact it looks to
be abass-midrange driver. How can we tell? Well, note

commercially available speaker measurement software
that Iknow of offers it — it does provide an 'at aglance'

that the output at 10kHz is alot lower than at lkHz and
3kHz, and that the 10kHz trace is also highly ' lobed',

impression of aspeaker's off-axis behaviour that other
display approaches lack.

which indicates that the radiating diaphragm has
dimensions much larger that the wavelength in air at this
frequency (which is 3.4cm). Figure 2, derived from the
same sound source, confirms this supposition. Here we
have is amore familiar frequency response plot but with
two curves superimposed: one measured on-axis (0° on
the polar diagram) and the second at 45° off-axis.
This second method of illustrating off-axis behaviour
has largely replaced the polar plot, not least because of the
methods now used to measure loudspeakers. When the
polar plot was king, measurements were made using sine
wave oscillators that could be swept in frequency to
generate frequency response graphs or fixed at set

YES, BUT...
Generating apretty-looking, easily assimilated representation of off-axis behaviour may be aworthwhile step but it
doesn't address the core issue of interpretation. It is one
thing to say that Figure 4shows that the VR-1 becomes
more directional at high frequencies, but that's afeature it
shares with the vast majority of speakers on sale. What we
need to know — and here's where the issue becomes
contentious — is what constitutes ' ideal' off-axis

Figure 2: Overlaying
on- axis and off- axis
frequency responses
is amore common way
of illustrating off- axis
behaviour today
(source: 8& 0)

frequencies to generate apolar diagram. Today's faster,
cheaper methods are based on impulse response
measurement, typically achieved by deconvolving the
speaker's response to apseudo-random noise signal (the
technique used by the ubiquitous MLSSA and its clones).
Although apolar plot can certainly be generated from this
data, it isn't a'natural' outcome.
Moreover, it would squander much of the information
that's obtained by measuring successive frequency
responses at stepped angles off-axis. A measurement of
this type contains much more detail than could ever be
accommodated on apolar diagram; so much, in fact, that

on axis
45° off axis

0.02

0.05

0.1

0.2

there is aproblem with how to present it all. Simply
overlaying curves as in Figure 2 rapidly leads to a
cluttered and confusing graph as successive responses are

0.5
1
Frequency (kHz)

added. A perspective plot of the type shown in Figure 3is
very much better, but not ideal in the case of nonsymmetrical off-axis behaviour since half the data may be
hidden at higher frequencies. Additionally, it can be
argued that such plots are not easy for magazine readers of
non-scientific bent to assimilate, particularly those who
find graphs per se intimidating. (It's a strange
phenomenon this, considering how a graph, like any
other picture, can encompass so much that is difficult and
inefficient to express in words — but there's no denying its
existence, even prevalence.)
One potential solution is to revert to atwo-dimensional
plot with frequency along the horizontal axis, angle up the
vertical axis and amplitude represented as false colour. A
plot of this type is shown in Figure 4, which was
generated from MLSSA measurements Imade at 5°
intervals from 0°-90° horizontal either side of the off-axis
behaviour of the Von Schweikert VR-1 reviewed in this
issue. Although Ican't recall seeing this method of
visualising off-axis behaviour used previously — and no

2

5

10

20
Figure 3: Displaying the
results as a3D diagram
improves intelligibility
(reproduced with
permission from
Stereophile magazine,
www.stereophile.coni)
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Figure 4: An
alternative, even
easier-to- assimilate
method of displaying
off- axis behaviour
using false colour to
represent amplitude
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envisaged abasic two-speaker setup in which the listener
and speakers always form an equilateral triangle (60°

Side
lar side
front
backII

eo

90

I

ceiling
floor

o

10

down

1
0
1

Figure 5: Asummary of the angles used by Revel to assess off-axis
performance
behaviour, assuming there can ever be such athing. Only
with this benchmark to hand can we interpret what a
graph like Figure 4actually means, as opposed to what it
merely tells us.
Although many loudspeaker manufacturers profess a
concern with off-axis behaviour and afew stand apart
from the crowd by manufacturing omnidirectional or
almost constant-directivity designs, the precise means by
which they assess off-axis performance is rarely explained. One notable exception to this is Revel, whose
web site — www.revelspeakers.com — until recently
carried an Acrobat file of aPowerPoint slide presentation
explaining in some detail how it quantifies off-axis
behaviour (the information is still there but unfortunately
no longer in downloadable form). This struck me as such a
pragmatic and, in retrospect, obvious way to go about
quantifying off-axis behaviour that Idecided to investigate it to agreater degree.
What Revel has done is assess from what angles off the
loudspeaker's forward axis the six first-order (one bounce)
room reflections typically arrive. These reflections come
from the floor, ceiling, side wall, far side wall, front wall
(behind the speaker) and back wall (behind the listener).
Note that this is my terminology for the various reflections; Revel's is slightly different. Depending on the room
dimensions and system placement, these angles are all
subject to some variation, so Revel specifies arange for
each as detailed below:
Floor

20°, 30° or 40° down

Ceiling

30°, 40°, 50°, 60° or 70° up

Side wall

30 °,40 °,50 °,60 °,70° or 80° horizontal

Far side wall

30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70° or 80° horizontal

Front wall

150°, 160°, 170° or 180° horizontal

Back wall

0°, 10° or 20° horizontal

angle subtended by the two speakers at the listening
position) and where the minimum speaker-listener
distance is two metres. Specifying minimum distances
from the speaker to the side and front walls of 0.6m and
0.3m respectively, and from the listener to the back wall of
0.4m, gives the horizontal room disposition of Figure 6,
which represents the smallest possible space consistent
with these criteria. It measures just 3.20 x2.43m — an
almost ludicrously small room in which to attempt highquality audio reproduction, and therefore a fitting
representative of one end of the accommodation scale.
The four horizontal first-order reflections in this room,
depicted in Figure 6 [the red line represents the direct
sound, the blue lines the reflected sound], correspond to
the following angles off the speaker's forward axis:
Side wall

51.8'

Far side wall

67.9'

Front wall

156.8"

Back wall

21.6'

These angles are for the speakers firing straight across the
room, as depicted in the diagram. If we toe them in to face
the listening position then the angles change to:
Side wall

81.8°

Far side wall

37.9°

Front wall

126.8°

Back wall

8.4°

Whether the speakers are toed-in or not does nothing to
affect the vertical axis angles of the ceiling and floor
reflections, which are as follows if we assume anominal
speaker/ear height of 1.2m and aceiling height of 2.5m:
Floor

52.4° up

Ceiling

50.2° down

Note, though, that if the speakers are not angled to face the
Figure 6: First- order I
horizontal reflections
in asmall room. The
red line represents
the direct sound, and
the blue lines are the
reflections

These can be neatly summarised in the form of the two
diagrams — one for the vertical and the other for the
horizontal plane — shown in Figure 5.
Revel doesn't specify the room dimensions or loudspeaker configuration used to calculate these angles,
although it does tempt the curious to reverse-engineer the
starting conditions by specifying the time delays associated with each reflection. Istarted out along this path
but soon decided it was better to begin from scratch, not
least because there are some idiosyncratic features to
Revel's time delays. For example, the ceiling reflection
arrives before the side wall reflection (delays of 4.0 and 5.7
milliseconds respectively), which one understands is far
from universally the case.
Taking Revel's basic idea but working with room
dimensions and system layouts of my own contrivance, I
www. hifi news.co. uk
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Feature
listener then the floor and ceiling reflections originate
from ahorizontal angle off the speaker forward axis in
addition to these vertical angles.
Simply scaling up the layout of Figure 6to larger room
dimensions does nothing to change the angles involved.
So let's consider instead the same 2m equilateral
speaker/listener triangle but place it within amuch larger
room where the maximum speaker/side wall distance is
2.5m and the maximum speaker/front wall and
listener/rear wall distances are 3m. If all these separations
are achieved simultaneously then the room will now
measure 7x7.73m. If the separations are retained and the
speaker-listened distance increased then the room
becomes still larger but the reflection angles become more
like those of the first example. Although it's perhaps
unusual for an audio system to be confined so compactly
in alarge room, it certainly is not unknown — in fact I've
attended some manufacturer demonstrations held in
similar circumstances. The point here is to explore a
different extreme to the first room layout, so as to establish
the range of conceivable reflection angles.
For speakers firing straight ahead the horizontal angles
are now:
Side wall

103.9°

Far side wall

79.1°

Front wall

172.6°

Back wall

7.3°

And if the speakers are toed-in to the listening position
these become:
Side wall

133.9°

Far side wall

49.1°

Front wall

142.6°

Back wall

22.7°

Note that for simplicity's sake Iassume that the speaker
radiates symmetrically in the horizontal plane, so that
there is no need to specify left and right directions for the
angular measurements. Most modern loudspeakers have
their drive units aligned vertically on the front baffle
centreline and therefore behave in this way. If this is not
the case — for example, if the speakers are manufactured in
mirror-image pairs — then we have to be more specific.
In the vertical plane we almost always have to specify
up or down directions because the vertical spacing of the
drivers means that the off-axis behaviour in this plane is
not symmetrical. Coincident or coaxial driver assemblies
are the exception to this rule, although even with these a
non-symmetrical vertical placement on the baffle — a
typical feature — will mean that there is some asymmetry
in the off-axis response.
Figure 7: Summary of off-axis angles calculated for this article
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If we assume for our large room that the height of the
speaker listening axis and seated listener's ears is 1.2m as
before, that the ceiling height is 3m and the speakerlistener distance can be anything from 2-8m, then the
range of vertical angles is:
Floor

16.7° - 50.2'down

Ceiling

24.2° - 60.9°up

The ranges of all these angles are summarised in Figure 7.
They differ significantly from the Revel equivalents only
in the broader range of angles associated with the side
wall reflection.
Perhaps surprisingly, Figure 7shows that even if we
restrict our attention to first-order reflections, these
potentially involve the off-axis behaviour of the loudspeakers over almost the full 360° horizontally. While this
does not mean that an omnidirectional radiation pattern is
indicated, it does show that, if we wish all the first-order
early reflections to have the same spectral balance as the
direct sound, a constant, frequency-independent
radiation pattern is required.
But whether we require all the first-order reflections to
be spectrally similar to the first-arrival sound is not a
matter of broad agreement. While there is little doubt in
my mind that ensuring this for certain reflections is more
important than for others, the side wall reflection being
the most important of all, my experimentation with
sound-absorbent foam sheets — used to distort further the
spectral content of particular reflections — suggests that
the other reflections are of some significance also.
Perhaps the lack of consensus about what is required in
respect of off-axis performance answers my question as to
why many loudspeaker reviews pay scant attention to this
aspect of performance. Actually, Idon't believe this is the
reason at all. Much more relevant is that fuller
characterisation of off-axis behaviour is time-consuming.
Therefore, it's the first casualty when time is pressing.
Unfortunately, this removes any opportunity to correlate,
through accumulated review experience, aspeaker's offaxis behaviour with its subjective performance —
something that might help both clarify the importance of
off-axis behaviour and establish anotional ideal.
Revel's approach of averaging the off-axis responses
associated with each reflection and combining them to
produce an overall early reflection frequency response is,
Ithink, arelevant and original approach. But it is not
widely accepted. So how might it be verified, or another
criterion established instead? Ihave already suggested
long-term correlation of speaker off-axis behaviour and
subjective assessment, but this is the audio equivalent of
epidemiology — it requires a large sample size and a
concerted attempt to eliminate the effect of other factors.
An alternative is to build and assess a number of
nominally identical speakers that differ principally in
their directivity, but achieving equivalent performance in
all other respects would be very difficult. A single loudspeaker design with adjustable directivity might be better
but it, too, would be hard-pressed to keep all other
parameters constant.
So Isuspect the answer lies in auralisation, in using
audio virtual reality techniques to create virtual loudspeakers that differ only in how they interact with the
virtual rooms in which they are placed. Some work of this
nature has already been undertaken, but how much effort
the large loudspeaker makers are expending in this area is
anyone's guess. •
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The statistics are staggering: the Internationale Funkausstellung consumer electronics
show, which takes place biannually at the

the good was addressed by founder Dr Sidney
Harman who mapped out astrategic vision for the

European homes. The US has always been further
along the multi-room road, but their homes are

Berlin Exhibition Grounds, is the largest jamboree

group, pomting to the confluence of information
and entertainment technologies ( he used the

Onkyo's product's strength is that it uses non-

of its type on the planet, attracting over 1000
exhibitors, two-thirds from outside Germany.

future. He also related how he demonstrated hi-fi

buzzword ' infotainment') as being the way of the

usually made of wood, which makes wiring easier.
proprietary 802.11 wireless networking, so you're
not locked to costly or outdated network hardware.

Exhibiting over an area of 160,000m 2, IFA

50 years ago using recordings of Frank Sinatra.

Jamo's new and recent introductions cover an

provides a challenge to even the most intrepid

Now of course some of his tatter day counterparts
are using Robbie Williams... there's progress!
Onkyo's offerings included a very neat Linn

enormous range, but the one of greatest interest to
the audiophile is the new E8 series, which are
meticulously engineered speakers at moderate

trade combined, over its six-day run, dwarfing the

Classik Movie competitor at afraction of the cost,

prices. There are enough different speakers in the

annual trade-only CES event held in Las Vegas.
Much of what is shown in Berlin has little to do

and sounding pretty decent in the unequal

range to assemble a number of quite different

surrounds of the show,

affordable

home cinema systems, with a choice of direct

with high-fidelity. Almost anything that comes

'audiophile' CD receiver — the quote marks come

radiating or dipolar/bipolar surrounds, for example,

under the ' brown goods' banner is grist to the IFA
mill, and much of the exhibition area was given

from the Onkyo press release. But Onkyo's main

but the series also appears to be good candidate

thrust was its network-ready TX-NR801E £ 1000

over to automotive gear, plasmas. and my personal

AV receiver which uses awireless radio link and

for quality stereo.
AKG concentrated on its HEARD headphone

favourite, remote controls for senior citizens.

broadband connections to distribute music from a

surround sound software plug-in for Microsoft

PC's hard-disk or from internet rad .o around the

Media Player 9 (there's a downloadable demo at
www.akg.com/hearoplayer) and the newly revised

show junkie. This years was the 44th such event,
and attracted around 400.000 visitors, public and

Somewhere in the middle of the me fée, Harman

International had gathered together its

and

an

brands — Harman Kardon, Infinity, JBL. Revel,

home, with up to 12 receivers able to play
different material from the disk at once.

Mark Levinson, AKG and Lexicon — all of which
operate under Gina Harman, the daughter of the

Manufacturers are becoming very active in
sharing video and audio content, using wireless

surround system. Sennheiser had something more
down to earth ir the shape of the HD650, anew

founder. This is HK's 50th anniversary year, and
to mark the occasion, agathering of the great and

networks to distribute the signals, which is aneat

top-of-the-range moving-coil headphone

way of coping with the brick construction of

soul' as the maker puts it. Taking its cue from DVD-
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HEARD 999 Audiosphere II hardware headphone

with a
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[Clockwise from below]: Revox's E400 series CD player, tuner and amplifier;
Marantz's classic2600 stereo receiver; Martion AudioSystem's Orgon is a
four-way active horn loudspeaker from Germany; Yamaha's £ 3300 DSP-Z9
is its first THX-approved AV component; rVIBL's exotic 101E omnidirectional
moving-coil speaker; The Berlin Exhibition Grounds; Meridian's new GSeries
includes aDVD-A player and adual- mono control unit; demo of NXT panels
in airline seats; HFNeditor Steve Harris [second- left] and Inside HiFi editor
Angela Curtis [ second- right] meet the DTS crew, in Insane Clown Posse dress!

Berlin's IFA consumer show is one of
biggest, baddest col
io
oodi
eworld Report by Alvin Gold
Audio and SACD — which made their presence felt
all around the audio area of the show — the treble

claimed to be the 'only provider in Europe able to
integrate aDVD recorder and ahard disk recorder

of record decks and valve amplifiers. At IFA, it
was brands like Revox, which has grown real le

response extends up to 39.5kHz, and sound cuality

in one device'. Its latest product, the DMR-E100H,

since it was an everyday brand in the UK. Good to

is said to be second only to the limited edition (and

can record and play video in MPEG-2 and MPEG-4

see were the statuesque E400 series com-

simultaneously as well as displaying JPEG and

ponents: CD player, tuner and amplifier.

now long-gone) Orpheus electrostatic.
A highlight of the Yamaha stand was the

TIFF photos, and it has a built-in SecureDigital

elegant MX-DE1 2 x 500 watt digital power

(SD) drive. In fact, it seems like almost everything

mid/high end speaker range for some years from

amplifier, a first for the company, based on

Panasonic makes nowadays has an SD drive.

Mordaunt Shor., resurrecting the Performance

Marantz hosted prototypes of the first seriou

proprietary Power Engine chipset technology, and

Meridian showed off its new G series ( some in

aimed at the enthusiast audio market. Aseparate

mock-up form only), which is designed to replace

greatest SR- 12S1

passive controller with volume control, which is as

receiver and matching DV- 12S2 SACD/DVD-A

elegantly finished as the power amp, will be

the venerable 500 series. Clearly key components
in the Meridian plan for total world domination,

available as an option.

this very important series uses avariation of the

progressive scan. The stand also had a mouth .

Pioneer decided to take its gloves off in Europe
with its first DVD-R/RW recorder with built-in hard

500 aesthetic in full-width enclosures. Combining

watering gallery of sorne of the most famous hi-fi
components from their illustrious past

name. Marantz was also showcasing its latest and
TI-EX Ultra2 7.1 channel

player with aDVi-D digital video interface and PA

disk, completing a spell during which Pioneer's

modular analogue and digital components, the
series has anew system remote, and is available

DVD-R/RW technology was confirmed as the
market leader, with over five million writers sold,

in different colours and in freestanding or rackmount form. Components include an innovative

or 62% of all DVD writers shipped worldwide.

combined DVD-Audio player/pre-amp and tuner,

range of things that connect together and do

Matsushita's RAM format remains a backwater

something... exactly what wasn't always clear, but

(albeit a very sophisticated one) and Philips

and other digital players, tuners, receivers, preamps and power amps, with full support for

there was aquiet nook for the press with hot and

DVD+R penetration is limited mainly to ahandful

Meridian's digital speakers.

cold running caffeine and, in anearby corner, a

of computer manufacturers.

One of the joys of continental Europe is that we

Philips made an enormous razzmatazz in
room the size of an Airbus production hanger, full
of noise, singing and dancing, and an enormous

about

see brands that have little presence over in the

range of products from the research labsincluding a prototype Blu-ray recorder, the

Pioneers' DVD hard disk/DVD recorder, because it

UK. At the recent Frankfurt show, it was dozens

putative replacement for DVD. •

Panasonic

obviously
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hadn't

heard

Alvin Gold
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£2000 of Tannoy
Ems DC loudspeakers

Tannoy's legendary Dual Concentric technology in an exciting new range

Bringing the latest refinement of Tannoy's legendary Dual Concentric
technology to the fore in asteining new range, the new Eyris DC
speakers combine great sound quality with cutting-edge technology
and contemporary looks. HiFi News is delighted to offer two pairs of
these brand-new models as our star prizes this month. First prize is
apair of Eyris DC3 floorstanding speakers, worth £ 1300; our second
prize is apair of the stand- mount DC1 speakers, valued at £700.
The Eyris Dual Concentric driver's cone is made from carefully
selected, multi-fibre paper-pulp mixes, chosen for fast and tight
bass, superb transient response, and natural, open midrange. The
extended linear cone excursion allows increased bass with excellent
transient behaviour at all power levels. At the centre of the Dual
Concentric drive unit is Tannoy's horn- loaded tweeter, using a
25mm-diameter, 25 micron-thick dome and aneodymium magnet.
Meanwhile, the Eyris DC models also incorporate Tannoy's Wideband technology, with asupertweeter extending the treble frequency

response right up to 53kHz, enhancing the listening experience
throughout the entire frequency range. The supertweeter also uses an
ultra- light 25 micron titanium dome diaphragm.
The range also features provision for bi-wiring, RF grounding and
variable port damping for room-acoustic compensation. All models are
magnetically shielded for home cinema use. The elegantly-styled real
wood veneer cabinets are built from 18mm MDF, comprehensively
braced, with a sturdy front baffle constructed from 30mm MDF.
Finish options are Sycamore, American Walnut and Black Ash.
The Eyris DC3 uses a 175mm Dual Concentric unit, with bass
performance augmented by an additional 175mm LF unit, and
stands 1023mm tall. The Eyris DC1 again uses a 175mm DC unit
and stands 490mm tall. Completing the line-up is the Eyris DCC
centre-channel speaker, in which apair of 175mm bass units flank
the central Dual Concentric unit.
Post your entry today for two chances to win some fantastic speakers.

HOW TO ENTER
I.

Complete this en:ry form ( or aphotocopy) and past it to Tannoy Competition, HiFi News, PO Box 531,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA - t3 arrive not later tran FRIDAY, 12 DECEMBER 2003.
Answer the foll3wing three questions:
(1) What is the thickness
of Tannoy's Eyris DC series
titanium tweeter diaphragm?

(2) To what frequency does
Tannoy's supertweeter
extend the Eyris response?

0.025 inches
25mm
25 microns
250 microns

53Hz
5.3MHz

Pl

5.3kHz

53kHz

(3) Which type of materal
is used in the Eyris Dual
Concentnc dr vers bass cone?

Li polypropylene

multi-fibre paper pulp

npolyamide
Kevlar

Terms & Conditions
Entries rinbt be Iheived by Inlay, Il December hi,. 3rd the
winner will be thd lust and second correct entries opened when
judging is carriedout. This competition is open to UK readers aged
12 and emcee:eat employees of PC Media, Tenney« their agents.
Multiple entrants will be disqualified, however, ehetocopied entry
forms are accepted. There is no cash alternative es the competition
prizes. The winnees will he selected oy IPC Medih chortle . ifter the
dosing date and will be contacted by post. % me names win be
published in the February Tel issue OHiFi NanYatile ewry effort
is made to ensure that all prize details are corred it ere cf going
lo press, PC klecia cannot be held 'aspens
details supplied try sponsors. The earners
co-operate with publicity arising as aresult of visaing tie pace.
Entry to this competition implies acceptance el bese odes. All
entry forms become the property of IPC Media.
News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process our egg. Would you like ti. receive
from Hi-fi News magazine and IPC cantainig news.
cpecial offers, act product and service informahan and take part
re our magaziee research via email? If you peter me to then
elease tick here a HiFi *WS magazine and IPC would like to
,ontact you by post or telephone to promote ant ask your opinion
nui magazine, and services. Tick here if you peter e to hear
born us iii lPC may occasionally oass your details to carefully
.elected organisdhons so they can contact you by telephone or
Jost with regards to promoting and researchieg their products
und services tic there it you prefer not to be contacted.

,mails

Name

Address

Daytime tel
E-mail

I. am mu

www.hifinews.co.Llk

Post code

......
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VISA

9 Holywell

Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

01727 855577

Now the home cinema bubble has burst
-let's get back to the music

FAX: 01727 858 727

We stock fine equipment from:.
AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CABLE TALK * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
HARBETH * ISOTEK * JBL * JM LAB
KEF * LEXICON * LYRA * MARTIN LOGAN
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO * NORDOST
NOUS ANALOGUE * OPERA * ORTOFON
PMC * PROAC * PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH * REL
REVEL * RUARK * ROKSAN
SME * SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TANNOY * TEAC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
WADIA * VERDIER

Tube Technology
"Fusion" System

MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE

www.radlettaudio.co.uk

MI»

audio research
audioquest
b&w(inc. nautilus)
beyer
blue room
boston
clear audio
copian

coustic
rts

dense,
denoi
gamut

Acoustic Arts has been an independent consultancy for 23 years. We

grada

pride ourselves on our knowledge and experience. We can offer you

Farman kardoi
hutter
jm labs

first class service with attention to the smallest detail.
The latest products in our showroom include the new Krell KAV40Cxi
integrated amp, and the new Martin Logan Clarity electrostatic speaker.
Both of these products utilise the latest technology and offer oustandÉng
performance. At last affordable products from Krell and Martin Logan.

kef
keotsu
krell
martin logan
michell
nordost
ortofon
project
primare
quadraspire
qed
roksan

1...4110131

•

;

rotel
sennheiser
sonneteer
sonus faber
sumiko
theta
transparent audio
vibe
vertex aq
wilson audio
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Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA E-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: Views'

DAB broadcasts: ' quantity not quality'
Reading Pete Rodgers' letter, ' DAB is afour-letter
word ['Views' Oct ' 03] Imust agree with him over
the average quality of DAB broadcasts. DAB is in
my opinion designed for Quantity not Quality.
Unfortunately it seems to me as though radio in
general, either FM or DAB, is still asecond-rate
medium when it comes to sound quality. This is
exposed now more than ever with the really high
quality electronics and loudspeakers that are
available for reproduction nowadays.

Arcam claimed a 'world first' in 1999 tor its original DAB digital radio tuner, the Alpha 10 DRT

Isn't it about time that Radio 3was available
in atruly hi-fi format, more in keeping with the

shows the public that listening to the radio can

quality? And to finish, Iwould urge Mr Rodgers to

quality of at least the CD format? Then this

actually be more involving and stimulating than TV.

seek advice horn Arcam's excellent Customer

wouldn't strangle the quality of what the BBC

Just apoint regarding Mr Rodgers' Arcam DAB

Service Department regarding the ' Service Not

engineers are striving to give us from the broad-

tuner: even though he can see the transmitter from

Found' problem. Some of the Arcam DAB tuners

cast of live concerts all the year round. Isuppose

his window Iwould always recommend a proper

that Ihave sold recently have had the same

it is ashame that there is not arival station in

DAB aerial. His tuner will not perform properly

problem, and Arcam was, responsibly, very quick

sight to put the wind up the BBC, so the

without one. To look at it another way, would he use

to rectify the problem.

corporation 'finishes the job off', so to speak, and

his TV without an aerial and expect perfect picture

Ian Knight, Leicester HiFi Company

Recording R3? Try Sky+

microphone set-up. It does seem to me that as the

Your correspondent [Alan Mosley, 'Views' August

years go by, his 'stereo pair' seems to creep further

'03] should consider Sky+ as ameans of recording

apart! Obviously there are many factors involved, so

have now gone pack to good old stereo hi-fi, keeping
my Scan-speakers. After all, what Ireally want to do

player is amodified HK750.
My Iasi: surround speakers were from Infinity. I

Radio 3. Now that manual recording has been

how wonderful it would be if HFIV could persuade

added to the software, it's an easy matter to let it

Tony to write an article on the evolution of his

is listen to music, and Ican say that now I'm actually

record a programme on to the internal hard disk

microphone techniques, with his thoughts and

very happy to listen to my CDs. Ilike to listen to — for

(400-plus hours capacity for radio) and then dub it

theories. Blumlein showed us mathematically how a

example — Joan Arrnatrading, Lisa Ekdahl, INXS,

at leisure on to the medium of his choice — I've

pair of coincident, crossed bi-directionals could be

Kate Bush, and many more.

successfully run adigital lead into alaptop, added

used to record stereo sound — but clearly there's alot

track marks, etc and then burnt a conventional

more to it than that.

audio CD. Much as Ihate to praise a Murdoch
product, it's simply the most effective way I've

Ihave to say that it isn't all stereo amplifiers,
speakers and CD players upon which Iwould confer

Roger Holmes, Menorca

the name hi-fi. For example, Ihave tried the NAD
C350 and found it not to be hi-fi because it's

found to do this. It's possible that the Pace Twin

Stick with two-channel

digital box you review on pages 38-39 of the

Please keep on listening to the music. Hi-fi is really

output). On the other hand Ifind that my modified

August ' 03 issue can also be used in this fashion.

to reproduce the music as true to reality as possible.

HK750 sounds very analogue.

Daniel Adler, Farnham

unstable in the higher end and has no really low bass

Several years ago, Ihad explained to me by various

Ihave been interested in hi-fi musc for about 25

magazines and local shops that there was real hi-fi to

years and Ithink that Ihave agood hi-fi. It takes

• Yes, it can, and it's worth mentioning that the

be discovered in surround sound. And Ican say now

training and time to know what you're listening to, of

fidelity of radio from terrestrial freeview, and

after Ihave wasted my-time listening to Dolby Digital

course. Ihave had alot of equipment, some good and

digital satellite,

is better than that from

and other surround systems that it doesn't sound like

some bad, but at the moment it sounds as good as

conventional DAB. For example, while the BBC

real music. I'm just so sad that Ihave wasted alot of

ever. Ihave to say, if you like music then don't spend

stations on DAB are usually set at 128kbit/s

money on amplifiers and surround speakers. Of

your money on surround. Thank you for agood hi-fi

(with even Radio 3 sporadically dropping from

course, a movie can sound impressive sometimes,

magazine.., and stick with real, two-channel hi-fi.

192kbit/s to 160kbit/s), the service on aset-top

but most of the time it sounds like arare mix of things

box is aconstant 192kbiUs. We'll be returning

—it doesn't sound real.

to this subject in aforthcoming feature.

Ihave about 300 movies on DVD and 130 music

Jan Lund, Moinstermarken, Denmark

Audiolab 'was not ailing'

DVDs. My iast surround receiver was a Harman-

In the October'03 issue of HiFi News [' Sources]

Kardon AVR7000. My speakers for the front channels

you describe Audiolab as an ' ailing company'. We

Iwas fascinated by the September '03 article ' True

are serbuilt using ScanSpeak drive units; my

consider your comment is a distorted interpret-

Fidelity?', particularly because of Tony Faulkner's

amplifier now is aHarman-Kardon HK670; the CD

ation of the true situation and are pleased to

Parting the crossed pair

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be

be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at

addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address ( which won't

our discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific
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items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
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PINEWOOD MUSIC
Suppliers of the finest Audio
and Video Equipment from

,F1
TN« 8-MACOIEFI MU A ILJCIOC)
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TWO WILL DO
Channels, that is - and what better way to enjoy
them if you're on ahigh end budget than hooking
up your speakers to the new and affordable little
KRELL KAV-400xi integrated amplifier.
We love this little thing: costing virtually the same
as the trailblazing KAV-300i afew years back, the xi
pumps out 200wpc into 8 Ohms ( 400 into 4) with
all the subtlety and delicacy you could hope for.
combined with some ear- bending dynamics. We've
had some great results from entry-level Sonus
fabers up to the Krell LAT-2 , aspeaker unsurpassed
in telling you all about your system.
Available in black or silver, and with a beautiful
rotary volume control, this remote- operated amp is
at home in any company. And if you want to cut
back on the number of boxes cluttering up your
room, what better way could you find? We say you
couldn't, so maybe its time to introduce your ears
to this delightful device by calling Brian Rivas and
asking for ademonstration.

MORE AFFORDABLE KRELL
What better to go with your 400xi than the wonderful Krell SACD Standard? Never mind what it does
with SACD ( and it does everything, stereo and
multi- channel), you want to hear what it'll do to
your CD collection. This is one of the finest CD
players we have heard and outperforms many far
costlier machines.
Again, call Brian Rivas for details and
ademonstration.

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Email: brianriv@mac.com
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only

•sk for details of this superb range:

.ME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSE
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321 •

fa.

email: sales@sme-ltd.
or visit our website w

Please telephone
www.hifinews.co.uk

Views
inform you otherwise. We established Audiolab
(Cambridge Systems Technology) in 1983, and in
1997 when Audiolab was acquired by TAG
McLaren our company had just recorded an
annual sales increase of 33%. Turnover was in
excess of £ 5 million, with exports representing
nearly 50% of the total. The company had 70
employees. Audiolab was profitable in each of

I

SITEIII II

tilt EC I II

wCOMPLETE

ONTEREY

1:4
toel
el

cerned every time he plays his open-reel tapes.

the last 12 years. Anyone wishing to verify these

Pl
i

Head Treatment, which is aquarter-ounce bottle

Philip Swift managing director, Spendor Audio

Monterey: yes, it's superb!
Thank goodness you still do music reviews in DVD!
As an old sceptic Iwas very intrigued by KK's review

VPI and he told me LAST makes products for tape

the running tape. The other product is called Tape

successful company.

Systems Technology ( 1983-1997)

makes preservatives for LPs. Many years ago at a
CES in Chicago, Iwas talking to Harry Weisfeld of

one end is dipped in the solution and held against

our view the facts indicate that Audiolab was a

Derek Scotland, technical director Cambridge

You are probably aware of the LAST company that

Preservative — asort of paddle with asponge at

accounts which are filed at Companies House. In

Technology,1983-1997), and

Finally, a possible helpful hint: KK is con-

preservation also. One product is called Tape

facts can confirm them by inspecting audited

Systems (managing director Cambridge Systems

Frugal asks himself, will it really sound better
than the Sony alone? Well it should, Isuppose.

with abrush inside, something like nail polish.

ESTIVAL
The Montery Pop Festival on DVD: 'stunning'

John Romans, Flossmoor, Illinois, USA

• Yes, it was Manuel Rosenthal (Maurice R was a
concert pianist). LAST record-cleaning products
are imported by RT Services, 01235 810455.

Tuning and timing

each and sometimes bags full for $2. Most of my

Am Ithe only person on this planet who records

of the The Complete Monterey Festival. Having

LPs and 45s are mono; Ido prefer listening to

radio programmes using atimer when Iam not at

reached HMV and faced with a Region 1 DVD

them on my stereo system, though. Old-timer

home? Ican accept hi-fi purists don't consider

costing nearly £83 Iwas hesitant, but Ihad to do it.

that Inow am, Istill have the first mono cartridge

radio to be ' real hi-fi' but Iand thousands of

Stone me! It is all as KK said: the quality is suberb

Ibought, aGE, and the little one-tube pre- amp

others have enjoyed music from the radio and the

(not least because the guys playing could actually

of the day, mid- 1950s Iguess. As KK seems to

quality is excellent. The last night of the Proms

play their instruments) and the visuals are stunning.

be afan of open-reel tape as well as mono, Iwill

2003 on Radio 3 DAB was fantastic.

Memories flooded back of such beautiful people

mention that Ihave two Sin mono tapes on

Various manufacturers will be producing DAB

(Lizzie where are you?) and music. 'Astounding' is

Fantasy, by Gerry Mulligan and Dave Brubeck,

hi-fi tuners in the future and my interest in this

the only word for this... peace!

and one on RCA by the Sauter Finegan Orchestra.

is the frustration of having expensive equipment

Maybe one day Iwill feel like doing some

that lacks simple features. For example, aVCR

Roberto, e-mail

upgrades on the old Ampex. These days, having

machine will switch itself on at apre-determined

reached 65 in April, there is not much left Iwant

time, tune to the correct station to be recorded

Imust confess to being very behind in reading

to try. CD burning is anew hobby which Ienjoy,

and then record the programme for you, and

your fine magazine. Iam at the April '03 issue

and my collection is growing.

there are many excellent VCR machines for less

Catching up at LAST
right now and was only just recently reading the

SACO and DVD-A really don't interest me and

than £200. So why is it ' modern' hi-fi tuners lack

review of the Boston Pops recording of Gaité

even though Ihave aSony SACD changer — the

the very basic feature of a built-in timer and

Parisienne by CB. The arranger is given as

early 333ES — the only SACO Ihave is the demo

automatic station selection?

Maurice Rosenthal. If memory serves, Ibelieve it

that came with it.

was Manuel Rosenthal. Irecently obtained a

Ihave a Musical Fidel ty A300 amp which I

Am Imissing something here? Will the manufacturers ( who already build VCR recorders) have

Living Stereo CD of this work, but originally my

am very happy with and the only thing that has

to invest billions of pounds to get aDAB tuner to

first copy was back in the 1950s on atwo-track

interest for me is possibly a new upsampling

switch itself on, select a station and provide a

open-reel tape which Istill have but don't play

DAC. The MF was reviewed well. Then there is

power outlet for a recording device such as a

often, the CD being more convenient.

the Bel Canto DAC 2 and, finally, the Perpetual

MiniDisc or DAT machine ( most of which already

Technology units which David Allcock seems

have atimer switch)? Can someone explain the

Do you know how many times and in how many
formats Fritz Reiner's 1954 CSO recording of

crazy about; but tne cost is high unless Idon't

complexity involved in doing this? If they do Iwill

Zarathustra was issued? No, Idon't either, but I

get the P- 1A processor. If the P-3A converted to

go away and be quiet.

have it on open-reel 2-track tape, as well as his

192kHz it would probably be ideal. Then old Mr

Chris Faidowl, Kenley, Surrey

Ein Heldenleben and others.
Istill have my Ampex 612 tape player, also
from about 1955, refurbished some years ago.
However, it doesn't sound as Iremember it used
to: Iam thinking that new capacitors — especially
the output at the cathode follower, which is
electrolytic — may be the main culprit. Iguess I
have about 80-90 tapes, mostly two-track. The
four-track ones were not as good.
It was interestng to read KK's words on mono
sound, when Ithink of all the LPs purchased at
library sales, usually for about 25 or 50 cents

www. hif i
news.co. uk

Audiolab's long-running 8000A amp: the brand name disappeared when the company was bought by TAG
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Hi-fiNews
Welcome to HFIV's selected listing of the finest components that
we've reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value
for money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive — components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price tags,
by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
In other words, you'll find that we do list those high-end products
that are more than just ' hi-fi for millionaires'. Yet if
you are on a restricted budget, you'll find the Hot
100 distills the essence of our review pages to bring
you the essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist. The Hot 100
puts together the most outstanding models we've
tested in the main product categories. We've

summarised the review findings in eacti case to bring you a
clear indication of sound quality, plus vital product details.
Listed under the 'Tested' heading are the issue date ( month/year)
where you can track down the original
review, and the author's initials. While we've
done our best to give the essential points, if you really
want the full story, there's no substitute for the fulllength review, so you might want to contact our Back
Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or check out the Back Issues order
form on page 102 ot this issue.

CD players
Make/model
Arcam CD33T

Price

Tested How we rate it

£1300

Arcam DIVA
CD72
Chord DAC 64

08/03
AH
'001
Awards

£1960

Creek CD 50

17/02

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DAes. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip an rhythm. While
multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.
Based on 24-bit Burr-Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, with achassis damped by sa.ind-deadening material. Optical and
coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alivelyyet tn./1y civi ised player, offering awell-balancec perfarmanc eat the right price.
Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-capable DAC feeures abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

AH

concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

07/03

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some withrnich nigher price tags,

DB

extracting incredible precision from recordings. aim pare it with same expensive players and youT ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius An impressive input array, upgradable

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
6500

I?/99
AH

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via propnetary use of FireWire link

Linn Ike mi

£1950

4/01

Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr-Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Albws focus on individual

AH

instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a ' relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogie and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

Linn Sondek
CD12

£12,000

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

NaimCD5

£1200

Naim CDS3

£7050

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

$110W
$800

Primare D30.2

£1500

Rotel RCD-02

£380

Unison
Research Unico

£1100

07/99

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt '
Bsense of disappointment', reinforced by going pack to his Meridian

08/99

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, i9 the positive sense that it seemed ti present more irformation.

07/03
DA
00
1
,/
AG
10/03
MC
I1/01
DA

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bk upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close tomatch ng its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: 'natural' and 'unforced'.
It can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading is ' manual' — but musically, in aclass of its own at the price, imbuing arichness
and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 3D quality, superb dynamics, and, naturally, amagic sense of timing.
Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonicalty arival for anyclner player- higt, resolution format or
otherwise- according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-roundabilily than És predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do somethiig special. The combination transforms CD, communiciatit ig the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker ER correction. Mail crderorly in UK

6/99

Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Primare-tweaked software for lower noise, plus decoupling anda rnagnetic clamp. 8-times

AG

oversampled Burr-Brown 1702 20-bit DIA converers.The balancebetween ability and smoothness in the D302 isabout as good as it gets.

'002
Award
07/03
ÑO

r

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East-built budget players. Although the COM pary now makes OVO players and AV

receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth audi:ioning
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted. that comes 'scarily close to

resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atu be phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Price

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

Marantz
DV8300

£1500

Onkyo
DV-SP800

£1200

Pioneer
DV-656A

£400

Pioneer
DV- 757A1
Yamaha
DVD-S2300
94

£800
£900

DECEMBER

Tested How we rate it
02/03
AG
10/03
PM
11/02
PM
02/03
PM
10/ 0
,
PM
12/0'
PM
04/03
PM

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player fe/ures painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V. plus CD sound & walling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contencers in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performance for note bt of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abitof bte too.
Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universe player, Pbneer's DV-747A, but with added Marantz touches such as ' HDAM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other players with mcre sparkle and clarity.
Based on atried-and-tested Pioneer chassis, theOnkyo offers DVD-A, SACD and CD playback, stacks of conrectivity options, remote control
and an on-screen display. PM said, 'The Onkyo carves out apowerful and atmospheric performance... the best of the first-generation models.'
It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV-747A. Pioneer then followed up with the lower-cost
DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard hat many single-format players costing twiceas mach can't ach eve.
This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. It also has an i
Link digital interface (IEEE L394 or 'FireWirel adigjtal output for highres
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable am pilfer (currently only Pioneer's VSA-A)(10i receiver>. Now updated veth PAL Progressive capability.
Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACD/CD player is among the best of the new breed. Multichannel OVOAwas fine, though
two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamica ly restrained, but multichannel SACD sound was outstanding.

2003 Hi-FiNews
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortl st
Quad QC 24/II-forty
£4000
The Quad QC 24/11-forty is actually aretro recreation of the
classic Quad 22/11 valve amplifiers. It's larger than the
originals were, and it also comes without the original's
filters and tilt/tone controls. The setup is only available as
apair, and now uses KT-88 valves (able to output twice the
power of the KT-66 used previously) allowing it to be rated
conservatively at 40 watts per channel. The pre-amplifier
lacks the noise floor of the original, and also has a new
smoothness and precision.

urnta• es : cartridges
Make/model

Bluenote Bellavista
Signature
Clearaudio
Champion
Linn LP12

Price

£1900
from
£1020
from
£1075

Michell Gyro
SE SP800

£870

Pro -lect Debut

£120

0rtofon

£500/
£750

Kontra pun kt Aand B

SM E
Model 10

£4255

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

Transfiguration
Tern per V

£2550

Tested
07/03
All
03/01
AH
10/97

KK
05/00
AH
07/00
TB
06/01
TB

12/99
Iv
11/03

AH

How we

rate it

Italian design, suspended platter weights àla GyroDec, but adual-deck rectangular plinth. Agoal blend of acrylic, bronze, aluminium, Teflon,
and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and musical deck. Barromeo Lnipivot arm (£ 1000) compes high-performance combination.
Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mida littlerecessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base
and translucent platter (no dust cover), the outboarciAC motor has agtepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
Classic three-point suspended chassis design, baseo on AR and Aristor models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor dri
ve l
eaves
room for improvement with better power suppl es; now only ava ila ble with Lingo power supply, and with either Akita or Ekos tonea rms.
Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A
neutral deck, great sound ata reasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£440) and aclamp — the latest version uses aDC motor.
Sim ple

but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m- m carridge. ' No nasry top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively !;ciund,'

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Deout Phono or Debut Phono SI3 with fine speed control, £ 160).
Two great-value moving-coil cartridges, combir ing detail, well-defined musical colour and rhythmic bass, no brittle edges to the music and low
surface noise. Kontrapunkt Bwith nude Fritz Gyger 80 stylus on solid ruby cantilever, offers more space and detad. Seriously recommended.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtcnearm. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replayvia vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.
Price quoted includes athe Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect'real
dynamic contrast and timbral colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

12/02

It's difficult to define atonal cnaracter for this cartridge; more accurate to descrite it as musical andtransparent: Inordinately articulate, able to

AH

enunciate the trickiest of vocal lines.., or to show off ethereal sound effect' with the greatest ease. Challerges some cartridges at twice its price.

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam DT81

£650

1/02

With better controls than previous models, the D781 is arguably superior to the moreexpensive FMJ D126. Comprehensive user features include

AH

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of open rig up abroac,cast makes this areatively impartial but accurate receiver.

Creek T43

£400

9/01

Magnum
Dynalab MD102

£2200

2/01
AG

switching between five presets. AG thought it 'musically superior to any other tuner that I
ve heard... I
nevery -espect it's nothing less than stunning.

Marantz ST- 17

£600

9/01

Three wavebands and RDS; for I
Hthe sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting aconerent soundstagewith excellent depth of image' if alittle

£330

7/03

£2300

7/00

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES
TAG McLaren
T32R

IH

ill

AH

AH

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presetsfor FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path
distortion are displayed. Ill found it had 'afull-bodied sound thats nicelyarticulated and stable... excellent value.'
Toronto-based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has optional remote control for fine-tuning and

bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, ma kes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presertation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.
TAG'S high-quality £ 1600 AWFM analogue tuner with optional £700 DAB module offers luxurious finish and clear display. The T32R has more
warmth and body through the mid band than Arcam's DRT10, anda less digital-sounding treble. AH called it 'The best way to hear DAB right now.'

Michell Gyro SE

£870

The Michell Gyro SE is an update to the
acclaimed Gyro turntable of the 1980s,
which itself was an evolution from classic
Transcriptor and Hydraulic Reference
machines. This SE version has less
Perspex, alower price and ( most critically)
abetter sound. The Unique merry-go-round
www.hifinews.co.uk

appearance can distract the eye but the ear
isn't foored — this is aneutral deck capable
of great sound at a reasonable price. The
Gyro SE can even be upgraded by the
addition of aQC power supply (£440) and
aclamp. The latest version also uses aDC
motor for an even clearer sound.
HI-FINews DECEMBER 2003
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FREE HiFi Upgrade

We believe the next big
topic in audio is energy
control — mechanical
energy which seriously
corrupts the music

hififorsole.com ltd's AudiophileCandy
2004 accessories catalogue
Our NEW Edition Features:

KLAILno

•A
of class leading
audio accessories from manufacturers
throughout the world

Eke r\oLse

•
and .dvice from
leading , ustry experts

Unless you install good SUPPORTS
and MAINS SUPPLIES at the outset
you cannot make abalanced choice
of the main components.

•

Think of them as an INTEGRAL
PART OF YOUR SYSTEM — not an
accessory. That serious. Really??

Is your
essential guide to the very best in audio accessories.

tips, advice & FAO.

•Over
featuring over

pages

Grab Your Copy NOW
For your FREE copy of our latest catalogue visit iNiNvi.uudiophilecandiy.com
and fill in our contact form or call;

0870 241 246 9

VIBRATION from outside the boxes
destroys fine detail and can even
distort the sound.

Advertise your old HiFi for FREE on-line at www.hififorsole.com,
or pick up an audio bargain Every montf we hive over 50,000
visits and 4.8 million hits! - What are you waiting for?

M ECHANICAL NOISE from motors —
including loudspeakers — and
transformers also travels along
cables between units, RATTLES THE
CIRCUITS, is turned into asignal and
then amplified through the system.

BRITISH VALVE

RADIO FREQUENCY interference,
air- and mains- borne, is insidious,
everywhere and getting worse. It
reaches into every circuit and even
plug and socket junctions.

You may find you don't need that
expensive upgrade once you hear
the benefits of these components!

PIRO

•The latest world-wide products

Edgy treble and boomy bass are just
two unpleasant effects that could
make you plump for aduller amp or
speakers lighter in the bass.

VERTEX AQ draws on the
company's specialised aerospace,
ultrasound and RF experience in
designing its SUPPORTS, MAINS
FILTERS AND CABLES. We find that
these items make major changes in
system performance. Customers
are amazed at the benefits.

meta" mr our cour.owe

AMPLIFICATION

The
Right
Note
Alcr.ic in tht.

Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know —
4111e—
we can do the same in your home. Our
advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the 13 A
long run.

Shown above is our BVA 25W/25W Triode
£2,250 including VAT and P&P
•

All amps come with a full 2 year written guarantee

•

BVA Amplifiers are currently available in a selection of elegant

•

All BVA Amplifiers are hand crafted in the UK and all are

•

We are so confident of our new exciting range of products that

designs, ranging between 15 watts to 70 watts per channel.

T

.H

01225 874728
J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD: ACCUPHASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, Bel Canto, dCS (ELGAR, DELIUS

rigorously tested to offer the listener a lifetime of pleasure.
we are happy to offer you, our much valued new customers,
a no quibble money back one month trial on any product.
•

Visit our website for more details about our range of products.

PURCELL, VERDI), MERACUS, SUGDEN, W ADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN

•

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflets.

J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,

•

Demonstrations happily given by appointment

TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM ,
GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, SONNETEER, SPECTRAL, SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO
PHYSIC, BKS, ETHOS, NEAT,TOTEM, VERITY AUDIO. TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM
DYNALAB. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, YAMAMURA
CHURCHILL ETC. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, KINABALU, STANDS UNI QUE
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Tel: 01246 850151
E-mail:
Web:

dave(n bbamps.co.uk
www.bbamps.co.uk
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Amplifiers
Make/model

Price

Arcam FMJ A32
Arcam A85

VS110
Audio Research
Ref Two

How we rate it

£1100

03/02
AG

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge. making the

£100

05/01
AH

Remote-contro185W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detaired sound nimbly communicatesmusic.

£4000

03/03
DB

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

£1 0000

'

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

B ryston 3B- SST

inice
fx
08/01
Mc

most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance It also offers kinecon-,rols.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input mm facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
spades. DB reported warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty.., brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound qualitywas top notc has well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leadingto
light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rvalling active pre-amps that cast four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine theclynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with

07"0
AG

the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some sold-state counterparts.

£1725

10/03
DA

see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly- he did! Fantastic sonic balance arid stereo imaging, along with lashings of contoltd power.

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£
4040

01/99
All

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE

£3000

01/03

Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of

Conrad-Johnson

£490 ,

MC

Premier 17L
Creek
P43R/A52SE
Creek 5350

Croft Vitale

u

nu/
£600
£700
£35n
u

ESL ab DX- S4

£2500

EAR 864

£1500

Krell KAV-300iL

Linn Kolektor
McCormack
pre-/power
Musical

£3900
£500

£2590

Naim NAC 552
Naim NAC
112/NAP 150
Naim NAIT 5

Naim
NAP 500
Pass Labs
X350

Ix
05/00
TB
°V° i
Ali

£ 1000

KK
10/01
KK
04/99
All
Iona
08/03
04/99

£625/

03/02
AH

£005 „
"

stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.
Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, in time.
Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.
Classic hard-ered ore-amp, true to the mininalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edgi r
less and grain, yet big, pa hpable and
Not so much an amplifier as a200W digital speaker driver, based on Tripath's ClassT circuit. IH praised the tangibility it can bring to music,

01/00A phonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and outp ut. Balan cec opera ti on

06/03

£10 ,
000

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to- listen-to sound, encouraging involvementwith the music, with fast and deep bass. Adc m- m or m-c

and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regardless of volume or transient requirements'.

£11.750

£800

Aspects of C-J's megabucks ART have trickled down to this line-level pre-amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank of tremendously
expensive capacitors. Although C-J's ' MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 power amp is aworthy partner.

commanding, With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad va lye pre-amp.

lo!

£750

the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classic-,al programme.

i
rim
IH

BA
£9350

transparent. Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

02/00
roc

AG

Fidelity A3.2
Nagra
VPA

12/01

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to

JG

02/01
AH
owns
MC

offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coheience, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
A300W/c.hintegrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best soLnd I
have ever heard from the
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300i Lover any solid-state amp loen name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
Awell-equipped partner for LK85 or LK140 power amps. Includes m- m phono, one of 10 inputswhich can be tailored to stilt the user, remote
control, headphone socket and tone controls There is alittle 'grain' and constriction, but overall it sounds fine.
Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed-node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of'grey'. this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Built around apair of £345 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only drearn.
This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonatoan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that "live" experience than
any other amplIfier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!
This 150Wcombination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little ofthat unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that by to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unfluste ,ed sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery conv.ncing decay to tret le notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and tirnrgiD; real strengths.
An impressive outboard power supply and Semelab output devices so powerful that protection circuitry isn't required. The c•rcuit is bridged to
give 140W/8 ohm (doubling into 4), with prodigious current. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Nairn NBLs there's real synergy.

oz/00
AG

very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is reeve inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, arid is biased strong ytowards Class Aso runs

Pathos 1
-1
.RR

£3250

08/99

Primare A30.1

£1500

06/99
AG

volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate chancel balance throughout its range.

Quad QC
24/II-forty

£
4000

Irmo

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.

Rotel

£250/
£
350

RA-01/RA-02
TAG McLaren
DPA32R
Unison
Research Unico

KK

KK

£1500
£775

www.hifinews.co.uk

04/03
TB
ram
mc,

mu
AK

below about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The

Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free ef noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the saine 40W/ch ( 8ohm) output, Eix line
inputs, ano a !ound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprid.
This pre-amp can operate both as adigital encoder and as D/A for digital sources, and conneds to other TAG components via asystm bus.
TAG'S DAB radio module can be added. Sol idoerforma nce at afairprice, and above-average souad.
Hybrid integrated, valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch MOSFET output stages, plus remote volume control. Its midband, said KK, is 'alush
and warm region' replicated only by all-tube amps unlikely to match its generous power delivery. There's a £50 phono option.
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers
Make/model

Price

Avantgarde
Uno

Tested
J5 00
SA

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm hie, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-p3wered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
sensitivity of 100dB/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.
With its 5litre volume, this miniature (265 x140 x205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vifa

AVI Neutron Ill

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8k Hz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' :;table imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.

Blueroom
Minipod

£260

B&W DM303

In AG's group test of £200 niodels, the 303 soLnded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can gei
£1-1
30
- - 1111
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdarr ped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

B&W
Nautilus 802

£6000

0/01
AN

One of B&Ws finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 8C(1

£730

07/02
T
B

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds, on these strengths and gives greater
vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)

Dynaudio
Contour T25

£2460

08/00
KM

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 19705, but with far greater power handling and speed.
capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

Elac CL82 Mk II

£340

12/00
Elac's aluminium composite bass unit (in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high
A
G ,volume levels witn negligible compression or distortion. Bassfines are particularly well projected ;overall sound is very well integrated.

£150

08/01
A
s

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/m ids, the sub a153W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to

E pos M12

£500

2001
A
wards

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speak er, but
also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
Crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this. is avery fine speaker for the money.

Harbeth
Compact 7ES

£1300

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

Energy
Encore 2

Ja mo D830
1Mla b
Cobalt 816
L inn Katan
Ma di nLogan
Prodigy

£1500

07/00
All

06/99
MC
05/02
AG

u

05/01
Ac

£63ç

11/01

£06n

"
£007 .

u

AB
08/00
Mc

Ma rti nloga n
Cl ar ity

£2500

00/03
DA

Mirage MRM-1

£2200

04/00
AG

Mission m53
Mission f
s2-AV

£55 ,

"

11/02
AG

£00 ,

i
Imo

u

AG
07/00

Quad ESL- 989

£4000

Ruark Etude

£500

05/02
AG

Rua rk
Prologue R

£050

Imo

Sonus Faber
Cremona

KH

AG

£5000

09/02
Kx

Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall
resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.

simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

Has the

reproduce subtlesolo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

'Compact' only by bam-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using compc6ite counterlayes, with
the baundaries between mainshell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

Something of abenchma rk. SEAS E
xce l
dri
vers in awe ll-b
racedcabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but
the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.

Versatile descendant of Kan and T
uk
an f
ea t
ures non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and cleve rl
oc k-d
own crossover board which,
when reversed, switches to bi wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional
spatial qualities and fine senseof air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
This is another ML hyd rid, capabie of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!
Heavyweight miniature two-way: the two-layer enclosure has steel liningand aCorlan machinable-polymer baffle. Demands alot of power,
but free of the usual box coloration artefacts. Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.
2A real fi nd in our Nov'02 Group Test, thi sMission m53 floorstander sounds just like its little brother but with much mo re extension to the
low-frequencies. Asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz.
The most credible audio appfication so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available as a t
woch
anne l
su b-sa t
system), the
1s2-AV consists of acomer subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
Speaker need sroom t
obreathe, but still does the 'disappearing act so beloved of the originals.
COM pact booksheltspeaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back
presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid band.

Components and more rigid construction.

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/rnids and a28mm silk dome that
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consi:;tency of voicing and musicalexpressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards
issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

Tannoy
Di mensionTD12

£6500

Totem Arro

£840

07/99
AH

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room. the Ario has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

09/018
12/01

An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.

£320

06/03
AH

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid band
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

£

10/99
AG

£5500

00/01
AH

High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan dri
vers usedby th eotherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rattier bright balancewith superb articulation and c:ass-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
A150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward :underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.

Wharfedale
EVO 10
Wilson
Benesch ACT 2
Wilson Benesch
Discovery

r0000

Wi lson

WATT/
Puppy System 7 £22 , 500

www.hifinews.co.uk

04/01

MC

12/02
MC

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric (horn-loadeddome tweeter built into the centre of the ma i
n bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has
Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
the

speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the sea rnlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid mid ba nd.
AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowsh volumes in smaller rooms.

Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.

Even con pared with tne excellert Syste m 6, th ere eng i
neeredSystem 7
was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly ':ough load, and the '7is alittle more deruanding still, so avery Rood amolifier is anecessity.
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WHITE NOISE
AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

when

only the best

will do

l..reeEr

Best Buy
2003

ow, lee

PRODUCTS

INCLUDE:-

Power

Amplifiers

30-250W,

Preamplifiers, Phono stages. Active Crossovers, Power
Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers,
Stepped attenuators, Gold plated connectors, Cables,
Capacitors.

Resistors,

Semiconductors,

Transformers,

Subwoofers. Loudspeaker drive units

WHITE NOISE

http://www.iiimaLdio.com

II STATION ROAD

Email:- david.white38entlworld.com

BEARSDEN
GLASGOW
G61-4AW

loo

DECEMBER 200.3

Tel:- 0141-942-2460 , until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377

IsoTek's award winning *t products are on
permanent demonstration in over 100 dealers
throughout the UK. For your nearest stockest
call Activ Distribution on 01635 291357

IseTek

www.isoteksystems.com

'Hi Fi New; Award Winner 2002 (SubStation). tVVhat Hi Fi? Best Buy (Mini Sub)
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:before T: Winne,
Unfortunately we carer guarantee thn
on orerseas orders.

\/11/\‘/.1 -6
bespoke audio visual consultants
36 Queen St.. Maidenhead
Berkshire SL6 IHZ
01628 633 995

New patent-pending cable
design means high-end sound
at affordable prices!

info@audiovenue.co.uk

From the creators of the Bullet Plug comes an
acclaimed new cable — guaranteed to put the
excitement factor back into your music!
The new eXpress 4and eXpre3s. 6cables from Eichmann Technologies
incorporate aunique Ratio formula plus EMF buffer technology —
to provide genuine high-end performance.
The sonic impression is of
avery homogenous, musical and open sound that is
ajoy to listen to.
StereaMegazine
(Germany) October 21X12

found the eXpress 6
aresounding success
and exceptional value.'
Gene Towne
www.stemotimes.com

They let the music Mit iign
in full dynamics and
impressed with amost
exact bass reproduction
Stereoplay Magazine
(Germany) February an

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE UK
UK Distribution — Redline Scotland Ltd
Unit 11b/72 Newhaven Road, Edinburgh EH6 50G
Phone 0131 555 3922
Email: john.redlinevirgin.net
Eichmann Technologies - High-end sound. Affordable price.
Re3r1 the full story Jt www.eichnlanticables.coni

hne

Marin Logan Clarity

Selection of our partners

Arcam •

Artcoustic • Audip ACCESS •

Audio Analogue • Audioquest • Audio Research • BCD Engineering •
Beyerdynamic • Brystan • Bose • Boston • Chord Cables • Clearaudio
e Copland •

Crestron •

Definitive Technology •

Denon •

Draper

Screens • Final • Fujitsu Plasma • Graaf • KrEl • Harman Kardon •
Integra Research • KEF • Lexicon • Linn Classic • Living Control •
LOEWE televisions • Michell Engineering • Miller Er Kreisel • Monitor
Audio • Musical Priddy • Martin Logan • Nad • Nordost
• Onkyo • Opera • Ortofon •

Panasonic plasma •

Nakamichi

Parasound •

Pioneer plasma • PMC • Primare • ProcEed • Prcject • QED • Quad
• Quadrasaire • REL • Revel • REVO ,(Screens • Roksan • Runco •
SennhesiEr • SME • Sonus Faber • Spendor • Stands Unique •
Stewart Screens • Straightwire • Sumiko • Tag Mdaren • TownshEnd
Audio • Theta • Transparent Audio •

Unison Research • Vienna

Acoustics • Vutec Screens • Wilson Audio and other leading components and accessories

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: info@hne.co.uk
www.hne.co.uk
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Accessories Club
EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HFN 001 FLUXDUMPER ' Magic Brick for valve amps

£30 LI

HIN 002 TEST LP The Producer's Cut'

£25 III

HFN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer

£80 O

HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

£12

HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) o340(d

£85

CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 O

CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 17

HFN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table

£75 O

Ken Kessler's Quad: The Closest Approach
No hi-fi company has inspired

the audio book of the year, and

Robertson-

more respect, affection and
customer loyalty than Quad.

is available here for just £ 50

Aikman, and

And no other company has built
aspeaker which, 45 years after

(including P&P).

Ralph West.

Written and edited by HFIVs

its introduction, is still regarded

Ken Kessler, this LP-sized,
224-page hardback is a

Articles tell
the story of

4234
741152

HFN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50

£10 0

as the finest ever made (the

compendium of Quad lore,

HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

Quad from its
pre-WWII roots

£12 O

ESL- 57), and still lives up to

illustrated with new photos

to the present,

Quad's long-running ad slogan:
'The closest approach to the
original sound'. The authorised

and archive pictures. The
contributors' list includes Tim

featuring insiders' views from

HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3mm

£13 O

HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12

HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£18 O

HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

£10 O

HFN 031 IEC PLUG

£8 II

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS
2kVA 230/230V

£800

IkVA 230/230V

£450

IkVA Adjustable output

£530

IkVA

120/230V, 230/120V

history, Quad: The Closest

de Paravicini, Tony Faulkner,
Lord Gowrie, Dr Frank Hirsch,

Approach, launched at the

Geoffrey Horn, Ivor Humphreys,

2003 Hi Fi Show & AV Expo, is

Paul Messenger, Alastair

Quad's long- serving staff.
Quad: The Closest Approach
would makean ideal Christmas
gift, akey element in any audio
enthusiast's library.

£500

500VA 230/230V

£345

500VA Intl 120/230V, 230/120V

£395

RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre

£4.50

H/D, per metre

£ 6.50

RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre £45
PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£ 60

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

£50

RF earth choke, kit

£35

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way

£99

6- way

£199

SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

CD CARE & PROTECTION

£99

PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12- way

£145

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 10- way

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

CD 'JEWEL' CASES

£95

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs, per 4

32A mains distribution, 6- way

£85

Standard 5" complete

pack of 10

£6.50

Tenderfeet Large, per 3

32A mains distribution, 4- way

£70

Maxi- single slimline

pack of 10

£6.50

Tenderfeet Small, per 3

pack of 5

£6.50

Standard double

pack of 3

£6.50

£330

5" PVC protective sleeves pack of 30

£6.50

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£15 01

£400

DENSE. 4

MAGIC CD demagnetiser

£10

DE-0X11 Contact cleaner

£218 LI

£14 Il

STEROPH1LE Test CD1/2J3 Set of 3

£30

PRO-GOLD Gold contact cleaner

£299 LU

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£15

RELAXA 3+ Isolation platform

£24

AYRE System Enhancement CD

£12.50

ROTH WELL Attenuator, per pair

£15
£24

Assembled
PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit
Assembled
PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap

1

£5 E

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME 1

£15

BIB DVO CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit
£400 [ 1

Mk1 Kit

£225

Mk11

£450

Mk11 Kit

£255 I

MkII Pro

£500

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING FLUID 1 litre

£17.50 I

5 litres

£35

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50

£20

LP STORAGE BAGS 12" sealed, per 50

£5

DECCA Mk Ill Record- cleaning brush
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol

£37.50

£220

Digital level

£220

RINGMAT 200/250 Ringmat

£15

CICABLE LS35/A crossover

£18

AUDIO ONE XLR/phono adaptor (specify in or out), per pair

R1NGMAT Statmat Mklf CDi

£18.45

Statmat COL blue

£37.50

QUAD:
-

£14 U

£14 El
£500 O
£16 O
£39 Li
£790 LI
£45 U

THE CLOSEST APPROACH'
Ken Kessler's definitive history £50

Visit www hifi accessories club corn — email orders welcome

accessories club order form
Address

Post code

£35

330Mk11 XLR Ringmat

£50

Anniversary 330 Ringmat

£70

Support system full spacer set, blue

Tel ephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

NAD PP-2 Phono stage, m-rn/rn-c

£50
£30

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*

£145

DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

Card Number
1

Li fl[

£27.50 O
£27.50 El

Record cleaner

£15 O

Stylast stylus treatment

£22.50

Stylus cleaner

Expires ((date)
date)

Signature

£15

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Rega) 1.2m kit

£115

(Regal 12m installed

£130

(Universal) 1.2m installed £ 165 I
AESTHETIX ABCD-1 cartridge demagnitiser

£200

KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source
MICHEL Unicoyer

www.hifinews.co.uk

Large ( 12mm), per pair

£22

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g

LP preservative

SID Sound improvement disc

FERRITE NOISE ABSORBERS Small, 6mm, per pair £ 12 0

Name

£13

SHURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD
BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE MkI

£14 Li
£ 10 0

Slim double

SUPRA LO RAD Mains chord, per metre
'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY' Booklet
PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

£ 12

£ 75 .

£44

TO ORDER Please send completed order form or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Boo 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tao), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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not the only place 7.0 buy Fi-Fi, but the frost satisfying!
"Welcome to the audio salon the only place
where you will find awonderfi
ul rang,e ol sel
products. Horns, valves, transistors, electrostatics
cables, platforms and ahost of other technologi
from around the world bring your music to life as
you have never heard it before. Complemented by
excellent long-term customer seR,it efrom both
myself and all the people at the Salon, what more
could you ask for ?

9, 3 t .1 :.,:''F 51 15
V
..x tz
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> 9
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,art audio
art loudspeakers

.By the time you read this the salon will have opened in its ne
'
premises. V\nly you may ask? Simply because we are one of the
largest growing Audio Specialists in the UK and we need more
space ! Larger and more luxurious demonstration rooms, mor
displays, new product ranges, Audiophile CD shop and many
other surprises to follow in the coming months. Demonstrations
are by appointment only, which means that amember of staff is
on- hand at all times to ensure that we find the right componen
upgrade or system for you.

atc

Music Evenings ! We will be shortly holding some music
evenings. Demonstrating both existing and new products
-from manufacturers such as Gryphon, Mark Levinson Pr
;Shanling, Sugden and Zingali. Further infor
41 be available from our Web Site shortly.

heart audio

I

You know we get phone. calls all the ti
from people who really want to visit us but feel that they are to far away,people in
London for example. So how can we help? Simpler. The Salon
' has got together with afew travel agents and can organise a
very competitive flight for yourself and/or your fami5,to visit us.
We can even organise accommodation if necessary. More and
more people fly:to Glasgoy, in the mornings,spend the day with
us and tly back in the ev*ing. It this wourd be of interest to you
then please call or email' us tor more details. Its one trip that
you will be glad you made!!
•

...
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BIM

audit •static
ayre acoustics
hey
ear / yoshino
gryphon

•
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•

•
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michell
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Why not visit our nat\e,
Veb Site! Bigger, brighter and full of
useful information
1p you chooP..; the right product/system
tor you. You can vie* and read about every product that we sell
at the Salon. Want to purchase an Ex-demonstration or secondhand item? You can now look through our second-hand and
ex-dem products on screen. For our existing customers only
we have setup aspecial part of the Web Site where you will'
find tips, advice, news, music evenings and specials offers that
should not be mis d. Please call or email us to obtain information
on how you:ïcess the Customer Section or visit our Web
Site for more deta . Like all things at the Salon, the Web Site
will be constantly evolving so make sure you visit regularly.
If you are looking for abargain or two then on page 5you
will find our selecti
of second hand and ex-demonstration
equipment. Do you
ve equipment that you would like to part
.exchange for that n item you have always dreamed of owning? Alternatively
an sell your products onyour behalf.
Our adverts and web site attract alot of people trom all over
'the world and in most cases we have avery quick turnaround
.rate on second hand and ex-demonstration equipment. Please
fill out the form on our Web Site or give us acall and we will
be more than happy to discuss this with you. That product you
have always warned could be just aphone call away!

'Choosing the right cable is aminefield ? It doesn't have to be if
you buyiPS-Labs cables. The range caters for all budgets and
system requirements No other cable in our experience seems to
wod< as happily in every system and offers such an exceptional
performance. In every single system that we demonstrate we
use I
PS-Labs cables. For more information about JPS-Labs , visit
--- ' our Web Site.
Friends, families and people from all over the world, call or visit
the salon time and time again, shouldn't you give us acall and
find out why ?

proceed
revel
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simon yorke
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sugden

•

trichord
unison research
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Happy listening

•

sumiko

You might be missing out on alot more than you think!

Jack Lawson

•
•
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Osen 9am-6 mi. monsat) 4demonstration rooms

Sugden and Pro cmay share the
same
tt 's not all they
sh
Ove
great
who

has had the
ticular brands
am nand again.

ProAc
ucts are
world. T ç
you don't have s se
only need to listen!

Audio prodthe-

lanu
release new products on a
s sin the latest technolo to share the h
sitiop that is very
s ort lived, techno
es
ethers
that have come and
Surely
'-west and latest techno o
the best a
to building, products?
lj, it means the
customer always gets som
n that in theory
sounds better than the rest.
t?

e

Like all things in this world,
•jo in
proach scemere is more than one way to
thing and the obvious, easiest r
cnno
ogy at hand isn't always the
t. T
oof •
the listening!
Both Sugden and ProAc are eat example of
taking a-different approa c t
oduct
rather than jumping on w a a
ver
crowded band wagon.
Sugden, based in West •
ire;
been designing and
ng specialised au • io
products for over
ars. Every component
b ilt b han
eUK at the Sugden plant.
•
s
. from its predecese swith new
atç aproduct t at carries with it astuai heritage and pedigree. Every single product
lously and painstakingly designed to
e: your music as ' ou were meant to hear
to the original as is humanly
Today Sugden produce three esteemed ranges
of products; the 21 series, Bijou series and
MasterClabs series. Each sharin th
breath life in
you in awa
The A21 series is the entry level range of products from Sugden. Entri level they may be but
ordinary t1 are most -rtainly not. The range
includes an integrated mplifier, CD Player,
Tuner and Power Ampl er. Each component
continue ,:to win award and world-wide acclaim from he press as eing the best in their
class by aleng margin.
For pii(Altho want a ,onderful sound but
small
s the Bijou a swers all your prayers.
Aud io phile products
tare housed in beautiful
slim line elegant
orcu_pE avery
yspace in your
groom. CD Player,
e re and two
rAmplifiers are aveile. '-'4ed to,be
ed, one on top pf the
er
' aced on
cial stand, 370.1 have a
em
ve
all, will be the talking
to
room.
,
Mast
eSugden's reference
pr
uilt
ed using the finest
disk te nip°
mised circuit layouts
and
m po
es. These components
deserve to be p
ith the finest roudspeakers avairab
listen to aMasterClass
system and it wi
hard to go back to
anything else. Yo
een warned!
while

Fine electronics of
fine speakers and
between Sugden
clear. Read on

Speaker Manufacturers come and go all the
time, but not ProAc. A company famous
throughout the world for their world-çlass
products. Each and every one stands the test
of time, for each and every one is more than a
little special. Many have become true classics
A great example is the Tablette model, which
was first released 24 years ago. Today the
Tablette is as popular as ever and has undergone very few changes on the outside!
So what makes ProAc Loudspeakers special?
ethat each loudspeaker is hand th each technician b
individu•
le for the building
ting oil.
ne is unsu
d
eacric
apin
sly co
cte
damped and fi
eneer.
Only the very finest com
Ac loudspeakers, wit
re '• the very leading edge
nology.
aan models now
dedicated sn
ng ProAc' o
cone and magnet ass
rive unit performance is fine-tuned thro
ive and
sophisticated crossover networks.
new Response
hown'this years HiFi
e.rit from Sugdern,
every mo
1i pression on
the room. From t s 11 Tablette
model to
ship D1
model.
w

esilkise

odels on th,.

For he last twelve years
endary Response Four has been ProAc's agship model.
A model yhi :1 has truly delighted its owners
beyond repreach. With the development of an
entirely new and next generation of sensitive
drive units, the iZesj.lonse Four has now been
eclipsed by anew flagship model, the D100
staffing from £14,9951pair).
The D100 is tall, slim deep, elegant, with
beautiful handcrafted cabinets,linished in
real wood veneers, are exceptionall n: .d. An

of most layouts and sizes.
The innovative drive unit layout has ensured
greater dispersion and aseamless integrated
sound. Two new professional quality ru" bass
drivers are mounted on the baffle either side of
two exciting new 3" midrange units and aoneinch soft dome tweeter. Married by acomplex
HQC crossover network and conneçted by
ProAc oxygen free copper wiring, this formidable combination of erive units produces one
of the mpst coherent and expansive sounds in
modern hi-fi.
The D100's produce stunning music, effortlessly. The enhanced sensitivity extracts the tiniest
detail from any recording without brightness
pr exag eraticn. Greaterhandwidth creates a
huge s dstage, drawing in the listener 4nd
creatin
concert hall expeçience, where the
loudsp kers seem to melt from the scene.
ProAc
d Sugden when ed together
form a rld lass system, arguably
unsurp sable, certainly offering value
for mo
only possible on ahome
market.
iso
and it's better than sex.

need tp be paired
ere the connect
cwill become all too
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belisk

Designed to be simple to use, pleasing r.-o
- look at and built to last
and hrir alifetime of listerinï.', pleasure. Three years of continuous
tcstirp and development make= Obelisk believe that this is the best
i
r, Audiophile isolation equipment. No other equipment table- or
platform comes close to cigeining the thme elisciplines of vibration_ control, isolation, energy transfer and mass damping. When
we first 'began designing these support the hcst word we discard was shelves.
Je think our produc
o. Obelisk products
su ject to slight diff

cry special and we think that you will
wn
natural materials and as such
ces
our and padern.
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rices start from
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tanks enaolc ai ,- pressure
separate mteg
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dinie to he eciui
en
plritorrn is a justable
3of generous ic
ton-. requirements available imply the best !

rices sta ri flour £1,600
Available in delabole slate, gra ni
te or 71arble tops ( a
S_pecialist turntable platti-iri71
ross braced for rigidity and snihility
Mi- ro glass bead filled legs aid in nuik.ng this Ilea weigh: and a
nlatform
7
2
.11ily adjustable stainless ste& pods to TE1C 1 .7)1)tt 0111 for ir ax,rnure
djustmert
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ricesstait from £1,300
or stairdari platform
\..ai.able in delabole slate, granite or marble top; ( zen
ye leVels \ vith ring mount isolation
lass bead filled stainless legs
piked feet for-levelling
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id timbre
jable with stainless steel puc
to save floor finishes.
in custom heights and sizes.
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visit our web site - www.audiosalon.co.uk
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WE GROW
OVR OWN

`..iince their intro( uctmn,
Omnirav ha ,
-;cd
cc- hive bcen ,
ubmi.ted
to coun
technica
incasurcmer*, and listen'
s(2 .
-;sion.,
,. by M
'.-;ound Engincvrs thr.)
1
110), \ ‘ i',,iced that the Omniray
cluiplur in su:n....rior ;mind
Why
On Zingali I
OU
timbre of all musizal instruments are reproduc
uncanny fidelity, so as to perfecty restore the "live" orchestrarscenerV with simultaneous dynamic quail •
an equilibrium among all the instruments never p
before.
The king of Italic1,i loudspeakers offers much more
asolid wood caftnet. The patented horn is agiant
ahead of the coloured genre of the late 20th century an
offers wide angled dispersion of high frequencies without
beaming. Comhir-ed with clever sub bass loading, this
uses the room acoustics positively and confers many advantages. Energy patterns open the listening position, and
high resolution is not focussed at one sweet spot. Sound is
lifelike and with full harmonic content.
Prelude Range

developed Alumiloy wire to
deliver sound like no other Our
proven cable designs bring alive
performance to your ears with
proper timbre and an impeccable balance. fry any one of
our unique cables to hear why
truly has...
the worlds finest cables!
î
povverfords, speaker it rconnect,
d
Wes
Art Duclle)..
,a
v‘rot

of Stereoph i
le
ssue:

"when Iswitch.ver cord,
startled by the sou
et music hitting the
floor 34 sec

ovement. "

"the sound of the music took on mole body, more

°pun-.

and more

real -ço- with fie JPS Cable... "

Cables are always in Stock and can be shipped next day by UF'S,
which means you only have to wait aday before you can experience for yourself the pure magic that JPS brings to any system

email '- qPaudiosalon.co.u ,for further details.

cables that lead the way

The entry level Prelude range introduce Omniray Horn
technology into speakers starting from E995. Their are both
stand-mount, floorstanding anda centre channel model in
the range. High efficiency, elegant speakers that have little :
compefition at the same price.
New Overture Range
There are five models in the new Overture Range: Tw
stand mount, two floor standing and acentre channel
speaker. Each model provides an open window, and on
opened you will never want to close it, for every piece
of music you play will be even more erjuyable than th
last. The model sensitivi
tarts at.9Tab .
à) the Overture
range are_pberfect p
or all aMplifiers. To overloo
the Oveie series of
dspeakerg is too miss out on P
somethin
ery sped
special indeed. Price , start
from £1
sseum R>rge
losseum Home Cinema Range - just introduc
UND AND 5.1 FORMATS: the radically new an
citing Colosseum series of speakers. They not only 1
better than every other Home Cinema speaker availabl
but they sound better too. Taking the existing technolo
i in the rest of the range, Zingali have produced ave
small, but exqui,i -eelegant range of speakers that will
bring awh
c
e odimension and atmosphere to both
movies .
nlg to music.

wie

The range incluck •,, passive subs, active subs, centre channels, satellite, and three sizes of front/rear speakers. You
could build asuperb 5.1 Zingali home cinema speaker
system from £1925. You will not find amore beautiful
looking and dyna -nic sounding home cinema system
than this at twice or three bmes [lie price.
Home Monitor Range
The ultimate Horn speakers reside in this range. Scale,
speed, dynamics and athree dimensional soundstage
that paints ahuge •;onic landscape. If you have the
budget and the space then the Home Monitor range
will changeiTour listening experience forever! Prices
tart from E7,250.
,
ourself and your ears today! Well worth avisit
to the Audio Salon.

made in the USA

wwwjpslats.coni

stands unique • stax • sugden • sumiko • townshend • unison research • yamaha • zingali

you can contact us via email - infogaudiosalon.co.uk

at
fr
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not the only place to buy HiFi, but the most satisfying!
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Do YOU HAVE EQUIPMENT TH AT YOU WOULD LIKE TO PART EXCHANGE FOR THAT NEW
ITEM YOU HAVE ALWAYS DR EAME D OF OWNING ?
PLEASE GIVE US A CALL AND WE WILL
BE MOR E TH AN HA P PY TO DISCUSS THIS WITH YOU.

LIST

nalogue
SME Model 10+ IV Arm + Audio

SALE

s/h

Note ANVx • VDH Frog Mark 2 (mint)
Sumiko Pearwood MC Cartridge

new

£5,658

£ 3,645*

£1,195

£850

Speakers

LIST

Avalon Arcus

£7.800

SALE
£ 4.450*

(cherry finish, mint)
Meadowlark Heron Speakers

£4.000+ £ 1,850

s/h

(lint mil h' 'el, cherry, mint, irmarkable bargain)
Digital

LIST

SALE

£1.700

Proac Response 2

£ 850

(mahogany, inc stands, mint, abargain)
exd

£5,495

£2,995

s/h

£5,500

£2,500

ous reasons (the owners are too fond of them!). However as UK

s/h

£2,295

£ 1,150

of the new models.

Gryphon Adagio
(1 month, (
i/d, Hunt)

s/h

£4.300

£3,250

Zingali Overture . 1s Speakers

Micromega Classtc Solo CD Player

eh

£2,750

BOW ZZ-EIGHT Ref CD Player

You don't often see second-hand Zingali's on the market for obvi-

(latest spec, black„golgeous, mmt)
CEC TL-1CD Transport

Distributors we have the following selection following the release

(mint,belt drive, champagne gold, areal bargain)
Classe CD 1.5
(mint,

brned)

exd

£ 1,250

Zingali Overture . 2s Speakers
exd

Zingali Overture . 3s Speakers

a>

£ 1,190*

£2,550

£ 1,450*

£ 3,000

£ 1,750*

(mint, walnut finish, includes walnut pettàtal)

(mint, boxed)
LIST

Amplifiers

£1,990

(nun!, walnut (uusll. include, walnut pedestal)

SALE

(mint, cherlyfinish)
Zingali Overture . 4s Speakers

Art Audio Diavolo monos 300B

exd

£5,995

£ 3,795*

(mint, wilbuil .(ini ,b)

£3,249

£ 1,150

Zingali Home Monitor-212
(onntiray-horn, faboloiN details & scale)

sill

£6,400

£2,250

Just In

eh

£3,250

£ 1,995

BOW Technologies (ex-show - 1month old)
Wizard 2CD Player
exs

almmte/go/ii,
Audio Research LS2b Pre-amp

£12,750 £4,995

LIST

SAL

£4,495

£ 3,37

(mull)

Audio Research VT100 mk2 Power
amp (100

Punt)

BOW ZZ-ONE Reference Int Amp
1111111)

Denon 6600 Monoblocks ( pair)

s/h

£1,900

£ 85C

eh

£5,790

£4,150

(

exd

£949

s/h

£2,400

2-ibil,1/021,111 -superb)

7. ,;cpc ¡( lull mono -

£ 79:*

(mint, superb)
VAC Standard Pre-amp

£ 1,295

iicic,

exs

£2,999

£2,249

exs

£3,445

£2,575

£3,995

£2,995

£3,690

£ 1,250

superb)

Warlock Pre-amplifier

) cilb , bed())

Sugden Bijou FMMaster tuner

III

rh.ïr. •// wr.lw/

Wazoo XL Int Ampl

(Hack, baled, 2iumpc, mint, ahmain)
Gryphon Callisto 2200 Int Amplifier

(‘N

bal/se - mperb)

Walrus Power Amplifier
exs
ncic,
1.)0k-ooe dual in 0,
1
0 - " upej b)

\

Ñ..parate prmer supply, very special, milli;
Available for collection in London
LIST

Speakers

SAL.E

Audio Research Classic-60
(
1cterit/i/ / c-T. ,
a/ivd1)

Audiostatic Wing Electrostatics

exd

£5,500

£2,550*

Zingali Overture .2s Speakers

s/h

£2,550

£ 1,250

(walnut fim,h , includes walnut pedestal)

(lates tversion inc fins, satin silver)
Art Loudspeakers ST-One

exd

£1,995

£ 1,295*

*reduced in price

£7.995

£ 4,995

LIST NO 105.

£8,533

£ 6,500

orm/r)
Art Loudspeakers-Expression(3 way)s/h
(mint, gun meld! ,gley)
ATC Active SCM 100-ASL (active)

exd

FO R AN UPD ATED AND COMPREHENSIV E

LIST OF EQUIP MEN T AN D AU DIO CAB LES. PLEA SE VISIT
WWVV.AUDIOSA LO N. CO .
UK OR rE_LEPP - .'

in I 3;7

5700.

(mint, ( berm tpu•b)

OUR PRICES ARE BASED ON COST PRICE FOR RAPID TURNOVER
ALL USED EQ UIPMENT GUARANTEED FOR SIX MONTHS ; NW AND EX -DEM
ADDS MANU FACTURER GUARANTEE . NEW (FACTORY ) SLED BOXES
(li
IND I
CATED iNEW ), EX -DEM (E X-D) OR USED (
G OODS SHIPPED NEXT DAY DELIVERY BY TNT OR

ti
Ü.

PREMIUM SERVILE COSTS £ 10 PER BOX U K .

e: info@audiosalon.co.uk

\.

t: 0141 357 5700 (2lines) f: 0141 339 9762

Orpheus
Orpheus Zero is an innovative CD drive or player. It reads Cu

CD- R

Orpheus Three is an analogue domain power amplifier; 150W mono

and CD-RW formats with 100% precision. Consequently the

arid 40W stereo units are available. They both MVO XLA and RCA

standard reading correction mechanism is always switched off during

inputs, as well as two speaker outputs ( allowing bi wiring of the mono

track reading. When used as aplayer, the inceinii ig data stream is

power amplifiers).

converted into analogue with a24bit/192kHz component

Orpheus Three features Anagram Technologies Power Loop
constant power amplification modules. With Power Loop, the output

Orpheus Two is aversatile multi-channel analogue domain

power to the loudspeakers is constant. whatever the frequency,

preamplifier with digital control of volume setting. The unit can be

impedance or sensitivity.Tension and current into the loudspeakers

configured as apure sterée prearriplitier or as amulti-channel

are adapted and optimised with afeedback loop monitoring the

preamplifier:With the configuration being software based, fast and

uvei all energy requirement.

easy switching from one set-up to another is possible with front panel

Orpheus Throe excels with coherence and optimal transient

buttons and display. Each input and output channel has an

response throughout the whole frequency spectrum, and adapts to

independent volume level set-up to optimise the interface between

every speaker configuration and load.

sources having different output levels.

47 Laboratory
For some It's Zen - for others, rattital.

Konus Essence

Call it what you will, out at MA ar10 et Me fteek, it sall about trusting

Produces anatural and coherent gull with unbelievable bass

your eel s. Abuut lettli ig hie simplicity of design, the energy and flow ot

extension for such asmall driver.

the musk. ear i
yyuu away.

Made by 47 Lab's European distributor, Sead Lejlic of Konus Audio.
the Essence incorporates aJordan 4" fullrange unit in atransmission-

Small in size, big on sound, and more music than mere audio jewels,

line cabinet.

47 Lab distills technology down to its simplest, ()west farm. And when

The whole cabinet is dipped into abath of resin after the construction

you listen you'll know that this path - your path- is the one to follow.

to achieve the maximum rigidity. Then athick, beautiful Bosnian Pine

Why? because designer Junji Kimura preserves the life of the music.

veneer is applied followed by 6coats of lacquer. The colour of the

There are no compromises. No unnecessary flash - no B.S, just

wood grain becomes richer and darker by time. Each cabinet is

dynamic, unadulterated music. Radical? Maybe.

handmade by craftsmen.
Withoi it acrossover network and astable 8ohm load, it is an easy

47 Laboratory is now exclusively available at Midland Audio X-

di ive fur

all

amplifier Agreat combination with 4/ Lab amplifiers.

change the Shigaraki Iine is the first of many solutions to musical
wellbeing. Please call John Roberts to find out more about this truly
wonderful product.

„been Music Master System
Housed in the distinctive Bijou case design the Music Master has an

MAX

identical footprint to the other Bijou components and is only slightly
taller than the CDMaster. The heatsinks are custom made and

wwW,MidlarldaUOIOX-CherearbeMilr

ai iodised in the familiar titanium colour. giving the Music Master a
very solid presentation.These alb aLtive aestl telles give the
apPearanté et àsolid block ot titanium.
Anew eireiiit design has been employed and is the result of asevenyear development program. Running at 16 Walla pure class ' A' with
wide- bandwidth capabilities the amplifier is D.C. coupled and uses

can Jóhn ilierts Tel 01562 731100

Gemium oda

1111
111“11
h1M111,

The gsi.Ake org e Lane • Belbrounpinn • Ewa QTE6
hanall11.11111111

Fax 01à42 73ideobile 07721 605966 .1MM

current feedback not voltage feedback. The front end is acascade
input to prevent phase shift and the standing current is set at a
massive 1.7A for instant power delivery arid good deliver-,mo lover
impedance loudspeakers.

Suppliers and installers of High Qualify Audio Systems
47 Laboratory. Accuphase • ATC • Audio Physic • Audio Research
Avalon • Accoustics . Avid • bel canto • Benz Micro • Cardas
Clearaudio • Conrad Johnson • dCS • Densen • DNM/Reson
Electrocompeniet • Finite Elemente • Great • Gryphon • „IM Labs
Krell. Kuzma • Lavardin • Mark Levinson • Martin Logan • Michell
Nagra • Primare • ProAc • Rega • Siltech • Sonus Faber • Spectral
Nord= • Sugden • Transparent Audio . Verily Audio • Wadia

>cartridges
dnm
gold ring
lyra
ortofon
sumiko

Hear Naim Audio's flagship
CD player in the peace of
rural Suffolk
One of the worlds
finest sou ces, compatible with awide
range of systems
(both Nairn and
otherwise) is
here on permanent demon-

cables
audioquest
chord company
dom
nordost
qed
tnchord
van den hul
headphones

stration. If you are in the market for high end CD replay,
this just has to be on the short list.

ATC SCM35

grado
stax
stands
sound org'n
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
hardware
atc
audio physic

An absolute bargain. SCM5o - busting
performance for under two thousand
pounds. These compact floor standing
loudspeakers can be compared to
-uch more expensive designs. The legendary ATC dome mid range driver,
tight, extended ( sealed box) bass and
superb integration between the three
vers. On demonstration now on both
music and cinema systems.

densen
harbeth
in focus

signals

lexicon
michell
naim audio
primarSM -

hi-fi for grown-ups

trichord

ipswi ch
fax ( 0147
signals
b
w

w

w

.

( 0 1

) 655172
cklesham
si

g

4 73 )

6 5 5 17 1

email:enq@signals.uk.com
ipswich
suffork
1Pici oDY
n

a

I

s.0

k .

c

o

m

Real
hi-fi
Audio Analogue, Beauhom, Benz Micro,
Clearaudio, Diapason, EARThino, Final,
-yra, Monrio, Nordost, Nottingham Analogue,
Opera, Pathos Acoustics, Rogue Audio,
Transfiguration, SME, Slum Mook,
Unison Research
Demonstrations by appc.Htment

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset
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1
he Ono PlayeGolutIon
4

BE1 Canto, Play Er

For CD. DVD, OVO A, MP3 and SACO
BEL CANTO

continues to build on areputation for

outstanding digital solutions. Introducing the
PLayerTM

new

an all- in-one source solution for audioliniles

and videophiles alike. Aplayer that manages all currect
popular formats,

PLayer"

CD, DVD, DVD-A, MP3 and SACD,

with the integrity of finest 2-channel, multi-channel and
video sources, in one outstanding product.

btàWiee

bel

canto //

iagra

//

accuphase // densen //

dcs
sme //

//

audio rote

quad //

1-ri-nàn 1<àrdon //

//

spectral

a dio physic //

well te

pered //

//

JMIab //

lamm //

metronomt_ //

dynavector //

dpriioii

lavardin //

siltech

mal
(01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

IF

mi
in-...
im
•

galloway

LIFP gneFrOI BORING HI-FI

Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090

Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
Hi-Fi Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550

Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel. 01562 822236
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688

¡Iv
Dear music lover
Our main focus is to achieve the best possible "airguitar factor"; only when your equipment sounds so good that it
makes you want to stand up and play the airguitar or become an "air-conductor" - only then have we achieved
what we wanted: to create musical experiences so great that you forget everything and focus 100% on the music.

Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel 01509 264002

"The Densen is like a Zeiss lens bringing everything into focus. It seems to transmit more musical clues which passes
many other amplifiers by. One can analyse hi-fi specifics till the cows come home but it's something intangible, difficult to put into words, but to which the ear and brain subliminally react. So, do Ilike this Densen amp. No, Ilove it."
HiFi Choice 2000

Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230

"The best advice 1can give you is to audition the beat for your selves. It does so much right that really expensive
amps get wrong, that it might event start you thinking!"
Hi-Fi Plus 1999

Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004

"I absolutely loved the Densen. Ican confidently state that the Densen gave me more of everything that Itreasured, not in the sense that it emphasized any aspect of the music but rather that it brought me closer (as far as I

Zen Audio
Hull
Tel 01482 587397

could tell) to it. Ibought the review unit, and it is now part of my reference system."
Secrets of home theater 1999
"The Densen did an admirable job of simply making music. The Densen was extremely musical and nicely propulsive, so much so that it often interfered with my work, resulting in more than one or two 1:00- AM listening sessions as
well as couple of missed deadlines. Densen offers tremendous value and musically it knocks it out of the park. I
heartily recommend that anyone looking to assemble a real music system look at this box."
Soundstage 2002

Densen • Lundevej 10 . 6705 Esbjerg 0 •Denmark
Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 • www.densen.com
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NOW

F195

Quad 989s ( ex dem mint and boxed)

Quad 2s+Preamp

£ 600

£6000 £ 1900

£ 35110 £ 2750

04500 £ 36511

£ NA

£1500
£19000

Trichord Pulse DAC

Wilson Watt 5s mano black

Stork changing daily- phone or check website

01400

Tune Amp Company 845 valve integrated

£225

Nad deck Irega2) 95250

FNA

£.1800

Nailn 250 new type,unVe greet' hont

Rockran 1(firrrmLmon

£1200

Naim 102 pre- amplifier

£2000

£3750

Maranta MA24 class Amonblocks

fled (lose integrated ( mark levinson)

£4500

Marante CD23 (very rare)

£13000

ONO

lino SondekAttock Turntable

Revel Salon Speakers ( 18 months old)

ONO

Krell OSA 50 Solalstate Poweramp

£280

£NA

Krell £SA250 Solidstate Poweramp

Rega 3RB300 Tonearm

£12995

RSF'

Korea Reference Turntable with
Triplanar 1v and Clearaudo Insider Cart

PRODUCT

£6500

£2500

£795

£4511

£906

£6995

£195

£150

ti rei

6550

£1400

£1900

£395

£695

01950

£5995

NOW

osrornqursip °Irmo Lune

cilium audio distributors of quality

.
F2agents
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•

Apionb ; o sioinqursip alpha Lurfila

fr

Arlionb lo srogiquerp oipno Lune

Afflonb ro sio4nqugsrp oipno umiio
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HP100

•

I.

Lumley Lampros 200/S2

for metropolis music

futon

!Illr""9111111

alium audio distributors of quality hl-fi cilium audio distributors of quality hi-fi cilium audio distributors of quality hi-fi

The amazing HOVLAND-RADIA as arrived at BHE. Check out forthcoming rave reviews. We have an extensive
range of Extdern and used audio moduCts. Check out: WWWhifiguy.co.uk pr phone for the latest updates.

F19000 £ 6500

Jeff Roland 8TI poweramp ( boxed 2yrs old) £ 14500 £ 5500

Te Jolt Poland Cntiorance Pm/Cadence phone,
"

E

Jadls Defy 7Valve Puwetariiu

• Q0ad (188 (ex den, mmt no new)

•

• Dynaudio Contour 3s (boxed in cherry) £ 3500 £ 1500

Cary 301 mm/mc Valve phono amplifier £ 1500 £695

£2700 £ 1200

£7500

£3800 £ NEW

£
sson

£2000 £ 850

01904

Bonier Patrol BP20 Poweramp ( new)

toga.)

£4750 £ 2500

£ 695

Burmester Rondo CD Player

BAT 5660 Valve Puweramp

BAT VK 55 Valve CD Player

£ NA

£ 2500 £ 895

Audio Synthesis DAX Ultra Analogue

Audio Research Classic 30

„ Cary CAO 30Dce WE valves ( mint boxed
26
Cary SLP98 Valve Pre

p,

025(W.1

alreRSP

Audio Research LS7 Preamp ( mint boxed) £ 1900 £ 795

Audiomeca Mophieto transport

brightonhifiexchange.

ISild ° Wm) wino
rs of quality hi-fi allum audio distributors of quality hi-fi
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Hovland HP100

t. 01273 239356
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r Eionfer Patrol
Lumley Lamm»
Bou1. Hovland
Passlabs

Boulder 1012 preamplifier dg

E.

m. 077344 36180

Krell reference CO player

e. dicky95222@yahoo.ie

The Guide

call 0208 774 0790 to advertise
Northern Ireland

Bucks

MUSICAL CABLE CO
RELAY
To promote our new interconnect cable
(RELAY) we are offering afree mains block

N OTEWORTHY

and cable with each pair sold.

A UDIO

This new cable will cause astorm

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH
www.noteworthyaucho co.uk

for its musicality & sonic signature,

01296 422 224

and of course its affordability at £45.00.
Stocks are limited so 1st come 1st served.
Don't miss out on the free mains block.

Vinyl

Yorkshire

Contact Don Swain 01902 764747
Midland Hi-Fi 01902 380083

Premier Audio

THE DIRECT DISC
VINYL VINYL VINYL

Mow riernnnatratmo

Room

Room 2

Thousands of records always in stock.

Des Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech

+ afull range of sought after compact discs.

Cables, ! seek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands

Extensive search service for wanted albums.

Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, hoick Sub Station P/S

,
Sodio

Kara - Plinius - Siltech - Areici - BOA - Pink Triangle
Iforne dent:ma-rarer

Nottingham

"Na ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Krell, Martin legan, Theta, ( opeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio
(inc full digitoi theatre), 88W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection.

le

"I
L

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers.
Stax, Teac, and others
MULTI- ROOM
RETAILER/INSTALLER

Greater London

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES 8t LEMONS
OUR TEN17-( TAI'Ve YEAR
Friendly and efficient service

ro Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER

Creek, Myryod, Miubdl, S.M.E, Rotel, Denon, 0.T Products

AR(_AM BAK' CABLE TALK CASTLE CHORD CREEK
DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD NAIM NEAT PMC
QED REGA ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

NB.
Ex Dee items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon tfie product.
---------- Mail Order Available

411

020 7924 2040

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
website www.oandlhifi.co.uk

lif
or grown-ups
Itn1

Audio
Destination
astep into the future

Ipswich ( 01473) 655171
ax ( 014,73) 655170
W

W

emati:e6q@signals.ak.com

signals.uk.corn

1
/
1
/

r

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

www.basicallysound.com

HOME
CINEMA & HIFI,
THE
INNOVATIVE

Scour Faber, DNM, Crimson. Wlson Audio, C.R.D L, Epos, Monitor Audio,
CHAIVIRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Meridian 557 Power amp, blo. k, boxed (ex deis) £ 1,625 £ 1,195
Meridian 501 Mk!! preamp, block. boxed leo deer) £780 £585
Meridian 507 CD player, block, boxed (ex deer) £ 1,195 £895
Martin Logan Ascents, light Oak, boxed
leo dens) £4,499 £,795
B&W CDM1, natural cherry booed ( ex dew) £750 £565
B&W CDM9, natural cherry boxed
leo dew) £ 1,800 £ 1,350
Myryod MDV300 Silver DVD Player ( en dens)
£900 £675
Myryod Mdp500, Silver,
pre amp/AV processor ( ex deis) £ 1,800 £ 1,350
Please contact us for afull hit of coders equipment.
To see our full up to date bongs go to v.ww.changyaudio.com

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

London
do

Chantry Audio
3

School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk

www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

good selection of S/gand

We are 10mins J39 - MI
iOnlins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 0' 924 255045 - Colin Grundy

The Old School

available at £ 1.50
Or visit our website on

Avid Turntables - Proyeet - Orueon - Van den Hull - Mirage
IVY wekonts

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
Telephone/Fax 01621 810740

Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Itero - Absolute Sounds

DCS

Norfolk

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

Devon

FREE PARKING

la- 18A Eldon Street, Tuatord, Ne. Newark, Notts NG22
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437

•HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM

Surrey

Stockists of
Audio Physic, Chapter Audio, Chord, Clear Audio,
Dali, Ear, Epos, lsotek, Living Voice, Monitor Audio,
Moon, Musical Fidelity, Myryad, NAD, Nordost,
Parasound, Primare, Rel, Ruark, Totem Acoustics,

Morkists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
• \I
ICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROVD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n idelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

tttlICCI. lid1111.11. 55 k. Kinplon upon l'Inune,
Surrey KTI 4DA
020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6prn
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Trinity Audio, Tube Technology and many more.
FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
o% IINANCE AVAILABLE
•aDEMONSTRATION ROOMS • CHILDS PLAY AREA
•OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS • HOME DEMONSTRATION

Tel: 01884 243584

Mon - Sat g.00 • 5.00pm

M IKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

326 Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.cc.uk

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man 99
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565
www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guide
West Midlands
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

I -97\ I ),,N.

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Maranta, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio. Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, 'rEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha. Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

HI -

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 81

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX:0121434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

London
\I % RI IN

Ole O'Brien Hi- z»
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Est. 1966

• ARG • ARCA VD'S • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • SEVER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAAF • DEMON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL
•GUTWIRE CABLES • GOLDRING • GRADO • JADIS • JECKUN • RE • MICHELL • MONRIO • NM/ • NAIM • OPERA • ONK YO • PATHOS • PROJECT • GED • MESON

AUDIO ANA!

I

• SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONOS FABER • STANDS UNDUE • SUEDES • TEAC • IROSENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • VISION

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 mins M25 June 10

.401•11111.11M.

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

Audio Meow Bellini Pre-amplifiers (sis)
Audio Malogue Oonaetti Power Amp (sis)
Audio 'unborn Maestro CD (ex et)
Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier 9x den)
Creek 4330/2 amplifier (new)
Jamo E510 speakers

WAS NOW
£595 DU
£95
£1600 fine
£495 psi
£20 £229
£199 CM

Krell KM». )ex-dent)
Krell 59564 DAC
Linn LA100 Power Amplifier wh)

£36,8 £2595
£0.0 ripm
f290

Monno AO ST (50 Watts ex dem)

£350
NAD 1760 AV amp (ex lem)
0
'
0'
0 DX
Ono CD33 CD pnyeriPhillips CUD laser (el DX £175

Ond CD33-3 CD player DIM) (0) £1100
Onkyo 002521 Mindisc recorder (ex-den) £550
PSB Sub
£199
Rega Ptonet CD
Rega Ela
£495
Sonneteer Campan inwi)
£
700
Stands Un que Sourd Support (sib) £ 75

0251
£ 50
BO
DX
12513
£595
£175

Stands Unique CO/DK. Storage (sib)
f-- POR
Osa £125
Tandberg TCO310 3motor cassette led (sAir
Tandberg 100 420 3 ;rotor cassette le)
C-- £195
Theta Data 11
£1500
Unison Research SRI lei den)
£1250 £995
Unison Research 521(ampliher 9x dem)
£1350 01195
rben,
Hoe Speakers, Blk,
£1500 £595

01.1 \ \ I)

MIN

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifi.co.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhificom
0", Instant Finance Available Written details on request

Yorkshire

UK Wide
Isolation j Systems
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AIRIER Pneumatic Isolation Platforms
for electronics, turntables & Speakers (excellent reviews)
NATURAL RHYTHMS Equipment Rack System
with unique cable isolation System, Floor standing
Loudspeakers, all hand crafted in our workshops
in avariety of real wood veneers.
Custom sizes and finishes undertaken.
Interconnect cables, solid silver, & copper fitted with bullet plug ,
Quality Mains Power Cords £49.95 Credit Cards Taken,
Tel:
on 01643 822128, voodootek@hotmailcom

.r7iE

Have all 16814119eguipment on demonstration along
with SMETUBE TECHNOLOGY-MICHELL
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE LORICRAFT/GARRARD
CROFT - various cartridges, ORTOFON, VDH
Second hand equipment, Record cleaners/cleaning service.
Perspex lift off covers, Major credit cards.

Tel: 01643 841244
graham@southwestanalogue.fsnet.co.uk

Staffordshire

are-- ZA•NSkaaning
\•1
.4-:.9
.
1 Loudspeakers

BIM1711,RU

Sennheiser
SME
Thorens
TEAC
von Schweikert

Penkridge Staffordshire
01785 711232
stuart@audioarmosphere.c
www.audioatmosphere

www.hifinews.co. uk

2E4*,
Audio & Vision

25 Story Street
Hull, HUI 35A
Tel: 01482 587397

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

UK Wide
morel

A1J-2/•
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v
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AUDIO
Atmospher
SHUNYATA RESEII1
ZYX . SEEC . HEGEL
ZERODUST . FURUTECH

Fostex

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Our new range of speakers and amplifiers
is being reviewed in all the magazines
and recognised for its truly exceptional
sound quality.
To find out more quickly
www.avihifi.com

scan-speak

Audion
gsp audio

Soler' Inductors
Solera Fast Caps

Audio Synthesis
AVI

QUALITY

seas
C

Voodoo

SOUTH WEST ANALOGUE

SPEAKER

THE

14

MADISOUND •PEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
860 ;UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADIS if N. WI 53744-4283 USA
TEL 608 831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-m 11 info@madisound com
Web Pag •htIp:iwww.madisoJnd con,

To advertise in this section
Call

020

877zi 0790

TEL:01453 752456

REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High-End & Quality HiFi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933
free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk
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call 0208 774 0790 to advertise

Lintone Audio

Absolute De
00

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier

O

Audiogram MB1- Amplifier
£2
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers £34
Audio Research LS12 - Preamp.

re/

Arcam P75 Power Amplifier
Audiolab 8000CD/DAC CD Player

£ 13

miliessilliMearch CA50 - Integrated Amp. £2
"'"'

Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC

£8

Audio Research LS8 - Preamplifier
Audio Research 100.2- Amplifier

£25

Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier £21
Audio Research REF600 Pair Mono Amp £ 15
California Audio Alpha - DAC
California Audio DX1-CD Player

£3

Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD

£8

Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD
£ 12
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier £7
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier £7

u

12.1

Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier

£ 10

Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Amplifier

£ 14

Goldmund Mimesis 4 - Tuner

£24

Jadis Orchestra - CD Player

£8
£15

Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier

1:$

N

Krell KSA150 - Power amplifier

£17

Krell KM,: Preamplifier
SP

£800.
£1200.00
£275.00

WSAUOTÓ6.1 - Preamplifier

.2

Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers

£429.00

cr

Theta Digital Pro Prime II - DAC
Theta Digital Dreadnaught 5 ch amp

£1

Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver

£2900.00
£1850.00

( used) .. £795.00
( used). £ 1,100.00
( used) .. £495.00
( used) .. £295.00

Krell FPB300 Power Amplifier
Krell FPB600 Power Amplifier
Linn Sara Loudspeakers

( used). £4,995.00
( used). £7,995.00
( used) .. £300.00

Meridian 561 Processor
Meridian DSP6000 Speakers
Meridian 568 DIG Processor

( used). £ 1,700.00
( used). £7,000.00
(used). £2,200.00

Meridian 562V.2 DIG Controller
Meridian 602./606 DAC/CD Transport

(used) .. £900.00
(used) .. £995.00

CD1 CD Player
(used)
NAP 180 Power Amplifier (used)
CD3 CD Player
(used)
NA1T/3 Amplifier
( used)
NAIT/5 Amplifier
(ex dem)
NAP90/3 Power Amplifier
( used)

Unison Research Mystery One Pie Amp

£4629.00

Z Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer

( used) .. £450.00
( used). £ 1300.00

..
..
..
..
..
..

Wilson Watt 5.1 Speakers

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH
tel

131482 891375

vvvvvv.theaudioroom.co.uk
open mon sat 9a m - 6p m

£600.00
£750.00
£400.00
£395.00
£695.00
£295.00

Nairn CDS/2 CD Head Unit
( used). £2,300.00
Maim Hi-Cap Power Supply
( used) .. £300.00
Quad ESL63 Speakers C/W Stands ( used). £ 1,400.00
Shan Ling CD-T100 CD Player ( used). £ 1,350.00
TAG 100X 5 Power Amp
( used). £ 1,300.00
TAG AV32 Processor
( used). £ 1,200.00

Theta Digital Carmen - CD/DVD

r0

Audiolab 8000T Tuner
Audio Research LS9 Pre Amplifier
Copland CSA 28 Amplifier
Chord SPM800 Power Amplifier
Cyrus 7Amplifier
Cyrus Power Amplifier

Maim
Maim
Maim
Maim
Maim
Nairn

Sonus Faber Grand Piano Home Loudspeakers

▪

( used) .. £ 200.00
( used) .. £800.00

Musical Fidelity XLPS Phono Stage
(new) ... £99.95
Musical Fidelity XCANN2 Headphone Amp(used)... £90.00
Maim NAC72 Pre Amplifier
( used) .. £400.00

PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
£989.00
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp
£1999.00

•

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
mark levinson
unison research
audio analogue
pathos
b&vv
spendor
revel
jm lab

SELECTED USED EOUIPNII \ rAND SPECIAL OFFERS

( used) .. £995.00
( used). £7,995.00

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY

Pinewood Music is a specialist dealer for

STOCKISTS OF NAM. MERIDIAN, CYRUS, ADVANTAGE, LUMLEY, BAT,
RAW. KRELL, MARTIN I ( 4, iN, DCS, ARCAM. PMC, MARANTZ, DEVON ETC.

Krell and Sonos faber. so if you're looking

Website: wwm.lintone.eo.uk Emaildnfb@lintone.co.uk
7-11 Park Lane. Gatehead,Trie & Wear NE8 3.1W.

for some previously owned units we may

Tel 0191 477 4167

Fax 0191 477 2771

just have that piece you're after. Give Brian
Rivas a call - and make sure you see our

A

half- page advertisement in this issue for the

HEADPHONE SELECTION
Grado Prestige

Reference

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR- 125
SR- 225
SR- 325
RS- 1
RS- 2

Technica

AT OC 9ML

Goldring

1006

MA17

two pair of speakers to one amp
Two-way unit for series switching

£30

two pair of speakers to one amp
MA28
MA29

Gold Plated 4 mm Banana Plugs 4no. £8.00

QUNEX

J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
£22

QUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1metre pair dm phono plugs

£62

GEX

£ 95
£124

£76

GEX

£67

£100

GEX

£ 86

1042

£143 £ 114

£22

GEX £ 100
N/A
N/A

Prestige Gold £ 110
510
£34

N/A

£ 73

N/A

£22

Shure
Sumiko

£27

MC 15 Super II £ 130 £110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227 £ 193

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme £452 £385

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£ 548

EX

N/A

EX

£643

Rohmann

£ 837 £742

M 97 XE

£95

V 15 V XMR

£ 304

Blue Point Special

£265

N/A

Wanted
Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems
ALSO
Accessories or Literature

Call Good-HiFi

0845 644 3340

N/A
£ 58

£204

N/A
£ 237

Mobile 07860 351113

£ 52

Ortoton

£32

CC126

to 2phone plugs

£76

1012 OX
1022 OX

GEX
GEX

e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

N/A

N/A

£25

£42

EX

Prestige Black £40

Two-way Tape Switching Unit to
connect asecond tape deck

£ 280

Grado

CD Switch to add CD input capability
to older type amplifier

£330

Eroica LX/H £133 £ 109
Elite £232 £190

OED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Two-way Unit for parallel switching

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322

CARTRIDGE SELECTION
EXCHANGE
STYLUS
Audio
AT 110E
£28
N/A
£16

£85
£104
£152
£199
£294
£641
£495

MA15

latest in high end from Krell.

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

EX

N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
speei•hes in borne entertenneenf

MAIL ORDER ( 140 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE

AE, Arcam, Harman Kardon, Infinity, Linn,

AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £50
MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN). 22 GARTH AVENUE. NORTH DUFFIELD.

Loewe, Marantz, Mordaunt Short, NAD,

SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

Project, Pure, REL, Tannoy, Trichord, VDH
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Upgrade to SuperStereo with Dynavector's Adp-2 decoder,
an easy addition to your existing system. Once you've heard how good your CD's
and records sound in Superstereo you will never be content with ordinary stereo.
HiFi + Product of the Year 2002 & Editor's Choice Awards
"Extraordinarily convincing". " Simply sounds more natural and right than regular two-channel stereo"
Paul Messenger Hi Fi Choice

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8774 0790

DV Adp-2 decoder/processor £845 & details direct from:
Dynavector ( SuperStereo)
'Tet/Fax: ( 012(12) 767873 Fmail:
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navector@onetel.netid,
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"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment"
HI-FI

LJ A

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
Choice

make it easy for

you to fulfill your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
about expensive brandnames.
It's about aspiring to the very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure

Ft
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Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
merge
M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M.C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teat
Totem
Transfiguration
Tri chord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

alsale

Exposure VII pre + XII psu
Magnum Dynalab P200 Pre
dpa Enlightenment DAC
Kenwood LI000C Pre
Kenwood L1000M Power
Michaelson Audio Odyseus
Sunfire 300 Power Amp ( 110 volts)
Arrow Delta 110 pre amp
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre 5 ew

1..1 e Nne

r•

[1.200.00
£ 1.900.00
c£895.00
£ I.295.00
£ 1.500.00
£ 2.400.00
£ 750.00
£995.00
£895.00

L595.00
(On Dew
(1,395.00
£695.00
L3995.00 each

£3.895.00
£2,000.00
£1.400.00
L6,000.00

(295.00
L795.00

L £1,800.00

C795.00
£6,995.00

£2,000.00
£19.000.00

£7,995.00

£12.000.00

(2,395.00

£3.285.00

£995.00
£1,795.00
£1,395.00
(On Dore
(On Dena
C295.00
£6,500.00
£11,995.00
£9,600.00
£475.00
(8,995.00
£995.00
L4,995.00
(On Dens
(On Dens
£3,995.00
£5,995.00
(On Dent
£395.00
£395.00
(Ott Dern
£2,750.00
£69.00
(On Dent
£995.00
£995.00
L4,995.00
L1,295.00
£3,495.00
£895.00
(On Dciii
£I,350.00
L3,995.00
(On Dens

£2.500.00
£3.650.00
£3.600.00
£895.00
L645.00
£14.000.00
£15.000,00
£12.000.00
£608.00
L14.500.00
L2.000.00
£8.250.00
£2.995.00
£1,550.00
L8,000.00
£12,998.00
£3.750.00
C900.00
(900.00
£2,350.00
L6.000.00
£120.00
£3,250.00
£2.500.00
L3,000.00
C12.000.00
L2,250.00
£5.500.60

(1.030.03

L16,500.00
(1.500.03
£5.995.00
£6.350.00

amplifiers

Conrad Johnson PV 10
Meridian 201 Pre
Audio Research L525 mk 11
YBA 2a Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Krell KRC
Chord DSC 1600E (dadpre)
Audio Research L51
Audio Research LS3
Musical Fidelity F22
AVI 52000 MP remote pre
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
YBA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius 161 ' new"
CAT. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new"
(=>

items

amplifiers

Roksan L2JS1 Pre Power
Krell KAV 250A
Krell KSA 808
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Power
Quad 33/ 303
Krell FPB 600c
Krell FPB 700cx
Krell FPB 400 ex
Naim Nait 3
Rowland Model 12 ( 4chassis)
Michell Alecto Monoblocks
Cary 805 C Monoblocks ' new
ES Lab DX-S8
Plinius 8200P
Krell FPB 200
Krell FPB 600
Plinius SA 102 -new
Musical Fidelity P180
Musical Fidelity CRPS
Bryston 4BSST
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Linn Bass Active Card
Gamut D200 " new"
Musical Fidelity FIS
Audio Innovations 51000 mk Ill monos
Krell MDA 300
Cary SLA 70 mk 11 Silver
Boulder 500 AE
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power -new'
Primare 30.1 mk 11 Integrated
YBA Passion Stereo ",, ew"
Plinius 250 mk IV " new"

r-

INSTALL

thismonth

Pow e

P

MULTIROOM

£450.00
L695.00
£295.00
£295.00
£395.00
£495.00
L695.00
£95.00
£395.00
L395.00

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Musical Fidelity P270 mk II
Bel Canto Evo 4
ES Lab DX- S4
AVI 52000A Amp
Linn Klimax 500 Solo ( 4)
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Musical Fidelity MVT Pre
Electrocompaniet EC4.6 + Remote
LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM 20
Wilson Audio System 5.1
CD PLAYERS 8. DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Linn Sondec CDI2
AV COMPONENTS/ PROCESSORS
Linn 5103 System Controller

environment.

ourchoice

E

HOME
CINEMA

ality

£495.00
£195.00
£4,250.00
£1,295.00
(On Dens
L2,495.00
£3,250.00
C795.00
£895.00
£695.00
L395.00
£1,495.00
COn Den,
£3,995.00
(POA
(On Dens
(On Dem

£495.00
L995.00
£7,995.00
L395.00
liOn Den,
L495.00
L7,495.00
£495.00
Dein
£3,750.00
L9,995.00
L3,995.00

1,1:02 0 8392
fax:020

Open from
accept

8392

1l1 Lab Micro utopia + Stand
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Ensemble PAI
Audio Physic Caldera
Aerial Acoustic SW 12 Sub Woofer. Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers ( Active)
Rol Q 200 E
Rel Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood)
Audio Physic Tara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabosse io 5.1
jM Lab Sib 8. Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
Blue Room Minipod (V/bite)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill -new"
Audio Physic Tempo III ' new'
Nairn SBL's
Rogers LS55

.CIaLyter-s

£1,650.00
£3.200.00
L16,000.00
L577.00
L19,999.00
£1,200.00
£13.000.00
L1,100.00
(9.999.00
L9,000.00
£18,000.03
£14,500.00

r- rit ables

(4.349.00
£2,250.00
L1,795.00
£I,750.00
L2,003.00
£10.000.00
L5.200.00
£4.100.03
£2.500.00
L650.00
L500.00
LI.799.00
£999.00
£6,000.00
£I.700.00
£3,500.00
(2,170.00
£859.00
L298.99
L749.03
£468.99
L750.03
L4.003.00
£2.000.00
£2.225.00
L430.03

)ACS
(On Dens
(On Dens
(1,395.00
L395.00
L695.00
£995.00
L3,250.00
£11,995.00
[Ors Den,
L1,795.00
£295.00
£295.00
£3,995.00
£1,995.00
£2,995.00
L695.00
L750.00
(On Dens
L750.00
(750.00
LOn Dens
(On Dens
L595.00
LPOA
L1,995.00
(On Dent

£12,000.03
£6.5130.00
£3,300.00
L £1.400.03
L -

(6.50000

£23.498.00
C995.00
(3,495.00
£500.00
L603.00
L5.503.00
£4.003.00
L5.000.00
£1,200.00
£995.00
L2.200.00
L1,60100
L1.000.00
(4,500.00
£1,000.00
(1.295.00
£24.000.00
£4.000.00
£1,195.00

.&analoque

Michell Orbei VC/ RI3300
Nakamichi CR3
Nakamichi CR4
Project RPM 6" new"
Project RPM9/ arm ( Ex Dom)
VPI TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/ VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc, " new"
Roksan Radius ( Acrylic) " new"
Roksan Caspian Phono se
Ortofon Rohrnan (2hrs)
Tara Lab Decade 8ft pair
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Tara Labs The One Balanced I
m
Earmax Pro
Revox 8160 Tuner
Decca London Gold (original Garrott Brothers)
SME 30/2 A " new"
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
Ortofon Rohmann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq rnmhnc
Gryphon Phono Pre- Amp ( dual mono) Head Amp
SME Series VAren "
new"
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans . The Groove
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X- demo
Rega Planer 3 + Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X-demo MM/MC
Lavardin Reference Phono " new"

(On Dens
L495.00
£595.00
(On Dens
L695.00

L2.350.00

(8,500.00
(On Dens
(On Dens
£850.00
£895.00
(On Dern
L999.00
LOn Dens
£450.00
£1,495.00
(10.495.00
£395.00
£245.00
(On Dens
(On Dens
(On Dens
L695.00.
£795.00
L1,350.00
£495.00
(Ox Dens
LI95.00
(On Dens
£I,695.00
£320.00
C640.00
(On Dens

L16.000.00
L850.00
L950.00

cc-

L500.00
(1.350.00

(Los000

(2,000.00
L1.100.00
(2.250.00
L425.00
L995.00
LPriceless
L12.289.00

c -

C325.00
L1,050.00
[500.00/L750.00
LIJoecio

£»
£.

(1,600.00
(1,650.00
L2.750.00
L400.03
L1.795.00
L2,065.00
(423.00
L740.00
L2,500.00

components

Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8 Processor
Lexicon RTIO DVD Player
Lexicon DC2
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MC 12 / MC I
2B
Loewe Xernix DVD " new"
PLASMAS
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD5 " new"

1 9 5 9 c*Z2-- 020

1994

£2,195.00
£1,750.00
£1,150.00
£795.00
£895.00
£4,995.00
L2,995.00
£1,295.00
£995.00
(On Dens
(On Dore
(On Dern
(On Den
(On Dore
(On Dem
(On Dore
(On Dem
(On Dens
£225.00
£625.00
£415.00
(On Dens
(On Dens
LOn Dens
L995.00
L260.00

Linn CD I
2
Linn UNIDISK 1.1
Linn Karik/ Numerik
Teac VRDS7
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307
Micromega Micro Drive/ dac
Chord SPM 1600E Dad Pre
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Rolssan Caspian CD
Theta Data Pro Basic Illa
Trichord PD- S503
Pink Triangle Ordinal
YBA CD IDelta (Twin psu)
Audio Synthesis DAX
Mark Levinson 39
Maranta 17 Ki Sig ( Black 8. Gold)
Myryad MDV 200 DVD
YBA CD 3Delta
Audiorneca Damnation CD Transpon
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Theta Pro Geny
Boulder 2020 duc
Theta Data II Transpon AT + link
YBA CD Integre " new"

AN.f

speakers

SD Acoustics SDI
Audio Plan Contrast 3
B & W Nautilus 800
Dynaudio Audience 50
JM Lab Nova Utopia
Heybrook Sextet ( new drivers)
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
11.1 Lab Alto Utopia BE
Wilson Witt mk 1
pl Lab Utopia
ClaraVox Magnifica

We

£1,200.03
£900.CO
L5,995.00
£1.995.00
£2,700.03
L6,949.00
£6.500.00
L2,000.00
L1,997.00
£1,500.00
£800.00
L2.794.00
£13.000.00
£5.595.00
L30,000.00
£3,200.00
L5,750.00

BUY/SELL

L1,995.00
L5.500.00
(On Dena
(5,000 00
(Ott Dern
£2.300.00
(1,995.00
L3.500.00
L7,500.00
L9,000.00
L1,295.00
L2,0430.00
(On Dens
L2.003.03
(On Dent L8100.00/03900.0)
(On Dena
L495.03
from L4000.00

8392

(4,995.00

19 6 3

-einfoechoice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

POA
POA

Clarity Without Harshness!

London North West

'audio flair • •
•.

te1:020 8
. 20
. .
1 9.2(M
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'CROFT H
AS..•.T.AKEN THE AUDIO
IN PLISTRY.S STANDARDS IJR BY A

'

FEVV NOTCHES - GOOD JOB!"
'
L ISTENER M AGAZINE

11113 Lew Level Pre-Amoeller

Einge2a29

MI125 3001 Mono Ilea Power eirolMers

looking forAValve ImplifierP
More and more people are realising the sonic
advantages of valve amplifiers. Our amplifiers are hand
built using simple, traditional designs to preserve this
quality. Our amplifiers are easy to live with and easy on
the pocket! Visit our new website or ask for aleaflet.
StereoO EL84 15watts integrated

£649.95*

Stze

£899.95*

O EL34 37watts integrated

lLik 3

Triode Line Level pre amp

Afi 13 25

300B Mono blocks ( pr)

£649.95*

1111111/11fe.
C ROFT

£1999.95

Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built & wired. ' Point to Point'
wiring. Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control No printed circuit
board. M gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. 4 & 8ohm
speaker matching. Stainless steel & 6/10mm alloy plate construction.
Attractive stainless steel & Plexiglas cage included. Stunning looks.
Upgrade options. Superb smooth valve sound quality.

*Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted!
Part Exchange your old equipment. Ask for details.

AH! 110E MED' Valve CD player

USA 2003

rerrE:G RA TE P AmPLr.r-7 frf_rz

SINGLE STEPPED POTENTIOMETER '
FULLY UPGRADE/48LE HARD WIRED
TRANSVALWE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
SPEçf .tii:IVVPC/EI OHMS SOVVPC /4
OHMS

re.-01

PrtliOrInl-e"

ter: 00 44 (0) 1746 769.156/764895 M K: 00 44 ( 0) 121 681
n.frli.7r3rtarfrecrnirrinfr,:ric,,,„,rrr

a24bit 192khz 'UPSAMPLER'

DEDICATED

This amazing CD Player from AH! of Holland is feature packed:

TO

THE

JOYS

OF

LISTENING

TRANSCEND BEYOND A
MERE HI-FI EXPERIENCE

1 Optional 192khz 24bit Upsampler only £ 249.95
2

Dual power supply with toroidal transformer for low
noise

3

Massive 30,000uf of PSU smoothing caps

4

Philips Military spec 6922 valves

5 ` Supercrystal clock' for super low jitter
6

High quality drive mechanism

7

Output voltage adjustable from 0.7v to 5v

8 AC ' Noise Killer' fitted
9

Full remote control with adjustable volume

10 Optional Audiophile mains lead
11 Optional Burr Brown OP amps
12 Completely upgradeable to ' Reference' model
'Without harshness', Neville Roberts. Hi Fi World.
Rated 4.87 out of 5, with over 100 reviews on ` audioreview.com'

Prices from only £429.95 to £899.95.
Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.

In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete
will come to be regarded as a milestone design on the road
to the perfect audiophile d- to-a converter.
What it achieves is to directly connect you with
your favourite music like nothing on
earth has ever managed before.
Website:
Email:

Auditions by appointment vnvw.iconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791. Email sales©iconaudio.co.uk
•

Goludia— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted
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Location:
Telephone:

Fax:

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk
www.audio-synthesis.corn
satesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk
technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk
PO Box 50, Beeston,
Nottingham NG9 1DZ UK
+4410)115 922 4138
+44IC)115 922 9701
www.hifinews.co.uk

The MarkEt

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale

(£1800), as moving, will accept reasonable

110 direct drive turntable, SME 3009, Sonus

offers, email: zijafferji@ukonline.co.uk Tel: 020

blue label cartridge £ 150, Ferrograph F307
amplifier £ 30. Tel: Stuart 01992 503396

Krell FPB-300 Class A, great condition £ 3995

8656 7514 f
LA171

firm, also Krell KRC-3pre-amp £ 1900, Tel:

Rockport series 6000 parallel tracking tonearm

(LA321

07919 211332 or email:

£2500 ( excellent) with TNT baseplate, Tel:

Cyrus pre, 1996 two Cyrus power 1996 Mission

peterroy@btconnect.com fK26531?

01277 231073/07931 386301 ELA171

752 Freedom speakers total price £ 1000, Linn

Audiolab 8000S pre, 8000P power amp,

Unison Research Smart 300B monoblocks SET

Sondek LP12 deck 1979 model £250, Celef Pei

detailed and involving sound, classic British hi-fi,

25 watt per channel, new and boxed £ 4250 as

speakers plus stands, vgc £ 200, Tel: 0151

both excellent condition, remote boxed with

new £ 2000, no offers and NTW, please phone

2837039 FLMFOC]

instructions £ 550 ono, Tel: 01623 740872 or

01562 827710 / mobile 07904442721

Arcam Alpha 9CD player £390 (£800), Musical

07816 063648 ( K28511

ELM141

Fidelity E10 amp £80 (£ 300) ex cond, CD player

California Audio Labs TempestIltube analog CD

Chord Anthem interconnect, 1m phono to phono,

4years old, boxed, both have warm detailed
sound, great bargain, Tel: 0151 526 5034

player, very rare chance, complete with service

high quality cable, very natural and dynamic, only

and circuit data excellent condition £ 900 offers

just run in, as new, was £ 300, sell for £ 160 inc

fLMFOCI

considered, Tel: 01509 215230 fK28541

postage, Tel: 01639 710113 Pete fLM141

Classical record collection, comprehensive

Kimber 8PR speaker cable, 4m pair £ 90 ono

Nordost SPM Reference bi-wire speaker cable

collection of 350 vinyl LPs, HMV ASDs etc. (
will

(£145 new), QED Qnect 2Interconnect 1m pair

3m £ 1600 (£ 2900), Nordost Quatrofi I1m

not split), VGC £90, Musical Fidelity X- 10D valve

£20 (£40 new), items boxed, immaculate, 6

balanced interconnect £850 (£ 1250), mint,

line stage, boxed, excellent condition £ 50, Tel:

months old. Tel: Phil 01661 835907 WM]

boxed, recently run in, Tel: 07739 870377

01933 666464 ELMFOC]

Musical Fidelity power amp A370 Class A

(Middlesex) ELM141

Meridian 602 and 606 transport and DAC, ex

upgraded to Series 2by Musical Fidelity, cost

KEF Reference 3.2 speakers, rosewood £ 1300

cond £800 ono,Tel: Peter 01375 398828 Essex

new £ 2495, £ 995 or near offer, Tel: 020 8954

(£2250), mint, boxed, recently run in, Tel:

ELA171

2221 fKM171

07739 870377 ( Middlesex) ( LM141

Quad ESL- 63 speakers, Linn LK Ipre-amp Linn

TacT 2.0 room correction with DAC and

Grado RSI's £ 510, Kimber Monacle X3m pair

LK2 power amp, Rotel RCD-965BX CD player,

parametric equaliser, price reduced to £ 1500,

£390, Kimber 8TC, 10ft pair £ 190, 13ft mono

Revox all silicon FM multiplex stereo tuner A76,

VdH The Second, 30ft balanced £ 500, Nordost

WBT's £ 140, reference powerkord 6ft £ 120,

Thorens TD 125 MkIldeck with SME arm, Shure

Red Dawn speaker cable 4m £ 500, Mana Tier

Beyerdynamic DT- 990 headphones, £80 ono.

cartridge, offers on all wanted. Tel: 01455

amp rack £ 240, email: S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk

T+A K3 silver £ 1100 ono, T+A K1 chrome

446518 ELM14]

Tel: 0131 225 9002 [ KA17]

£1100 ono, T+A speakers Tal is TLS 1, £ 800 ono.

Chord phono stage, silver aluminium and gold

Theta Miles CD balanced £ 1300, ATC sla2 150

T+A Talis TLS 3, £ 1300 ono. Tel: 01506

badge, balanced, phonos in and balanced XLRs

amp £ 1125, Primare A30.1 amp £825,

441455. email: drhmurdoch@yahoo.com

out, 18 months old, immaculate, £ 1150
(£2000), Tel: 01903 690055 ask for Ken

Dynaudio Contour mark 2speakers and Atacama

ELM141

stands £ 600, Pioneer F91 tuner £ 200, Tel:

Krell KAV 300 CD player £ 2000 ( rrp £4425),

ELA171

0121 246 04861K28581

excellent condition, Si Itech1/2 metre SQ80BG3.

Apogee Caliper Signatures £ 1350, Tannoy

Koetsu Black, retipped, unused Trichord

Balanced interconnect £ 200 ( rrp £449), Tel:

SR840 power amp £ 795, Adcom 585LE power

Delphini 2, OrbeSE DCNC, Rega RB1000 as

Jake 020 8980 7971 f
LA171

amp £ 695, Bow Wizard CD wand £ 1950,

new, Thorens TD- 124, mint! Thorens TD 166-V1

Dunlavy SCIV loudspeakers in light oak £ 3000,

Beatles, Stones, etc. vinyl ring wanted Naim

RB300 Incognito Well Tempered classic Michell

Krell MDA 300 monoblocks £4500, all

tuner 250, Tel: Dorset 01747 853372 ELA171

Mycro, RB300, 1042, possible p/x or offers Tel:

absolutely unmarked and as new, telephone

B&W CDM 9NT floorstanders, red cherry, mint,

0117 9556555 or 07979514450 EKM171

07801 024583 ELA171

superb, bought 9/02 £ 1250, Musical Fidelity A3

Musical Fidelity A3 integrated amp, virtually

Stands Unique Sound Tower 10 attractive racks

dual- mono integrated amplifier, phono stage,

unused, £ 500 ono, Tel: 01732 872 124 fKM17]

(2 available), spiked black ash legs lOmm glass

platinum fascia 3/02, mint, boxed £450, both

Meridian DSP 5000 digital active speakers,

shelves, buyer collects from south Scotland.

little used, Tel: 01590 624333 John fLA171

current spec, mint, boxed £ 2200, Meridian 263

£200 each (£ 500 new), Tel: 01683 300365 eve

VdH First ultimate interconnects, as new &

digital converter FREE WITH 562 CONTROL

or w/e ELM141

sealed! 0.6m/1.0m for £ 115/£135, virtually

UNIT £400, both mint, boxed, all with manuals

Quad ESL57 bronze electrostatic loudspeakers,

NEW & boxed Red Dawns 0.5m/1.0m for

Tel: 01295 258884 ( KM17f

virtually unmarked, condition faultless, £ 550,

£160/£190, others ( used) Kimber, Audioquest,

Gryphon Adagio CD player (£4300), TABU CDP-

also Thorens TD124-S11 with SME 3009-S2 arm,

Quattrofi Is, IsoTec, more... Tel: 07946 620514

1replacement, stunning upsampling reference

unmarked faultless, offers, Brenel I
tape deck,

E
LA171

player includes Harmonic Tech P10 AC11 mains

few hours use! offers, Tel: Mr Deacon 01664

Audiovector M3 Signature ( Mk 11) floorstander,

lead (£ 650) mint, boxed £ 2900, Tel: 023 8025

840123 ( Leics) ELM14]

black, with optional AVEX active crossover ( 6ch

2785 EKMFOCI

Krell KRC-3 pre-amplifier £ 1800 (£ 3500), KAV

of amplification) and Super Stands, as new,

Audio Research SP16 valve pre-amp with phono

250a power amplifier £ 1500 (£ 3650), B&W

awesome, all mint only £ 999 ( 1/3 of RRP). Tel:

stage & remote control £ 1495 (£ 2499),

Nautilus N802 speakers, cherry £ 3600 (£ 6000)

07776 177485 ELM141

American Acoustic Development ( AAD) E-48

Theta pro- basic I
1
la DAV £ 1400 (£ 3500) Theta

B&W DM2 speakers in teak with custom stands,

slimline floorstanding 3-way speakers, 90dB

Pearl transport £ 500 (£ 1500), Transparent

still sound great £ 125. Tel: 0121 4490259

sensitivity, 5stars What HiFi?, £415 (£ 595),

balanced cables: music link link super 1m 1/C

(B'ham) evenings, 07973 853182 days [
LM14]

both mint with boxes & manuals. Tel: 01202

£300 (£ 750), ML plus 1m 1/C £ 180 (£430), ML

Boulder L5AE pre- amp £ 1000 (£ 3000), Tara

767873 ( Poole) EK171

plus lm AES/EBU 1/C £ 150 (£ 360), ML plus

cable time one, digital £ 300 (£ 1000+), the two,

Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 SA power amp, as

5m speaker cables £ 280 (£ 680). Understand

10 metres balanced £ 1000 (£4000+), 1xmetre

new £ 5250 (£ 7000), 10ft pair of Nordost SPM

Audio 4-tier granite stand £ 150 (£ 500), all mint

phono £ 150 (£ 500+), Transparent digital £ 50

speaker cable £ 1700 (£3000), Tel: + 35391

condition, boxed, manuals. Tel: Stuart 01992

(£250), Quad FM4 tuner £ 175, all boxed,

637745 evening or + 3539 1708300 (work) Eire

503396 fLA77]

immaculate ono, Tel: 01604 720122 ( LA17]

(KM)

Stax SRX MK 3, SR D-6 electrostatic

Audio Physic Avanti Ill, cherrywood, boxed CD as

Audioquest: Anaconda 5m balanced

headphones, mint but needs replacement ear-

new, half price £3750. Tel: 020 8363 4963 or

interconnects, mint, 2months old (£ 2300).

pads £ 50, Linn Sondek LP12 black, Basik, K9,

07973 128355 North London ELA17]

Volcano 2m speaker cable, mint, single to bi-wire

marked outer platter hence £ 100, Technics SL

Audiolab 8000S amp, 8000 series CD plus

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The Market
Ruark Templar Il speakers, boxed with manuals.

Arcam CD727, 15 months old, mint condition

but, as new, separate power supply, main control

£795 complete ono. Tel/Fax: John 01903

£325 ono, Tel: 01603 744000 [ M81

amplifier ( 75 watts per channel) and remote

743249 or 07939 000318 [ LM14]

Musical Fidelity A3 CD player with invoice and

handset, true purist's amplifier £400, Tel:

Quad 22 pre-amp, 2xQuad II power amps, 2x

manual, looks and sounds as new £ 450, Tel:

01798 831717 [ M8]

Tannoy Chatsworth 12in monitor speakers,

01942 897557 or 07977 573114

Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers including

Garrard 301S and SME 3012 series 2arm

(Manchester) [ MA141

contoured granite plinths, mint condition

£1250, original instruction books, Tel: 01296

Linn Sondek LP12, Mission 774, Audiolab

£8600, Magnum Dynalab MD90 analogue tuner

668573 ( Bucks) [ LM141

8000A, Arcam CD72, Castle Howard (vintage)

£750, Krell FPB 600C amplifier £ 9250, Krell

Sony SCD1 £ 2000 ono, JMlab Micro Utopia

speakers, Target 5-tier stand, immaculate

KCT pre-amp £ 7500, Wadia 27ix DAC + Wadia

£3000 ono, Tel: 01922 477682 [ LM14]

condition £ 650, low price because buyer must

270 transport £ 12000, Tel: 07860 620921
[MB17]

McIntosh MC2255 power, C33 control, MR80

collect, full test on collection. Tel: 01254

tuner, XR19 osoplaner speakers, all units in

231215 [ MB17]

american walnut sleeves, vgc, probate sale, view

Audio Research VT100/3 ( 2x100W), silver,

in Ealing, West London. £3950 ono. Tel: 020

latest version of superb tube amp, very low hours,

8810 4060. email: Gwynl@btopenworld.com

mint, boxed, manual etc, £4750, Tel: 020 7413

[LM14]

3084 (Weekdays) [ M81

Wanted

SME plinth and cover housing Thorens TD125

Audio Research LS25 Mk II pre- amp, 6months

Quad ESL-63 / CD system/Meridian system/Tag

with SME 3009 arm and Shure M95ED,mint,

old, perfect, boxed £ 3500 ono, Audio Research

system £ 1000 cash waiting. Tel: 01206 510392

only £ 250, Heybrook Quartet speakers

VT100 Mk Ill, 6months old, perfect and boxed,

Jim [ LA17]

(black/maple) on Atacama stands, mint and valve

£3950 ono, will demonstrate with your own

Audioplay urgently require used high-end audio

friendly, only £ 250. Tel: 01462 622 889 [ M9]

equipment ( if genuinely interested)! Both items

for cash purchase, best prices paid for right

Michell Gyrodec, upgraded to Orbe, very rare,

little use, Tel: 01925 656990 ( eve)

equipment, Tel: 07966 101 971 email:

Orbe platter, Orbe bearings, Orbe springs, Zeta

[MB17]

audio.play@virgin.net [[ KM17]

arm, Goldring Excel MC cartridge, separate power

Sugden pre-power,Signature 41 remote volume

Lowther valve amplifier speakers and drive units,

supply, superb sound, demo welcome anytime.

pre with AU41 power, recent manufacturer

also Brimar or Mu Ilard EL506 valve, Tel: Geoff on

Tel: Justin 023 8052 8648 ILAFOC]

service £450, Tel: 01733 810516

02920 218832 [ KM171

PMC TB2M loudspeakers, cherry, magnetic

(Peterborough) or email: brats@beeb.net for spec

Lowther, Lowther Acousta twin cabinets wanted,

shielding, mint condition with boxes, balance of

and pics [
M8]

made 1960s, also wanted: PM7A drive units, any

warranty etc, £425 ono, PMC tube 61 stands

Roksan Ojan 3loudspeakers, rosewood finish,

condition, working drawing, twin feet, drive unit

£75 ono, KEF Q3 £ 249, Tel: 023 8027 1512

immaculate condition, superb sound quality

mounting screws, Tel: Jeff 020 8220 0380

[M8)

£380 ono, Tel: 01268 887730 day, 01268

[KC17]

Theta Progeny ADAC, black, optical/coax input,

459442 eve [ MA14]

Sonus Faber Electa Amator Mk 1, mint or

cost £ 1100, asking £450, boxed with manual,

Naim CD2 CD player, NAC 82 pre-amp, Hi-Cap

excellent condition pair, no holes in the base so

mint condition, sale due to upgrade, Tel: 07951

NAP 250 power amplifier, SBL speakers, beech

needs to be early original pair with original drive

782768, email: adrianlucy@hotmail.com [ M81

finish, all mint, available in original boxes

units, no need for stands, will pay above the

Audio Research VT200/2, rare opportunity,

complete with remotes, Hi spec cabling and all

market price for them, cash waiting, email:

outstanding sound, all tube but solid-state levels

manuals, all purchased new in 1999, offers

zijafferji@ukonline.co.uk Tel: 020 8656 7514

of power and bass, black, 18 months old, just

required of around £ 5000, Tel: ( Cambridge)

[LA171

serviced, mint. £8750, Tel: 020 7413 3084

01223 893260 or 07767 685555 [ MA141

Sony SCD-1 Super Audio CD player, Koetsu Red

(Weekdays) [ M8]

Naim 62 Hicap 140, old style, good sound and

Signature or Kin mint condition with original

Onkyo DV-SP800 DVD-Video/Audio, SACO ( Hot

condition £ 500, Tom Evans Microgroove plus

stylus. Tel/Fax: 020 8883 5618 ELA171

100) player, mint, boxed, manuals £ 600

phono £350, Audiotech TfT table £30. Tel: Dave

Creek P42 pre-amp with connecting lead. Tel:

(£1200), Cambridge DAB 300 silver, like new,

01472 828336 [ M8]

01442 874749 ( Herts) [ M81

remote, boxed, manuals £ 75 (£ 150), Cambridge

Krell KSA 50 amp £ 700, Audio Synthesis DAC

Nottingham Analogue, WTA. Reference or

T500 analogue tuner, silver £40 (£80) mint, only

Adeq aps £400, TEAC P10 CD deck, upgraded

equivalent superdeck wanted ( with arm and

weeks old. Tel: 01484 604901 evenings please.

Quad ESL- 57s plus spares £ 550, 0/pole

cartridge please!) from outgoing colleague to

[M131

subwoofers plus crossover £ 200, system £ 2000.

incoming enthusiast for ultimate foray into vinyl

KEF Reference 3.2 speakers, cherry, mint

Tel: 01335 324574 ( Derbyshire) [ M8]

collection, sensible price please! Tel: 01462

condition, boxed, manuals £ 1150 (£ 2250).

Musical Fidelity Kelly KT3 floorstanding

622889 [ M8]

Kimber KS1030 0.5m. black pearl silver

speakers, vgc, boxed, £ 600 also Nordost Blue

Musical Fidelity Al, must be in excellent

interconnect, mint boxed £ 325 (£ 670), Tel:

Heaven speaker cables 2.5m single wired £ 150

condition. Tel: 07905 12997 [ M8]

David 0191 454 6657 [ M8]

Tel: 01785 816581 [ MA14]

Marantz CD player 6000 OSE boxed, £85,

Proceed AVP NV processor, mint condition RRP

Yamaha cassette deck KX580 se £ 75, both

£5000, £ 2000, TEAC VRDS Ti CD transport and

excellent condition, Tel: 01525 873561 ( Beds)

Micromega Micropac £350 Tel: 01538 399347

[M8]

/07773 374 508 EMCF0C1

Trade

Vdh First Ultimate interconnect cables, 2pairs,

Hovland HP100 pre-amp with m-cmodule, only

0.6 metre (£ 220) £ 100 each, Tel: 01604

just run-in, mint, boxed, manual, £3700, huge

interconnects from £85, with world class plugs.

410726 ( Northampton) [ MA14]

saving on new price. Tel: 020 7413 3084

Solid silver speaker cables from £ 220, fantastic

Naim CD5, Naim NAC 112, Naim NAP 150,

(Weekdays) [ M81

performance, refund guarantee, Tel: 0115 982

Naim Flatcap 2plus all Kimber Kables KCAG

Kenwood KD7010 record deck, piano black

5772 after 7pm, email: bob@skydivers.co.uk

plus 2PBJ I
IV connects plus Silver Streak and

finish, good condition, no cartridge £ 75, Sony

[KM17]

PBJ power cables plus Monocle XL speaker

MDS-JA3ES MiniDisc deck, black finish, good

London Tape Recorders. Open reel-to-reel

cable, all new condition, boxed with manuals,

condition £40, Sony TCK-730ES cassette deck,

specialists, established 30 years, machines

Amazing cables! Silver hybrid and solid silver

cost £ 4620, sell £ 2950 ono, will not split, Tel:

black finish, good condition £ 40, all are boxed

bought, sold and exchanged, Akai, Sony, Pioneer,

Mike on 07713 760964 ( West Midlands)

with manuals, Tel: 01780 480624 [ MA14]

TEAC, Tascam, Revox, Technics, servicing on

[MB171

Musical Fidelity X-A200R, eighteen months old

selected machines. Tel: 020 7603 0303 [ MB17]
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AVID)

(AVID)
I
D)

re.kviD)

(AVID)
I
D)

The most complete & thoroughly integrated solution to quality vinyl replay.
• Excellent Sound
• Excellent looks
• Excellent Price
• Excellent Finish

The all new DIVA us simply
excellent, now everyone can
enjoy the excellence of AVID

• Excellent Design
• Excellent Engineering
• Tel:

AVID

01480 457300

Fax:

01480 457057 •

Email:

Contact us for your nearest dealer

info@avidhifi.co.uk •

Web:

www.avidhifi.co.uk

Unit 52, 137 North Gate, Alconbury Airfield, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE28 4WX

IAN HARRISON HIFI

•

Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP.
TRICHORD
NORDOST
CASSETTE DECKS
=la MOTH
GRAHAM
ARGENTO AUDIO
DENON
PI * NEER
EAR
CLEAR AUDIO
TOM EVANS
SHURE
HADCOCK
MEOZIEM RT NC
>,
WIEEZZEM
AUDIO TECHNICA ...j.,r,. MICHEL
DENON
GOLDRING
M161,11MWilii CLEAR AUDIO
HAFiDETH
SUMIKO
ASH DESIGN
MINI DISCS
CARASSE

Peerless, Morel etc. for use in AR. Gale. Heybrook, IMF. KEF. Mission,
ProAc, Rogers. TDL plus many others.
•

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.

•

UK's largest supplier of Kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

WILMSLOW AUDIO

SALE NOW ON!

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
RESON

OPTIMUM
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
SOUND
ORGANISATION
ALPHA SON
mizzlim

Mi=ral
STAX
SENNHEISE
SONY
AKG
GRADO
AUDIO TECHNICA

CLEAR AUDIO
KOETSU

OED
TRANSPARENT
BLACK RHODIUM
ORTOFON

MIZZIM
SOUTHER

-,
TANY
•
DENON

SHL.N MOOR
EPOS

ReillgaMi MIZIISEM
DENON

IZONI

DENON
HALCRO

ilMj;

SONY
DENON

MOTH
CA T

TASCAM
SONY
PANASONIC

PHONO STAGES
REEK
MOTH

GAMUT
ALCIA
EAR

GOODS ARE NO1 SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.

Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605

PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 660

TEL:

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi_ads@ipcmedia.com.
For your security, do not include acredit card number in any email. Please call our
reader ad department on 020 8774 0631 with your credit card details.
.

DELIVERY

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX.DEM OR EX•DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 3RD

11

9am-9pm

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scainspeak,

NATIONWIDE

Tel: 01283 702875

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE

•

Private ad

I Bo IF I N

order forrn:

01283 702875 9aini.9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

definitive audio
Peddlers of fine wares, including:
Record players: SME models 10, 20 and 30; Kuzma,
Nottingham Analogue; Michell; VPI; Living Voice Mystic Mat.

eWS do not phone in ads

Rates: £8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14;
three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3 extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer
A400 ,- two words)

Arms: Rega; SME Series IV and V: Kuzma inc Airline; Triplanar.
Cartridges.- VanDenHul; Kuzma; Reson: Cartridge Man; Benz-Micro;
Kondo.
Amplifiers: Kondo; Border Patrol; Canary; Sugden; Art Audio;
Monarchy; Western Electric; Icon; Tom Evans Audio Designs.
CD Players: Resolution Audio: Wadia; Sugden.
Louspeakers: Living Voice; Vitavox.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Cables and Tables: Kondo; Living Voice.

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

Canary Audio CA301 Stereo - champagne facia - marvellous

Please publish the above advertisement for
FOR SALE

1

WANTED

Box number required

insertions under the heading:

1
1 yes

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E
IPC Media or

please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex•

PLILJ ! L_ILILI

Cxpires ( date)

Signature

Tom Evans Groove - mc phono stage - 600 ohms, 0.2mV - as new
Horning Agathon - 98i113 2way horn - Mahogany - new PM6As ( alnico)

1 no
( pounds sterling) made payable to

Number

n

Clearaudio Insider Wood Reference - only 10 hours use - avery unusual
opportunity acquire this hie end cartridge
EAR MC3 moving coil transformer 4/12/40 ohm - as new
Chord DAC 64 - four days old - whoops!
Lavardin IT 12 month old - perfect
Monitor Audio MA10 Gold - very good condition
Wadia 830 CD player- fully serviced, new laser - warranty

Jamo Concert 8 - 2Y, years old - beautiful maple finish - spotless

Card

.P ease

indicate which

W No reimbursements Will Oe
due fi, cancellation of
subsequent insertions

Name
Address
Send t. Classified Ads,
Hi Fi News.
IPC Media. Focus House.
Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Arcam CD 72 ( it's aCD player)
Michell Cyrodec with R13300 and QC PSU
Roksann Xerxes Cognoscenti - black marble finish, lid, vgc. boxed
Nottingham Analogue - Mentor with LV Mystic Mat - spotless
Tube Technology Unkys integrated amplifier EL84 Class A - 30watts
Avid Acutus turntable - 10 hours use if that. perfect.
Avid Vohiere Sequel turntable - sealed box new
Avid Volvere turntable - sealed box new
Stemfoort ST100 - line integrated amplifier
AudioNote ANJ-D - walnut - Huygens high mass stands

New

£3400 £5400
£4000 £ 7500
£500
£1600
£2400
£400
£1400

£ 750
£2000
£ 3400
£800
£ 3000

£1300 £ 1850
£1400 £ 3800
£600 £ 1365
£200 £400
£750
£800 £2000
£1400 £2900
£15C0
£4000
£3000
£1500
£350
£500

£ 5000
£ 3500
£2000
£ 1400

Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk
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AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with
FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with
a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality

GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA2.5)
£48 for 1.0m, £ 58 for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m. Off the reel £ 30 for
1st meter, £ 20 per m thereafter.

ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conductors. As a
ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops

Eupen Gum C512.5 ( CSA 2.5)
shown with Marina) IEC 320 will
be fitted at extra cost.

whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic
field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the
material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy.
is energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into
..
-

141'

-

GNLM 05/04

heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite
technology is further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire and

£58 for 1.0m, £ 72 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m. Also available
of the reel.

specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the

most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market.

Both GNLM cables are available
for export.

Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable
can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with
Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site

SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver plated contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA
-Eupen and LAT AC- 2 mains cable available with 16 amp IEC (

— 00M Silverlink OCC balanced
ble — stranded, silver on OFHC plus
ands of OCC ( Ohno Continous Casting - single crystal copper) for improved bass performance.
Mylar infill and with designed in protection against
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter ( approx 8
auge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14.72 mm.

for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Mannco/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European
Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs

see our web site for IEC's,MK plugs RCA and Banana
connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and
ac mains connectors

LAT International AC- 2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
SILVERFUSE
unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the

We have developed a cabling ( weaving) pattern along with
an

garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes
advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary
Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with
PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with
IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £ 62, 90cm £ 75, 1.2m £ 88, 1.5m
£101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel.
4,6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with
UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains

III-EICHOICE
AC- 2
Power cable compare
with products costing
ten times as much,
then decide

distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished
in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has no
filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators,
just fitted with 1m of AC- 2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4

is a near alloy of silver
and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SILVER CLAD. Plating ( or clad, which is the same thing
as plating) causes a dioding effect
when signal is passed through resulting
in brightness and distortion. The Silveri/Well
fuse process starts witn seven nines OFHC
*
copper wire with a diameter that is slightly
larger than the required size. It is then pulled
through atrough of molten silver. The wire with a silver
deposit, is then forced through a compacting die
where it is subject to tremendous pressure. The silver
and the high purity copper are fused together into a
near alloy. The compacting fusion also reduces the wire
diameter to the desired size. No dioding subsequently occurs with this process. The result provides for the benefits of silver; which are excellent definition and clarity, with the high purity
copper benefits of warmth and mellowness.

.AL

way, £ 198. 6 way, £ 229 for 8 way.

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker
cable better than most others at double the . rice.

SUNFIRE CORPORATION -

ION

Snohomish USA

New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema
Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400
Signature True SubVVoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube and Junior Sub
Woofer 9 inch cube - all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz, 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air
movement. 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2 channel ( 2 x300 and 2 x600) and 5 channel ( 5 x220 watts and 5 x430 watts patented amp
technology ( no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand Ill processor preamp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020 8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

arrocl

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

UST

NEW IN THIS MONTH
DAY SEOUERRA FM REFERENCE TUNER
AUDIO RESEARCH SP11 2BOX VALVE PREAMP
KRELL KSA 50 MK2 AMP
KRELL KSA 100 F4K2 AMP
MUSICAL FIDELITY MVX 2PREAMP
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370 2AMP
MUSICAL FIDELITY SA470 AMP

£2,995
£1,595
f995
£1.495
£995
£1.095
f2.995

Siii £5,937
SM £5.250
SM £2,700
SM £3.600
SM £2.451
SM £2,451
Sei £6,200

£1.595

SM £4,000

£4,995

SM £20,0130

£4,995
£1,995
£1,395
£5,003
£1.995
£3,500

SM £12,369
S41 £3,945
SM £3,400
SM £8.750
SM £5,760
SM £9580

£10.000
£1.995

E/D £35,000
E/D £3500

£4,995

S/FI £15,500

£5,995

SM £12,495

REDUCTIONS
WADIA 6CD PLAYER DIGI VOLUME BAL ETC
ACCUPHASE DP 90/91 TRANSPORT dDAC
STEREOPHILE CLASS APRODUCT
ORACLE CD PLAYER WITH LATEST SUPPLY,
AREAL STUNNER WITH LOOKS TO KILL
AUDIO RESEARCH CASO INTEGRATED VALVE AMP FVC
AUDIO RESEARCH LS 2B MK2 PRE-MAP
KRELL FBP200C POWER AMP CAST
JADIS JA30 MONO AMPS VALVE MK2
JADIS JA80 MONO VALVE AMPS MK2
CELLO STRADIVARI MASTER SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK
THESE ARE STUNNING
PROAC FUTURE .5SPEAKERS MAPLE
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
COMES WITH FVC AMP TO DRIVE BASS
ATC 8CM 70 25M ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE SPEAKERS
NICE PACKAGE

HOULAND SAPPHIRE VALVE POWER AMP
£4,995 E/D £7,866
GRABO GM20 OTL VALVE AMP
£1,995 E/E £3.300
BOW NAUTILUS 804 SPEAKERS DEEP CHERRY
£1,695 SM £2,500
MERIDIAN 566 20 BIT DAC BALANCED
£495 SM £1,095
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP BALANCED
£5,000 S/FI £9.450
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT CO PLAYER BLACK
£1,295 SM £3,290
KRELL KPS 2011.CD PLAYER WITH DIGI VOLUME
£4,995 S/11 £11,000
EXCELLENT MACHINE
KRELL KAY 300 INTEGRATED AMP FVC
£1,495 SM £2,790
£2,566 S/41 £5,690
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK BAL
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE VALVE PREAMP,
CLASSY LOOKING WOOD FINISH
£795 SM £1,750
AUDIO RESEARCH 0140 VALVE MONO AMPS,
BLACK &BALANCED
£2,995 S/FI £8,690
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
£995 SM £2038
KRELL KSA 250 POWER AMP BALANCED
£2,500 SM £6,699
NAIM NAP 90-3
£.00 SM £450
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT &2000 DAC id OPTICAL INTERFACE
ALL UPGRADES DONE 6BOXES OF HEAVEN £3,995 SM £17,000
BOW TECHNOLOGIES 228CD PLAYER
f2,795 Sill £4.995
KRELL MD10 DAN AGOSTINI SIGNATURE SERIES CD
TRANSPORT. VERY RARE BRILLIANT £3,500 SM £9,000
CELLO P101 PREMIUM MC TWIN BAY PHONO MODULE
VERY RARE TO BUY ON ITS OWN
£2,500 SM £5,500
CELLO ENCORE GOLD PLATED LIMITED EDITION ANIVERSARY
PREAMP, NOW YOU CAN HAVE ACELLO WITHOUT BUSTING
THE BANK, (MC PHONOSTAGE AVAILABLE EXTRA) £4,995 SM £12.000
HOVLAND VALUE PREAMP INC PHONO.
STUNNING LOOKING PIECE OF KIT WITH SOUNDS TO MATCH £3.995 SM £5.750
LUMLEY M125 ORIGINAL dBEST VALUE MONO AMPS
JUST BEEN SERVICED dRE VALVED
£ 1,495 SM £3,800
PROAC FUTURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD £4,995 Eu) £11.450
PROCEED COD CD TRANSPORT & DAP DAC DIGI VOLUME,
SAME MECHANISM AS LEVINSON No39 ALSO HDCD.
REALLY NICE PACKAGE
£2,495 SM £4,390
NAIN CDS 2CD PLAYER dUPS SUPPLY
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ONLY 1WEEK OLD
£4,995 SM £6,492
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP 1WEEK OLD
£ 1,495 SM £2.1 09
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST ELECTROSTATIC HYBRID SPEAKERS
OAK TRIM
£2.295 SM £4,998
PROAC RESPONSE 3.8 SPEAKERS BLACK
£2,500 E/D £3,990
PROAC FUTURE ONE SPEAKERS BLACK
£3.250 E/E f5.875
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DM 2, YOU CAN UPGRADE THIS
TO THE A,S DISCREET FOR £1,000 (WORTH DOING) £995 SM £2,200
NAKAMICHI DRAGON 3HEAD AUTO REVERSE
CASSETTE DECK. ACLASSIC NOW
£995 SM £2,500
CARY 805C TRIODE VALVE MONO AMPS
£4.500 SM £8.995
GAMMA AEON 211 VALVE TRIODE MONO AMPS £1,995 SM £6.995
VTL IT85 VALVE INTEGRATED AMP FVC
£1,395 E/D £2.400
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
£650 S/H £1,220
AVALON ACCENT II SPEAKERS IN BURR ASH WITH
SEPERATE CROSSOVERS (EXCELLENT) £4.995 SM £14,803
MATISSE REFERENCE 2BOX VALVE PREAMP MK2
INC PHONO, ELECTRIC BLUE "KOOL*
£1.495 S/11 £3,500
SNELL 03 SPEAKERS WALNUT
£2,500 SM £5,950
STAR LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES £200 SM £370
DUNLAVY SC IV SPEAKERS IN LT OAK
£3,500 E/D £8.500
PRIMARE T20 ROS TUNER
£350 SM £600
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B BLACK dA/C
£1,795 SM £3,125
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 CO TRANSPORT dCJ DA2:3 DAC
VALVE VARIABLE OUTPUT. EXCELLENT
f1,995 SM £3,800
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS CHERRY/HOOD £995 SM £2,500
MERIDIAN M100 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK STILL GREAT £ 1,295 SM £3,500
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS WALNUT
£3,500 E/I) £5,800
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PRE AMP VARIOUS MODULES &
MASTER SUPPLY (LATE MODEL)
£8,995 SH £23,000
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2REFERENCE MONO POWER AMPS £9,995 NEW £27,500
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP
£995 SH £2,700
LEVINSON ML1 20 PRE AMP WITH SUPPLY MM/MC £995 SH £2,700
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M MULTI INPUT R/C PRE AMP f995 SH £1,695
ELECTOCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY LTD
POWER AMP ( BARGAIN)
£995 SH £3,000
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 3POWER AMP (EXCELLENT) £1,695 SH £5,150
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY INCLUDING PHONO £695 SH £1,650
VARIOUS CELLO MODULES ALL NEW
PLEASE PHONE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM HOLD DOWN
ATC 10 LOUDSPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK
f595 SH £1,300
WHARFDALE OPTION ONE ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
£1,295 SH £6,000
VERY GOOD
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 PRE AMP
£795 SH £1,797
MICHEL ISO HERA PHONO STAGE
£350 SH £600
MICHEL ARGO LINE PRE AMP & SUPPLY
£350 SH £886
GRADO SIGNATURE TONEARM VERY RARE
£695 NEW £1,795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
£495 SH £950
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
F195 SH £450
WANTED QUALITY 00010 EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

LOCATED IN WELWYN -HEATS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

HICAM

WAS NOW
MICHELL ELECTRO MONO BLOCKS
£12,000
MICHELL ORCA PRE-AMP • LARGE PSU
£995
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP NEW
2750
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
1399
ALPHASON AJOBOS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED
60
30
AUDIONOTE OUEST MONO AMPS NEW
2750
B+W CM2 SPEAKERS ROSENUT FINISH 2MONTHS OLD
525
325
AUDIONOTE OTO INT AMP LINE LEVEL AS NEW
850
999
L'IRA HEL1KON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 MINT
1924 1600
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
POA
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM 1 1METRE PAIR NEW
1247
950
MYRYAD 060 DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSOR NEW
2599
547
450
BLACK RHODI1UM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
MUSIC FIDELITY A3 PRE/POWER MINT BOXED
2100 1050
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
497
400
999
850
MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
MYRYAD ZSERIES 24/96 CD PLAYER NEW
499
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
295
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1MONTH OLD
1300 1100
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
1149 1025
POLK PSW 350 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
349
ELAC CINEMA 2ESP SPEAKES+SUB
499
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2520
POA
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
867
POA
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX OEM
614
500
EAR MC3 MC TRANSFORMER AS NEW
746
650
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
2297 1800
AUDIONOTE AZ TWO LOUDSPEAKERS 93 DB MINT
599
500
LAT SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
206
175
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
99
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
29
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126 1000
2643 2643
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
299
250
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 8DISTRIBUTION BLOCK NEW
1048
AUDIONOTE ZERO TRANSPORT/DAC
925
POLK 7600 SUROUND SPK SYSTEM NEW
1449
MYRYAD MI 240 INT AMP 2X120 WPC 1MONTH OLD
1499 1300
MYRYAD MA 500 5CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC
1699 PHONE
EXSPOSURE XVII AMP BOXED MM PHONO STAGE
1000
275
LYRA LYDIAN BETA MC CARTRIDGE NOT USED
599
525
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A AS NEW
2548 2200
AUDIONOTE ANS3 MC STEP UP TRANSFORMER NEW
1299
MICHELL LARGE PSU NEW
399
399
POWERBLOCK 1000 MAINS CONDITIONER NEW
395
450
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
1017
925
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP
1251
1095
MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW
599.95
T+A HERCULES POWER AMP 2X260 WPC#11/40HMS NEW
1999
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC A/C NEW
1199
AUDIONOTE AN CDT THREE TRANSPORT NEW
3500
T+A INSIDER RDS FM TUNER SILVER FINISH NEW
899
AUDIONOTE P2 PP POWER AMP AS NEW
999
850
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
1615 1500
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
999
895
500
225
PS8 ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
2095 1895
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD SEALED BOX
RUARK PROLOUGE CHERRY BOXED
995
425
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
POA
STAR SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
1195
995
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
599
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
2945
POA
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
599
450
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
299
SONICLINK AST200 BIWIRE SPK CABLE NEW
10
8
WIREWORLD CABLES FULL RANGE
TRICHORD ORCA PRE/ LARGE PSU MINT
1650 1450
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
35
18
TrA 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
1999
SONICLINK VIOLET INTERCONNECT ( OFF THE REEL)
15 PER METRE
STAR SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINT
449
375
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO. LARGE PSU NEW
995
9C4)
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
279
249
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED
574
495
EAR PARAVICINI M100 MONO BLOCKS (AMAZING)
19995
POLK PSW450 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
449
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK
299
275
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
1880
OED FULL RANGE
POA
STAR SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2995 2700
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM .SUB NEW
975
975
MYRYAD MD 600 CD PLAYER AS NEW
1299 1050
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW
1499
POLK RTI 100 FLOORSTANDING SPKS BUILT IN SUB NEW
999
MYRYAD CAMEO SYSTEM CD/TUNER/AMP NEW
1599 1599
VDH THE SOURCE AB 08METRE NEW
65
35

DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
AGENTS FOR
EAR, TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL, MYRYAD, AVI, STAX, LAI, ELAC,
RUARK,SME, BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA, SUMIKO, OED, POLK
ORELLE T4A VIVANICO WIREWORLD

CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAIM. MERIDIAN. AUDIOLAB, KRELL, VVADIA, SONGS CAVER. MARTIN LOGAN
MARK LEVINSON, COPLAND, QUAD

Open Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard
Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508
For further details
Tel/Fax 01604 842379

01438 714038

Email patrick@crisp5479.freeserve.co.uk

10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

Website. HICAM.CO.UK

www.hifinews.co.uk

Heatherdate
*audio limited
202, Fincion Road, Worthing, BNI4 OUJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.bestereo.com
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference pmducts
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SPEA KER.%
Harbeth Monitor 40 speakers with stands.
Finished in light cherry. Mint. Retail £5,000. Our price .... £3,495
Lien Index Speakers
£95
Tannoy 12" Monitor Reds drive units 8, crossovers
£795
B+W P4 Speakers
£350
Eltax Floor Standing Liberty 5+ Speakers
£140
Eltax Monitor Ill
£95
Revel Salon Speakers Ex demo black gloss,
Rosewood side panels, (£15,995) on offer for
£12,000
Revel Studio Speakers Ex demo black gloss,
Rosewood side panels, (£10,495) on offer for
£7.995
AVI Bigga-tron Red spot monitors
£395
Teas LS-X7 Satellite Speakers
£50
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
£2495
Epos ES12 Speakers
£375
B+W CDM ISpeakers
£395
Thiel SCS 2Speakers (Walnut Finish)
(Brand New)
Normal Price £2395.. £ 1595
Mission 782 ( Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash).
Just Reduced From £250.. £ 150
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£ 995
Revel Ultima sub 15 with LE1 sub amp
£5995
Ella: Symphony floor standing speakers
£99
Pro Ac studio towers (atc drive) speakers
£995
Orchid PLLI Speakers xdemo
£3495
Thiel CS.5 ( New)
£ 995
Mirage M3 S Ispeakers
£ 1495
B+W Matrix 1Speakers
£ 295
B+W CDM1 Speakers
£ 250
Audio Research SP1 1Pre Amp
£ 1195
Mark Levinson ML 380 Pre Amp
£3495
Maim 102 Pre Amp
£595
Mark Levinson ML380s Pre Amp
£3995
Kinshaw Perception Pre Amp with Bal output
and phono stage, with seperate PSU
£395
Exposure 11 812 Pre Amp 8
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900. £650
Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
£350
.I1IPLIFIERS
Reno: B250s Integrated Amp
£375
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
£995
Myst TMA3 Amplifier
£149
Cyrus 2Integrated Amp
£175
Revel Ultima Sub 15 with LEI Sub Amp
£5995
Krell KST 100 Power Amp
£ 1295
Nakamichi PA 5Stasis Power Amp... Cost New £ 1150 £695
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
£350
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
£ 5995
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp 8 PSU
£995
Arcam Delta 290 Int Amp
£275
Nairn NAP 90/3 Power Amp
£ 695
// PLAYERS C
-I
l?ANSPORIS
Maranta CD 63 SE CO Player
£ 195
Mark Levinson Ref CD Transport & DAC
£16995
1) 1r \
CEC DX5I Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport .. NEW £2295
CEC DX7I Mk2 DAC
NEW.
£1595
11/SCELL›1.\/:()/
Renoir H11 Cassette deck
£375
Nakamichl 680 Cassette Deck
£395
Nakamichl 1000 Cassette Deck
£395
Madrigal CZ Gel 1mtr Balanced Interconnect
£275
Transparent Speaker Cables XL Ref 15ft pair
£2750
Sansui TU-D99X Tuner
£55
Stan SR007 omega ref ( 513117 head phone 8,
SRM0071 dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995.. £ 1995
Audio Note ( kondo KSL-AC2 mains cable (new and boxed) £650
Audio Note ( kondo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£2500
Audio Note ( kondo) ksII-LP
Silver litz interconnect 1mtr pair
£ 995
Stan 40/40 Headphones
£ 850
1mtr Rondo KSL LP interconnect. . normal price £2000..
£995
5mtr Hovland Bi wire speaker cable
£ 600
MIT Shot gun 750 8foot bi-wire speaker cable
£ 795
Yamaha CT- 810 AM/FM Tuner
£125
Nakamichi BX2 Cassette Deck
£ 195
/ / / IitLES. C.1127RIDGES & TONEARII ,
Rega Planar 3Turntable
£245
Audio Note ANS7 Transformer
£2995
Koetsu Urushi Gold unused bargain
£ P0A
Koetsu Red unused bargain
£ P0A
Audio Note M7 Phono stage
£2995
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board ... Normal Retail £800. £ 425
Ortofon Jubilee Cartridge
( NEW). £ 995
Lumley Stratosphere Turntable (gold plated)
with dedicated stand and large power supply £2995
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Power Supply
£ 995
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE* (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD - VISADINERS
CLUB • AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel: 01903 872288 or

VISA

Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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Does This Seem Familiar?
0
Loud

0
Too Loud

0
Way too Loud

•
"Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and bring sonic benefits, even
with
the
most
expensive
equipment.

C11 OK IN G
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

Spares and repairs
See

Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

The cost is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 397788 or
www.rothweilelectronics.co.uk

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
ate

See the excellent reviews in HiFi Choice, HiFi World,
HiFi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-aucho.com

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

mom

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

'SA

.......................
.......................
''' ..............
.............................
............

(J\

1COMPONENTS
CCESSORIES
%PT UBE
S

•••:
. ... .....

••

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862 4870 •

fax (215) 862-4871

Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: tatwyre@fatwyre.com

dr

«.....eigiallig

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

01376 521132
07802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net

www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsfor , Essex

ARCAM ALPHA 9INTEGRATED REMOTE AMPLIFIER BOXED AND IMMACULATE .... £299
ARCAM ALPHA 7SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
ARCAM ALPHA 10 DAB TUNER IMMACULATE
£629
ARCAM ALPHA 8TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENC
£ 149
ARCAM ALPHA 10/DAVE-AV MODULE + CR 9000 LEARNING REMOTE-£ 1600 NEW
£795
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1495
AUDIOQUEST COBALT BI-WIRE SPEAKER CABLE 5M PAIR BOXED
£299
CYRUS FM7 TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULAT
£299
CYRUS POWER AMP BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
CYRUS PER PRE AMP NO REMOTE
£299
DENON AVC-AIISR LATEST AV AMP BRAND NEW BOXED BLACK-NEW £ 1700 £ 1295
DENON DVDI000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW
£279
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS ESI2 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
HEYBROOK HB IBLACK ASH
£ 129
KEF 104/2 ROSEWOOD CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS
£595
LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND
£695
LINN AV 5103 AV PROCESSOR DOLBY DIGITAL AC-3RF + 5101 HANDSET BLACK
£ 1395
LINN SONDEK WALNUT/EKOSNALHALLA
£ 1295
LOEWE ACONDA 32" FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND £ 1795
M & K SS ISO THX TRIPOLE SURROUND SPEAKERS-£ 1300 NEW-BLACK
£795
MARANTZ CD67SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 149
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB
£349
MISSION 73ILE BI-WIREABLE VERSION OF THE CLASSIC 731 BOOKSHELF £79
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 9i CHERRY SPEAKERS BOXED AND IMMACULATE £595
NAIM NAP 200 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 1195
NADA INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM NAC72 PRE AMP
£399
NAIM AV2/NAP 175 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£2995
NAKAMICHI BX-2 CASSETTE DECK-JUST BACK FROM SERVICE
£ 179
ONIX 0A35/0A IMO PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
ONDC 0A35/0A801 x2PRE/MONOBLOCS STUNNING
£995
PRIMARE A30.1 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£ 1095
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
QUAD 33PRE/405-2 POWER AMP VERY GOOD CONDMON
£349
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ I
K NEW
£449
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
£299
REGA PLANET ORIG TOP LOADING CD PLAYER IN BLACK
£299
REL STRATA II BLACK SUB WOOFER
£299
ROKSAN DPI/ATTESSA DA2/ATIESSA DS5 3-BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER £ 1295
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£995
ROKSAN LI.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED £ 1595
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW FINISH
£229
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
DECEMBER 2003 Hi-FiNews

Ken Kessler,
Hi Fi News

Available from:
23 Richings Way, yen Bucks SLO 9DA
Tel: 01753 652669 infogDukd.co.uk
www.ukcl.co.uk
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"For me,
Relaxa 3+ is beyond
reproach"

THE RELAXA 3+ EQUIPMENT SUPPORT FROM S.A.P £499

THE
CABlE

IA
se e

the TAMMY Cones

Hearing is Believing

•

UNIFY

Amain

•

BC1W
Castle
Classé
Copland
Lavardiin
Marantz

Primare

30 years of Excellence

Sony

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur -Fri 10 am to 9pm

B+W Nautilus

1A1
. 121ute AnaTZiel°
"...inIIIS experience, the best built and best
sounding multichannel amplifier available"
Robert Harley, Editor-inChief, The Perfect Vision

Product of the Year
and Editor's Choice
HiFi Plus 2003
PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY
Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analogue(a emaiLmsn.com
www.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

Absolute Analogue®

AUDIO REFLECT')NS
CLEARAUDIO - Champion/Uhify/Sigma
ALM) SYNTHESIS - NEW DAX Discrete
TAG Mciaren - AV Products
'LEXKON - RT 10 and MC8
AV1 - Laboratory Series Amp any:I New Q)
TOM EVANS - Pude - New p/s for Vlbe
01012D - new Chorai system
ATC - SCM35
-EX

Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113

AUDIONET
ALEX) SYNTHESIS
ATC
AVI
AYR[
BRYSTON
CHORD
CLEARAUDIO
GAMUT
LE XICON
LYRA
NORDOST
PRIMARE
PS AEDO
PMC
RW ROSE
RE!
REVEL
SME

NEW PRODUCTS ON DEM

FOR SALE

Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY

DEM.

GAMUT - D200
WADIA - 301
PS AUDIO - NC4:

Email: Absolute_Analogue@email.msn.com
Website: www.absoluteanalogue.co.uk
The challenge - to produce astate ()Jibe art loudspeaker
with the inner detail, low distortion and coherence of she
best electrostatics as well as he high efficiency, high power
and neutral tonal balance of advanced dynamic drivers.

•

TAG
TOM EVAP6

fab audio

•JOHN BLEY (
LEEDS) 0113 204 458
TEL: SIMON TRKKETT (LEEDS) 019.43,873509
EMAL info@audioreflections.co.uk
FAX : 0113 2533098
OOVE PLUS

CLEARAUDIO

AUDO SYN I

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 sun] E-MAIL ADDRESS: FleathcoteAudio@aoLcom
VALVE AMPS
MICHAELSON AUDIO CHRONOS
UNISON RESEARCH S-6
GOLDEN TUBE SE1-50 MK.*1
JACIS DEFY-7100 WATTS
GRAAF GM-20
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50
AUDIO RESEARCH V-70
JADIS JPS-2 PRE (£8000)
EINSTEIN 'THE TUBE' (£6000)
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22 PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 14 PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2PRE
CONRAD JOHNSON PREM 14 PRE
CONRAD JOHNSON PV-5PRE
OAKLEY PRE-AMP/PHONO
UNISON RES. C5 PRE/PHONO
V.R.F. ADUR MONOBLOCS
LUMLEY REF.LR-120

MINT
£4000
EX OEM/BOXED £1275
MINT/BOXED
P650
EXCLT
£3250
EX DIS/BOXED £1950
AS NEW/BOXED £2750
MINT
£1950
EX DIS
£3250
AS NEW/BOXED £2750
MINT/BOXED £2950
MINT
£2295
MINT/BOXED
0395
EXCLT
£1995
EXCLT
r650
EXCLT
£495
MINT
£695
GC
£
995
MINT/BOXED
£1650

SOLID STATE
KARL FPB 600 STEREO
JEF ROWLAND MODEL 5
BRY!;TON SST-4B
MUSJCAL FID. P-270
MARANTZ SC- 22151A-22'S
AUTO ANALOGUE MAESTRO
PINE TRIANGLE INTEGRAL.
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC- 1
CO'LAND CSA-28
CAIRN 4808 INTEGRATED
OFELLE SA- 100R

EXCLT
0250
£
EXCLT
£2995
EX.DISBOXED £1795
EXCLT
£600
MINT/BOXED £1250
AS NEW/BOXED £1895
AS NEW/BOXED £2995
MINT
£1150
MINT
£795
MINT
£375
_ MINT/BOXED £395

COM pAC
KREI.L MD-1/SBP-64X
ACCUPHASE DP-80/DC-131
TECHNICS SL-21000/SH-01000
DPA T-1/PDM-1 MK.3 DAC
THEATA DATA BASIC 11
THETA PEARL
ESN -ERIC TEAC P-1
AUK) SYN TRANSEND
WFANTZ CDA-94 T
ORELLE CD1OT
THE-ADS PRO GEN III
THEM DSPre GEN III
THETA DS PRO PROGENY-A
THE-ADS PRO BASIC-11 DAC
OPA ENLIGHTENMENT DAC
AU3 ONOTE DAC-1X SIG
MMR10 18B DAC & SEP PSU

www.hifinews.co.uk

DSC

MINT
£4250
_ EXCLT/BOXED
£2450
BOXED
£2450
MINT/BOXED £1095
MINT/BOXED £995
MINT/BOXED £795
EXCLTJBOXED £995
EXCLT
£475
EXCLT
£475
MINT/BOXED £395
MINT/BOXED £2395
EXCLT/BOXED
£2295
MINT BOXED £595
MINT/BOXED £1275
MINT/BOXED £350
AS NEW/BOXED £650
MINT
£675

PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC
NAIM CD- 1 ( NEW LASER)
SONY M-50ES CHAMPAYNE GOLD
PIONEER PD-91

MINT/BOXED
£350
MINT/BOXED £1995
MINT/BOXED £650
MINT/BOXED
£
495
VIflYL

FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE
ORACLE DELPHI 3.
LEHMAN BLACKCUBE SE
HEED AUDIO QUAZAR PHONO STAGE
&SEPERATE PSU
McCORMACK MICRO DRIVE PHONO STAGE
TALK 131(EEE PHONO STAGE MWMC
EX DISPLAY
DENSEN DRIVE MC. PHONO S-AGE
TRICHORD DING PHONO STAGE

BOXED
£7500
MIN -BOXED £1250
BRAND NEW/BOXED . £450
BRAND NEW BOXED . £450
EX DIS/BOXED £550
NEW
£250
MINT
£275
NEW/BOXED
£225

LOUDSPEAKERS
TDL RE:ERENCE STANDARD M
KLIPSCH CORNER HORNS 104 DB
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 P.BLACK
B & W SILVER SIGNATURE
B&W Cl/MINT/STANDS
SON/FAD CREMONA AUDITORS
SONUS FABER ELECTAS
ALUN 11
CELESTION A-2
REGA XEL (WALNUT)
AUDIONOTE ANKBP
KELLY KT-3HIGH 95 D
INFINITY KAPPA-8REF
SNELL CMK-IV
PROAC STUDIO 150
ROGERS STUDIO-7
EPOS ES-11 MK2
EPOS ES-14 & STANDS
ROKSAU OJAN 30 & 3S
BOSE 901 MK.IV/E0
CELESIION A-2 FWVOOD
CASTLE HOWARD-2
CASTLE AVM
REL STORM-1
REL STCRN42 VOLT DRIVER

MA

ns

MINT
£3500
MINT
£3750
MINT/CRATED
£7500
MINT/BOXED
£2450
MINT/BOXED
£550
NEW/BOXED
£1750
EXCLT
£395
MINT
£1250
MINT
£050
MINT
£650
MINT/BOXED
£575
MINT/BOOED
£795
MINT
£1450
EXCLT ........ £1500
EXCLT
£1050
EXCLT/BOXED £395
MINT/BOXED £295
MINT
£375
MINT/BOXED £1450
EXCLT/BOXED
£795
BRAND NEW/BOXED ... £1250
MINT
£595
MINT
£450
EXCLT ......... £495
MINT/BOXED
£ 50

CABLES/BLOCKS/COMITIOT1ERS ETC

BLACK RHODIUM 8WAY MAINS BLOCKS
(CANCELLED ORDER)
BRAND NEW
BLACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE
(BLACK CLOTH BRAID)
BRAND NEW
DPA
POWER MAINS FILTERS

£225
£65
£75

RACKS/STAT1DS
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
SOUNDSTYLE ST-95
SOUNDSTYLE ST-310
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS 100
SOUNDSTYLE XS 250
SOUNDORG Z-140

EX DIS/NEW
EX DIS/NEW
EX.DIS/NEW
EX DIS. NEW
EX.DIS/NEW
EX.DIS/NEW
EXDIS.NEW
EX DIS

f275
£195
£275
£195
£225
£195
£195
£
95

I
OLIDSDEAKERS CABLE
TAM LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET.PR.
£750
NIRVANA AUDIO SL 2.3 METRE R
£525
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 2M
.
£575
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 15 M
£375
MIT TERMINATOR 6 3.3 M)
£225
TRANSPARENT VMVE 200 2M
£175
CARDAS HEXLINK 2METRE
£275
AUDIONOTE AN-Se 2METRE
£375
AUDIONOTE AN-L4METRE PAIR
£225
QED GENESIS SIL SPIRAL 4X1.5 M
£175
MARTIN LOGAN 'EON i
MINT/BOXED £1195
SPECIAL OFFER
BLACK RHODIUM S-130X2 B1-WIRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY
Ell PER METRE
BLACK RHODIUW S-300 81 WIRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY
£25 PER METRE

InTERconnEcr
ACOUSTIC ZEN SL. REF 1.5 M
ACOUSTIC ZEN SL REF 0.5 M
HARM. TECH MAGIC LINK ONE 1M
OLD SIG SEVERAL NEW PACKAGED
MANDRAKE XLR 2.5 METRES
'THE GRYPHON GUIDELINE' 1.5 M
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 1M
NEW
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 0.5 M ..... NEW
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1 ..... NEW
BLACK RHODIUM/SYMPHONY 0.5 M)
NEW
VAN DEN HUL INTEGRATION 0.6
NEW
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2M
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 5METRE PAIR

£795
£350
£
650
PHONE
£
300
£
300
£400
£275
£65
£55
£100
£550
£550

DIGITAL
10 4.1 DIGITAL COAX 1M
NEW
',10 4.1 DIGITAL COAX 2M
NEW
MADRIGAL AES/133U 0.5 METRE
NIRVANA DIGITAL COAX LEAD 4FT
VAN DEN HUL FIRST 0.8 METRE
NEW
CABLE TALK DIGITAL -3
NEW

£175
£225
£150
£200
£100
£50

MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED SIMILAR
QUALITY VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REOUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE
CASH PURCHASE PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM
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www.manger-audio.co.uk
Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•BAT • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE XLR IMTR EX DEM
ACCUPHASE E-212 INTEGRATED
ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP
ADVANTAGE S2 PREAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK51SE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VKD5SE CD
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/5 CHANNEL EX DEM
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK75SE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 300X
BOULDER 1012 DAC PRE PHONO
BURMESTER 935 MK 2WITH MC PHONO
CHORD CPA 3200 E
CLASSE CDT1 CD TRANSPORT
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 + UNIFY ARM
COPLAND CTA305 PRE
COPLAND CTA520 POWER
DYNAVECTOR L200 PRE
DYNAVECTOR HX75 POWER
EAR 534 POWER BALANCED
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO
HOVLAND HP- 100 LINE ONLY
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
HOVLAND RADIA
KOETSU BLACK
KRELL KPS 28C
KRELL KAV 300IL
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
LINN CLASSIK MOVIE
LINN BASIK PLUS
LINN KOLEKTOR PRE
MARANTZ 63KI SIG MK2
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
MARANTZ CD17 KI SIG MK11
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I
MARTIN LOGAN REQUESTS
MARK LEVINSON NO 37 TRANSPORT
MERIDIAN 551
MERIDIAN 506 24 BIT
MERIDIAN 506 20 BIT
MERIDIAN 507
MERIDIAN 561
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT
MERIDAIN 505 MONO
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
NAIM HICAP OLD OLD STYLE
NAIM SNAXO 2-4
NAIM CD2
NAIM HICAP
NAIM 102
NAIM NAPSC
NAIM 180
NAIM 72
NAIM CD5
NAIM FLATCAP 2
NAIM 250 2 AVAILABLE
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 3 MTR BIAMP BANANA'S
NVA THE INTEGRATED STATEMENT
ORACLE CD TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDITION
ORACLE DELPHI MK1 FR64 ARM KOETSU BLACK MINT BOXED
PROAC RESPONCE 2.5 CHERRY
QUAD QC 24 / 11 FORTY NEW
RED ROSE ROSEBUD
SONUS FABER GUARNERI HOMAGE
SONUS FABER CREMONA
SOUND LAB MILLENIUM 3
SONY KV-32FX65 32INCH WIDESCREEN EX DEM
SPECTRAL DMC 10 PREAMP
SPECTRAL DMA100S POWERAMP
SPECTRAL DMC12S PREAMP
SPECTRAL MIT 330 IMTR INTERCONNECT 2 AVAILABLE
SPECTRAL MIT 770 II 25FT SPEAKER CABLE
STAX SRS-4040 SINATURE SYSTEM 11
SUGDEN SAU51 PRE
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS PRE
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS POWER
TEAC Ti TRANSPORT
THETA PRO GENY
TOWNSHEND ISOLDA DCT 300 5 MTR XLR
VAN DEN HUL INTEGRATION HYBRID 0.6 MTR
VERITAS P400
WADIA 6

RRP

815
2400
2600
2750
2000
3500
8500
7950
5450
8275
7950
4000
12950
4000
4800
2700
2600
1299
1449
1495
2295
2200
5750
4750
7000
7995
N/A
9000
3698
N/A
2000
N/A
550
500
3500
1200
4500
5500
4500
800
1200
1100
1200
3200
1400
900
3000
N/A
900
2000
750
1400
250
1200
N/A
1150
500
1900
570
1300
9500
N/A
2500
4000
3000
5300
5000
8295
1200
2000
4750
4750
500
3500
1200
N/A
2300
3300
600
1100
750
160
3000
4500

NOW

595
1395
995
1495
995
1895
2995
5795
2795
5795
5795
2495
7995
2295
2995
1395
1795
795
995
995
1495
1395
3995
3295
4495
POA
195
5995
2495
195
1395
75
350
250
2295
695
3495
2495
2695
450
695
495
795
1495
695
350
2095
350
495
795
450
695
150
595
350
795
350
1095
350
395
3995
895
1795
2795
1495
3495
3495
4995
395
795
2795
2795
295
2195
695
495
1495
2295
350
495
450
95
1495
1495

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD • EAR
YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME • ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

TEL: 0121 747 4246
5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42/JCN 4 M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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Human hearing evolved initially as a survival mechanism to locate a
potential threat. Today our hearing still works by analysing the first
transient pressure change from asound source. Unlike traditional speakers,
the Manger sound transducer accurately reproduces transient pressure
changes to give stunningly realistic sound.

•

precision: in sound

asr amplifiers

ritie

Contact us today and improve
your audio experience forever.
•Manger Speakers
•ASR Amplifiers
•HMS Cables

•

mu manger speakers

call: 0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619
info@manger-audio.co.uk
Manger Audio UK,Unit 10 Rassbottom,Industnal Estate, Stalybridge,Cheshire SKIS 1RH

Hazlemere Audio

MEW

VI»

Ihwtai

dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
\inplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
er supply
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

A‘
Garrard
Oracle

ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
tahli
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

Hyouvalue the best
(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)
Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)
art, oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle

www.hifinews.co.uk

Award Winning Retailers...

I
Mi
Moffitt*"
NAD ,Nordoet
lOrigin ii
iOrtotor
1Pathos ,
PickeringIPrimare •
Pro- Ac
Project
QUAD
fiEL
lRoksar
Shanling
SME
Spendor
Sugden
TAG Mc
Tannoy
TEAC
Trichord
Unison Re
Van Den
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more..

fekers Hi- Fi
The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience. IQualified staff
Comfortable dem rooms
Main road location

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Service Dept.

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) *
Delivery & installation

subject to status

> Part Exchange

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

lists in high fidelity sund reproduction - since 1967

VINYL STORAGE SOLUTIONS;
f49 per cube

"Besten Player
der Welt"
Best Player in the World - Stereo Magazine

Lindemann 0680 CO/SACO Player

6Faà
Distributors for:
Allaerts, Avantgarde Acoustic, DPS, Garrott, Lindemann,
LYS, Shelter, PHY-HA Schroder, TRON and J.C. Verdier.
f59 per cube

euLJItj

5 Upper Road, Higher Denham, Buckinghamshire UB9 5EJ
Telephone 01895 833099 email sales@gtaudio corn

www.gtaudio.com

Available in clear or black, both colours are fitted with 4thick clear feet for
added support. Discounts available on 6or more cubes, P&P £ 5per cube.
For further info call
on: ' '
of
hifinews

Demonstration by
appointment only
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aLichoplay

Electronics for those who prefer music_

ea.lcon Acoustics Ltd

Izo (*oetsttliettsts

Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound
lutp://wwwfalcon-acoustics.co.uk

jâilligig&I
:
fowned

Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site

hfiers / Pr,

RRP

SA LE

pose
5el.., tilb, f pu
I...ass Lobs Aleph J ( Obspc pare etas. .4).
-AR Enterprise 11800031N i'aruum Transducer
tIonoblocks. 70ups. n'ast 4.
-sfanley labs 3006 neo-clussie monobtosis. 22wpc
-Audible Illusions MelnI41 30 linelonollome pre.
,-oarod Johnson Pf I
2AL linestoge ulte pre.
Mind Johnson PI-14L lincstoge ruin. pre.

£3200
£2500

0795
0195

£16000
17200
£.25(N)
099)
£2200

£5995
(3750
0695
(995
(1395

-Prone Response Is neenitors ( Rosewood tenter).
-Prom Response Ise monitors ( Cherry veneer).
'
s
rSchweikert I'R. , Vonirors. (Cierrry New)

£195 £545
£1200 £795
£750

_.

RRP
-Undo 21(21bit, 32xos, &Oaf volume
control. TEACcodol I
.
P1:1.5. trumpet).
-Wadi« 860x 124bit 32s.m, TEAC URDE)
Upgrade: 241_96 klit Dig lupin Capability.
clock architerture of the Wodio2 7is ).
-Conrad Johnson D-120 rube Die..
-TE.4C P30 Tronsput.

SALE

DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the
best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive.
Components. Accessories,
New LS/SA type Crossovers & Components

£5500
£
1995
(7500+ £3195

COMPONENTS

£1990 £895
£2500 £ 39

SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
400v, some 630v
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 10mFd.
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors INon-Polari,
50v, 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd.

•
£1200
£1445
£00
£80
£125
f225

-Cardas Galen Ref inteecoaneet J.jm RCA
-Cardas Gulen Ref inteecounect 2rt. RCA
-Symo LS4 sIogk 25m p (
Smut spkr cable).
-SonicLink ADicone MOIST subk rm.
-Audiosoarce Seams intArconma le RC I
-Precious Maud Digital Luik. ins RCA

£643'
£175,,
£50 '
£75
£100

FALCON Custom-wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard. High Power. Super Power, Super-Super Pow,
AIRCORED 0.56 — I.25mm wire; IRON DUST. I
mm wire
TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in 1mH steps & 0-ImH in 0.ImH st, ;

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS

Dealers of new and previously owned Hi- End Audio.

Back year sets of Speaker Builder. Audio Amateur & Glas, Audlo
plus the Audio Anthology Set.
50+ books and Audio Amateur's magazine year sets.
2001 & 2003 year sets on CD- Ronly

Buy, Sell, Source, Exchange, Design, Repairs and Upgrades. Dentomtration by Appointme

II

ye 1. -

m
eo emmesrueel;1%, , RIM
-

11

RYCA]... 'State of the Art' Units & Kit Designs
Focal Unit Range
as pioneered in the Utopia range of systems.

evirgin.net

Tel: 0044(0)208 5436902 or 07966 101971 email:
Playe • .
• s Chris
e

Price List & Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in .pdf fornidt
5W4211

6W4311

7W4411

8W5411

10W 6411

Plus: Audiom 6 WM
7K6411 ( replacement for Audiom 7K-17K2)
TC120TD5 - TC90TD5 & TC90TD5R
All normal stock items

To advertise in this section
Call

020

3 years of proven reliability.
2 years guarantee.
Shop prices are
expensive because of
rent, rates, wages, etc.
Buy direct & save £££.

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price list PL31: Just send alarge S.A.E.
(46p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas. Europe USSI bill or
3International Reply Coupons ( 1RC) to:(Dept HFN1 Unit 12 Damgate Lane Industrial Estate,
Damgate Lane, ACLE. Norwich. NR13 3D1 Tel (0)1493 751100

8774 0790

Price is not a guarantee of sound qua'ity.

valves
re more
expensive
than 6550
valves

We have signed testimonials to prove that
customers prefer our amplifiers to
£8,000 prearrip + 320 watts power amplifier,
£4,000 pre/power amp & power supply.
£2,600 pre/power amp & power supply.
£1,400 well reviewed 150 watts amplifier.

Money back guarantee ( less £30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer :£1,000 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers to most transistor
amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, most Single Ended valve
amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers selling for £ 2,000 to £ 20,000
£2,500 or £ 1,800 "10 inch High End" speakers + our £ 1,450 amplifiers
to overpriced pretentious £ 100,000 systems ( at realistic life-size volume)

expE,nsi
non- ma
stainle
steel
Targer
,ansformer

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers ( 40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £2,000
£500 EL34 valve amplifiers ( 40 watts + 40 watts) to most £ 700 amplifiers.
£380 to £ 800 valve phono stages to most transistor phono stages
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
satisfied customers.

piecc,
of si:
capacito,

www.affordablevalvecompany.com
Amplifier shown without CE safety
cage, to prove that these are genuine valve amplifiers. Customers
must not remove CE safety cage
Free UK delivery.
Subsidisec £ 50 LPS delivery
to other countries.
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OC watts
o 4) watts

£500

co [ 1,D00
STEM amplif
teD cacti
a L50 for used valves

£600 £ 700
www.hifinews.co.uk

Next Month
The Awards Issue:
The Best of 2003

411timetb.

Our end-of-year finale brings you the best of the
best: The Hi- Ft News Awards go to the finest hi-fi
nd AV products in every category. Whether you're
looking for the ultimate in value for money or just
the ultimate, youi'll find it here

Exélusive: Kuzma's amazing tonearm
Our exclusive full lab test investigates the
astonishing Kuzma Airline air- bearing tonearm
along with the latest Kuzma Stabi Reference
turntable... and kods more exclusives too

HiFi News is essential reading
Don't miss HiFi News, January 2004, The Awards Issue, on sale Friday, 5 December
TEl E

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57

\

LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr . 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel. + 49-261-38824 • Fax: + 49-261-38172
e-mail quadger@t-online de

(tom

tom audio

THE NAIM AUDIO SPECIALISTS
We buy and sell top condition, pre- loved and ex- demo naim
equipment
All products are tested and carry afull 12 month money bac
guarantee
Stock list at www.tomtomaudio.com
WE COLLECT AND DELIVER

time to try...
Stockists of

Nairn Audio
Conrad Johnson
Wadia
J M Lab
bynavector
Rego Research
Cardas
Totem Acoustic
Sugden
Proac
Spendor
Quadraspire
and others

Audio Republic, 78 Otley Road,
Headingley, Leeds, L56 4BA

CALL 07971 202742 / 01727 893928 ANYTIME

Tel: 0113 2177294

tunes@tomtomaudio.com

www.audio-republic.co.uk

www hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
A

Ithough this is being written in mid- September — we work
wa-a-ay ahead — it is destined for the last issue of the

year. Thus, it's an opportunity to look back on 2003,

even though much could happen by 31 December to undermine
my scribbling completely. But if you're prepared to look at the
year as September to September, then this Top 10 might seem
somehow apt.
ATop 10? It is, but in no particular order: I'm simply listing
10 items/events of the past year that gave me the most audiorelated pleasure. (And I'm even self-editing, leaving out those
48 hours with an Aston- Martin courtesy of Linn and the
publication of my own book. As for the continuing flow of vinyl

material and more. Even if you don't adore the music, it's a

from Sundazed, Classic, Diverse and the like, that predates
2003.) Everything below involves music or audio, and Iimplore

single-disc introduction to the various formats.
(6) The Koetsu Urushi cartridge. Hard to believe, but this

you to experience those that mesh with your interests.

post-Sugano moving-coil cartridge is about as close to the

(1) Gavin Weightman's book, Signor Marconi's Magic Box
[Harper/Collins]. Okay, so it may

This is the kind of
disc that has the
artistry, content,
remastering and
packaging to
convince naysayers that DVD-A
has much to offer

master's original as it gets. Not the most expensive m-c
available, not even the most expensive Koetsu, but it's my

be too quasi- novelistic for those
who judge non-fiction on the
gravity of the prose, but Icouldn't

personal choice for LP playback circa 2003. ( Except for those
times when Ijust gotta Decca...)
(7) Denon DVD-2900. If you've been waiting for auniversal

put down this biography of the

player that doesn't cost the earth, works almost equally well on
every format and sees off stuff at twice its price, then this is

man who kick-started radio. The
only downside was learning that
another hero of mine, Lee de

your Source Component of the Year, hands down. There are no
longer any excuses for not trying DVD-A and/or SACD.

Forest, was aschmuck.
(2) Standing In The Shadows

(8) Isotek's Qube. Due to subjective experience and
measurement, I'm akeen supporter of mains ' purifiers' and AC

Of Motown DVD. No contest: the

conditioners. Alas, most of the beasts on offer are too large,
too heavy and too expensive for most of us. So Iborrowed one
of the smaller models from lsotek, abeautifully-made 200mm

best music documentary I've ever
seen, offering long-overdue
recognition of the greatest

cube. It does everything it said it would, looks great and

backing band in history — the
Funk Brothers. The cover- line says
it all: 'They played on more No. 1

doesn't present aspatial obstacle. It ain't going back!
(9) The Beatles Anthology. This multi-disc set shows
precisely what DVD offers the music lover with interests beyond

records than the Beatles, the

listening. As amultimedia experience, it can be faulted only
for its intrinsic censorship: it was, after all, produced by the

Beach Boys, the Rolling Stones and Elvis Presley combined.'
This will make you laugh, cry and glow all at once. Buy it!
(3) Denon's D- M31 CD- Receiver. Give one to your kids, so
they can learn about sound quality. Maybe afew minutes with

130

masterpiece. The disc includes just about every mix you could
want, mono, stereo, 5.1 Dolby, DTS, plus HDCD, aload of rare

surviving Beatles and Yoko. That aside, it should be mandatory
viewing for anyone born after 1960 who is interested in the
popular culture of the 20th Century.
(10) LP-style sleeves for CDs. Readers of long memory know

this (and some decent speakers) will inspire them to shed their
cruddy in-ear headphones and MP3 players. At £230, it's a
bargain. The best pocket-money, single- box music system on

that Ionce voted the CD jewel box as the Golden Turkey of All

the market today.
(4) Wilson's Alexandria. From the sublime to the ridiculous,

practice reached the UK this year from amajor label (although
Sanctuary has been doing it for some time): reissuing CDs in

Time ( dreadful thing!). Anyway, awonderfully bonkers Japanese

a £ 125,000 pair of speakers. The most shockingly-realistic

mini- LP sleeves. Idug deep and bought the four Neil Youngs

listening experience I've had since first hearing the original

and all 10 Led Zeppelins in their miniature cardboard

Apogee. Ipray that apair reaches the UK soon so that some of
you can hear it, too. ( Amusingly, the £230 Denon can probably

packaging, including the correct inner sleeves, Led Zeppelin
Ill's wheel and the cut-outs on Physical Graffiti. So, for those

drive it. Lord knows... it drove the WATT Puppy System 7!)
(5) The Pet Sounds DVD-A. If any disc possesses the

of you who prefer vinyl but on occasion need 5- inch playback,

artistry, content, remastering and packaging to convince nay-

and who'll never indulge in SACD or DVD-A, think of these as
an aesthetic/nostalgic gesture of compromise. But I'd sure hate

sayers that this format has much to offer, it's this Beach Boys

to try to roll ajoint over a5x5inch gatefold sleeve.
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Maximise your
CD Collection

yre

The Astonishing CX-7 CD Player is the second in a new series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value components from Ayre.

1
)

To maximise the performance from CD's, the CX-7 incorpora es an extremely
sophisticated multi- stage digital filter system. The first filter " u samples" to
176.4KHz at 24 bits. The second filter " oversamples" to 1.4112MHz at 24 bits.
This coupled with a unique Segmented Architecture, differential current output
DAC and fully balanced, zero feedback analog circuitry. Results in a sound that
combines breathtaking transparency with beguiling musicali.
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new CX-7 breathes life into CD's.

Win

To find out more about the CX-7 and the name of your nearest authorised dealer please contact
Path Premier
Dormer Road, Thame Industrial Estate, Thorne, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
I Tel: +44 (
0) 1844 219000

Fax: + 44 (01 1844 219099
Email: premier@poth.co.uk

PATH
yevtAsm''

Sonus faber®
look to the

past

to

hear the future

Sonus Faber Cremona

Sonus Faber
Cremona Centre

Franco Serblin is too much the artist, too passionate adesigner
to sit still. After 20 years, he remains driven to discover better
methods for reproducing sound. And just as his views change the
way we look as loudspeakers, so has his medium Sonus Faber
evolved alongside his need to further the loudspeaker art.
Sonus Faber loudspeakers have developed into three distinct
ranges all the better to address the needs of an increasingly
sophisticated marketplace. After all, with maturity comes a
clarity of vision and intent. At the time of Sonus Faber's birth,
there was no home theatre to address, and digital audio was in
its infancy. In 2003, the world of home entertainment
encompasses discrete 5.1- through- 7.1 channel surround sound,
purist 2- channel analogue audio and the latest digital music- only
technologies, SACD and OVO Audio.
Sonus Faber welcomes the future, yet it shows respect for the
past, the most vivid example being the award- winning,
standards- setting Homage series. This luxurious range now
consists of the stand- mounted two-way GUARNERI and the
three-way floor standing AMATI, both embodying artisan skills
of centuries past: the beauty and warmth of hand- fashioned
cabinetry, wrapped around components which deliver sound
worthy of the names of the greatest stringed instruments of all
time. And the Guarneri itself has been responsible for changing
the face of loudspeaker cabinetry, the first boat- tailed speaker
and still the very best.

Sonus Faber Guarneri

To accomplish the difficult task of satisfying both the audiophile and the
movie- lover in you, Sonus Faber offers the full CREMONA SYSTEM.
Able to provides the versatility to satisfy the demands of both movie scores
and soundtracks, as well as the pure music of LP, CO. SACO and OVO A, the
original floor- standing CREMONA, the matching CREMONA CENTRE. the
smaller CREMONA AUDITOR and the CREMONA SUB are milestones in
both aesthetics and sound quality, adream come true for the audiophile
and the cineaste.
Also presented by Sonus Faber to serve amultitude of channels is the
dazzling, ultra- modern Concerto Home series. This handsome range
contains everything from CONCERTO HOME satellite speakers and the
slim floor- standing CONCERTO GRAND PIANO main speakers to the SOLO
centre channel and the rear WALL LOUDSPEAKERS and the GRAVIS
subwoofer. True Sonus Faber elegance and expertise at surprisingly
attainable prices. Above all, every model bears the stamp of Franco Serblin.

absolutesounds
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T:

44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62

www.absolutesounds.com

info

absolutesounds.con

